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WRAL-TV Raleigh, NC. The Nation's
First Daily HDTV Local News Broadcasts

A Vt,/tIC:It_ft C<DMC)rCI
tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales9wheatstone.com
copyright ,02001 by Wheatstone Corporation

A pioneer in HDTV broadcast technology,
WRAL-TV was the first USA station to broadcast
an HDTV signal in 1996 and is the country's first
news operation to present HD local news on a
continuous basis. The station is committed to
delivering the highest quality signal to its viewer
audience. Their audio board? A WHEATSTONE
TV -80 SERIES LIVETELEVISION CONSOLE.

"Our operators were given ample opportunity
to evaluate different consoles," says Craig Turner,
chief engineer at WRAL. After an extensive
assessment of competitive products "they found
the TV -80 easy to operate, with a convenient
design that includes all the features necessary to
achieve CD -quality audio."

WRAL is at the forefront of television broad-
cast technologies. YOUR station could be too;
contact WHEATSTONE for the best in TV audio!
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In'a business where a minute can be worth millions, you don't have a milu-.e
to spare. Ti-a:'s where Harris, the leader in automation solutions, can he p.
Our Media Asset and Content Management systems offer scale solu:icns
to turn a egion of tapes into a useable digital library. All of which al CeN5
you to ingest, catalog, index, archive and find what you ward exactly where
you expected it to be. So the ast place you want to be toda), can becorne
the opportunity of tomorrow_

For more information:
1.650.595.8200
broadcast.harris.carn
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Come test drive RPM in our easy chair at NAB, Booth #L8457

Ai Quantum transmitters use solid-state power amplifiers by RO
<'3>

HDE & SCHWARZ,

the world's leading solid-state transmitter manufacturer



From high power to low paver, the Ai product me has it all. Featuring the

Ai Quantum IOT line, avEilable to the maximim legal power level for

analog or digital applications and exclusively Rohde & Schwarz

analog or digital, solid-stat9, from watts to kilowatts.

"The very first time I
adjusted my Quantum...,

transmitter from my
living room, I was hooked."

- Allen Finne Chief Engineer KASN-TV a Clear Channel Station

Obviously, Allen's pretty happy. And who wouldn't be? His new Quantum broadcast transmitter is so revolutionary,

it's hard -wired with that most elusive of features: customer satisfaction. We know what today's broadcast engineer is

up against. That's why every single Quantum IOT transmitter we make comes complete with RPM, a Remote

Parameter Monitoring and Control system that lets you check - and even aijust - your transmitter from the comfort

of your living room or anywhere else. Or, if you prefer, Ai can use RPM :o monitor your transmitter for you. Staffed

with the Emmy award -winning engineers who invented the first IOT transmitter, Ai designs products that make your

day hassle -free. Maybe you've never met a transmitter company that actually engineers its customer satisfaction as

well as its products, but maybe it's time you did.

Acrodyne, now known as Ai is a new organization - new philosophy - new facilities and exciting new products.

Call us at 1-888-881-4447 or visit us at www.acrodyne.com.

Satisfaction. Engineered.

Acrodyne Industries, Inc. 10706 Beaver Dam Road, Cockeysville, MD 21030
p.410-568-2105 f.410-568-1546

0 2002 Ac: dyne Industries. Inc.
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"DVCPR provides
the total SD through

HDTV solution."
- Rick Jordan

VP of Erginee-ing & Technical Operations,

VVB0C-TV, Salisbury, MD.

DVC PRO HD
Affordable HDTV

How do you stay ahead of the digital curve without hitting the budgetary wall?

For CBS affiliate WBOC in Salisbury, MD, the solution is the interoperabiity and scalability

of Panasonic DVCPRO. "DVCPRO is very cost effective, providing exceptional value

from many different perspectives: ease of use, quality, reliability and maintainability," says

Rick Jordan, WBOC's VP of Engineering & Technical Operations.

From DVCPRO for news production to DVCPRO50 for program mastering to

DVCPRO HD for high -definition production, DVCPRO provides the total DTV solution.

"Our viewers have praised us for providing them with the future now," Jordan adds. "It's

this recognition that will keep us in business in today's complex media marketplace."

For more information on the Panasonic

DVCPRO format, phone 1-800-528-8601 or

visit us at www.panasonic.com/broadcast.

Panasonic
The difference is your image.
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Name this

landmark

Name this famous
broadcast landmark,

photographed in 1967,
and what important
industry event took

place in the city that
year. Correct entries will
be eligible for a drawing

of the new Broadcast
Engineering T-shirts.
Enter by e-mail. Title

your entry
"Freezeframe-March" in

the subject field and
send it to:

bdid4primediabusiness.ccm.
Correct answers

received by April 17th,
2002, are eligible to win.
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TAKE THE MAXELL
CHALLENGE

SEE WHY NO RECORDABLE MEDIA
OUTPERFORMS MAXELL

BILL THOMPSON
Crawford Communications, Inc.

STEVE WILD

Grace & Wild, Inc.

MARK SMIRNOFF
Modern VideoFilm

RANDALL PARIS DARK
HO Vision

Join industry leaders such as Bill Thompson of Crawford Communications, Inc.,
Mark Smirnoff of Modern Videofilm, Steve Wild of Grace & Wild, Inc., and Randall Dark of HD Vision.
Find out for yourself what they already know - that no other recordable media outperforms Maxell.

When it comes to outstanding quality, reliability and customer service, Maxell is at the forefront of
the industry. No other tape has a better signal-to-noise ratio, better picture clarity & longer life.

We guarantee it.

maxell
PROFESSIONAL

To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 1.800.533.2836 or visit our website at maxellpromedia.com.



National
Association of Everything

So are you planning on coming to the Na-
tional Association of Everything (NAE)
convention in April in Las Vegas? It's re-

ally called the National Association of Broadcasters,
but now I call it the NAE. The show is such a cobbled
together array of topics and technology, I wouldn't
be surprised to see lawn mowers and appliances on
display. Here are a few examples of how the NAE
has gone to extravagant lengths just to claim high
attendance.

Here are some of the sessions scheduled for you
"broadcast -related" attendees. Specially designed for
the international attendee, we have the "Cross -Me-
dia Partnerships" session. I'm not sure, but I think
maybe it's a marriage seminar. Then we have the
"Cyberjocking" seminar. It probably has something
to do with horse racing on the Internet. Again, a spe-
cial session for the international attendee, we have
"Global Matchmaking." Pretty cool, huh? Come to the
United States and leave with a mate! What a deal.

NAE's newest conference is called Xstream. Here
you'll learn everything you need to know about the
Internet, including how to build "the 80 mile per gal-
lon carburetor." I'm not kidding.

Not to leave the new media folks out of the touchy-
feely sessions, there's another one of those classes on
relationships, "Strange Bedfellows." You'll have to tell
me what happens, I'm afraid to attend. Oh and don't
miss the keynote session at 10 a.m. There you're sup-
posed to be taught "how UPnP will facilitate an eco-
system of networked devices in your home:' If you're
still awake when it's over, let me know what that means.

The sessions on satellite technology sound kind of
fun to me because I'm a runner. Maybe I'll ask my
friend and fellow marathoner, Bob Pank, to attend this
one with me, "From the Backbone to the Last -Mile:'
Must be a chiropractic clinic for runners. Bob and I
will then jog on over and pick up some tips in the ses-
sion, "Playing Monopoly:'

The exhibits are as schizophrenic. How about this
for a list of exhibition areas: etopia, mobile media,
interactive living, digital cinema, multimedia and
Internet/streaming halls. Hey, I'm not done, these are
in addition to the regular radio/audio hall, three TV/
video/film halls and satellite/telecommunications ar-
eas including the Sands. Whew, are you confused yet?

And how come we still have to slog over to the Sands
anyway? With an additional 300,000 square feet of new
exhibition space in the new South Hall, couldn't NAB
move the Sands exhibitors to the LVCC? No, you'll still
have to wait in two lines, bus it and waste a couple of
hours to see the Sands exhibitors.

Adding sessions with cutesy titles, and unrelated ex-
hibitors to try and drive attendance does not make this
show any better. It just makes it less focused. What's
next - an "open to the public" day at NAB?
All these changes and the diluted focus remind me

of previous NABs, where exhibitors included luggage
and jewelry dealers. Given this year's hodgepodge of
sessions and exhibit arrangements, should we expect
to see the Vegamatic and Gingsu knives on the show
floor next year? This show is starting to smell like a
flea market.

editorial director

Send comments to:  direct: editor©primediabusiness.com  web site: www.broadcastengineering.com
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Master Control Glass Cockpit
More powerful, master control switching, branding and monitoring solutions

Unmatched, channel branding with

Oxtel Series Presmaster multi-

channel, master control switcher.

CO Kaleido 'virtual' monitor wall 0 Easy, remote monitoring and

instantly changes layout to match control of signal processing and

switcher channel selection. distribution with iControl.

For complete details contact: glasscockpit@miranda.com
Miranda Technologies Inc. - tel. 514.333.1772

www.miranda.com

0 Master Control and Branding 0 Control and Monitoring 0 Interfaces and Routers THINK PURPLE
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The future of broadcast

Bina microphones

Weather susrems

The future of broadcast
I just read your article titled "The Fu-

ture of Broadcasting."You chose people
it seems with a vested interest in the
area they wrote about. As a person who
has been in broadcasting for over 35
years, you seem to still miss the point
(or maybe I did).
All the "digital technology is great"

made things better in many respects
with more channels, more information
and better quality. The part I disagree
with is that people are really that ex-
cited about HDTV. Picture quality is
great, but I don't want to see Jerry
Springer in HDTV.

What we need is access to better qual-
ity news programs (BBC, CBC) and
better entertainment shows. DTV can
bring some of that to us. People I talk
to do not say my picture looks bad, they
say there is nothing to watch.

LARRY BAKER

More on fiber
Dear Mr. Gilmer,
I always take pleasure in seeing fiber

optics highlighted in magazines to im-
prove its visibility and acceptance. The
Light Brigade is the world's largest fi-
ber optic training company and a cor-
porate member of the Optical Society

of America (OSA). As such, we like to
make sure articles are correct. Under-
standing that you have a fixed amount
of space in an article I can see where
mistakes can be made. For this reason,
I wanted to clarify a few issues in the
article.

 The 50/125 fiber is a multimode fi-
ber and not single -mode.

 This fiber has been well accepted
for high bandwidth (video) applica-
tions versus the 62.5/125 fiber, which
is preferred for local area networks.

 Missing in your article was the "next
generation multimode fibers"
(NGMM), which are designed for la-
ser transmission and higher band-
widths than the standard multimode
fiber types.

 You referenced the use of 1550nm,
which is great for long distance (50-
100Km) because of its lower attenua-
tion. However, the lower cost and high
performance of the 1310nm wave-
length for single -mode fibers is still
much more cost-effective than
1550nm fiber.

 In reference to the "fiber to the desk
(FTTD) statement," we have used
FTTD since 1990 in three different
buildings and now operate at 100
Mbits/s (Fast Ethernet), and I've never
had a failure due to optical or mechani-
cal problems. This includes the fibers,
cable, connectors and jumpers. An en-
tire generation of patch panel products
and office furniture has evolved to
handle fiber as just another media.

 I would add a note of caution on
the issue of connectors. The perfor-
mance of a connector is limited by the
skills of the installer and the quality
of the tools used. The low-cost kits
mentioned have cheaper tools for
scribing the fibers. As a technician, I
would invest in a better cleaving tool
and be assured of good cleaves, which
would increase my yield substantially
and lower maintenance costs.

We have worked with fiber since

1977, and with Belden cables in many
diverse applications. We have pro-
duced two customized training pro-
grams on fiber optics for Belden cables
and look forward to working with
Belden further as HDTV continues to
grow and expand.

LARRY JOHNSON

PRESIDENT

THE LIGHT BRIGADE

Recent Freezeframe winners
The August Freezeframe question

generated more entries than any ques-
tion to date. Many readers offered
their own histories and experiences
with the Videograph or Vidifont. The
August question:

Who invented the CG?
Name the year, model number and

the famous, but long -gone, company
that developed the first working
"videographics" device. The device
allowed the operator to correct a spell-
ing mistake in only "40 minutes"!
Hint: The device wasn't called a "CG".

The correct answer is the A.B. Dick
Videograph, circa 1967. It was the first
character generator used in TV sta-
tions. It was this device that evolved
into the familiar company CHYRON.

Readers submitting the correct answer;
George Lemaster
Murray Bevitz
Jim Wulliman
Harvey Caplan
Alan Schoenberg

All these winners will receive a
Broadcast Engineering T-shirt. See
page 8 for this month's question. En-
ter and win! BE
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High -Power Transmitter Solutions

DCX Millennium Transmitter System

The transition to digital

can be a real struggle.

Now more than ever,

you need a proven path

to digital broadcasting...

call Thales! Our Solid

State and IOT digital

transmitter solutions

are known throughout

the broadcast industry for their reli-ability and superior quality.

Eliminate preventative maintenance and reduce running costs

with Digital Adaptive Pre -correction. And take advantage of

our award -winning design, technical innovation and

remote management. Thales can help you transition your

business to the digital arena with confidence. Great people.

Great solutions. A great partner in digital broadcasting.

"For the best
high-powered

digital solutions,
just call

me."

 DCX Millennium - IOT UHF up to 120 kW
(4x30kW) average 8-VSB power

 Optimum - Solid State VHF up to 15 kW
average 8-VSB power

 Ultimate - Solid State UHF up to 15 kW
average 8-VSB Dower

THALES
BROADCAST & MULTIMEDIA

"For the best
in solid state
digital,
just call
me."

NAB Booth #8700, LVCC

Great
people
behind
great

solutions
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IP
broadcasting
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

If you had to pick two letters from
the English alphabet with the
potential to have the greatest im-

pact on the future of broadcasting,
what would they be?

I would humbly suggest that the let-
ters I and P are tightly coupled to al-
most every decision being made about
the future of broadcasting.

IP (Internet Protocol) is used to refer
to a group of emerging technologies that
are reshaping the landscape of every in-
dustry involved with mass communica-
tions. Enabled by the IP concept, the
Internet has emerged as a massive threat
to TV, radio, cable, DBS and other
broadcast distribution infrastructures.

TCP/IP
TCP and IP were developed by a De-

partment of Defense (DOD) research
project to connect a number of differ-
ent networks designed by different ven-
dors into a network of networks (the
"Internet"). It was initially successful
because it delivered a few basic services

that everyone needed (file transfer, elec-
tronic mail, remote logon) across a large
number of client and server systems.

TCP/IP is composed of layers. IP is
responsible for moving packets of data
from node to node. IP forwards each
packet based on a four -byte destination
address (the IP number). The Internet
authorities assign ranges of numbers
to different organizations. The orga-
nizations assign groups of their num-
bers to departments. IP operates on
gateway machines that move data

TCP/IP is not a broadcast technology.
It is a one-to-one packet -based com-
munications protocol designed for the
reliable delivery of data across intercon-
nected networks. Digital broadcasting,
on the other hand, is a one -to -many
stream -based technology designed for
the isochronous delivery of data across
a variety of competing, largely non -in-
terconnected networks.

Isochronous means that the data pack-
ets within a stream must be delivered
on time, and that the network must

TCP/IP is not a broadcast technology

from department to organization to
region and then around the world.
TCP is responsible for verifying the

correct delivery of data from client to
server, as data can be lost in the inter-
mediate network. TCP adds support
to detect errors or lost data and to trig-
ger retransmission until the data is
correctly and completely received.

: ' 1/ i ' ii 1 11 11. 11111'

Use of internal facili video trans  ort links double
Video file transfer will be dominant transport mode

System

Ownership
2001 Proj

base2000 Base
2001

Planned Growth

270 Mb/s digital routing 5% 3% 7% 41%
360 Mb/s digital routing 5% 3% 8% 45%
1.5 Gb/s digital routing 6% 3% 8% 36%
SDTI data routin 1% 2% 3% 89%
Video transfer file over gigabit Ethernet 11% 7% 15% 46%
Video streamin over lie abit Ethernet 3% 3% 5% 50%
Video file transfer over Fibre Channel 7% 7% 12% 72%
Video streaming over Fibre Channel 2% 3% 5% 146%
Other internal video transfer system 2% 3% 4% 84%
Any internal video transfer 27% 22% 34% 25%

SOURCE: Scenic Wonders www.swonders.com

provide guaranteed bandwidth to sup-
port the peak bit -rate requirements of
the content that is being delivered - typi-
cally audio and video streams. If the data
does not arrive on time or it is corrupt,
too bad - there are no second chances
with real-time broadcast streams.

Given these realities, one might ques-
tion why TCP/IP is so important to the
future of broadcasting. After all, we have
SMPTE 259M (SDI) to move digital
video through the routing switchers
found in modern video facilities. And
the MPEG-2 transport protocol is opti-
mized for the delivery of compressed
digital video streams; it is the transport
layer of choice for digital cable, DBS and
DTV broadcasting around the world.

The answer is becoming obvious as the
worlds of mass media broadcasting and
the Internet collide. TCP/IP has become
the language of peer -to -peer digital net-
working. It is found at the transport layer
for the Ethernet networks that link com-
puters together in offices and homes
worldwide. And it is the transport layer
for cable modems and digital subscriber
lines, the broadband pipes that threaten
to deliver mass media content on de-
mand, to anyone, anywhere, anytime.

14 broadcastengineering.com MARCH 2002



ONE SERVER. ONE EM MY.

Recently, SeaChange MediaCluster server won an

Emmy for "outstanding achievement in technological

advancement."

We are honored to be recognized as a force

of change in an industry that's revolutionizing

what television is - and can be. As the industry

moves toward personal television, the sleek yet

strong MediaCluster server powers the delivery

of millions of movies, ads, programs and other

digital content worldwide.

With its original "single copy" i00% fault -

resilient storage technology, just one SeaChange

MediaCluster server provides unlimited opportunities

for television operators everywhere - for more

streams, more storage, more economy. The future

of television certainly looks bright.

See us at NAB
Booth AL95B4

www.seachangeinternational.corn
,'d Acton Street, Maynard, MA o.

All nets reserved
ter ed tradeeo,k of SeaChange hr.

SEACHANGE
mm INTERNATIONAL
One Server. Unlimited Opportunities.
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In a pre -NAB press conference, Sony
demonstrated a new feature of their
latest IMX studio digital video re-
corder - an Ethernet port that allows
digital video streams to be delivered
to all of those computer -based video
tools that are popping up around digi-
tal broadcast facilities.

At a recent Society of Cable Engi-
neers conference, keynote speaker Jim
Chiddix, president of interactive per-
sonal video for AOL Time Warner,
suggested that the cable industry
needs to build one broadband net-
work, probably IP-based, that can
seamlessly unite all cable services on
one network. A unified network sim-
plifies network design and allows for
improved band-
width allocation
among services.

The emerging re-
ality is that IP net-
working is the driv-
ing force for the fu-
ture of virtually ev-
ery form of digital
communications.

While traditional
broadcasters are
succumbing to the
economic advan-
tages of moving to
an IP-based digital network infrastruc-
ture, the world of the Internet is suc-
cumbing to the one -to -many band-
width -conservation advantages of
broadcasting.

Logically, if you want to deliver a live
streaming event over the Internet, it
would be more efficient for a server
to route one stream to many users. Un-
fortunately, most existing Internet
routers cannot do this. Typically the
server must duplicate the stream for
every client.

It is not surprising that many engi-
neers have been working on this prob-
lem, and that there are new protocols
that will make broadcasting over the
Internet a practical reality ... eventu-
ally. At the top of the list is IP multicast.

IP multicast offers the ability to set
up a variety of multicast services for
any size group. Typically each user still

initiates a transaction with the remote
server. The server then adds their ad-
dress to the routing information so that
one stream of packets is routed to mul-
tiple destinations. Unfortunately, many

one of the most evolved business
models, having locked up exclusive
deals to carry live Internet radio broad-
casts of major-league baseball and bas-
ketball, using a paid subscription

IP networking is the' driving force for the future of

virtually every form of digital communications.

routers do not support the IP multicast
protocol, so IP multicast is only being
used in subnetworks that support the
protocol.

Today there are several ways to by-
pass the bottlenecks. One is a sepa-
rate network known as the MBONE

model. One such company,
Broadcast.com - founded by Mark
Cuban - was acquired by Yahoo, and
has become Yahoo Broadcast.

Unrealized potential
The potential for IP broadcasting is

difficult to mea-
sure, largely be-
cause of technical
and competitive
roadblocks
erected by the en-
trenched indus-
tries that have
risen to power us-
ing traditional
broadcast tech-
nologies. The
physical infra-
structure of the
Internet is a bar-

rier that is likely to linger for years, until
existing routers are upgraded to sup-
port the IP multicast protocol.

While there is a glut of wide area net-
work capacity - witness the recently
announced bankruptcy of Global

100% Percentage of households

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

1995

1.5 Mbits/s and above
(base forecast)

1.5 Mbits/s
18 kft

5.5 km
4 Mbits/s

3 kft
0.9 k

2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

100 Mbits/s
and above
at 52 Mb/s

1 kft
0.3 km

Figure 1.The optimistic view of networks to the home is that throughput data rates
will increase in waves spaced by six to 10 years. By 2012, almost 50 percent of
American homes will have access to Internet connections capable of 6Mbits/s.

- in essence a virtual network that is
layered on top of sections of the
physical Internet - an intercon-
nected set of Internet subnetworks
and routers that support the delivery
of IP multicast traffic.
Another approach is to mirror

streaming media content on servers
around the world, a concept pioneered
by Cambridge -based Akamai. When
you request a streaming media file
from a Web site, you are connected to
the closest mirror site. Even using
TCP/IP, this can help to alleviate prob-
lems with congestion at key intercon-
nection points on the Internet. If you
are lucky enough to have a clear con-
nection to the mirror site you may be
able to "tune into" an IP multicast.

Today a large number of companies
offer the ability to host IP broadcasts
via the Internet. Real Networks has

Streaming media hosting services:
Akamai - www.akamai.com
Digital Island -
www.digitalisland.com/
Generic Media -
www.genericmedia.com/
Real Networks
www.realnetworks.com/
Yahoo Broadcast -
broadcast.yahoo.com/home.html
Industry Directory of Streaming
Media - www.streaminglist.com/
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ROHDE &SCHWARZ

EFA Family of
Television Test

Receivers

8VSB TV Test Receiver
Specifications:

Model 53 [4.5 ... 1000 MHz, -72 ... +20 dBm]
(w/ option EFA-B3, RF Preselection)

Simultaneous Demod & Measurement
 SMPTE 310 Serial Output
 6 MHz SAW Filte-

Measurements: Displays:
Level Ghost Pattern

 Pilot Value Frequency Response

Carrier Frequency Constellation Diagram

 BER, SNR, MER, EVM Amplitude/Phase Response

 FCC Shoulder Spectrum Display

COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION:
-SEARCH EFA- ON OUR INTERNET SITE.

http://www.rohde-schwarz.com
ROHDE & SCHWARZ, INC.

7150-K Riverwood Drive - Columbia, MD 21046-1245
Phone: (410) 910-7800 Fax: (410) 910-7801
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Crossing - last -mile bandwidth con-
tinues to be a major issue.

Today broadband Internet services
are largely controlled by the local cable
and telephone monopolies. Provisions
of the 1996 Telecommunications Act
targeted at creating competition for
broadband have proven to be ineffec-
tive. Broadband remains an expensive
service - typically $40 per month and
up - and the quality of service varies
considerably. Intertainer, a web -based

VOD movie service, has had to reject Another issue is control of key pat-

about half of its potential customers ents for the compression of streaming

The Internet has emerged as a massive threat to
TV, radio, cable, DBS and other broadcast

distribution infrastructures.

because their broadband
not reliably deliver the
needed for the service.

service can -
500 kbitsis

THE AZDEN
1000 SERIES...
A QUANTUM LEAP!
The sleek all new Azden 10130 Series, featuring the 10170URX
receiver, 1000BT bodypack transmitter, and 1000XT plug-in
transmitter, delivers performance and features usually
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E-mail: azdenus@aol.com
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media content. The owners of content
and some key video compression pat-
ents have been somewhat reluctant to
enable new competitors who want to use
the Internet to bypass the traditional
broadcast distribution infrastructures.
Concerns about rampant piracy and
battles over distribution rights and fees
have been used to block and delay, even
as the media giants develop their own
Internet -based services.

Meanwhile, IP broadcasting is begin-
ning to make inroads as traditional
broadcast media upgrade to digital
broadcast techniques based largely on
MPEG-2 technologies. The cable indus-
try is likely to migrate to IP broadcast
techniques in the near future. And the
major DBS systems, which are also of-
fering satellite broadband services, may
be a step ahead - DirecTV and DISH
are both offering set -top boxes that take
advantage of IP data delivery for new
interactive services.

All of the groups behind the emerg-
ing standards for terrestrial DTV
broadcasting - ATSC, DVB and ISDB
- have been working on enabling stan-
dards for IP broadcasting. Work on the
Multimedia Home Platform, the In-
teractive TV component of the DVB
standard suite, is now addressing the
delivery of IP data services. The A-90
data broadcast standard, developed by
the ATSC, supports the delivery of IP
data packets, and work is in progress
on an IP multicast protocol optimized
for terrestrial broadcast. And the Japa-
nese ISDB system is being optimized
to deliver IP broadcasts to a variety of
wireless digital appliances. BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and hosts and moderates
the Open DTV Forum.
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BY HARRY C. MARTIN

ccording to a new fact
sheet issued by the
FCC, broadcasters who

propose to locate their antennas on
new towers near historic sites will face

- greater scrutiny to determine the en-
vironmental impact of their towers.

The proliferation of wireless towers
has drawn the ire of the National Con-

O ference of State Historic Preservation
>- Officers (NCSHPO), which sees the re-

cent rapid increase in towers as a threat
CO to historic sites. With their conscious-

ness raised, NCSHPO and the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation
(ACHP) signed an agreement with the
FCC on March 16, 2001, to protect his-
toric sites from encroaching towers. The
new fact sheet, which is available at
www.fcc.gov/mmb/mmb_siting.html,
embodies this agreement.

The agreement encourages colloca-
tion on existing towers, buildings and
other structures to protect historic
properties while reducing the need for
new towers. However, the agreement
- which is peppered with references
to the wireless communications facili-
ties that inspired it - is ambiguous
as to its applicability to broadcasters.
The fact sheet, released jointly by the
FCC's Wireless Telecommunications
and Mass Media bureaus, clarifies
that broadcasters are indeed covered.

WM'
No biennial ownership reports are
due in 2002. However, new permit-

tees and new licensees, as well as
parties acquiring stations, are
required to file ownership reports
within 30 days after approval of a
construction permit, the filing of an
initial license application or the
consummation of a transfer or
assignment. 411

New tower
standards

In fact, broadcasters may face serious
sanctions, such as fines, if they locate
on a structure that does not adhere to
the agreement.

The terms of the agreement are
straightforward. Commission licensees
and applicants must comply with Na-
tional Historic Preservation Act (NHPA)
procedures for facilities that may affect
sites that are listed or eligible for listing
in the National Register of Historic
Places. If a broadcaster's antenna is lo-
cated on a tower, building or other struc-
ture constructed on or before March 16,
2001, the broadcaster likely falls under
the agreement's grandfather clause and
will not need new review under the
NHPA, except under enumerated spe-
cial circumstances.

But if a broadcaster is located on a
tower, building or structure built after
March 16, 2001, it must ensure that the
tower has passed muster under the
NHPA and have documentation to
prove it. Collocation on a new tower
will still require review if (a) the NHPA
analysis is not yet complete; (b) the
FCC has determined that the colloca-
tion has a continuing adverse effect on
a historic property; (c) a complaint
against the collocation's impact on a
historic property is before the FCC; or
(d) the collocation will result in a sub-
stantial increase in the size of the tower.

Broadcasters who locate on new tow-
ers that were built after March 16,
2001, but that have not undergone
historic review may face sanctions. To
avoid this, broadcasters should check
with the relevant State Historic Pres-
ervation Officer before putting their
antennas on a "new" (i.e., post -March
16, 2001) tower. Also, broadcasters
leasing space on new towers might
consider insisting on a clear provision
in their lease agreements requiring the
tower owner to demonstrate and

maintain its compliance with NHPA.
Independent reviews by the FCC,

ACHP and NCSHPO on the impact
of collocations on historic sites have
been infamously cumbersome, often
resulting in long construction delays.
The NCSHPO/ACHP/FCC agreement
is intended to streamline that process.
The fact sheet, in turn, provides guid-
ance to broadcasters on how to satisfy
requirements and speed review of re-
quests to collocate on new towers.
Additionally, the ACHP has organized
a telecom working group to stream-
line historic preservation siting re-
quirements and create a model that
individual states may use to speed
their own reviews of the impact of
communications antenna and related
infrastructure on historic sites.

EEO update
In January, the Supreme Court de-

clined to consider an appeal of a deci-
sion by the federal appeals court in
Washington holding that the FCC's
former equal employment opportu-
nity rules were unlawful. The Supreme
Court's decision is the end of the line
for the Commission's old EEO rules,
which were adopted in 2000.

In December, the Commission ini-
tiated a rulemaking proceeding to
consider a new set of proposed EEO
rules. The new rules would require sig-
nificant recruitment and record -keep-
ing efforts, but would not require the
maintenance of race -based employ-
ment data. Comments on those newly
proposed rules are due on March 15,
2002, and reply comments are due on
April 15, 2002.

BE

Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth PLC, Arlington, VA.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

harry_martin@primediabesiness.com
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Leasing
equipment
BY LARRY BLOOMFIELD0ver their lifetimes, televi-

sion facilities must buy
new equipment and ex-

pand. And soon they will have to bear
the additional expense of making the
transition to digital television. But, with
the downturn in advertising revenue
over recent months, not everyone can
just sit down and write a check. Many
facilities are considering alternative
ways to fund these expenses.

The critical issue facing television
facilities is the mismatch between
the capital investment needed to
make equipment changes (whether
digital or analog) and the uncertain
revenue streams the new equipment
will generate. The potential profit
from DTV, as well as the timing of
such revenue, is still unclear to many
lenders. Despite reports of the grow-
ing number of digital television fa-
cilities and receivers, the current
consumer base is very limited. And,
even though the consumer base
should grow over the next few years,
the rate of growth is unknown. This
puts shivers down the spines of
lenders. Add to this the limited life
expectancy of equipment and other
"tangible assets" necessary to remain
in the television business, and lend-
ers tend to scatter like rats leaving a
sinking ship.

According to surveys conducted by
SC Research International, the life
expectancy of equipment at studio
and production houses ranges from
five to 10 years; at transmitter plants,
it ranges from 15 to 20 years. In the
television industry, the insistent at-
tachment to equipment "buzz
words" and the need to keep up with
competitors can force participants
into a race not unlike the Kentucky
Derby. An example is the all -too -fa-
miliar situation in which a facility

feels it must purchase a newly intro-
duced piece of equipment on short
notice. When a new "must have" de-
vice comes out on the market, there
goes the capital budget. But, whether
it's a short -notice purchase, a well -

planned long-range equipment up-
grade, or equipment for the transi-
tion to digital, it all comes down to
the same question: "How will we pay
for it?"

Companies like Sony offer some
rather creative funding: nothing down
and pay nothing for a year or more.
Harris has created its own leasing di-
vision called Harris Broadcast Finan-
cial, which will either fund the sale or

the "gap" in cash flow created by the
mismatch between any capital invest-
ment and the undetermined revenue
streams that the new equipment can
potentially create.

Regardless of the way a television
facility decides to fund its equipment
or other purchases, it is exceedingly
important to deal with a financial in-
stitution that is experienced and fa-
miliar with the television industry.
This tends to make things go much
easier for all concerned.

So what is the best way to pay for new
equipment now to be better prepared
to reap its benefits later?
With respect to real estate, many

It all comes down to the same question:"How will
we pay for it?"

find a way to get it funded.
If the customer needs or prefers fi-

nancing of some form, they get
AMEX or a number of others, such
as California Leasing, involved. As
far as the vendor is concerned, the
structure and pricing is the same, re-
gardless of payment form.

Systems integrators, large and
small, will go the extra mile and find
ways to get their designs and equip-
ment into facilities. With studio or
production -house upgrades costing
tens of thousands of dollars, and
transmitter -plant upgrades starting
near the $1 million mark, it makes
little difference if you buy and in-
stall or have a systems integrator do
it for you - you still have to pay for
it, one way or another.
There are three main assets that re-

quire funding: real estate, transmitter-

site equipment and studio/production
house equipment. Keep in mind that
the primary objective is to minimize

competitors have found it financially
desirable to share equipment and
operate under one roof.
Centralcasting or hubcasting has
been one approach. Other broad-
casters have formed corporations,
built mega -facilities and then rented
them back to themselves and, as new
kids come on the block, rent to them
as well.

Two such transmitter -site opera-
tions come to mind: the Sutro tower
complex in San Francisco and the
DTV Utah Project atop Farnsworth
Peak near Salt Lake City. Each has it
own particular nuance, but the con-
cept seems to be working quite well
at both locations. There are, of
course, several other successful joint
ventures. In some cases, entrepre-
neurs have developed transmitter
sites and rented them to stations, all
with varying degrees of participa-
tion and maintenance.

It certainly makes a great deal of
Continued on page 207..
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BY BRAD DICK, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR

The 2002 Olympic Winter
Games have inspired pride in
the minds of both American

and international viewers. This year
marked the second time in six years that
the Olympics were held on American
soil, and set new standards of perfor-
mance and technical competence.

A core of dedicated engineers, mostly
from NBC, worked diligently in the back-
ground to make the Games a success.

Let's look into the technology behind
this year's Olympic broadcasts and meet
three of the key people who helped make
it happen. It's a story of challenges,

choices and dedi-
cation.

Detailed
planning

An Olympic
broadcast is prob-
ably the most com-
plex television
event ever at-
tempted. David Mazza, vice president
of engineering for the NBC Olympics,
says "The Olympics is like having 16
Super Bowl games going on at the
same time." This year, his team helped

Viewers
amazing feats in sports. Few realize the feats of engi-
neering behind the Games. Photo courtesy Panasonic.

all over the world watch the Olympics for

produce a total of 375 hours of Olym-
pic coverage.

Broadcasting the Olympics requires a
whole lot more than a few trucks parked
next to a skating rink. In fact, planning
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Thirty thousand Panasonic DVCPRO tapes were used
to produce the Winter Olympics. More than 4000
tapes were required just for graphics.

for the Olympic broadcasts took two
years of full-time work by a core group
of about 100 NBC engineering, produc-
tion and administration people.

The 2000 Sydney Olympics marked
the first of five consecutive Olympic
broadcasts for NBC. With an exclusive
U.S. rights contract covering every
Olympics through 2008, the network
is in a unique position to select and
then reuse technology for multiple
games. Even so, it was only 16 months
from the end of the Sydney Olympics
to the start of the 2002 Winter Games.

For the NBC crew, many elements
had to be specified two years in ad-
vance. "We have to define to the host
broadcaster so many (technical] things
long beforewe know what we'll be do-
ing at each venue, the amount of van
space, even the number of phones
we'll need," Mazza said.

The Olympics broadcast involves
two broadcast centers. One center
serves the NBC feeds and the other the
international feeds. The host broad-
caster - International Sports Broad-
casting (ISB) handles most of the
origination of competition coverage,
passing off clean video to other coun-
tries so they can add their own an-
nouncers and graphics as desired.

This year, a U.S. high -definition feed
was added to the mix. Said Mazza, "We
are very excited to have found a way to
bring a true HDTV Olympic feed into
American living rooms. With the help
of International Sports Broadcasting
and HDNet, NBC and the NBC DTV

affiliates will broadcast
six to eight hours a day
of original HD pro-
gramming and then re-
peat the same through-
out each 24 -hour block.
This will be 1080i with
3.1 Dolby Digital sound
with no upconversion. It
AiouId look and sound
pectacular!"
In addition to the core

NBC staff, the broadcast
team includes 600
freelance engineers,
camera operators, tape,

CG, still store operators and editors.
Add another 600 producers, about
1000 support staff and hundreds of
local folks and that's a lot of technical

work until the Games are only four to
seven days away. That means all of their
training must take place very quickly.

One key to getting things up and go-
ing quickly is the use of pre-packaged
technology. First used at the Sydney
Olympics, racks -in -a -box (RIBS) are
complete systems prewired with equip-
ment rack mounted and ready for in-
terfacing. This technology allows com-
plete systems to be built and tested long
before they ever arrive on site. They are
then simply connected to the rest of the
broadcast chain once on site. (See April
2000, Broadcast Engineering for an ar-
ticle on the Sony/NBC RIBS system.)

New vs. proven technology
An Olympic broadcast must not fail.

The loss of even seconds of a program

The Olympics is like having 16 Super Bowl games

going on at the same time.

people to train, feed, house and sup-
port. Perhaps most critical, about 2300
of these people don't show up for their

feed could result in the entire world
not seeing the winning goal or the fin-
ish of a highly competitive race.

By the numbers

It takes a whole lot more than
cameras and wire to bring the
Olympics to the world. Here are a
few facts from the 2002 Winter
Olympics you probably never
thought about. Or, maybe you did,
but just didn't know the answer.

On the technical side:
375.5 total hours of NBC
coverage
254,418 square feet of NBC
compound space at venues
10 television/production trucks
3 SNG trucks

100 ocean sea containers
shipped directly to Salt Lake City
from Sydney
180 tons of portable studio air-
conditioning

250 VTRs

458 camera positions
1000 miles of cable
25,000 blank videotapes
30,000 tapes in the NBC Salt
Lake City Olympic library
9000 CDs in the NBC music
library

On the human side:
3260 NBC staff on site
2123 hotel rooms
4 tons of bacon
3400 lbs of broccoli
320,000 cups of coffee
34,000 apples
130,000 eggs

188,940 meals prepared at 22
locations
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operational side, any new
technology selected cannot
be at the relative end of its
life cycle.

While proven equipment
and technology may be the
easy choice, for other
equally important reasons,
that technology may not be
the best choice.

The network often uses
the Olympics as a testing

Dave Mazza is vice president of engineering for ground for new technol-
the NBC Olympics. ogy. If something works

For once -in -a -lifetime events like the well in this high-pressure environ -

Olympics, the choice of technology ment, then other stations know it's
becomes more than a little compli- probably a safe purchase for them.
cated. The trade-off between what has It's a huge issue to bring a new prod-

proven reliable before, and new and uct to the Olympics, but because the
less tried technology, is crucial. Olympics uses a closed -loop system, it's

The NBC staff settled on a two-phase easier to roll out new technology. With
method for technology selection. First, less legacy equipment in place, there isn't
the viewer must perceive the change as so much to support or interface with.
a benefit. Second, on the financial and Several key pieces of new technology

are being used at this year's Olympics.
They include Sony's IMX multiformat
tape machine and MVS-8000 produc-
tion switcher, the Graham Patten 8000
audio console, and Pinnacle's FX Deko
character generators, Thunder servers
and DVEXce1 DVEs.

As technical director of the NBC
Olympics, Steve Laxton's job was to help
identify and integrate the technology
into the two main NBC control rooms
and make sure everything was stable. He
also served as technical director for the
network's prime -time show broadcasts.

Graphics capability similar to the "first
and 10" video line seen in football games
was used for the ski jump competition.
Viewers were able to see how far the ski-
ers needed to jump to take the lead.

Graphics and netwodong
Graphics capability was crucial to this

year's Olympics broadcasts. Devices that
would allow the network to produce
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stunning images were at the top of the
must -have list. A key player in the selec-
tion of the graphics technology used at
the 2002 Olympic Winter Games is Philip
Paully, director of graphics engineering
and operations for the NBC Olympics.
He had to identify contemporary creative
technology that could be integrated with
other Olympics technology.

Once the basic graphic look devices
have been selected, key issues were two-
fold - the ability to provide unlimited
font access online and the need to ma-
nipulate the video in new, creative ways.

The Pinnacle FX Deko with Clip Deko
became the workhorse for on -air graph-
ics. Pinnacle Thunders served as local
storage. Systems from Avid and Quantel
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were interfaced together. The goal was
to make every graphics system serve as
a workstation on a single network.

Paully selected a Cisco 6000 router
to handle the TCP/IP routing. With
this, he was able to create discrete net-
works appearing to the users as a
single "virtual" LAN. This configura-
tion allowed everyone to share fold-
ers and files, graphics and directories.

Paully also needed the ability to con-
vert the various file formats into a for-
mat readable by each of the different
graphic platforms.

The Australian company Proximity
provided the needed solution with their
new program, Xenoclip. Xenoclip trans-
fers images via TCP/IP and provides au-
tomatic file format conversion, pixel as-
pect correction and image transfer be-
tween divergent systems.

Is tape dead?
Many of the past Olympics have

marked the first large-scale release of a
new tape format. NBC has a history of
pushing the edge with technology. In
fact, the network debuted new tape tech-
nology at three previous Olympics.

While the Sony IMX tape machine is
being used at the NBC Olympic broad-
cast center, it can't be called the estab-
lishment of a new tape format. How-
ever, according to Mazza, the machine
does bring several important new pro-
duction benefits to producers, includ-
ing a three-hour tape load and
multiformat capability. It also gives pro-
ducers eight tracks of audio.

NBC produced 40,000 tapes at the
Summer Olympics and 30,000 tapes at
this year's event. It required 4000 tapes
just to upload graphics. The network
started the Winter Olympics with
25,000 blank videotapes.

What's ahead?
The question must be, will we ever get

to the point where ingest, edit and playout
all reside on single or multiple servers?
Mazza suggests that the answer is "yes,
but it won't happen in one step" For him,
it's an issue of risk management. He
doesn't believe that it's safe to put all your
resources in one technology. II
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Elements of
psychoacoustics
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

ound is defined as an os-
cillation in pressure,
stress, particle displace-

ment or particle velocity in an elastic
medium. Sound is also the sensation
these oscillations produce in the ear.
Sound may be desirable (music or
speech) or undesirable (noise). The

O oscillations that create sound can oc-
cur at any frequency. The widest range
of frequencies audible to humans ex-

tends approximately
from 20 Hz to 20
kHz, but few of us
can hear frequencies
at either extreme.

This article exam-
ines some basic char-
acteristics of the hu-
man auditory sys-
tem. Future articles
will deal with ampli-

Band CTR. FREQ.
(Hz)

Bandwidth Band
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Table 1. Critical bandwidths of the human ear

News bud ets are mixed for 2002
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Jet planes at takeoff

Threshold of pain
Propeller aircraft

- Heavy machine shops
- Subway trains
- Automobiles
- Average factory

- Formal conversation
- Average office
- Audience noise - motion picture theater

- Quiet homes and broadcast studios

Threshold of hearing

Figure 1. Sound -pressure levels encountered in vari-
ous environments

Most news executives see no budget increase for 2002

33%

expect a

decrease

SOURCE: CONUS Communications www.conus.com

15%
expect an

increase

52%
expect no

change

fication, distribution and monitoring
of audio signals (April) and perfor-
mance measurements of audio equip-
ment and systems (May).

Sound -pressure level
Sound pressure can be measured in

four types of absolute units: dynes per
square centimeter (d/cm"), microbars,
Newtons per square meter (N/m') or
Pascals (Pa). (The variety of measure-
ment units surely does not make life
easy for audio engineers.) These units
are related to each other by the follow-
ing equation:

1 d/cm' = 1 microbar = 0.1 N/m'
= 0.1 Pa

For an average person below age 30,
the lowest level of sound pressure at
1 kHz that he or she can hear is 0.0002
d/cm2. This hearing threshold is the
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reference for mea-
suring sound -pres-
sure level (SPL), a
relative measure-
ment expressed in
decibels (dB). The
SPL of a sound
above the reference
sound pressure is
given by the follow-
ing formula:

SPL (dB) = 20
logio ("REF)

where SPL (dB) is
the number of deci-
bels, P is the mea-
sured sound pres-
sure in d/cm', and
PRE, is 0.0002 d/cm2

Figure 1 shows
some SPLs the hu-
man ear encoun-
ters in various en-
vironments, ex-
pressed in d/cm2 as
well as in dB rela-
tive to the threshold of hearing.

In a broadcast environment, we can
identify three typical SPLs:

120 dB SPL - The typical peak
SPL of a symphonic orchestra or a
rock concert

74 dB SPL - The average SPL of
typical voice programs.. It is used as
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Figure 2. Normal equal -loudness level contours (from ISO 226:1987)

Loudness and loudness
level

The loudness of a sound is not only rela-
tive, it is subjective, and depends on the
sound pressure and the frequency of the
sound. It is an auditory sensation that de-
scribes sounds on an ascending scale
from soft to loud. The unit of loudness is

Sound
pressure
level
A

Threshold
of hearing

20 Hz 100 H,

Masking
threshold

',,A )

1 kHz 5 kHz 10 kHz 20 kHz
Frequency

Figure 3. Example of 5 kHz tone creating a masking threshold

a reference level by microphone
manufacturers

30 dB SPL - The typical SPL of
ambient noise

the sone. The calculated loudness of a
steady sound, in sones, is related to the
loudness level, in phons, by the equation:

= 2u.-40)/10

where ns is the
loudness in sones
and L is the loudness
level in phons

The loudness level
of a sound, expressed
in phons, is numeri-
cally equal to the me-
dian SPL, expressed
in decibels relative to
0.0002 d/cm', of a 1
kHz reference tone.
The calculated loud-
ness level of a sound,
in phons, is related to
the loudness, in sones,
by the equation:

L = 40 + 10 log, ns
where L is the

loudness level in
phons and ns is the
loudness in sones

At frequencies other
than 1 kHz, the ear re-
quires different SPLs
for the human audi-

tory system to perceive the same loud-
ness. Figure 2 shows the normal equal -
loudness contours for pure tones as per
ISO standard 226. The SPL is expressed
in dB with reference to 20 µPa. These
curves can be viewed as inverted fre-
quency -response curves at various SPLs
for the human ear. A 1 kHz tone having
an SPL of 40 dB has a loudness level of
40 phons. To give the same sensation of
loudness at 63 Hz, the SPL must be in-
creased by about 20 dB. This shows that
the sensitivity of the ear is considerably
lower at frequencies below 1 kHz. Equal -

loudness contours have different shapes
at other SPLs. As the sound level in-
creases, the ear's frequency response be-
comes flatter. At an SPL of 110 dB, it is
reasonably flat - within ±10 dB.

Human auditory system
The dynamic range of the ear is

bounded at the top by the threshold of
pain and at the bottom by the thresh-
old of hearing. The threshold of pain
is typically 120 dB, but it varies from
individual to individual. Sounds hav-
ing SPLs of about 120 dB and above
can cause pain as well as immediate and
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permanent loss of
0 hearing. Regular
0 exposure to sounds
CO of about 90 dB SPL
0 will eventually
Z cause hearing loss.

4 Sounds having
SPLs below 0 dB are
inaudible. Above

- age 30, hearing nor-
< mally deteriorates.
- The hearing

threshold rises and
perception of the

O higher frequencies
diminishes. But, for
persons of any age, the threshold of
hearing depends on the level of ambi-
ent noise, which has a masking effect.
Noise masking is defined as the pro-
cess by which the threshold of audibil-
ity of a wanted sound is raised by the
presence of an unwanted sound - in
this case, noise.

Sound
pressure
level

A

Pre -masking Simultaneous
masking

Post -masking

o- Time

Figure 4. Example of the temporal masking effect

The human auditory system resolves
sound in much the same way as an ar-
ray of overlapping bandpass filters, re-
sulting in so-called critical bands, shown
in Table 1. The "comb filter" effect of
these critical bands accounts for the
masking phenomenon. In the pres-
ence of a dominant sound at a given
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/-r 142 Sierra Street  El Segundo. CA 90245 USA
Phone (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com
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frequency, other,
lower -level sounds
whose frequencies are
inside the same critical
band may become in-
audible. This
psychoacoustical char-
acteristic is called fre-
quency domain mask-
ing. Figure 3 shows the
effect that a steady -fre-
quency, steady -ampli-
tude, 5 kHz tone has on
a person's hearing
threshold at adjacent
frequencies. It creates a

raised masking threshold that causes ad-
jacent frequencies, whose levels are be-
low the raised threshold, to become in-
audible. Digital audio compression tech-
niques take advantage of this character-
istic by assigning fewer bits to audio sig-
nals in the raised masking region. The
resulting increased quantizing noise is
below the raised masking level and can-
not be heard, so the bit -rate reduction
has no adverse effects. Multiple simul-
taneous signals of different frequencies,
such as music, result in an overall rising
of the threshold of hearing at all fre-
quencies. This permits digital audio
compression systems to dynamically re-
duce the bit rate without affecting the
reproduced sound quality. Compression
systems based on this property are called
perceptual encoders.

In addition to the frequency mask-
ing effect, the human auditory system
exhibits a temporal masking effect. Ex-
periments have shown that temporal
masking starts before a masking sig-
nal is applied to the human auditory
system (pre -masking) and slowly de-
cays after the tone is stopped (post -
masking). Figure 4 shows an example
of the temporal masking effect and re-
veals that the post -masking lasts
longer than the pre -masking. BE

Michael Robin, former engineer with the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.'s engineer-
ing headquarters, is an independent
broadcast consultant located in Montreal,
Canada. He is co-author of Digital
Television Fundamentals, published by
McGraw-Hill.
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IT
networks
BY BRAD GILMER

When discussing IT
networks for broad-
cast and post pro-

duction, there are two main issues to
consider. The first is streaming vs. file
transfer. The second is performing
these functions over a local area net-
work (LAN) (within a facility) vs. over
a wide area network (WAN). The single
asterisk (*) in Figure 1 indicates that
current ubiquitous IT -based protocols
do not support functions such as par-
tial file transfer and automatic resump-
tion in the case of an interruption. The
double asterisks (**) indicate that suc-
cessful deployment over a WAN almost
always requires a private network, dark
fiber and/or ATM using permanent
virtual circuits (PVCs).

The drawing shows that, as you might
expect, LANs and WANs designed for

LAN environment, the user must exer-
cise caution. And in the WAN environ-
ment, if the user does not have a pur-
pose-built network, the result is unlikely
to meet his or her needs. Local stream-
ing using TCP/IP is possible, but the user
must carefully design the network to

so that the network is quite reliable.
TCP/IP over Ethernet is used in almost

all post production and broadcast facili-
ties. Video users move files over Ethernet
all the time. Gigabit Ethernet (Gig -E) has
a throughput of about 700 Mbits/s.
10Gig-E is under development and will

Inside a facility, Fibre Channel and Ethernet are the
primary technologies used for networking.

support isochronous operation. Even in
this situation, interruptions can occur.
Work is underway in the Video Services
Forum to identify user requirements for
IP streaming over public networks.

Video over LANs
Inside a facility, Fibre Channel and

Ethernet are the primary technologies
used for net-
working. Most
video applica-
tions use Fibre
Channel to es-
tablish a chan-
nel over the
network so
that remote
storage looks
like it is physi-
cally connected
to the local
computer us-
ing SCSI (see
Broadcast En-
gineering, June
2001, Comput-
ers and Net-
works, Fibre
Channel Stor-

age). Fibre Channel provides high data
rates (up to 1 Gbits/s if optimized pro-
tocols are used), and can be designed

Streaming Caution

File transfer

Local

Caution**

WAN

Figure 1.There are two main axes to the discussion of IT
technology for broadcast and post production: streaming
vs. file transfer and local vs. WAN.

file transfer can be used to move
video files. They can also be used to
stream video in real time. But, in the

likely have a throughput of 7 Gbits/s.
Ethernet switches are now commodity
products, allowing network designers to
provide redundant links and to easily
expand network capacity (see Broadcast
Engineering, April 2001, Computers
and Networks, Cable and Wiring for
LANs). Furthermore, 100Base-T has
become a commodity with very low
prices due to huge volumes sold world-
wide. You can expect Gig -E prices to fall
rapidly in the next 18 months.

Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)
can be used inside a facility, but it may
not be the best answer. Compared to
typical video payloads, ATM cells are
small, so the relatively large size of the
headers compared to the payload results
in inefficiencies compared to Internet -

protocol (IP) technology. Additionally,
some claim that setting up an ATM en-
vironment requires specialists trained in
configuring and maintaining ATM, and
that the cost of ATM, compared to con-
ventional IP networks, is high. For these
reasons, ATM is not likely to become
dominant in this application.

In summary, in the local environ-
ment, fast network speeds are now
available at near commodity pricing.
Furthermore, the network speeds avail-
able now are approaching those needed
to support multi-user distributed ap-
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plications that regularly move video
O over the network. This is in contrast to
O several years ago when the highest
03 speeds available were in the 6 Mbits/s

to 7 Mbits/s range.
So, as of 2002, if you want to build an

4 IT network for video, you can do so.
But you still need to employ your hard-
won engineering skills to be sure that
the network has adequate capacity, and
you must be sure to keep video traffic
separate from the business network.

4

0
Video over Mills

O When moving material between two
facilities, the predominant technologies
are ATM and IP, both running over syn-
chronous optical networks (SONET).
In many locations, you can now use
ATM to provide video service between
two distant facilities. Through the use
of permanent virtual circuits, service
providers can create virtual point-to-
point circuits that are capable of deliv-
ering 100 percent of their rated band-
width 100 percent of the time. While it
takes engineering skill to provide these
circuits, they are available, although this
service is not available everywhere.
ATM pipes can be much larger than re-
quired for video streams, so bandwidth
in the ATM environment is generally
not a problem. You might think that or-
dering a big pipe from your local ser-
vice provider is a waste of money. Af-
ter all, why pay for such a big pipe when
occasional video traffic is only going to
take a portion of this bandwidth.

You might want a bigger pipe for sev-
eral reasons. First, you should realize
that, even if you have a big pipe, the
service provider is only going to trans-
mit the active payload in the pipe. For
this reason, you may only have to pay
for the portion of the pipe you use.
Second, the extra bandwidth is almost
immediately available if you need
more capacity. Finally, the pipe can be
used for other services besides video,
such as voice and data. When talking
to your video service provider, you
may be surprised to hear that prices
have become very competitive over
the last several years.

It is also possible to order very big

IP pipes from a service provider. These
pipes are capable of handling video,
but there are severe limits on the abil-
ity of IP-based networks to carry real-
time video. Also, for some facilities, the
"last mile" problem still exists. That
is, the service provider's central facil-
ity in town has plenty of bandwidth,
but getting a circuit from the central
facility to the broadcaster is an issue.
Watching the trends in bandwidth in
recent years, one can quickly conclude
that this problem has been overcome,
or will be overcome soon.

If bandwidth is no longer the major
stumbling block to using IT infrastruc-
ture for video, then why is it that this
technology has not become the norm
for our facilities? The reason is that
there are still infrastructure issues to be
resolved.

map this implied QoS onto the types
of pathological conditions that may
occur in digital transport networks,
especially IP networks, there is a strong
possibility that misunderstanding will
occur if the parties involved do not es-
tablish clear specifications for these
networks.

Regarding the challenge of carrying
real-time video over IP, IP is a
connectionless network -transport pro-
tocol built around an any -to -any envi-
ronment that does not require provi-
sioning of individual circuits to con-
nect each site on the network. IP net-
works - in particular IP network back-
bones - use two routing protocols to
enable the distribution of routes to all
routers connected to the network, or to
make them accessible through another
connected network. Interior -gateway

When moving material between two facilities, the
predominant technologies are ATM and IP.

Infrastructure and QoS
What is infrastructure? Infrastructure

involves a broad range of topics, from
network monitoring and control to es-
tablishing appropriate service -level
agreements to identifying or develop-
ing IT protocols appropriate for use in
broadcast and post production.

Many television engineers operate on
the basis of "implied quality of service."
So even though QoS is not a term used
to specify analog television circuits, tele-
vision network engineers expect a cer-
tain level of performance, delay, jitter
and so on. They order the transmission
service that is most appropriate to the
case at hand and expect the appropriate
quality of service.

If the engineer is confronted with a
link that has a quality level below the
tolerated level (i.e., a link whose im-
plied QoS does not live up to his ex-
pectations), then serious repercussions
will result. As users move to new
technologies, especially technologies
employed within the Internet, they
bring with them this innate sense of
QoS. When television engineers or
computer network designers try to

protocols (IGP) such as the open -

shortest -path -first (OSPF) protocol
and the border -gateway protocol
(BGP) control how traffic flows from
end to end by distributing routes
within any particular backbone IP net-
work and, externally, to peer backbone
IP networks. If a link fails, traffic may
be forced to switch quickly from one
path to another, causing packet loss and
changing the packet delay.

Because IP networks handle traffic
on a per -packet basis, not a fixed -cell -
size basis, latency through any one
port can dramatically vary depend-
ing on the size of the packet, the link
and other traffic transiting the link.
In other words, the transmission de-
lay over a public IP network can
change dramatically from one packet
to the next.

Additionally, the automatic sched-
uling adaptation across the network
provided by ATM cell admission con-
trol (CAC) capability is not currently
available for IP-based networks. CAC
is a critical technology in ATM, and
is used to reserve bandwidth for sub-
sequent use.
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To compound the complexity of pro -
O viding the level of QoS required for
O real-time video services, it is impossible
CO to monitor all of the traffic flows on a
O backbone network. Traffic flows change

from minute to minute, and can sig-
nificantly shift in a matter of minutes.
For example, significant changes can be
seen during specialized, IP video
streaming events. Since IP networks are
dependent on each other, problems on

- one backbone network can signifi-

O cantly impact the routing on another.
Multi -protocol label switching

-0 (MPLS) has been touted as the cure
for all of the current shortcomings of
IP-based backbone networks. It does
have several characteristics that can
provide a better mechanism for con-
trolling, routing and monitoring traf-
fic across a backbone network. But
MPLS requires modifications to exist-
ing routing protocols to provide traf-
fic engineering features (i.e. CAC -like

functionality), and equipment manu-
facturers are just now realizing that
they need to modify their products to
better support a broader range of QoS
offerings. MPLS and various protocol
enhancements are still being devel-
oped and have not yet been completely
standardized. However, several equip-
ment manufacturers have already
implemented proprietary MPLS and
traffic engineering methods, improv-
ing their equipment's ability to
interoperate with other manufactur-
ers' equipment.

It appears that bandwidth will no
longer be the limiting factor in using
IT -based technology for video - if not
now, in the near future. File streaming
technology is well advanced and, with
some exceptions, can be used to move
video both locally and in the WAN en-
vironment. IP technology is ubiqui-
tous, and can be used for streaming in
the local environment, but with several

serious caveats. However, IP streaming
of real-time, high -quality video over
public networks faces serious chal-
lenges. These challenges exist because
of fundamental technology choices in
the IP protocols. Finally, the video user
must begin to understand QoS and to
think in these terms if he or she is to
make successful use of IT technology
for video.

It is worth mentioning that the Video
Services Forum has been especially ac-
tive in the area of IP for video. Recently,
the Forum submitted an informative pa-
per to the ITU in an attempt to raise IP
for video as an issue to the telecommu-
nications and computer industries. DE

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer &
Associates, executive director of the AAF
Association and technical moderator for
the hdeo Services Forum.
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Strike one, you're out.
A single bolt of lightning can throw you off the air for hours - eve days.

Even if your grounding excee is minimum
requirements, you could be in fcr some major
league problems. One New England TV station
lost $140,000 in equipment costs, plus untold
amounts in revenue, from lightning damage.
A midwestern FM station was tossed off the air
for several weeks, costing them thousands of
dollars. And lightning doesn't affect just com-
mercial stations. Virtually every transmission
tower - whether for police and lire stations, 911
call centers or telecommunicaticns - is at risk.

The only way to play it safe is to upgrade

ycur grounding system to 1-5 ohm resistance.
as recommended by IEEE. Al a fraction of
what it would cost to repair and replace dam-
aged equ pment, you can get a ccrrectly sized,
properly installed copper -based grounding
system. It's what these two stations did. And
lightning hasn't been a problem since.

Learn row to protect your station from striking
out - get our Power Quality CD-ROM
and case histories today. Call CDA at
888-480-4276. Or visit us at
http://powerquality.copper.o.g.

Copper Development Association Inc.
260 Madison Avenue  New York, NY 10016
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Selecting
lenses
BY GORDON TUBBS

When the time comes to
choose a lens for
your broadcast or

pro video camera, it can be tempting to
look for a "magic bullet": one piece of
glass that does everything you need and
nothing you don't, all at the right price.

However, reality is rarely so stream-
lined - with the increasing sophisti-
cation of lenses comes a constantly wid-
ening range of choices and decisions.
Fortunately, if you do a little advance
research, lens selection can be an accu-
rate and efficient process that will have
a positive impact on the entire produc-
tion chain.

First, determine your budget. If you
only have a certain amount of dollars
to spend on your new lens, or it's slated
for an under -$10,000 camera, the field
of appropriate choices will
narrow immediately. The
good news is that the dra-
matic increase in quality and
features in pro video lenses
has created new options for
buyers on a tight budget.

Next ask yourself what the
lens will be used for: Will it be
for broadcast news, sports,
documentaries or something
else entirely?
Assuming quality and

specifications are the first
concern, start by examining
your HD needs. If you're cur-
rently shooting in SD but
expect to be using an HD
camera in the near future,
then HD lenses (which are also fully
compatible with SD cameras) should
receive serious consideration.

An important decision for SD shoot-
ers is whether or not to get a switchable
lens capable of shooting in both the 16:9
and 4:3 aspect ratios. If you're in the 4:3
world and 16:9 is on the horizon, a swit-

chable lens provides a flexible solution
for a switchable camera. The issue of
switchable lenses is a complex one, and
contacting a lens manufacturer can go a
long way towards simplifying it.

All told, there are three categories of

with an 8mm (16x8) wide angle isn't
enough and more telephoto is your pri-
ority, portable zooms can come in sizes
ranging from 21x7.8 all the way to
40x14. Again, what's right depends to-
tally on the application - sports and

When the time comes to choose a lens for your
broadcast or pro video camera, it can be tempting

to look for a magic" bullet.'

portable lenses to choose from - stan-
dard focal length, telephoto focal length
and wide-angle focal length. It's a cliché,
but "wide" and "economical" usually
don't appear in the same sentence.
Widening a lens while keeping image
quality high is a more costly process,

When selecting lenses, broadcasters must make deci-
sions on features including switchability, telephoto
power and HD capability. Photo courtesy Canon.

but for situations like interviews or
documentaries, wide angle is often es-
sential. Going super wide in a 2/3" cam-
era, such as a 4.5mm spec, isn't possible
in pro video, but if the pro video
6.5mm spec works for you, then the lat-
ter may be a good compromise.

If a standard lens, say 16X telephoto

newsgathering will probably require
more telephoto power, while studio
newsroom use calls for less. In broad-
cast grade, the 2X extender is standard
on all lenses, but in pro video it becomes
an option worth some thought. If you're
only going to need more telephoto once

in a while, a front -mounted
teleconverter for an additional
1.5X focal length increase is a
less expensive option, but it
also adds weight.
Sometimes a lightweight

telephoto isn't telephoto
enough, so bigger zoom
lenses must be considered.
These could range from 40X
portable (not hand-
holdable), all the way up to
the box -style 86X lens.

By going through the above
checklist and thinking about
budget, specifications, HD
and SD, switchability, and
telephoto and wide angle is-
sues, the lens selection process

can become much simpler. Once you
narrow the field from a possible 15 or
more lenses down to a more manage-
able two or three, you'll find the right
lens on your camera.

BE

Gordon Tubbs is assistant director for
Canon Broadcast and Communications.
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Scopus Network Technologies
is proud to be chosen by Korea Telecom to provide
their end -to -end dicital video platforms for 2002

FIFA's World Cup events in Korea

World Cup events will be transmitted live, worldwide, to billions of viewers.
Product quality and reliability of the Scopus product line,

Scopus' flexibility of system design, professional services and on -site
support, are essential for the success of this project.

Scopus is bringing the world:

el Live, simultaneous coverage of more than 10 sites
More than 200 digitally compressed TV channels

Pi Top -of -the -line, MPEG-2 DVB platforms
 Complete system design & integration services

110
scopus

Network Technologies

See us at:

NA4EV:1
coma:riv*R,

booth No. 615

www.scopususa.com, info@scopususa.com

Offices: USA - (858) 618-1600,
Brazil - (+55-12) 3923-9208, China - (+86-10) 6524-9705, India - (+91-79) 640-5374, Mexico - (+52-044) 1952-1396

Israel - (+972-3) 900-7777

Scopus. Broadening Your Scope.



Cisco
Systems'
new broadcast and
production facility

BY MARK SIEGEL

isco Systems has added a
wit broadcast and production
Ir's facility to its headquarters in
San Jose, CA. The facility, designated
as Building 8, is a completely new
structure built from the ground up. It

includes a master control center, four
broadcast control rooms, four produc-
tion studios and several labs.

Cisco contracted Digital System
Technology (DST) as systems integra-
tor for the facility. DST provided Cisco
with a broad array of services for this
project, including design, consulting,

46 broadcastengineering.com

The central master control at Cisco's
facility, featuring PESA routing sys-
tems and Leitch distribution equip-
ment, is the glue of the system and
the room from which the central dis-
tribution originates.

engineering, equipment provisioning,
integration and installation.

Cisco expects to use the facility to test
and demonstrate the capabilities of its
IP/TV Solution product line as well as
to conduct training, distance learning
and corporate communications. The
IP/TV Solution line uses multicast

MARCH 2002
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Power

Ask anyone and they'll tell you the same thing:
The K2 IOT sets the standard by which other 10Ts
are made. Why? It's simple. Years of experience
have produced the best 10T. Our unique, field -
proven design features simple, user-friendly tuning
right on the front of the subsystem. Engineered for
long life and broadcasting's highest efficiency, you
don't even have to disconnect the power or cooling
water to replace it. Sure we're an Emmy winner
for technical achievement. But we've kept our
focus on engineering the simplest and most reli-
able tools in the industry - so you can focus on the
more important things in life. Plug it in!
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technology to de-
liver TV -quality live

video programming such
as management broadcasts,

training programs, university
classes, business television and sat-

ellite programs to desktop PCs, class-
rooms and meeting rooms. This facil-
ity will allow Cisco to train clients,

Above: The server room, ad-
jacent to master control,
houses all equipment used
for encoding content to
stream to the Internet for
worldwide training purposes.

employees and customers
worldwide via multicast and
unicast streaming -a highly
cost-effective alternative to fly-
ing the trainees in to San Jose
from various countries.

The original completion tar-
get date of October 2001 was
extended through January
2002 following additional re-
quests by Cisco. DST's job was
to keep up with each extension
-on time and on budget. The flex-
ibility provided by both companies
allowed them to meet their goal of
opening a fully functioning facility in
early 2002.

Cisco provided a preliminary equip-
ment list, which was somewhat altered
through discussions and evaluations
of the best choices for the facility. DST
made changes to the list and began the
process of bringing the facility to light.
DST pre -wired several of the equip-
ment racks at its Atlanta facility. These
consisted mainly of racks required for

the new facility's central
control room, including
the signal routing and
patching equipment.
rile remaining racks, as
well as the majority of
the build, were done on
,ite at Cisco's San Jose
headquarters.

The heart of the sys-
tem is the master con-
rol center, a 20' by 20'

loom housing 10 racks
Hof equipment that tie
the operational aspects

Below: The master control quality as-
surance station is used for encoding to
all delivery systems, including fiber,
terrestrial and the Internet, as well as
sending material outside the facility.

of the entire facility together. To en-
sure that all required equipment
could fit into the available space, DST
designed exceptionally high racks to
house the equipment.

The master control center's core
equipment consists of PESA Tiger and
Cougar routing and switching sys-
tems, which address SDI and NTSC
video, plus AES and analog audio. All

This facility will allow
Cisco to train clients,

employees and

customers worldwide

via multicast and

electronics for the entire facility live in
this space. This includes all processors
for the various production switchers
found in all four broadcast control
rooms, plus a variety of Leitch distri-

bution equipment
and Tektronix test
and measurement
equipment.

The master control
center also houses
the videotape opera-
tions center, com-
plete with Sony
Betacam, Digital
Betacam, DVCam
and VHS systems.
An adjacent server
room houses all IP
products for corpo-
rate broadcasts and
distance learning
(the Cisco IP/TV
3425, 3424 and 3432
for multicast and
unicast streaming),
as well as the RTS
Adam intercom ma-
trix for facilitywide
communication.
The facility also

features four broad-
cast control rooms,

each with its own adjacent production
room. Control A, measuring 20' by 20,
is the largest of the four control rooms.
Its adjacent 35' by 45' production room
is the largest of the four production
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Automation Systems Are Not Created Equal

A Little Perk
that ships with

Every System
You have enough to worry about these days without

letting miscues, make -goods, down time, or opera-

tor errors disrupt your revenue stream.

As a pioneer in station automation, we've seen

it all. That's why we build the most stable, high

performance, real-time automation solutions in the

industry. For a start, we don't use a general-purpose

operating system that tries io be everything to

everyone. Instead we use a robust, deterministic OS

that knows a playout command when it sees one-

making it a top priority for your business.

So when it comes to keeping your operation

profitable, turn to the company that adds a great

deal to the process-peace of mind.

THOMSON Automation. Real time. All the time.

Thomson takes the worry out of broadcast

automation. With high-performance systems,

and on -going support, you're assured of every

event happening when it's supposed to.

THOMSON MEDIA
BROADCAST SOLUTIONS

Thomson multimedia Broadcast Solutions
2255 N. Ontario Street, Suite 150, Burbank, CA 91504
Tel: 1-800-962-4287 Fax: 1-818-729-7710 e-mail: broadcast-infeethmulti.com
For more information and your nearest contact, please visit our wetsite: www.thomsonbroadcast.com



rooms. Control A
is the facility's pri-

mary control room and
features a large Sony

DVS7150 production switcher
and associated production equip-

ment: a Pinnacle Systems
DVEXtreme digital effects system, a
Pinnacle Deko computer graphics
system, a Pinnacle Lightning still
store and a Crest audio console.

Over the duration of the project,
Control A proved to be among the
greatest challenges in regards to service-
ability - an issue that Cisco will face in
the future. Control A's construction
made it necessary to install the racks
against a wall. This placement elimi-
nates rear access to the equipment and
all service must be handled from in
front of the racks.
The three remaining control rooms

employ most of the same equipment
as Control A, except for Ross 210D
production switchers. But, unlike
Control A, the layout of these three

Control A, the largest of the four control rooms, fea-
tures a Sony DVS7150 production switcher, several
Pinnacle Systems' products and a Crest audio mix-
ing board.

rooms allowed DST to provide rear
access to the racks, affording much
better serviceability in these rooms.

The production rooms ad-
jacent to Control B, C and D are
roughly half the size of Control A's
production room. Generally, all four
production rooms have similar
equipment: multi -camera setups fea-
turing Sony DXC-D35WT cameras
with Fujinon Ah18x9.7 standard -

definition lenses. The production
studios for Control C and D also
house Panasonic AWE600 robotic
cameras. For production communi-
cations, the entire facility features
numerous Sennheiser audio prod-
ucts, including EM1046 and EM3032
rack -mount receivers, SK50 body-

pack transmitters and Evolution
wireless and microphone products.

The final leg of the integration pro-
cess included two labs for equipment
testing and training: one for the IP/
TV Solution line and one for Cisco's
training development. DST provided
the infrastructures for these rooms.
DST installed a termination panel
that allows Cisco to move equipment

into these labs as
required. The labs
themselves connect
to various studios
and production
rooms to create
content, which is
recorded directly to
tape or distributed
via the Internet.

Power sources in-
clude a central three-
phase power system
that feeds all of the
technical spaces with
isolated grounding.
However, there is no
generator or central
UPS in this facility.
Several rooms fea-
ture dedicated local
UPSs, specifically
where servers and
computers require
protection.

DST put consider-
able effort into the
details of designing

operation consoles. As with equipment
integration, the main challenge was to
install a large amount of material into

Design team
Dick White, project manager
Phil Popp, senior project engineer
Mickey Kroll, design engineer
Mike York, construction foreman

Equipment
list
PESA Tiger and Cougar
Sony DVS7150 production
switcher
Ross 210D production switchers
Pinnacle DVEXtreme
Pinnacle Deko
Pinnacle Lightning still store
Crest VX audio console
Sony DXC-D35VVT cameras

Fujinon Ah18x9.7 SD lenses
Panasonic AWE600 robotic
cameras
Sennheiser SK50 transmitters
Leitch distribution equipment
Tektronix test and measurement
Sony Betacam, Digital Betacam,
DVCam and VHS systems
Cisco IP/TV 3425, 3424 and 3432 for
multicast and unicast streaming
RTS Adam intercom matrix

a small amount of space while keeping
it accessible and usable. To ensure that
all necessary furniture fit properly,
some unusual console design was re-
quired. DST customized the furniture
to meet ergonomic and ADA require-
ments within the facility. Solutions
Custom Furniture of Santa Fe Springs,
CA, handled the assembly and instal-
lation of the furniture.

When Cisco is ready to expand, the
core of the system allows room for
growth, beginning with the PESA rout-
ing system in master control.

Dialogue between Cisco's and
DST's engineers resulted in a fully
functioning facility that satisfies all
of Cisco's in-house broadcast and
production needs. BE

Mark Siegel is vice president of business
development at Digital System Technology.
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After Over a Half -Century of
Dependability We Have Just One Thing to Say:

ThankYou!
114111MNC

anniversary
1 9 5 1 - 2 0 0 1

Without loyal customers, suppliers and friends like you MYAT would not have just completed its fiftieth
anniversary. Nor would we be the industry's leading supplier of rigid transmission line systems, custom RF filters
and combiner products. So to our customers we say "Thank you" for challenging us to always be better, working

with us to find the best so'utions, and coming back to us again and again.

Thanks also to the many vendors who keep us supplied with the finest materials and processes
we need to build reliable, efficient solutions on budget and on time.

And our heartfelt gratitude to the men and women of MYAT whose innovations, skills and talents
have allowed us to exceed our customer's expectations for over fifty years.

Depend On MYAT

moirdric.
Filters, Comniners and Transmission Line

Come See

the Latest in
Filter Technology

at Booth #4907
At NAB

1-201 767-5380  www.myat.com
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It's not NIMBY
anymore -
BY DON MARKLEY

Tt

e common cause for objec-
ions to towers used to be

NIMBY - not in my back-
yard. This has now changed in some ar-
eas to BANANA-build absolutely noth-
ing anywhere near anything. In some
cases, it seems to be even worse than that.
In one zoning hearing in Colorado, the
zoning was denied for a tower less than
200 feet high when the nearest home was
1.5 miles away. In that case, the local staff
officials had no objection to the tower,
but the applicable zoning board denied
the request just because a group of the
public objected, albeit without plausible
testimony to show harm.

When it comes time to apply for a zon-
ing variance or permission to build a
structure, it is often necessary to present
your request to a zoning board, a zon-
ing board of appeals or a county board
- sometimes more than one of those
groups. Unfortunately, many of the
members of those organizations are
elected by the public, which means that
they may be concerned about being re-
elected. That concern, or the desire to
simply go along with a friend's wish, may
outweigh the evidence presented by pro-
fessionals in the field. The situation is
horrible and shows little promise of

: 1 A

E-comm r

its BANANA
improvement in the near future.

If it is necessary for a station to build
a new tower, it is probably advisable to
make the first step be a visit to an area
attorney experienced in zoning and
land use issues. He should be able to
advise you of areas that might be to-
tally impossible for future sites. For ex-
ample, some counties have decided that

values. Have a licensed appraiser on
hand to dispute that argument. The fact
is that towers have become a part of the
landscape in our society. They hurt the
property values less than the loss of a
nice tree. Most people will notice the
presence of a tower, then ignore it to-
tally. Towers become something that is
simply there, ignored as they don't make

The fact is that towers have become a part of the
landscape in our society.

there will be no more towers at all, even
in what has come to be considered the
area tower farm, where multiple struc-
tures exist. The attorney will also be able
to help you prepare your presentation
in accordance with the format that the
locals prefer.

If the attorney anticipates difficulties,
it will be to your advantage to prepare
thoroughly and to bring in all the help
you may need. For example, you should
have engineering assistance that is thor-
oughly familiar with non -ionizing ra-
diation calculations and the various
standards.

Another argument that you will face
is that the tower will hurt property

A look at th consumer ide of DTV

Broadband users are the big spenders

($ millions) 1Q01 2Q01 3Q01 4Q01 TOTAL
Non -travel $7755 $7585 $7565 $10,804 $33,709
Travel $3727 $4892 $5735 $5003 $19,357
Total $11,482 $12,477 $13,300 $15,807 ,066

SOURCE.. ComScore Networks www.comscore.corn

noise, throw parties or play their radios
too loud. Again, there will be those who
will still insist that property values will
go down regardless of any testimony
that you may present.

The next problem will be hazard to
aircraft. You should have a no -hazard
determination from the FAA in hand
prior to going before the zoning authori-
ties. If not, you will probably be denied
immediately on the basis of possible
hazard. Even if you have a no -hazard
determination, you may have arguments
made that the FAA missed an airport.
The FAA does not protect restricted
landing areas, such as little private fields.
Yet, those who fly from those fields can
be planned on to object loudly.

The one thing that you cannot really
beat is the fact that there will be a tower,
and it will be visible. If those on the
tower board simply don't want a tower
in the area, you lose. It's that simple -
unfair, perhaps, but simple. Fortunately,
some states, and even some counties,
have carefully defined criteria for denial
or acceptance. In those cases, it may be
possible to seek assistance from the
courts. Again, look to your attorney to
help you with that possibility.

The problem of zoning is serious. After
you have fought a construction permit
application through the commission,

52 broadcastengineering.com MARCH 2002



dANo tion to
your tape or to you.

Tired of those late -night early -morning overtime sessions
babysitting some time -compression device trying to wring an
extra 30 seconds out of a program,
then putting in even more hours
re -building the closed captioning?

Well, those days (and nights) are
over. The Digital Time Machine
from Prime Image will do the job for
you. Just set it up and let it run-auto-
matically, in one pass, in real time.

Through a patented micro -editing type
process, the Digital Time Machine easily squeezes an extra 30
to 60 seconds out of a half-hour program with no loss of pro-
gram content. Since the operation is fully digital, sound and
picture quality are not compromised and the process is

undetectable to viewers. The Time Machine is a proven product
and process, already in use in cable systems, broadcast

stations, and networks across America
and around the world.

Digital
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See us at NAB

Booth #112253

So put the Digital Time Machine to
work. Then sit back, relax, and enjoy
a cup of coffee. And still get home
on time.

PI
The Digital Video People

Tel (408) 867-6519 Fax (408) 926-7294
www.primeimageinc.com
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with all of the associated costs, you may
still find yourself in a situation where
you simply can't build the station. Ob-
viously, the situation has been aggra-
vated by the construction of some-
where around a zillion new towers for
the wireless industry. Those things are
now everywhere, and zoning boards
are simply getting tired of dealing with
them. Their response then becomes
simply to deny everything. If the courts
won't help, it is not inconceivable that
you will lose the construction permit
simply from being able to build in an
area that will meet required coverage
and spacing requirements.

There is a new organization on the
horizon that may bring some help. It is
called the National Antenna Consor-
tium and will be holding an open meet-
ing on the Monday of the NAB conven-
tion. One of their goals is to obtain leg-
islation that will cause broadcasters to
be treated fairly in zoning matters. That
is going to require the cooperation and

assistance of tower manufacturers,
broadcast organizations and even indi-
vidual broadcast groups. Obviously,
something must be done to level the
playing field. (I'm not quite sure what
that phrase may mean, but politicians
seem to like it.) It is too much to expect
that the Commission will exempt broad-
casters totally from local zoning. How-
ever, it may be possible to establish some
reasonable criteria that will override
zoning decisions that are either without
technical merit or are simply capricious.

As an example, if a proponent can
clearly show that there will be no non-

ionizing hazard, as he will already have
done in obtaining the construction per-
mit, zoning boards should be restricted
from using that as an excuse to deny an
application. It isn't reasonable to expect
a zoning board to grant a tower approval
for a 1000 -foot tower in the middle of
an area zoned for single-family resi-
dences. However, maybe approval could
be forced in areas zoned as agricultural

or industrial. There has to be a meeting
ground somewhere that will cause tower
proponents to be treated fairly.

At one zoning hearing, the author ob-
served a huge group of opponents
dressed in T-shirts with a tower sym-
bol accompanied by a circle and diago-
nal line. They were vocal, numerous
and obnoxious. They also had no in-
tention of accepting any presentation
of factual information without regard
to the technical qualifications of the
presenters. Guess what - the tower was
denied. No reason, it was just denied.
That type of situation has to be
changed. Maybe the new consortium
will be able to help - it would be help-
ful to see broadcasters attend that meet-
ing at NAB and get involved. BE

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates, Peoria, IL.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

don markley@primediahusiness.com

Build a Networked Broadcast Studio
Turn around programming and news faster than ever
before. ACQUIRE raw feeds directly to disk. EDIT in real
time. CREATE graphics, titles and animations. PLAYOUT
straight to air. Shared storage and common file formats
mean trarscoding, tape swapping and running back
and forth between recording rooms, edit bays and the
playout center are a thing of the past. Welcome to the
digital era!

The increased productivity, quality and cost-effectiveness
inherent in an all -digital networked broadcast studio
can be a reality in your environment. Matrox-based
solutions are already making it happen 24/7 in facilities
around the world.

Contact us today for a free white paper that describes
how you can build and benefit from an all -digital facility.

1-866-270-4636
www.mat-ox.com/video

cost-effective . flexible . proven

111
Digital Mite Solutions
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PUSHING
THE BOUNDARIES OF

Audio professionals worldwide use Dolby products and technologies to provide captivating surround sound

that grabs and holds the audience's attention. Dolby, the established leader in television audio,

has technologies for analog, digital, as well as HDTV services including Dolby Digital, Dolby E, and

Dolby Surround.

At NAB 2002, we're introducing elegant new solutions for monitoring, loudness, and signal processing for

television sound. Dolby also offers system integration and technical support services to the industry to facilitate

the transition to surround sound. Find out what leading professionals are doing with their TV audio during

NAB's Afternoon of Audio on Wednesday, April 10, during the NAB

Broadcast Engineering Conference. For additional information on our

professional products and surround sound innovations, please visit our website.

N\ V. .(1011)V.C1)111/t 1111dit I

DO Dolby
BRE.kkING SOUND II \

NAB 2002, LVCC South Hall 3, Booth 119535

Dolby Laboratories, Inc. 100 Potrero Avenue San Francisco, CA 94103-4813 Telephone 415-558-0200 Fax 415-863-1373

Wootton Bassett  Wiltshire SN4 8QJ England  Telephone (44) 1793-842100  Fax (44) 1793-842101  www.dolby.com
Dolby and the double -D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories 0 2002 Dolby Laboratories_ Inc 502/14094



Broadcast
ENGINEERING

Engineering Excellence Awards
BY BRAD DICK, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR

And the winners are...
The 2002 Broadcast Engineering Engineering Excellence Awards were created to recognize innovation and quality

design and construction of production, broadcast and Internet/new media facilities. The goal is to highlight the work of
engineering and management staffs, systems integrators and manufacturers. The first of those nominees appeared in
the December 2001 issue of Broadcast Engineering's Buyers Guide.

Readers were encouraged to vote for their preferences on the Broadcast Engineering Web site. The votes were then
tallied and reviewed by the magazine staff.

These facilities showcase the best in today's design, innovation and construction. If you want to see how it's done
right, look no further than these winners and companies. The complete stories detailing each facility's construction are
available on the Broadcast Engineering Web site, www.broadcastengineering.com. Look for the Broadcast Engineering
Engineering Excellence Awards cover.

And now onto this year's winners.

ilities

Winner:
Doyle Technology Consultants,
Activate studios
Key technology: Nvision Envoy 6904 super -wide -bandwidth
router, PESA Jaguar router, ADC distribution products,
Belden cable, DH Industries satellite antennas

Runner-up:
Creative Studio Solutions, Xact Internet

production complex
Key technology: Mackie consoles, Denon CD players, HHB CDR

recorders, TASCAM DAT recorders

View an online product demo
whenever you see this logo.

1)11111100M www.broadcastengineering.com
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Winner:
Solid State Logic, JC Studios

Key technology: SSL Aysis Air console, Zaxcom DMX1000
mixer, Thomson digital VTRs, Ikegami cameras and moni-
tors, Canon lenses, Vinten heads, Grass Valley Group edit

system

Runner-up:
Wheatstone, Marshall Space Flight Center
Key technology: Wheatstone SP -8 console, ADC patchbays, Mohawk
cable

O
Winner (a tie):

AZCAR, WABC-TV
Key technology: Thomson MC switchers, Grass Valley Group

SMS-7500 routers, Nvision 3064 machine control, Pinnacle
MediaStream 1600/700 servers, Ampex DST -712 data

archive, Avalon Archive Manager, Encoda MCAS automa-
tion, Ikegami monitors

DST, WGCL-TV
Key technology: Grass Valley Group M2100 router, Kalypso

production switcher, Wheatstone consoles, Accom 3300
editors, DNF machine control, Leitch conversion and distri-

bution, Miranda Kaleido image processors

Pik
I I I
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Runner-up:
Professional Communications Ay_stems,

WFLA-TV
Key technology: Panasonic DVCPRO VTRs, Grass Valley Group

7000 routing, Pinnacle still store and servers, Chyron iNFiNiT!,
Miranda and Leitch conversion, Ikegami HK 388 cameras/Canon

lenses

Winner:
Sundance Crawford Communications
SatelliteServices
Key technology: Pinnacle 1600 media servers and DekoCast
CG, ASACA DVD archive, Snell & Wilcox signal monitoring

Runner-up:
A.F. Associates, New York 1 News

Key technology: AP's ENPS newsroom system, Omnibus automation,
Thomson DD35 switchers and Venus router, Time Base consoles,

Pinnacle's Media servers, Vortex editors, DekoCast CG, DVEXceI
DVEs and StreamFactory media encoder

Winner:
Andrew, KERA-DT
Key technology: Andrew Trinity mask filter,
Axcera transmitter
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STRATA

TCU

STRATA
. . . a new generetion of portable microwave radios

Visit the MRC booth, L6613, and embrace tie latest
technology in point-to-point microwave systems...

TwinStream
CodeRunner
DAR Plus

STRATA



Runner-up (three-way
tip j;

Andrew, KHRR-W
Key technology: Andrew TRASAR

antenna, ITS modulator/pulser,
Videotek DM -200 demods,

Tektronix 492P spectrum analyzer

Thales, KWHY-TV
Key technology: Thales DCX
transmitters, Pearl, Opal and

OpenMux PSIP/datacast system,
MRC Twinstream STLs, Harmonic

encoders, Tektronix modulation
measurement system

AgileVision, KAID-DTV

Broadcast
ENGINEERING

Engineering Excellence Awards

If you have a facility that may qualify
for entry into this year's contest, go to
the Broadcast Engineering Web site,

www.broadcastengineering.com,
for complete instructions.

Manufacturers, systems integrators
and facilities are encouraged to plan

now to enter the contest.

See the combined
excellence of two

great companies in one
outstanding location.

Visit us in the Thomson
NAB booth, #L19524.

GRASS VALLEY GROUP
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GRASS VALLEY GROUP

Composing a next -generation media network requires a virtuoso performance.
Concerto- deftly orchestrates analog video and audio, HD, SD, AES/EBU, and data signals -
all in the same frame. With built-in audio A -to -D and D -to -A conversion, you can eliminate
costly converters. Equally impressive is Concerto's unique linear expansion capability, which
lets you grow from a 32 x 32 matrix to a full 128 x 128 by adding only three boards.

Learn how to orchestrate all your signals with Concerto. Visit our Web site today.
www,grassvalleycirou_p.com/ad/routers MEDIA WITHOUT BOUNDS- SOLUTIONS

See us at NAB in the Thomson multimedia Booth #L19524.
02001 Grass 'alley Group. Inf Con, erto fs  Maslen... of the Grass Valley GrOffp. Int



T-shirt winners:
Thanks to everyone who voted for their favorite facility. Readers
who voted online were eligible to win a Broadcast Engineering T-
shirt. The following readers were drawn to receive a T-shirt:

Laura Gross
A.F. Associates

Leah Alford
Crawford Communications

Scott Whitcomb
WHIT-COMM Consulting

_ Scott Gregg
millennium III

Dave Benco
Axcera

Either way, Teranex

Xantus-one
Small budget... great picture
Xantus-one is designed to meet the
specific needs of broadcasters who
need to control costs and maintain
great quality.

Star -up
Multiple functionality...
one great price.
Star -up provides both advanced
noise reduction and high quality up -

conversion in one solution.

With Advanced Noise Reduction or Without...

gives you the best Up -conversion.

 PixelMotion De -Interlacing

 AES & Embedded Audio Handling

 Proc Amp

 Advanced Noise Reduction (Star -up)

 Scene Change & 3:2 Sequence Detection

 Detail Enhancement

 Variable Aspect Ratio Conversion
NAB - 2002

Central Hall

Booth # L5847  Colorspace Conversion

Learn more about Xantus-one and Star -up up -conversion solutions from TeranexTeranex. Call 407. 858. 6000 or visit www.teranex.com
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Visit us at
Booth

NAB

455412

DTV equipment with room to grow

On -air deadlines are fast approaching. Make sure you start with equipment that has growth potential.

19.39 Mbps may look like a big pipe today for single SD and HD service, but-what about tomorrow?

 IP Datacasting

 Flexible Service Multiplexing

 Extensible For Future Applications...

The new Motorola ATSC compliant encoding system includes sophisticated multiplexing

technology to make your initial investment low, but your growth opportunities high. For

nearly a decade, customers have trusted Motorola to navigate a course through the DTV

migration process. Count on Motorola to provide reliable DTV solutions.

 ATSC PSIP

 High Quality MPEG-2 Encoding

Motorola's TMX-2010 Transport Multiplexer

Motorola's SE -1000 Digital Encoder

Contact us at 858-404-2899 for more information or visit us at www.motorola.com/broadband

0 MOTOROLA
intelligence everywhere"

MOTOROLA, the Stylized M Logo are registered in the US Patent & Trademark Office. All other product or services marks are the property of their respective owners. 'Motorola, Inc. 2002.



DTV answer book 66-82 FASTV-ack 174-194

DTV marketplace 84-102, 129-172 ExhiLi7 hall map 105-128
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This brave little server loves being atones..

2001 Emmy' Award Winner

VR 445

This 400 ser es Server has built in storage

capable of 15 hours at 15Mb/Sec, making it perfect for

the broadcaster or any facility that needs a cost

effective server solution.

* Self contained (no additional outboard processors or

disk array enclosures required)

* Only 4RU of vertical rack space

* RAID -3 and redundant power supplies are standard

* Spotbase' anc PlayList" applications are standard

* Fully convertible to VR440

* MPEG-2, DVCAM, DVCPRO all as standard

* Upgradable for Multichannel use

* Optional FTP connectivity

Witness innovation in integrated solutions
by visiting Leitch NAB booth #L19511.

Canada +1 (800) 387 0233 USA East +1 (800) 231 9673 USA West +1 (888) 843 7004
Brazil +55 (11) 3151 5093 Latin America +1 (305) 512 0045

LEITCH.
www.leitch.com

02002 Leitch Technology Corporation
DVCAM 8 DVCPRO are trademarked by the respective companies.



The benefits of 24p 71

Larry Thorpe, senior vice president of content creation systems for
Sony

Jeff Rosica, vice president of Thomson Multimedia Broadcast
Solutions

The DTV two-step process 73

Bruce M. Allan, president and general manager of Harris Corp.,
Broadcast Communications
Dane E Ericksen, PE., CSRTE, senior engineer, Hammett & Edison,
Consulting Engineers
Harvey Arnold, corporate director of engineering for Sinclair
Broadcast Group

Features and capabilities to look for in a new camera 76

Philip Livingston, vice president, technical liaison and technical
spokesperson for Panasonic
Mike Wolschon, director of segment marketing for the North
American subsidiary of Thomson Multimedia Broadcast Solutions
Juan Martinez, national products marketing manager for JVC
Professional Products Company

The role of IP networking 80

Clyde Smith, senior vice president of broadcast entertainment
technology at Turner Entertainment Networks

.E) D

Questions? We've got answers!

Technology, business, standards,

consumer acceptance and equip-
ment selection are issues on the
minds of most professionals.
Trouble is, where can you get the

"inside" information on trends
and technology? Broadcast Engi-

neering coordinated a group of
experts and surveyed them on
the top issues facing production

and broadcast facilities. Headed

by leading technologist Craig
Birkmaier, key experts in five
subject areas were asked to pro-

vide their professional guidance
on these topics.
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Be Sure
with euphonix digital broadcast consoles

"We junped light years from
our old broadcast board
into the future with our

System 5-13."

-Kelly Harris,
KTVT, CBS -11
Dallas/Fort Worth



Tribune Studios,

Los Angeles:

Euphonix System 5-B Installed, Up and Running

Tribune Entertainment is looking to the future of television production with its 10 -acre
facility in Los Angeles. It hopes to help support and drive digital TV production with newly
designed sound stages, control rooms and machine rooms. One of its first steps has been
installing the Euphonix System 5-B all -digital broadcast console into Sound Stage 2. It's all
part of the newly refurbished 'Tribune Studios' located on the historic KTLA-TV studio lot.

"...ease of use, powerful audio processing,
redundancy and routing flexibility"

The System 5-B broadcast console is up
and running and the soundstage is producing
live -to -tape TV of daily talk shows as well
as the famous specialty show, Candid
Camera. The console is used regularly by
several engineers and Tribune reports that
they have found it highly intuitive after
some basic training from Euphonix.

The design and integration of the
digital audio and video components was
extremely well planned and executed. On
the audio side, the MADI (Multi -channel
Audio Digital Interface, an AES standard)
cabling connection proved to be easy
to set up and cost saving. Located in a
distant machine room far away from the
System 5-B are multiple Euphonix
AES/EBU-to-MADI converters that handle
all the inputs and outputs of the digital
video tape machines to and from the
console. The control room and the machine
room are connected using MADI, with
each single cable supporting 56 channels
of 24 -bit 48kHz digital audio.

Tribune has spent a lot of time planning
the new installation. They made sure to
offer technology that would support the
anticipated production needs of digital
TV and surround sound. Jim Toten,

...why he chose the System 5-8
-Jim Toten

Director of Engineering and Technology
said, "Characteristics that stood out the
most about the System 5-B included the
console's ease of use, powerful audio
processing, redundancy and routing
flexibility." He added, "We needed a
digital console that could easily be
reset between two stages on a day-to-
day basis and was modular enough to
allow mic-pre's and I/O to be reallocated
upon demand. The Euphonix System 5-B
does this very elegantly."

Tribune Broadcasting owns and operates
22 major -marketing television stations
(including national superstation, WGN)
and reaches 80 percent of U.S. television
households. Tribune is the largest TV
group not owned by a network.

-Michael O'Donnell
-Brian Powell

-Greg Reams



ABC TV Australia:

ABC TV chose
Euddionix to supply
10 System 5-5
broadcast consoles
for the- r new
Ulitimo studios
and a fleet of'
7 mobile vans

"The System S -B lets
me set up a rimber of
different outputs
with the pus,
of a bu:ton and
accommodate multiple
inputs easily' and
ccnvententlr

Last year, ABC TV, Australia's largest TV broadcaster,
ordered 10 System 5-B digital audio broadcast consoles.
They chose Euphonix technology for the flexibility,
extensive layout capabilities and time -saving aspects
of recallable routing. The consoles will be used for live
TV broadcasting. Brian Powell, Manager TV Systems
Technology and Distribution, is the engineer heading up
ABC TV's changeover to all -digital broadcast components.
Michael O'Donnell is the Technology Project Manager
at ABC TV in charge of the audio side of the company's
digital conversion.

KTVT Dallas/Fort Worth:
KTVT in Dallas/Fort Worth, installed a
System 5-B for their extensive Southwest
news coverage. Kelly Harris, a KTVT audio
operator, recently wrote in Broadcast
Engineering magazine, "Other console
designs we looked at were lacking a number
of important features, including sufficient
mix -minus buses and clean feeds, and lacked
the System 5 -B's versatility and ease of use."

KOMO-TV Seattle:

"=or our new all -digital
facility, we needed a
flexible comsole that
handles live programming
ald studio production."

-Pat Holland

bin
"The crveralT,
sound quality
has been
greatly
iinproued
ty the System
E -B as well
s on-ai r

reliability."

Fisher -owned, KOMO-TV in Seattle, installed
a System 5-B console. Fisher Broadcasting's VP
of Technology, Pat Holland said, "Technically,
the console needed to accommodate MADI, which
we use throughout the facility, 96 kHz sampling
rates and 5.1 -channel surround -sound panning
and monitoring for HDTV production." KOMO-4
provides local news covering Seattle, Tacoma
and the Northwest.

WCPO Cincinnati:
Wayne Chaney, Chief Engineer and Greg Reams, Technician
at WCPO in Cincinnati wrote about making the jump to
digital in Broadcast Engineering magazine. "We wanted
to provide a transition for the operators that could be fairly
smooth. Requirements included the capability for future
expansion, low heat dissipation of the console surface,
ease of integration and most importantly, the console's
dependability."

The System 5-B
Broadcast
Console
The System 5-B broadcast
console is specifically
configured for live and live -
to -tape production. The system
is scalable for small affiliate
productions as well as the most
complex national broadcast
facilities requiring hundreds
of inputs with absolute
flexibility and recall of
system configuration.

Key Benefits:
 Intuitive console user interface

and unique visual feedback offers
exceptional on -air ease of use.

 Modular system design provides
easy installation and the ability
to upgrade.

 Fail-safe systems enable hot-
swappable redundant processing
modules, power supply and DSP

cards that will automatically take
over in the event of a failure.

 On -screen diagnostics constantly
report status of all system
components and allow confidence
checks and troubleshooting.

 Integrated PatchNet I/O router can
accommodate 672 by 672 sources
and destinations at 24 -bit 48 kHz.

 Future -proofed for surround mixing
with multi -format channel setups
for Stereo, LCR, LCRS, 5.1, and 7.1.

Surround panning and monitoring
are as easy to use as stereo.

 Stereo channels can be set up for
Middle -Side (MS) mic techniques,
plus left -to -mono, right -to -mono

and balance. A stereo backstop
PFL routes pre -fader signal to
speakers for more flexibility.

 Easy configuration of meter
bridge for customized feedback
and channel path processing for
ED, Dynamics, Filtering, etc.

 Up to 24 "mix -minus" busses with
individual level control and label.
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Contact Euphonix'

220 Portage Avenue

Palo Alto, CA 94306

Phone: (650) 855-0400

Fax: (650) 866-0410

www.euphonix.ccm

."2002 hiphomx.

All rights reserver!

Dedicated to Serving Broadcasters
Around the World:

ABC TV, Artarmon, Australia

Channel 7 Networks, Melbourne, Australia

TCN Channel 9, Willoughby, Australia

Techn. Universitet, Graz, Austria

House of Worship. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

On TV, Hamilton, Canada

Parc Olympique Montreal, Montreal, Canada

CBC - Societe Radio Canada, Montreal, Canada

Tele Quebec, Montreal, Canada

TVN - CH7, Santiago, Chile

CCTV, Beijing, China

Nanjing Television. Beijing, China

Eurosport, Paris, France

France 2, Paris, France

SWR Sued West Rundfunk, Baden Baden, Germany

Stadtgarten Multi Purpose Hall, n. Stuttgart, Germany

RAI Televisione Italiana, Roma, Italy

NHK, Tokyo. Japan

501 (Soka Gakkai), Tokyo, Japan

Kyoshin Technosonic, Tokyo, Japan

Hyundai On -Air, Seoul, Korea

Moving Pictures (TVNZ), Auckland, New Zealand

Norwegian On -Airing Corp., Oslo, Norway

Auditiv (Banzai). Lisbon, Portugal

Televisione Svizzera (Swiss Italian TV - TSI), Lugano, Switzerland

Dr. Sun Yat-Sen Memorial Hall, Taipei, Taiwan

Nomis Studios Ltd., London, UK

KNXV ABC, Phoenix, AZ, USA

NBC (Tonight Show), Burbank, CA, USA

Westwood One, Culver City, CA, USA

Western US
Rich Nevens
Phone:

(818) 766-1666

E-mail.

richne

euphonix. corn

Southeast US
Mike Franklin
Phone:

(615) 327-2933

E-mail

mfrankline

euphonix.com

Northeast US
Brian Dorfman
Phone:

(212) 889-6869

E-mail:

bdorfmana

euphomx corn

Tribune Broadcasting, Hollywood, CA, USA

Channel 1 News, Los Angeles, CA, USA

KCET, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Telemundo Group Inc., Los Angeles, CA. USA

WWF Entertainment, Stamford, CT, USA

HQ US Air Force, Bolling AFB, DC, USA

WLN - N, Miami, FL, USA

WFVT Television, Tampa, FL, USA

WPTV (NBC 5), W.P. Beach, FL, USA

Harpo Studio (Oprah), Chicago, IL, USA

WCFC, Chicago, IL USA

WFLD - Fox, Chicago, IL, USA

WGBO, Chicago, IL, USA

WFXT, Boston, MA, USA

WJZ TV, Baltimore, MD, USA

KOLR - TV, Springfield, MO, USA

WFMY - TV Greensboro, NC. USA

WMUR - ABC, Manchester, NH, USA

National Mobile Television, Somerville, NJ, USA

Chelsea Broadcasting, New York, NY, USA

WNYW - Fox, New York, NY, USA

WCPO, Cincinati, OH. USA

VVTXF - Fox, Philadelphia. PA. USA

KLRU - Austin City Limits, Austin, TX, USA

KTVT - N, Fort Worth, TX, USA

KRIV - N, Houston, TX, USA

KTRK, Houston, TX, USA

Christian Broadcast Network, Virginia Beach, VA, USA

WCAX. Burlington, VT, USA

KOMO TV. Seattle. WA. USA

Pacific Rim
Russell Waite
Phone:

(8181535-5268

E-mail

rusty©

euphonix.com

Europe
Miles Roberts
Phone

+44 (0)20 8901 7510

E-mail:

milesr©

euphonix.corn

Japan

Yoshi Shimizu
Phone:

+81 (0)3 3288 4423

E-mail:

yshimizu©

euphonix.co.jp

Euphonix maintains direct sales and distributors throughout the wort

Times have changed. The digital TV broadcast era is here to stay. The Euphonix System 5-8
is ideal for seamless integration of video and audio. Find out how the System 5-B all -digital
broadcast console will help you Be Sure. Contact us to arrange a personal demonstration.

filplinflix

Test drive our products! Visit us at NAB in Las Vegas, Booth L 2751, April 8 - 11
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What are the benefits of 24p,

and for what applications
should it be considered?

The advantages of
24p center largely
about the aug-
mented creative ca-
pabilities facilitated
by this digital pro-
duction system. 24p

digital acquisition offers new creative free-

doms when compared with shooting on
film. While all of the craftsmanship of the
film director and cinematographer - in
terms of lighting, filtration, lensing, fram-
ing,etc. -is fullyunlized in 24p digital shoot-

ing, the digital camera further empowers
them both. The camera allows real-time in-

tervention to the imagery being shot- aided

by the presence of a large -screen HD moni-

tor on set. Picture sharpness, tonal and color

reptoduction can all be digitally altered to
refine the imageryto a chosen aesthetic look

On the audio side, the 24p camera includes
the capability to record up to four tracks of
20 -bit AES sound. Being inherently sync -

sound this can be a special boon on loca-
tion shooting.

The 24p camera has impressive op-
erational sensitivity - combining in
one acquisition package the equivalent
of a very slow -speed low -grain fihn
(an exposure index of perhaps EI 50
- for shooting in brightly lit scenes),
with instant switchability to effective
high-speed operation (exposure index
around EI 1000 - for image capture
in deeply shadowed or nighttime
scenes). This obviates the need for the
later "matching" of different film
stocks within a given production.

The visible economic benefits lie in the
low cost of 24p tape vs. that of 35mm
film stock, the absence of processing
costs, lower shipping costs and, in the
case of television production, the ab-
sence of telecine transfer costs. This low-
ering of "front-end" costs offers better
cash flow management on a production.

The 50 -minute load of the 24p cas-
sette can greatly lower costs in the case
of underwater and aerial shooting, and

BY LARRY THORPE

on difficult location shooting. That
same long record time compared to a
35mm film load can expedite uninter-
rupted multiple takes - thus maintain-

ing spontaneity and emotional dynam-
ics between the director and talent.
This too has been reported as saving
time and, hence, related costs.

Stepped ,:rimp sleeve grips
the outer packet which increases
connector -to -cable reliability.

Exterior ferrule
surface provides
superior cable
retention without
braid breatage.

Generous capture cone
design ensures easy
insertion of center
conductor.

Spring -loaded coupling ring
using a beryllium copper
crescent waeher assures
positive electrical mating
over time.

Unique black nickel
finish adds endurance
and reliability.

Fully enclosed metal outer
conductor This feature is an integral
part of a rugged construction, important
for handling he stress of cable weight
over time.

Tapered ferrule taciitates
connector insertion Lnder braid.

.300' ferrule improves
connector -to -cable
tensile strength.

Unique plating f ow
hole ensures unrorm
interior plating.

Captive center contact
provides positive tactile
feedback for error -free
assembly. Also prevents
movement when cable is
flexed.

Unique locking design
for high contact retention.

50 millionths gold
plating improves
durability of electrical
contact over thousands
of cycles and exceptional
conductivity.

Machined PTFE
insulator for superior
RF electrical
performance.

Gold flash palladium NI plated
spring fingers for high mating
cycle repeatability and improved
high frequency conductivity.

17 reasons why the UPL2000 is the right chince
Don't be footed into believing that yesterday's BNC connectors are

up to tie demands of today's killer application. Because signal
clarity is so essential :o successful dig tai broadcasting, you

need tie high frequency, impedance -matched performance of
the UPL2000 from Trompeter. It's the only BNC specifically
designed for high bit -rate digita video signal transmission

and offers significant performance advantages over
standard BNCs (>8db return toss inprovement @1.485 Gbps).

Don't compromise your signal with yesterday's connectors -
select the UPL2000. HDTV Transmission line product solutions

HDTV Transmission Line Product Solutions

TROMPETER
LEGTRONICS

NAB
Booth
#L6731

www.trompeter.com or Call 800 982-2629
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Being digital, the 24p capture can ex-

pedite the creation of blue/green screen
imagery in that the related compositing
can lie viewed in real time and in high
resolution. This further facilitates op-
timization of lighting, framing and
camera moves, contributing to a con-
siderable speed-up of a traditionally
time-consuming process.

The digital capture and

downconversion abilities within the
24p VTR expedite the offline editing
process. This has proven a major boon
in improving workflow on episodic
television production where rigorous
schedules are the norm. The low noise
in 24p imagery allows wider latitude
in post production - tape -to -tape
color correction or digital image ma-
nipulation in workstations-that can

be particularly beneficial when the fi-
nal output is transferred to 35mm re-
lease film. Workflow innovation will
be dramatically extended as new
metadata capabilities are incorporated
into the total 24p acquisition and post
production system. BE

Larry Thorpe is senior vice president,
content creation systems, for Sony.

JEFF ROSICA

Production in
24p has some very
obvious benefits.
The first, since
commercial pro-
duction is a busi-

ness, is the cost savings over film stock
and lab fees. Compared to 16mm and
35mm film stock and lab fees, a 24p
format tape cassette is extremely in-
expensive. The longer the shoot sched-
ule (with more takes and more cover-

age), the greater the savings that can
be realized by shooting in 24p.
Another major consideration is

whether the spot will have complex
CGI elements. If the raw footage is al-
ready electronic, there is savings (in
time and money) in not having to
telecine the film in order to import
shots into a CGI system.

One caveat to 24p is that commercial
production is also an art form, and qual-
ity matters. On the small screen (the tele-
vision), the characteristics of 24p might
not appear so obvious to the untrained

eye, but they exist nonetheless.
Producing in 24p takes a little extra

care as you first enter the medium.
Those who have seen 24p say that it
doesn't look like traditional video or
film, but something else. It is a differ-
ent look, but electronic filtering can
make 24p "appear" like specific film
stocks or video. In this way, 24p elec-
tronic footage can be almost
seamlessly intermixed with existing
film footage (stock footage, for ex-
ample), especially since 24p's frame
rate matches that of 35mm film.

In 1942, "Doc" Brown founded Dielectric. 60 years later, we're

1942 Dielectric founded by
Dr. Charles Brown

Dielectric Products
Engineering Company,
Raymond, Maine

1950s First stacked antenna
system built 1970s Mutti-station antennas

installed on Mt. Sutro
and John Hancock
building.

Since our inception, Dielectric has been at the forefront of technological developments
in the broadcast industry. We have continually focussed on the ever-changing needs of
our clients with countless innovations in antenna, transmission line and RF system
engineering and design.

Today, we are involved in all aspects of DTV implementation including:

working with the broadcaster and their consultant on FCC filing data,

designing, engineering, manufacturing and installing the full communications systems

ISRINDK1s, ,11.1

Rigging of an
early Dielectric

antenna in York,
PA in 1947.

offering complete installation of antenna,
tower, transmission line, and RF system
packages

Charles
"Doc"
Brown (3rd
from left)
working
with fellow
engineers.

1986 Acquired RCA's
TV Antenna operations
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For 60 years broadcasters
have relied on Dielectric for
creative solutions to com-
plex challenges. Over 75%
of DTV broadcasters have
chosen Dielectric antenna
systems. We have the
solutions to suit your
budget and time frame.
Let's get started.

Dielectric Communications  1-866-DIELECTR



Today, 24p electronic cinema produc-
tion (1920x1080) does not have the
same resolution as film (2048x1536).

It truly is a question of
the right tool for the

right job.

In fact, the most common HD record-
ing formats offer significantly less reso-
lution than film with the ability to
record only 1440i (HDCAM) or 1280i
(DVCPROHD) pixels. True
1920x1080i recording on tape is only
available on D5 -HD and the Thomson
VooDoo Media Recorder (D6 -based),
which records HD uncompressed.

Film will always have its place in the
production world. It truly is a ques-
tion of the right tool for the right job.
For an electronic format such as 24p
to truly be equal in quality to film, a
mindset change needs to happen. We

have to stop thinking of 24p as "video"
and start thinking of the images that
are acquired as true "electronic cin-
ematography" or "virtual film." To
provide a true choice of formats (film
or electronic), the 24p signal must not
be processed like video. The 24p sig-
nal must be a full, unfiltered,
uncompressed 4:4:4 signal with full
color RGB gamut from the camera.

The camera itself must output every-
thing that falls on the sensors without
any modifications. This may be an idea
that is hard to swallow for video
people used to traditional video pro-
cessing, but 24p isn't (and shouldn't
be considered) video. BE

Jeff Rosica is vice president of Thomson
Multimedia Broadcast Solutions.

Is DTV now a two-step
(first low power, then
high power) process?

BY BRUCE M. ALLAN

The FCC's action
of Nov. 8, 2001, on
low power require-
ments could con-
ceivably offer some
relief to smaller
market television

broadcasters from new expenditures to

meet the DTV transition deadline.
At first blush, this two-step approach

looks promising. For broadcasters that
are under budget constraints, low
power equipment may not require
costly modifications to the existing '141111
facility. Television broadcasters may be
able to use their existing tower as it

till proudly supporting the needs of broadcasters worldwide.

1995 Patented d
broadband
transmission line

On our 60th anniversary
we are proud to
announce the best
warranty in the industry,
five years on compo-
nents and ten years on
complete systems.

Early
research and
development
drafters at
Bridgton,
Maine facility.

1999 Introduced high power
transmission line -
ERfing-

Stacked antenna
in Washington,

D.C.

2000 Built first triple stacked
antenna for Sears Tower

Acquired Harris'
TV Antenna Division
0141MIS

w.dielectric.com  Maine, Missouri, Indiana, California

Rigging of
FM antenna

2001 Acquired Central
Tower and TCI Inc.
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stands or place a low -power transmit-
ter and antenna on the broadcaster's
STL tower, if the studio is centrally
located in the city of license.

There are several drawbacks to broad-

pabiities (over conventional outdoor
antennas) degrade signals further. In
other words, a broadcaster may end up
with a limited coverage area and frus-
trated viewers.

There are several drawbacks to broadcasting low-
power digital television.

casting low -power digital television.
First of all with cable carriage unre-
solved, how is the broadcaster going to
get that signal into the home? Penetrat-
ing houses and buildings attenuates the
signal to a large degree and set -top, in-
door antennas with decreased gain ca -

With low -power transmission, the
ability to cover a station's city of cov-
erage depends on the location of the
transmitter. If the transmission facil-
ity is located outside of the city, then
chances are the low -power transmit-
ter will not be able to provide full cov-

erage. And if their competition de-
cides to go full power for the digital
transition, then the broadcaster runs
the risk of losing viewership to the sta-
tions offering the extended coverage.

Ultimately, a two-step approach to the
transition to digital may satisfy the FCC's
new digital rollout rules. This action pro-
vides new opportunities for stations to
cost-effectively get DTV on the air, but it
also may raise competitive business issues
for each station to consider. BE

Bruce M. Allan is president and general
manager of Harris Corp., Broadcast
Communications.

BY DANE E. ERICKSEN, RE., CSRTE

In its Nov. 15, 2001, Reconsideration
Order to MM Docket 00-39 (the
"DTV review" rulemaking) the FCC
decided that DTV stations would be
deemed to have met their May 1, 2002,
on -air deadline (May 1, 2003, for non-
commercial DTV stations) if they
build facilities that place a DTV "city
grade" contour over their principal
community. What many broadcasters,
and possibly even the FCC, may not
realize is just how low an ERP this al-
lows. For example, Table 1 lists DTV
stations (all UHF) in four example
markets, all with construction permits
already granted for either maximized
or class maximum DTV facilities.

These ERPs are based on continued use
of the permitted, high -power antenna,
generally top -mounted or side -mounted
near the top of an existing tower.

I believe that such power reductions
are typical; the FCC decision to only
require the ERP necessary to place a
DTV city grade contour over a
station's principal community turns
out to be a breathtaking reduction,
typically on the order of 20 dB to 30
dB below the station's allotted ERP.

Does it make sense actually to build
such low -power DTV facilities in or-
der to meet the FCC deadline? Prob-
ably not, for two reasons: First, it is
unlikely that such low ERPs would pro-
vide usable service, particularly in light

of some recent technical papers sug-
gesting that the FCC got the DTV
threshold contour too low by 10 dB to
20 dB. Second, if a DTV allotment has
tolerable interference from an existing
NTSC full -service TV station, that in-
terference could become intolerable for
a "micro power" DTV facility that just
meets the new FCC minimum cover-
age requirement. This is because the
interfering NTSC station will not be
lowering its power, so the desired -to -

undesired signal ratio will then also be

ment and represent virtually no "lost
assets" to be discarded when higher
operating powers make economic
sense. For IP DTV stations with out -
of -core assignments, the opposite
likely makes sense: forget building a
high -power DTV plant, and instead
purchase a low -power LPTV/TV
translator antenna, use 7/8 -inch or
1 5/8 -inch transmission line, oper-
ate with 100 to 500 watts of TPO, and
take the FCC up on its "gift." One ex-
ception might be for a UHF NTSC/

Station
Allotted

ERP

Construction
permit ERP

To just provide
DTV city grade ERP

DTV #1 50.6 kW 326 kW 1000 Watts

DTV #2 1000 1000 5 Watts

DTV #3 120 452 100 Watts

DTV #4 238 723 250 Watts

Table 1 shows the allotted ERR the maximized ERP and the ERP necessary
to place a DTV city grade contom just over the community of license for
UHF DTV stations in four example markets.This illustrates the range of low
powers that could provide initial DTV service.

worsened by 20 dB to 30 dB.
It probably makes sense for stations

fortunate enough to have received
in -core DTV allotments to go ahead
and install their permitted high -

power transmitting antenna and
large transmission line, but for now
only install a 100- to 500 -watt DTV
transmitter. Such low transmitter
power outputs (TPO) will likely
meet the DTV city grade require -

UHF DTV combination where the
NTSC antenna is either in marginal
condition or where a broadband
UHF panel antenna can be used, al-
lowing an immediate benefit for the
station's UHF NTSC signal. BE

Dane E. Ericksen, RE., CSRTE, is senior
engineer, Hammett & Edison, Consulting
Engineers.
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illfnswer book
BY HARVEY
ARNOLD

The FCC's recent
decision to relax its
rules on minimum
DTV coverage is a
very welcome and

reasonable response to the broadcast
industry's concerns relating to the
digital conversion. It recognizes the
range of difficulties and realities
broadcasters face in rolling out DTV,
and acknowledges the size and scope
of the efforts needed to transition the
consumer and our industry from one
technology to another. By the end of
this year we expect to have about 40
of our 62 stations on the air with DTV.

From the beginning, our plan was to
"build it right the first time" using a
maximized full power RF design. That
way, we don't have to go back and re-
build the plant at a later date. The
downside to this approach is that it
takes longer to implement because of
factors out of our direct control.

Since there are few over -the -air DTV
receivers in consumers' homes, ini-
tially, the FCC's decision will allow us
to realize common sense power say-

ings in operating expense during the
rollout, while still serving our digital
viewers. Sinclair is installing high -

power transmitters, but initially oper-
ating them at lower power levels.

We would rather be broadcasting at
full power and supplying greater field
strength throughout our entire mar-
ket but, like most broadcasters, we are
bound by fiduciary responsibilities to
not keep shoveling money out the
door when there are precious few
working receivers. When the popula-
tion of over the air receivers increases
to that which CEA predicts in the next
few years, we can then simply turn up
the power to accommodate this audi-
ence growth.

Stations can take several steps to
"work smart" when implementing
DTV. First, exploit common antenna
systems and community towers. The
economics and synergy of multiple
station towers are hard to dispute. The
use of N-1, N+1 and community panel
antennas generally do save money if
stations can live with common an-
tenna radiation patterns.

Second, combine UHF and VHF
transmitters into common transmis-
sion line systems and then split them

out before the antennas. Combining
VHF and UHF into a single transmis-
sion line is very practical when tower
loading is an issue. This strategy has
saved Sinclair the cost of constructing
at least two new towers, and has little
downside to either station.

Another step stations can take is to
design a quality transmission plant.
Put money into important items such
as high quality antenna systems and
transmitters that will be with the sta-
tion for the long term. Remember that
it is expensive to replace an antenna
system because it can't handle the
power you need it to or has substan-
dard radiation efficiency. Transmit-
ters from many vendors offer similar
performance. Take a hard look at ease
of maintenance, cost of ownership and
overall stability- these areas may drive
you to a specific provider.

Finally, build for high power, but ini-
tially operate at a lower power during
the transition. The savings in electric
and other operating costs is signifi-
cant. Increase power when there is a
real need to do so. BE

Harvey Arnold is corporate director of
engineering for Sinclair Broadcast Group.

What are some key features and
capabilities broadcasters should

look for in a new camera?
Stations needing

to replace existing
cameras are in a
quandary. Let's
first address the
studio/field pro-
duction situation.

If stations buy standard definition
cameras that integrate easily with the
existing production switcher and in-
frastructure, Murphy's Law dictates
that the station will surely decide to
go high definition next week. If they
buy HD cameras, then it means replac-
ing "everything" or paying for
downconversion options that may
eventually be superfluous. Neverthe-

BY PHILIP LIVINGSTON

less, it's reasonable to assume that for
local stations that have been just car-
rying prime -time network HD pro-
grams the studio(s) will be the next
element to go HD. Clearly, what users
need is an upgradeable camera that
can be SD today and converted to HD
when the need arises.

One option is a multiformat DTV
camera system that supports variable
frame rate capture and is upgradeable
to a 720p or 1080i HD output. The
CCD technology utilized by the cam-
era plays an important role in ensur-
ing a flat frequency response through
the 30MHz pass band of HD systems
This technology provides greater sen-

sitivity than a 920x1080 CCD. (While
more pixels give better resolution, they
also reduce the area of each site and
therefore reduce the sensitivity.)

Broadcasters can utilize a basic SD
camera with a built-in signal converter
that provides a 480i standard -defini-
tion output from the high -definition
720p CCD signal in today's TV stu-
dios. The super -sampling effect of
having an HD imager and SD output
produces high quality video. Having
a selection of optional output signal
processing modules available allows
the unit to be cost-effectively up-
graded to 720p or 1080i when the sta-
tion needs to go to HD, and provides

76 broadcastengineering.com MARCH 2002
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an economical path for broadcasters
investing in a DTV conversion.

Once a station begins to consider
HD studio cameras, the inevitable
"news" question arises. While vision-
aries like WRAL-TV and groups like
NHK are doing HD News, many
broadcasters are not sure that this is
the right approach. There are three

factors to be considered: We regularly
accept the fact that news field mate-
rial does not look like studio mate-
rial. Storage capacity and signal data
rates are factors as news systems be-
come ever more NLE and server cen-
tric. Upconversion technology is be-
coming better and more ubiquitous.
Therefore it is easy to design a system

RA DR MEC
 BROADCAST SYSTEMS

40 Years of engineering
expertise built into euery
Radamec Robotic System

obotics in
your future?

The leader in Broadcast Robotic Camera Systems and Uirtual Sets

Clients Include: CBS;fdit, FOX Dews, MAI, ttfBC, HTTU, CUSFRO; mcn, WPI4
nerg, WJW, HOMO The Weather annel, QUC, Th ) I ,j,!-;
he U.S Sennip, The U.S. House Of R resentatioes..

THE QUfllITY fllTERHHTIU 1-877 RHDHME

where field material is captured, ed-
ited and stored in SD and upconverted
just prior to integration (e.g. at the stu-
dio switcher), but upconverted 480i is
perhaps not quite good enough. For
many customers, 480p 60 appears to
solve thatlillemma. BE

Philip Livingston is vice president,
technical liaison and technical spokesper-
son for Panasonic.

BY MIKE
WOLSCHON

The process of
selecting the
proper camera for
your use truly de-
pends on two

things: your need and your budget.
First - your needs. Today's digital

cameras provide the utmost flexibil-
ity while shooting. The choice of as-
pect ratios (4:3 and/or 16:9), multiple
camera configurations and digital sig-
nal processing in a number of digital
cameras all combine to produce the
best possible image.

While carefully considering the situ-
ation you need a camera for today, it
is imperative that you give some
thought to the camera's uses tomor-
row. Consider the relative importance
of image resolution, light sensitivity,
signal-to-noise ratio, faulty pixel cor-
rection, and the ability to precisely
control detail, contrast compression,
black stretch, and color temperature,
as well as other digital signal process-
ing (DSP) functions. Especially im-
portant is how automatic controls can
be manually overridden.

A major consideration is the possi-
bility of upgrading your standard defi-
nition camera to high definition. Can
the camera you buy today for standard
definition production work be up-
graded for high definition or will you
be repeating this evaluation process a
few years down the road (with the
added capital expenditures)? Cameras
that provide this feature without sacri-
ficing quality provides you the biggest
bang for your buck today and tomorrow.
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Once you have narrowed your cam-
era search based on your performance
criteria, a review of a camera's physi-
cal size, power requirements, location
of controls (buttons and switches),
and location and type of input and
output connectors is in order. Ques-
tions to ask include:

Are there any parts of the camera
that stick out (such as a BNC connec-
tor for video output) that can easily
be damaged because of where they are
located on the camera body?

If a portable camera, what is the to-
tal weight with camera head, lens,
viewfinder, tape and battery?

If a portable camera, is there shared
power distribution for on -camera lights?

If a portable camera, what is the bat-
tery recharging cycle time and how
does that compare to the battery
draining cycle time?

If a portable camera, how easily can
it be reconfigured for studio opera-
tions (viewfinder and lens controls)?

For a studio camera, how much
power throughput is available for a
teleprompter and timer?

Is triax available and what is the
maximum cable length?

How detailed is the camera's control
unit and what is the maximum cable
length of multicore cable?

If the camera has a switchable aspect
ratio, which ratio is native and which is
derived? How does this affect resolution?

Probably the best way to actually
compare cameras without an actual
shoot-out is to take the product bro-
chures and create a chart with the fea-
tures that are important to you.

Finally, there are always trade-offs:
resolution for flexibility, design for
cost, etc. Assigning a weight to each of
the features in your comparison chart
can help in selecting a contender for
purchase. Using a point scale (resolu-
tion is worth 10 points and this cam-
era gets eight out of 10) can make the
process much simpler as you narrow
your search. BE

Mike Wolschon is director of segment
marketing for the North American
subsidiary of Thomson Multimedia
Broadcast Solutions.

BY JUAN MARTINEZ

In the standard -definition world,
choosing a camera to serve in both the
studio and the field is a trade-off be-
tween the necessities of studio confor-
mity and control and the necessities
of field portability.

While we recognize that some broad-
casters are moving to HD, we realize that
most will continue to use standard -defi-
nition products, cameras and systems
for quite some time. We want to opti-
mize users' investments with high -qual-
ity cameras and with an up -converter
that creates worthy DTV material.

Consider one of the key requirements
of a studio camera-the ability to con-
trol and color match the device from a
remote control room or truck. Having
a DV camcorder operable from up to
330 feet from its CCU over a multicore
cable allows a single camcorder to serve
both EFP and ENG applications. A
composite video input allows news
gatherers to record pool feeds.
Another issue is compatibility be-

tween all the competing DV formats.
Camcorder tapes need to be compat-
ible with various formats. Finally,
there should be no compromise in
quality, whether the camera is set up
for studio or field.

With advancement in camera tech-
nology, the importance of the Internet
is increasing. Broadcasters should fac-
tor in Web streaming capabilities in
their decision to purchase a new cam-
era. Some cameras can be controlled
via the Web. Streaming adapters enable

these cameras to be plugged directly
into any network or even the Internet,
after which the camera becomes an IP
addressable device, producing MPEG-
4 streaming video on demand.

Upconverters are available to enable
users working in an HD environment
to conform their SD materials to HD.
An upconverter can allow broadcast-
ers to take SDI signals, especially
scenes shot in 16:9, up to DTV reso-
lutions like 720p and 1080i while
maintaining audio synchronization.
Once converted, broadcasters can add
true HD graphic enhancements and
deliver programming at a fraction of
the cost of HD origination.

The importance of this type of
up converter is that it broadens the
choices of suitable cameras for use in
DTV. Virtually any camera in a
broadcaster's current lineup can be
pressed into a transitional paradigm.

We like to concentrate on where the
real need is, not where it is going to
be. These are tough times, and broad-
casters don't want to hear about to-
morrow, they just want to survive to-
day. We know there is still an increas-
ing movement to an inevitable HD
world. We also know that someday the
Internet bandwidth will become a real
alternative to broadcast. But we want
to offer solutions that work right now,
out of the box, with an immediate re-
turn on investment.

BE

Juan Martinez is national products
marketing manager for JVC Professional
Products Company.

What role does IP
networking play in
today's broadcast

plant?
BY CLYDE SMITH

IP is becoming
ubiquitous in the
broadcast plant,
from production
and post -produc-
tion through de-
livery, it is increas-

ingly difficult to find areas where it
does not apply.

Let's begin with system and system
component performance monitoring.
The Simple Network Management Pro-
tocol (SNMP) is the de facto industry
standard today for monitoring and
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Compact Unit
Compact Price)

*) From
$ 944.00
excl. tax

MSD100-Series Master Stereo
Displays

a Phasemeter  Audio Vector
Oscilloscope  Level Meter w/6

selectable PPM/VU scales
Selecable reference level 0 LED

Overload Indicator Peak Hold
0 Digital Data Readout (100AES

only) o FFT and 1/3 -octave
Spectrum Analyser (100T and

100 AES only)

For further information please visit
www.dk-audio.com, or feel free to
order a leaflet at jdt@dk-audio.com

All hi._
A= Mak

- ILI 1= I C:)

DK-Audio America Inc.
4417 East Villa Rita Drive  Phoenix, AZ 85032  USA

Call Toll -Free: +1 (800) 421-0888  Tel: (602) 765-0532
 Fax: (602) 765-1473  www.dk-audio.com

 jdt @dk-audio.com

11111,1r ook
management of devices on data communication networks,
telecommunication systems and other globally reachable
devices. Today's broadcast plants contain many, perhaps
hundreds, of networked computers and computer -based
applications. Monitoring and logging their performance
is essential to maintaining and improving the plant reli-
ability. SNMP is an enabler of this functionality.

The SNMP Agent software is typically a subsystem
software module residing in a networked device. Many
broadcast manufacturers are including SNMP, or
bridges from their proprietary monitoring protocols to
SNMP, to provide greater knowledge of system status
and performance as well as control of system elements.

Now that we know we have a well -running facility, we
need to get content into it, process the content and dis-
tribute it. The File Transfer Protocol (FTP), a standard
Internet protocol, is the simplest way to exchange files
between servers on a network. FTP is another applica-
tion protocol that uses the IP protocols.

Whether it is to transfer commercials, promotional ma-
terial or programming, file transfer has many advantages;
from the avoidance of delays through customs when cross-
ing borders,
through reduc-
ing the need for
repetitive visual
observation
quality control
monitoring pro-
cesses. Material is delivered to the plant, distributed to ed-
iting, then transferred to air playout servers all using FTP.

A file transfer and networked storage -based architec-
ture can greatly improve the efficiency of operations by
reducing the real-time video based digitization and lay-
off functions. This architecture opens up tremendous
possibilities for intra-facility operations as well by pro-
viding multiple, relatively inexpensive, high-performance
network connections between the Networked Storage
Library and networked attached server, non-linear edit-
ing, graphics, media management and browsing clients.

In Distribution, if you accept the proposition that the
"plant" is extending well out "into the rest of the world"
through VOD, NVOD, Forward and Store PVR func-
tionality and "Station in a box', as well as central cast-
ing centers feeding remote transmission sites, IP plays
a key role here as well. Distribution to these diverse
"plant elements" may utilize traditional methods or IP.

With all its attendant advantages of potentially reduced
acquisition costs, improved workflow and operational
efficiency, intelligent monitoring and reporting of er-
rors, the question becomes: Why would you try to build
a broadcast plant without it?

Why would you try to
build a broadcast plant

without IP networking?

BE

Clyde Smith is senior vice president of broadcast entertain-
ment technology at Turner Entertainment Networks.
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 Ethernet control with  Dual redundant
free set-up software. power -supply

Dual central gen-lock

 Embedding is included  Full control of all
parameters through
the front panel.

at no extra cost,
enabled through the
passive Synapse -bus.

LL L

 High density; 1 d cards  2 live removable
with automatic update fan -modules

of all settings. with integrated
temperature sensors.

 High -density back
panel with up to 9
BNC connectors and
optional fiber I/O.

WITH SYNAPSE, THE BROADCAST MODULAR MEDIA SYSTEM

Digital Design
THE MARK OF DIGITAL ACHIEVEMENT

AXON DIGITAL DESIGN BV THE NETHERLANDS, PHONE: +31 13 511 6666. UNITED KINGDOM, PHONE: +44 118 973 8920. U.S.A., PHONE: +1 888 919 9379 (U.S.A. toll free).

http://www.axon.tv E-mail: into@axon.tv



Audio accessories 86

Automation 92

Cameras, lenses, accessories 100

Graphics 134

Intercoms 138

Lighting 138

Microwave, fiber optic, telco 138

New media, streaming products 142

Nonlinear editors 144

Production switchers, video effects, keyers 148

Satellite equipment 150

Studio, facility support, systems integration 154

TBCs, frame syncs 160

Test and measurement 162

TV transmitters, antennas, RF products 164

Video routing 168

Wire, cable, connectors 172

The world's moving to digital
- be sure you go, too. To make it

easier to find the products you
need for the transition, the
Broadcast Engineering staff has

market
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collected information about the
latest technology being unveiled

at NAB 2002. Turn the page for
the results of our search, neatly
organized into categories to

make it easier to find products
from audio consoles to trans-
mitters. Use the list at left to find

the starting page for the cat-
egory you are interested in. Each

place

listing includes the company's

booth number for easy navi-
gation at the show, as well as
phone, fax and Web site in-
formation to make it easier to
contact them when the time
comes to upgrade your facility.

Booth numbers are current
as of the press deadline.
Broadcast Engineering made
every effort to ensure the ac-
curacy of the listing. Advertis-

ers are highlighted in red.
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Audio accessories
DIGITAL AUDIO MULTI -PAIR

Gepco 552624GFC:

1111111111141

Joins the 5526GFC series of
1101Z digital audio multi -pair; pm-
vides a convenient wayto intercon-
nect between digital audio con-

soles, recorders, processors and routers; features an exacting
11011, impedance, low jitter and attenuation, ease of termina-
tion, and flexibility.

847-795-9555; fax: 847-795-8770; wwwgepco.com
Booth: L4929

AUDIO RECORDER
360 Systems DigiCart-E:

New networkable audio recorder operates at 16 or 24 bits
and at all sample rates; features a large LCD display; files
are compatible with earlier DigiCarts; editing tasks include
trims, fades and level adjustments.

818-991-0360; fax: 818-994-1360; www.360systems.com
Booth: L2034

AUDIO MIXER
Henry Engineering MicroMixer:

Four -input, two -output stereo mixer for line -level sources;
balanced bridging inputs accept balanced and unbalanced
sources; provides adjustment from OFF to +10 dB of gain.

626-355-3656; fax: 626-355-0077; www.henryeng.com
Booth: L3102

DIGITAL AUDIO ANALYZER
Neutrik USA NTI Digilyzer:

Features include audio signal analysis, ancillary data inter-
pretation, carrier signal analysis, and analysis of video related
audio problems; handles AES3 signals, unbalanced S/PDIF
signals and optical connections; includes consistency check

732-901-9488; 732-901-9608; www.neutrikusa.com
Booth: L5838

AUDIO CONVERTER
SALZBRENNER STAGETEC TrueMatch:
Features 28 -bit resolution, with sample rates of up to

96kHz; traces and eliminates all circuit -related inaccura-
cies; analog audio signals range between -128 and +22 dBu.

818-368-5153; fax 818-368-5908; www.stagetec.com
Booth: L2771

AUDIO NETWORKING PRODUCTS
360 Systems Ethernet Audio:

New family of scalable audio networking products pro-
vides centralized audio storage on file servers using a dedi-
cated 100 Mbit Ethernet network for distribution; features
the ability to link with Mac and PC DAWs.

818-991-0360; fax: 818-994-1360; www.360systems.com
Booth: L2034

DIGITAL MIXING CONSOLE
AMS Neve Logic 7:

Multiformat digital mixing console for long -form broad-
cast, commercials, DVD and 5.1; features strip -by -strip
routing buttons and displays, bank selection and Encore
automation.

+44 1282 457011; fax: +44 1282 417282; www.ams-neve.com
Booth: L10249

RECEIVER
Azden 1000URX:

Features true diversity electronics in conjunction with
removable twin high -gain antennas and Azden's propri-
etary DLC (Diversity Logic Control) circuitry for supe-
rior, noise -free reception; uses state-of-the-art dielectric
filters for improved image rejection and 5th order filters
for an improved S/N ratio.

516-328-7500; fax: 516-328-7506; www.azdencorp.com
Booth: L2562

MICROPHONE
Audio-Technica AT3035:

Part of Audio-Technica's new 30 series
of microphones; large -diaphragm, side-
address cardioid condenser microphone;
features a flat, extended frequency re-
sponse of 20 to 20,000 Hz, a professional shock mount
and switchable low -frequency roll -off.

330-686-2600; fax: 330-686-0719; www.audio-technica.com
Booth: L2115

DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE
Calrec Audio Alpha 100:

Console provides 48 multitrack/matrix outputs, 20 auxil-
iary busses, eight audio groups and four main outputs; each
track can be mono, stereo or surround.

+44 1422 842159; fax: +44 1422 845244; www.calrec.com
Booth: L2263

AUDIO CONSOLE
Calrec Audio C2:

Designed for mobile vehicles and studios with limited
space; flexible design enables group slots to be populated
with channels to increase choice of console formats.

+44 1422 842159; fax: +44 1422 845244; wwwcalrec.com
Booth: L2263
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The future of digital intercom

Modular Configurable Expandable How many keys do you need in each pos tion? What
features do you require? The new i-stations for Matrix Plus digital intercom systems have the answer.
With display and non -display modules, 16 -button keypad mohle, level -control module and more,
you have access to a wide variety of "custom" stations that you can configure and expand as desired.

i-stations offer up to 32 keys in 1 -RU, with backlit displays and individually variable levels for each
key. The keypad module provices extensive programming capability and direct DTMF dialing.

For the best in production communications, key in to the i-stations!

Clear-Com
,PFF Intercom Systems

© 2002 Clear -Corn Intercom Systems I 510-496-6666 I fax 510-496-6699 www.clearcom.com
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INTERFACE CARD
Sony Electronics DMBK-R109 MADI:

108 audio inputs available; enables an integrated 168 in-
put, 112 -channel, 48 fader digital mix to be created from
two cascaded DMX-R100s; indudes a 32 -bit floating point
digital audio resolution.

201-930-1000; fax: 201-930-4752; www.sony.com/professional
Booth: L18207, L515

DIGITAL PRODUCTION MIXER
Studer Professional Audio AG Vista 7:

Features Studer's Vistonics user interface, which integrates
touch -sensitive rotary controls and buttons within a flat
screen display allows variations of control color and de-
sign; can be used in 48 kHz or 96 kHz mode; audio inter-
faces offer full 24 -bit resolution.

+41 1 870 75 11; fax: +41 1 870 71 34; www.studer.ch
Booth: L2542

CANTUS. Digit

Lihe-hr it's in a broadcast studio, O.B. van,

ncordi-g studio, dubbing stage .r theater - the

CAN -U; consols can be found.

(ANTI. 3, a versatile digital iudio mixing

s/sts m provides the most canprehensive

aidio management solution avai able today.

Eat then 's more to CANTUS the meets the

we: !opt isticated design, German engineering,

ease )f use and unto npromised

;cal t} Featu ing 28 -bit TrueMatchTm

orvert-s, 40-bi floating-point p-ocessing,

f hero tic networking, and the NEXUS

rut n! systen, the CANTUE can be

cztorried to meet your ever} mixing

reed

Lv.cve Digital Diversity Today.

SALZBRENNER STAGETEC MEDIAGRC'UP

Proudly Announces the Openint of:

SALZBRENNER STAGETEC ISA

19410 Kilfinan St eet

Northridge CA 91;26

Phone: (8181368-553

Fax: (818) 368-5' 08

salesUSA@stagetec.om

SALINENNER

Mg.igetiet See
D-16155 BulteNxim, Germany

lone: 414 9545 440 0

449 9545 440 10

sales@st ge .ec.com

mwo itetn.corn

SALZIORENNER
STAGETEC
MEDI-GROUP

CONSOLE
Klotz Digital America VADIS 880:

Mainframe designed for decentralized
digital audio/media networking accepts
a wide variety of audio, data and DSP
modules without limitation to inputs or
outputs; worldwide platform to mixing
console and control surface manufac-
turers serving the broadcast, audio re-
cording, multimedia and sound rein-
forcement industries.

678-966-9900; far 678-966-9903
www.klotzdigital. com

Booth: L1942

DIGITAL MIXER
Sony Electronics SRP-X700P AV:
Provides video and graphics switch-

ing with digital audio mixing, sound
processing and multichannel amplifi-
cation capabilities; includes an inte-
grated wireless capability, with front
panel bays for two WRU-806 Freedom
receiver modules.

201-930-1000; fax 201-930-4752
www.sony.com/professional

Booth: L18207, L515

DIGITAL AUDIO
MIXING SYSTEM
Euphonix System 5:

Consists of the System 5-B digital
broadcast console configured for live
and live -to -tape production, the Sys-
tem 5-F digital film console configured
with motion picture mixing in mind,
the System 5-P digital post -production
console configured for mixing audio
for video, and the System 5-M music
recording and mixing system config-
ured for music and live applications.

650-855-0400; far 650-855-0410
www. euphonix. com

Booth: L2751

Visit us at NAB, Booth # L2771
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WORLD CLASS PRODUCT,
WORLDWIDE AUDIENCE.

TOTAL SOL UTIPN - TOTAL OMI TM NT

Scott Jonas
The Ackerley Group
Jonas Jensen Studios,

Seattle

DIGITAL PRODUCTION CONSOLE

-4,

Designed specifically for live p-aduction and cr-air opera:ia-

Easy to learn, intuitive to use

Excellent audio performance with high input headroom

Very fast cold boot and re -set tares

Automatic redundant DSR co-tro: and power supply syst...

Hot -swap cards throughout - ALL :ands and panels are
removable and insertable under power

Embedded control system allows for power -up and
operation without PC

Uninterrupted audio in the event of control system re -set

20 Auxes, Direct Output / Mir --m nus System lexible
insert allocation

8 Stereo or Mono Groups, 4 Main Outputs providing and
combination of Surround, Sterso and Mono

48 Multitrack / IFB Busses

Powerful Input / Output Router

Worldwide users of the Alpha

The ;.c1c-r1e,7' Groin

ND,: Network

NBC Tek-vijx 3:ations:
fC--.ISC. San Diego

Dallzs

v/TVJ. Miami

NEP Irc

Btu T&evisicn

Chanel 4 T3 evisicn

GranEdaT evisicn

SIC Fortugal

\NCR

IOC

CALREC AUDI) LTD.

NUTCLOLIA MILL HE BDEN

WEST OKSI IRE 11:1 8E: LK

TEL +44 (C 1422 8,2 1 8

FAX +44 (C 1422 8t 52,k

EMAIL erqui ies@dp!c.cri

WEB: wmv.c.ilrec.cort

STOIC CON ULTANT! Iffy YORK)

TEL 1211) 536 737t

FAX: ,21) 82 2169

EMAIL scidol g@ aoLc( m

REDWOOD (A 8 NISFVILI)

TEL :t E71 00.4

FAX 11.15) 172 7081

EMAI.. redw.ocl@ done(
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LOUDNESS METER
Dolby Laboratories LM100:

This analysis tool provides a broadcast -friendly solution for
measuring the loudness of content; enables broadcasters to
eradicate the subjective loudness differences in their televi-
sion audio; capable of accepting PCM, Dolby Digital (AC -3),
Dolby E, analog and combined RF cable television signals.

415-558-0200; fax: 415-863-1373; www.dolby.com
Booth: L19535

DIGITAL PRODUCTION
ENVIRONMENT
TASCAM SX-1:

Combines automated digital mixing, hard disk record-
ing, MIDI sequencing, powerful editing, DSP plug-in tech-
nology and multiformat capabilities; offers complete sur-
round sound mixing capabilities.

323-726-0303; fax 323-727-7635; www.tascam.com
Booth: L2630

TELEVISION CONSOLE
Wheatstone TV -80:

Designed to be streamlined, economical and ergonomic;
accommodates local news as well as independent, syndi-
cated and network affiliate programming.

252-638-7000; fax: 252-635-4857; www.wheatstone.com
Booth: L2515

It4
BROADCAST
CONSOLE
Solid State Logic
Aysis Air Plus SC:

Has built-in redundancy
and security; features hot-
swappable faders and is
capable of expansion; in-
cludes reset capabilities

and flexible stereo or 5.1 surround operation; has a 32 -fader and
channel strip.

+44 1865 842300; fax +44 1865 85222; www.solid-state-logic.com
Booth: L2731

AUDIO DESCRIPTOR
Eyeheight AD -2E:
Provides full monitoring of the audio description source

embedded in a serial digital interface signal; the audio oc-
cupies channels three and four within the digital video
ancillary data space of the SDI data stream.

+44 1923 256 000; fax: +44 1923 256 100; www.eyeheght.com
Booth: L18263

DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER
Wheatstone Bridge 2001:

Designed for growing studios with mixed audio standards;
offers bi-directional fiber-optic or CAT -5 interlocution con-
nectivity, all -digital domain AES switching, analog or digi-
tal inputs, and both analog and AES digital outputs.

252-638-7000; fax: 252-635-4857; www.wheatstone,com
Booth: L2515

AUDIO PRODUCTION CONSOLE
Midas Broadcast 2000:

Offers an 8 -input pre -selector that is split into two halves;
the first four inputs are set up for mic inputs, and the sec-
ond set of four inputs are set up for line inputs.

+44 1562741515; fax +44 1562 745371; www.midasconsoles.com
Booth: L8437

DIGITAL BROADCAST CONSOLE
Harrison by GLW TVD-SL:

Possesses all the power and efficiency of the TVD but doubles
the number of physical input faders; two standard systems
offer 44 or 60 total motorized, touch -sensitive faders on 33m
centers; offers the option of built-in TFT video displays.

615-641-7200; fax: 615-641-7224; www.harrisonconsoles.com
Booth: L2215

DOLBY DIGITAL EX
Dolby Laboratories Digital EX:
Enables the additional center -back surround channel

encoded in Dolby Digital Surround EX movie soundtracks
to be decoded; home cinema amplifiers and receivers with
Dolby Digital EX use one or two extra loudspeakers be-
hind the listener; flyovers and other special effects become
even more realistic and localized.

415-558-0200; fax: 415-863-1373; www.dolbycom
Booth: L19535

COMPACT MIXER
Mackie Designs DFX series:

Includes 60 mm logarithmic taper faders; pro -quality low
noise and high headroom mic preamps with switchable
phantom power; offers built-in power supply and head-
phone output with separate rotary level control.

800-258-6883; fax:425-487-4337; www.mackie.com
Booth: L12855

PRODUCTION SWITCHER
Solid State Logic MT Version 6:

Incorporates new channel and main busy dynamics op-
tions; features new digital algorithms and a selectable mov-
ing/non-moving fader control surface.

+44 1865 842300; fax +44 1865 85222; www,solid-state-logic.com
Booth: L2731

STUDIO MICROPHONE
Shure KSM27:
Has an extended frequency response of 20 Hz - 20 kHz;

handles high -input SPLs; uses Class A, transformer -less
preamp circuitry, which eliminates crossover distortion;
enhances low frequency and transient response.

847-866-2200; www.shure.com
Booth: L4903
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Who lets yo follow the
bouncing ball without any jitter?

FujinciA, of c(4411111!

XA87x9.3ESM / XA87x13.2ESM XA72x9.3ESM

No matter how you slice it, Fujinon
delivers the most stable picture around.

 Highest magnification with stabilizer (87X)

Excellent F-stop ramping

Built-in anti -fogging system

 Digital control circuitry

 Optional stand-alone stabilization (72X)

 Angle of view compensation while focusing

Broadcast and Communications Products Division
FUJINON INC. 10 High Point Dr.. Wayne NJ 07470-7434 Ph.ne: (973) 633-5600. FAX: (973) 633-5216

FUJI PHOTO OPTICAL CO.. LTD. 1-324 Uetake. Saitama Cty. Bahama 330-8624 Japan. Phone. 048-668-2152

OS= ECH

FUJINON

,GITAL
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BOOMSETS
Sennheiser HMD series:
Lightweight designed 102dB SPL headphone monitor-

ing system attenuates ambient noise by 32dB; features a
super-cardioid microphone mounted on a flexible, acous-
tically isolated boom.

800-434-9190; fax: 860-434-1759; www.sennheiser,com
Booth: L2923

SOUND ABSORBER
Acoustics First Cutting Wedge:

Creates seamless absorptive walls and enhances imaging
by reducing unwanted reflections; "2000" design enables
you to increase thickness by nesting layers instead of buy-
ing different and incompatible products; you can control
energy hotspots by adding two or three nested layers.

804-342-2900; fax: 804-342-1107; wwwacousticsfirst.com
Booth: L1957

Be careful what

you 4447f!tniST
h t

4noir 111'!
Two new stereo shotguns from Audio-Technica
The AT815ST and AT835ST
were developed at the request
of broadcasters for reasonably
priced, easy to handle, compact
M S stereo shotguns.

Self-contained, simple
operation and light weight
provide unequalled
mounting versatility.

Two internally-matrixed
left/right stereo modes and
a non-matrixed M -S mode
are switch -selectable.

Proven performance in
demanding sports and field
applications.

AT815ST AT835ST

To get more information, just ask! Call, write or fax today.
Or visit our Web site at www.audio-technica.com.

audio-technica..
Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. 11221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224

330.686.2600 I Fax: 330.686.0719 I E-mail: proeitatus.com I www.auctio-technica.com

Automation
DIGITAL PRODUCTION
TOOL
Sony Electronics eVTR :
A plug-in card that enables Sony

MPEG IMX VTRs to connect to Giga-
bit Ethernet networks; can transfer
video segments as files over IP net-
works to other MPEG IMX VTRs or
servers anywhere in the world; also
enables remote control of VTRS.

201-930-1000; fax: 201-930-4752
wwwsony.com/professional

Booth: L18207, L515

MULTICHANNEL
AUTOMATION
CONTROL SYSTEM
OminBus Systems Colossus:

Features 1000+ channels and assign-
able operator control; includes a
timeline -based user interface, fast
schedule editing and automatic error
recovery; has a multiple operator -
configurable data view.

+44 8705 004300; fax: +44 08705 004333

wwwomnibus.tv
Booth: L11423

DTV SYSTEM
Heartland Video Systems HDI:

Provides a single rack containing up -
conversion, routing, monitoring, encod-
ing, multiplexing and PSIP generation;
highlights front panel control as well as
PC control of most components; systems
can be configured from SD only to HD/
SD with dynamic PSIP and multiplex-
ing of pre -compressed inputs.

920-893-4204; fax: 920-893-3106
www.hvs-dtv.com

Booth: S4555
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360 Systems Announces

Say Goodbye to Sneaker -Net.

360 Systems' new Ethernet Audio system
delivers audio where you want it,
when you want it.

Our advanced DigiCart/E is the key part of
the Ethernet Audio network. It provides
both local and networked audio
storage, an excellent set of
production tools, and familiar
operating controls. Features
include record, play, edit, playlists
and even programmable Hot Keys.
With DigiCart/E enjoy the freedom
of audio that's instantly available anywhere
in your facility.

The new DigiCart/E protects your existing
investment in DigiCart II recorders.

It's 100% file -compatible,
100% disk -compatible,
and even uses the same
serial control commards.

With Ethernet Audio it's easy to attach
other workstations to the network. Now
you can share your important production
audio, download files from the web, and
move content across the room or across
the country.

DigiCart/E Ethernet Audio*. Recorder

Ethernet Audio delivers big improvements
in speed and convenience - all at a price
that makes sense.

Interested? Visit our web site for more
information on Ethernet Audio.

360 Systems 5321 Sterling Center Drive
Westlake Village, CA 91361
Tel (818) 991-0360 E-mail: info@360systems.com

isCs.com
s5y1)

360 Systems, DigiCart and Uthernet Audio are trademarks or registered trademarks of 360 Systems in the U.S and/or foreign countries Advance information subject to change without notice.

Products may not be available in some countries. .0 2001 360 Systems.
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10. Optical Transport of:
HD, 5DI, AES, DVB-ASI,

RS 422 and more.

Ow 40 Channels over one (1)
fiber 100 Miles

 WDM/DWDM (2-40 channels)
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0. Hot swap
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0. Low Power consumption
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marketplacec
CONTENT PROTECTION SYSTEM
Irdeto Access Pisys:

Provides conditional access and encryption key management functionalities
for cable, satellite and IP content providers; designed to meet the demand-
ing needs of large-scale platform operators with millions of subscribers;
enables platform operators to manage both IP and DVB subscribers.

858-618-4878; fax: 858-618-4864; www.irdetoaccess.com
Booth: S7623

REMULTIPLEXER/TV ROUTER
Thales Broadcast & Multimedia Amber II:

Combines advanced DVB-SI and ATSC PSIP
processing and capabilities with in-
tegrated remultiplexing features; of-
fers a 1U design, up to eight transport
stream inputs, data insertion using the
SMPTE325M protocol and an interface to simulcrypt
conditional -access systems.

413-569-0116; fax 413-569-0679; wwwthales-bm.com
Booth: L8700

AUTOMATION SYSTEM
Sundance Digital NewsLink:
Provides control and management that interlocks video servers, editors

and newsroom computers; provides a high -efficiency on -air interface, mas-
ter system databasing, scheduled and ad -hoc recording, and integrated con-
tent archiving.

972-444-8442; fax 972-444-8450; www.sundancedigital.com
Booth: L19958

AUTOMATION SOLUTION
Harris CLARO:

Developed specifically for stations that need to manage a single channel of
playout and are planning to use video servers for spot playback; single client
workstation for on -air control and preparation of content; device server that
can control all of the popular video servers, tape machines and switchers.

513-459-3400; fax 513-701-5323; www.harris.com
Booth: L5414

ELECTRONIC PROGRAM GUIDE
Florical Systems AirGuide:
Updated electronic program guide for PSIP and the

Internet that is updated from AirBoss, Florical's on -air
presentation system; specifically designed to facilitate the
multiple channel environment and provides TV stations
an automated way to maintain their program guide.

352-372-8326; fax 352-375-0859; wwwflorical.com
Booth: L19552

LIVE PRODUCTION AUTOMATION SOLUTION
ParkerVision PVTV NEWS CR4000:

Provides expanded video, keyer, audio and control capabilities; performs
back-to-back transitions with up to five upstream layers; features include a
CG list display from new automation scripts and rundowns.

800-532-8034; 904-731-0958; www.parkervision.com
Booth: L5503

www.r etwork-electronics.corn
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F'ovverAtur

It's nice to have something you can rely on.

You produce great content. We get it there.
PowerVu encoders, receivers, and multiplexers are known

worldwide for reliability, quality, and security.
We build it. We install it. We maintain it.

All you have to do is buy it. And reap the rewards.

Contact us at 770-236-6190
www.scientificatlanta.corninab200.

Visit us at NAB 2002 Booth #S4522, April 8-11, Las Vegas, NV

Scientific
Atlanta

Bringing the Interactive
Experience Home
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEM
Encoda Systems Paradigm 5.0:
Takes the industry's most comprehensive management

system for mid- and large -sized operations and introduces
enhanced multichannel and digital capabilities across its
modules; includes a browser -based work order tool that
automates the routing of program preparation tasks
through a facility.

303-237-4000; fax: 303-237-0085; www.encodasystems.com
Booth: L84I 6

Tratfichlanager

GATEWAY AUTOMATION
SYSTEM
Telestream FlipFactory
TrafficManag e 1:

Automates receipt and redistribution of
commercials and other digital media at TV
stations; detects incoming media from a va-
riety of digital sources; notifies traffic opera-
tors and station automation systems; logs
media; adjusts audio levels; automatically re-
formats media for digital delivery to destina-
tion devices.

530-470-1300; fax 530-470-1301; www.telestream.net
Booth: L20658

MASTER CONTROL SYSTEM
Harris MC-PK DTV:
Comparably priced to individual components that need

to be integrated into a system; available in four basic mod-
els with a wide range of configurations and options; ver-
sions are available for either single channel HD or single
channel HD/SD applications.

513-459-3400; fax 513-701-5323; www.harris.com
Booth: L5414

SECURE DATA BROADCAST
SYSTEM
Triveni Digital SkyScraper:

Assists broadcasters to broadcast large quantities of data
in a secure end -to -end environment from information pro-
viders through broadcast stations to information custom-
ers; includes head -end servers to mange the data flow from
information providers to broadcast stations and customer -
site receivers to extract the data from broadcast and make
it available to end users.

609-716-3500; fax 609-716-3503; www.trivenidigitaLcom
Booth: L18764

Visit us at NAB 2002
Las Vegas Convention Center, Central Booth 12265
and see the latest design innovations, the newest materials and
the next generation of Technical Furniture.

ImageMoster Consoles

coss.sahos

Custom Consoles Modular Consoles

For more information call 1-800-735-2070 or contact your local Forecast Distributor
Visit our website at www.forecast-consoles.com
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HP75BNC

Series

AAA Series

Ariv

Plays Well
With Others

HP75BNC Series:
>> 'IP /5 ii impedance

» 50 mi gold plated center pins

>> Nickel -plated, machined brass shells

4.00111 liata11181811.1.0.1Prnicc

1:i':
Ifeesilli

trrt rr r t r tftf.1 4 f ill, r

0 o00 0

Video Patchbay

Frail Access
Audio Patchbay

r

AAA Series:

to assemole, saves assembly time
» Quickest assembly time n the industry
» Optional die-cast handle improves durability
» Available in 3-7 pins, black and gjld f nishes

Front Access Audio Patchbay:
» Easy slide -out tray for fast terminatior s

from the FRONT of the rack

» Availab e in both lonvrame
or bantam configurations

» All jacks are nickel -plated, steel frame,
with gold-plated crossbar contacts

» Part of a complete line of aLdio

patchbays, call for d3tails

Video Patchbays:
» MVP midsize High Definition version rated a: 3 OGhz

» VPP standard Higi Definition version rated at 2.4Ghz
» VPP standard Serial Digital vers on rated at 1 5Ghz
» Available in 1RU, 2RU's, 24, 26 cr 32 jacks, terninated,

non -terminated, cr non -normal ed

1111111/11DtkiillelPqrS°
w w w s w i t r, h c r a f t .c o m

5555 North Elston Avenue / Chicago, IL 60630
Phone: 773-792-2700 / Fax: 773-792-2129
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PLAYLIST PLAYOUT
DNF Controls 3040P:

Ideal as an on -air, automation system backup for video
servers; works with existing video channels; allows for quick
and easy creation of a stack of clips for playout; fast and
simple to load and play a single clip.

818-898-3380; fax: 818-898-3360; www.dnfcontrols.com
Booth: L20800

SYSTEM

DATABASE INTERFACE
Florical Systems MediaReporter:

Database tool that simplifies the task of monitoring and
maintaining the automation system database; identifies for
the traffic and/or operations department material that needs
to be ingested into the video servers or needs to be purged or
deleted from the system, as well as material that has expired.

352-372-8326; fax: 352-375-0859; www.florical.com
Booth: L19552

SERVER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
BUF Technology Spot:

Updated server management system features VDCP proto-
col support; multichannel server control with VTR control and
a clip name and time code/countdown video inserter option.

858-451-1350; fax: 858-451-6589; www.buftek.com
Booth: L8408

ASSET MANAGEMENT DATABASE
Crispin AssetBase 2000:

Web-browsable facility database with flexible device
server architecture; based on a Microsoft SQL server with
total facility playlist and asset control.

919-845-7744; fax: 919-845-7766; www.crispincorp.com
Booth: L20367

MULTICHANNEL MASTER
CONTROL SOLUTION
Miranda Technologies Glass Cockpit:

Combines elements of branding, on -air presentation
switching and monitoring into a compact single operator
station; maximizes operator control and efficiency; keeps
overheads to a minimum.

514-333-1772; fax: 514-333-9828; www.miranda.com
Booth: L10611

We took the best CG application for Master Control and made it even better!
Broadcast Software Solutions has taken
the art eo characte Ilt;ation to the
next le ith GGXPres . m dazzling
innovations in the user interface to the high
quality 10,6011 CGXPress is Pure Graphics
Power ress late pages
to offer flexibility that is r- bly easy to
use. Never before has this much graphics
power been packed into a one rack unit
enclosure to www b jJ« - software tv
& take a cloier look at CG ress Experience
the perfect balance between capability and
ease of use. Experience CGXPress.

Supports both TFT & Sage EAS decoders
100 logos can be installed for drag & drop
Video effects include: cut, fade, wipe, dissolve,
push, reveal, hide, weave, cover, split & peel
Import TIFF, TARGA, RGBA. PCX & BMP
Unlimited Time and temperature templates
Uses rendered Windows true type fonts
Supports 32 -bit, 24 -bit & 8 -bit graphics
Up to 16 fonts can be installed
One click station logos
Clock / count up timer
Drag & drop interface
Message sequencing
TV ratings Icons
16 GPI triggers
NTSC and PAL

800-273-4033
www.broadcastsoftware.tv
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The difference etween s ces

the details

LEMO' Hybrid Fiber Optic Connectors
for HDTV Cameras

2 single mode fibers + 2 power pir s
+ 2 signal pins

Exceeds ANSI/SMPTE, ARIB and EBU Standards

Plug/socket designs permits daisy -chaining
without adapters

IP 68 seal rating

Robust, over 5,000 mating cycles

LEMO' Triax Connectors

Original industry standard in the USA

Excellent contact resistance

LEMO USA, Inc. 800-579-4144 x1015
www.lemousa.com email: info@lemousa.com

2001-2002 LEMO USA, Inc. - LEMO is a registered trademark of INTERLEMO HOLDING SA

Expect success. Spec LEMO®

Because when it comes to details, no one pays more
attention than LEMO. We offer connector solutions
ideally suited for a broad range of audio video applica-
tions. Our products are eigineered and tested under
demanding conditions. LEMO's AN cornectors are
designed with a unique combination of features:

CoaxiEl/triaxial versions in 50 and 75 ohms
Various triax standards in industry worldwide
Moisture sealed vers ons, allowing outdoor use
Excellent repeatable electrical performance
Patch panels available with all conrector types

Sometimes succeeding as simple as your connection.
You want the highest quality connector to get the job cone.
And the best way to get there is with a connector from
LEMO. We' -e paying attention to the details and it shows.

Want to see just how committed we are to your success?
Just call us. or visit our wab site.
Connections with a focus on details. That's LEMO.

NAB Booth # L11262
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DMG PLATFORM
Pathfire Digital Media Gateway:

Users can aggregate content from a variety of sources;
content arrives automatically on DMG servers at stations;
minimizes the need to schedule or monitor satellite feeds;
reduces the need for tape; integrates with other station gear.

770-619-0801; 770-619-0802; www.pat fire.com
Booth: L13653

Cameras, lenses,
accessories
HD CAMERAS
Sony Electronics HDW-730 HDCAM and HDC-930 HD
studio camera:

Features IT CCD image sensors that offer high sensitiv-
ity, high signal-to-noise, and low vertical smear on severe
highlights; includes switchable 59.41 and 50i operation.

201-930-1000; fax: 201-930-4752; www.sony.com/professional
Booth: L18207, L515

PROFESSIONAL ENG LENSES
Fujinon A13x6.3E and A13x6.3:

6.3 mm focal length at wide end with magnification of 13
times (82 mm focal length at telephoto end); inner focus
incorporated; high -quality images; substantial reduction of
variation in angle of view caused by focus operation.

972-385-8902; fax: 972-392-3251; wwwfujinon.com
Booth: L18241

TALLY CONTROL
SYSTEMS

,\R BOOTH
the

onvergence

GSM TALLY INTERFACE

 COMPREHENSIVE TALLY DISPLAY SYSTEM
 SINGLE, DUAL, AND TRIPLE UNDER MONITOR

DISPLAYS AVAILABLE

 SERIAL, PARALLEL, AND ETHERNET INTERFACES TO
A WIDE RANGE OF SWITCHING EQUIPMENT FROM
GVG, LEITCH, PRO-BEL, PHILIPS, SONY AND OTHERS

 SUPPORTS MULTI DISPLAY DEVICES:
IMAGE VIDEO VxV-16, MIRANDA KALEIDO, ZANDAR MULTI VIEWER

 FULL INTEGRATION WITH IMAGE VIDEO
SIGNAL INTEGRITY MONITORS

 WINDOWS CONFIGURATION SOFTWARE
 INTELLIGENT SIGNAL TRACING
 EACH INTERFACE SUPPORTS

512 UMD's, WITH MULTIPLE
ROUTING, PRODUCTION, AND
MASTER CONTROL SWITCHERS

1000
141. ',VIM

.;

L4927

 TALLY (GPI) ROUTING MATRIX SIZE
UP TO 120 X 120

 ROUTER TO UMD INTERFACE
 GPI TO UMD INTERFACE
 PROTOCOL CONVERSION
 IR INTERFACE FOR TSI-1000

GSI-2 TALLY INTERFACE
 LOW-COST TALLY CONTROLLER

 QUAD V -CHIP DECODER FOR UMD'S I TSI-1000

 ROUTER AND SWITCHER TO UMD INTERFACE
 STATION CLOCK INTERFACE
 CLOSED -CAPTIONING PRESENCE DETECTION

VxV-16 VIDEO PRESENTATION
SYSTEM
 DISPLAY UP TO 16 MIXED FORMAT VIDEO SOURCES

ON A HIGH RESOLUTION XGA DISPLAY
 CREATE A VIRTUAL MONITOR WALL WITH UMD'S
 SEAMLESS INTEGRATION WITH IMAGE VIDEO TALLY

SYSTEM

1620 MIDLAND AVE.
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA M1P 3C2
Tel: (4' 6)750-8872 FAX:(416)750-8015
www.inagevideo.com sales@imagevideo.com
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No Compression
No Compromise

The DiGIBAND° DVX-6000
Uncompressed Digital Transport System

is setting the pace!

DVX-6000
 Singlemode (1310, 1550nm) laser -based trarsmission

 Component Video per SMPTE 259M, 292M, ITU-R 601, CCIR 656

HSDI & HDTV up to1 485 Gb/s Digital

 Compatible with NTSC, PAL, and SECAM video signals

 Digital Audio AES/EBU Tech 3250E 24 bits

Model Shown: 19' Rack Mount Chassis
12 Slots/1 PS & 10 Slots/2 PS Redundant

Accept NO compromise!
Cal! today.
(800) 8-OPTIC:OMB"

OPTICOMNI

eV,

DIGIBANU
HDTV, DVB & SDI Systems
Fibe- Optic Serial Digital Video
Unccmpressed Digital Transport

OPTICOMM designs &
marufactures high quality
baseband broadcast fiber
optic video. audio & data
transmission eguipmert
Our prod Jcts offer a wire
range of solutions to ary
appl caticns demanding
high quality transparent
fiber optic transmission.

CIOPTICAL FIBER NETWORK SYSTEMS

..10111110110......

OPTICOMM Corporation  6046 Cornerstone Ct. W. #209  San Diego, California 92121
info@opticomm.com  (858) 450-0143  Fax (858) 450-0155  www.opticomm.com
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VIRTUAL STUDIO PRODUCTION
SYSTEM
Radamec Broadcast Systems Scenario XR:
Provides real studio image quality; an addition to

Radamec's Virtual Scenario studio system; includes reflec-
tions of live inserted elements; runs under Windows NT
operating system; imports 3D set designs.

877-RADAMEC; fax: 732-846-0544; www.RadamecBroadcast.com
Booth: L12233

MULTIFORMAT DTV CAMERA
SYSTEM
Panasonic AK-HC931:
Supports variable frame rate capture; offers 480 inter-

lace performance; upgrades to 720p, 1080i and 24 fps over
60 fps progressive acquisition; features three 2/3 -inch 1
million pixel IT CCDs.

800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Booth: L7214

CINEMA -STYLE
GAMMA
OPTION
Panasonic AJ-HDC27
VariCam HD Cinema
Camera option:

Option extends the AJ-HDC27 range
to provide control of the image's color
saturation; improves master gamma, knee point and de-
tail control; users can obtain more detail in an image's white
area, while maintaining detail in the black areas.

800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Booth: L7214

LENSES
Fujinon S13x4 5E and S13x4.5:

Provides comparable specifications as standard lenses and
a wide range of shooting applications from wide angle;
designed for 1/2 inch cameras; compact and lightweight,
which allows for excellent mobility and an ease of opera-
tion; minimum object distance length of 0.4m.

972-385-8902; fax: 972-392-3251; wwwfujinon.com
Booth: 18241

D
LESS WEIGHT.

MORE POWER.

INTRODUCING THE ,VEVie !DX ENDURA E -80S

1D  ...-
I !11e[TI I ec hnoloKy

Capacity: 82Wh/5.7Ah Weight: 1.87Ibs (700g)
Mean voltage: 14.4V Dimensions: 3.4"(W) x 5.6"(H) x 1.97(0)

For more information on IDX products, Please contact us at Lithium Ion
Tel: (310)891-2800 / Fax: (310)891-3600 Web Site: www.idx.tv / Email: idx.usaaidx.tv

See us at NAB. Booth #111349
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11.01.00

How many black dots can see?

11 

vision
TANDE ERG Television is ready to help u with solutiors that are charging the face
of broadcasting. Maximize your digital broEd3ast opportun ties, with visionary
olutio is that E ow business models to be fiexi3le and :A3ccessful.

Worldwide, our systems drive the contrbutian and distribution of mater als, enable
:he inc usion nigh quality video in the br:Edband tripe play mix and deliver
direct -to -home ,:able, terrestrial and satellite -elevision

If it's your bush ess to deliver televisior, :he visiol.

See us on stand SL55

ww.ta nd bergtv. co m

E
0

TANDBERG
Television

Sharing your vision
NDBERG Television 0 USA +1 407 330 7055 0 Ncrway +47 67 11 6200 © UK +44 (0) 238)384010 1) Germany +498E06 J 98 6 0 Hoeg Kor g +852 2899 7000 0 Australia +61 2 9356 8599



Bring a sense of well being to your control room.

TRINIX
Calm. At Peace.

Reach the highest level of ergonomic enlightenment by choosing the Trinix routing switcher

family, enabled with Broadlinx technology. Trinix can take you to the next step in facility

discovery. In addition to our amazingly dense 128x128 in 8 RU's and 256x256 in 15 RU's,

contemplate our new 512x512 Trinix router in only 28 RU's. Trinix with Broadlinx gives

you the advanced status monitoring and configuration you've always envisioned, allowing you

real, useful communication to and from all active modules in the Trinix frame. Reach this

information via SNMP or HTTP (webpage). All front accessible I/O matrix boards, fan

modules, and identical power supplies are interchangeable between the 3 Trinix chassis's,

allowing for minimum upgrade and support cost of ownership. It's the kind of product

performance you can expect from the same team that created the Venus2001 routing switcher.

Trinix - It's a transformational experience. Broadlinx - Empower your facility.

Visit us at NAB Booth Number L19524

THOMSON nidu
BROADCAST SOLUTIONS

Tel (800) 962-4287

www thomsonbroadcast com
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Communications
The Standard in Broadband

tiN. Siandard Communicalions at Booth #S81 33, page 1-4
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* See PAG (STE-MAN) at Booth #L11975, page 9

BOOTH #L11975

The industry's only Snap-On
compatible Li -Ion battery.

Displays remaining run-time.

All -chemistry, Snap-On compatible
chargers for PAG Li -Ion and

Anton -Bauer batteries.

Pali
Lf ;`;ERE'y A

S YSTFMS

pagusa.com

Paolight, halogen
or arc camera light.

PAG USA West Coast
Tel 818 760 8265
pagusa@aol.com

PAG USA East Coast
Tel 804 550 7624

pagusa@erola.corn

Snap-On and Anton -Bauer
are registered trademarks

of Anton -Bauer Inc.

A PRINIEDIA PUBLICATION



LEITCH®

DPS. POST PRODUCTION
IIFINNitiOdif a multi -stream non-linear editor, features real-time simultaneous playback of four video

streams, six dynaiiiic graphics streams and four real-time 3D DVEs.

ydpsVelocity 8.0, the new version of the dpsVelocity dual -stream, real-time non-linear editing system,
features multi -camera editing, real-time garbage mattes, interface enhancements and multiple timeline support.

VIDEO SERVERS
Newsroom advancements include: enhanced functionality; DV -Cam; DVCPro and MPEG-2 one frame only
editing; proxy editing & browsing; conforming of EDLs with Instant Online -II, Media Management; and MOS
automated Rundown Manager.

Server system advancements include: increased scalability with 2 Gb/s fibre channel architecture; 180 GB FC
drives; additional security with new health monitoring and diagnostics; DVD archiving extended to long -form
programming; multi -media transcoding; Resource Manager; and Media Manager.

VIDEO PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION
Opus a state-of-the-art master control switcher, is the only system that can migrate from SD (270Mb/s) to
HD (1.485Gb/s) within the same frame.

Nr.. Command and Control System (CCS) provides real-time control, monitoring, and secures access to the
devices on your network.

N ma- single modules provide synchronization, processing and multiplexing and demultiplexing of video/audio
signals with networked control.

M EDIA Fl LE Still and Clip Store offers price/performance, an easy -to -use interface and compatibility with file
formats and networking protocols.

AmSigt.
offers slow motion/instant replay for fast -paced live sports.

THE LATEST VERSIONS OF...

'adcast

stems.

.ve,v

DPS-575 Digital Processing Synchronizer
Genesis platform

CCS-Router Gateway
RouterWORKS 5.01

Integrator EX
CSD-3901 Master Clock System Driver

SPG-1601 Sync Pulse Generator
Integrator Multi -Format Router

Solutions in the South Hall, booth #L 19511



TOC/Introduction
NAB Convention, April 7 - 11

Page 4-5 Overview site map
Page 6-7 LVCC North Hall (Radio/Audio/Mobile Media)
Page 8-9 LVCC Central Hall (TV/Video/Film)
Page 10-11 LVCC South Hall, upper level (TV/Video/Film)
Page 12-13 LVCC South Hall, lower level (Multimedia)
Page 14-15 Sands Exhibition Hall (Satellite & Communications)
Page 16-22 Exhibitor index

Welcome to Broadcast Engineering's new 2002 NAB Convention map. Because the
exhibition space now occupies more than 24 acres, we decided to reinvent our map
design. Here you have an easy -to -use, removable map of all the exhibition halls.

Each hall is highlighted in a different color to make finding the right hall easy. Key
convenience locations such as restaurants and restrooms are clearly marked in gold on
every map. Also, restaurants located off the exhibition floor are identified with arrows
and names pointing you in the right direction.

In some cases, the map rectangles representing booths are too small to completely
identify the exhibiting company. In those cases, we've added a special listing to each map
so you can locate these exhibitors by number. Find the company you want and then the
map number. Simply locate that number on the map to find the actual booth location.

Advertisers in Broadcast Engineering and Broadcast Engineering -World Edition are
color -highlighted on the map. Information contained on the map was current from the
NAB as of February 1, 2002. Look for last-minute changes on the show floor.

So, welcome to NAB2002. Have a great show.

Brad Dick
Editorial Director

See Leitch at Booth #(19511, page 10
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Booth L11349
Central Hall

* See IDX at Booth 4L11349 on page 9
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ntroducing the
NEW E-80

82Wh, 5.7Ah, 14.4V
Lithium Ion

w/ PowerLink
Using the exclusive IDX PowerLink

the NEW E-80 offers
the Highest Capacity and Least Weight

Available Today!

NAB Map Overview
NAB2002

Exhibit Hours
LVCC South Hall Premiere
Sun. (April 7) 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Weekday Hours (All Halls)
Mon. - Wed. (April 8-10) 9 a.m. - 6 ).m.

Thurs. (April 11) 9 a.m. - 4 d.m.

SANDS
(TV/Video/Film)

(Internet/Streariing)
(Satellite/Telecommt.. nicatio

4141.1

LEGEND (all maps!
North Hall

 Advertisers
6-7

Central Hall

 Advertisers
8-9

South Hall, upper level
 Advertisers

10-11

South Hall, lower level
 Advertisers

12-13

Sands

 Advertisers
14-15

 Points of Convenience
 Broadcast Engineering (Primedia Business)

Information current as of February 1, 2002

The
Convergence

Marketplace

MARCH 2002 broadcastengineering.com



NAB Convention, April 7 - 11
Exhibit Hours
Mon. -Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
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Moos.. try -6

11221

Shook
Mods
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L215

Marconi
Dialight

Torto 6.1
USX

116[6. yew

L1414

11634

LI

LI

a

Gpseal

11509

L1628
L1517

8

4

J.115.fi

11752 11751

11440

Elec bored
Scup

11747

henewllw

L173

Sierra
Automated
Systems
Eng. Coq/

11772

L1114

Booth # LI0144
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LVCC North Hall
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Maine,Inc.
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Studer

1251;
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12511

Wicks
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§ 0
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12619
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Cap

1161]

L.1.1

Mt

Prophet Systems Inovalats

Associatessy

Entrance
To Main Entrance

/NO

8

2
4

Map# Company Booth
3 Henry Engineering [3102

L33544 B&H Photo

cl=
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E4°`'1"c`:

sn
L2951

80

Solid State
Logic

ISIS

Leh

P11,1
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N4/
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12931

Elect. one
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LIt

Broadcast
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7
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"0
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333,

Ortmn

SLaDi

W
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1015

Banners Restaurant

U

15411

Map# Company
5 Azden

Booth
L2562

Professional
Tripods &
Fluid Heads

Distributed by bogen Booth # LI0144
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NAB Convention, April 7 - 11
Exhibit Hours
Mon. -Wed.
Thurs.

9 a.m. -6 p.m.
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

0 Advertisers 0 Points of Convenience

PHONES

REGISTRATI

GRAND LOBBY

ENTRANCE ENTRANCE

.L1
:1rker

Vision

L5503

Rohde &
Schwartz

L5510

Da Vinci

LW.

LYE

Harris

L5414

LEM

Pandora
ntl

Limited

w.

now...

8

cgs 4.0

a

II I

Hitachi
Denshi

American

F, §

icrowava

Radio I

Comm.

TO NEW SOUTH HALL

ono

chtler,

IF- 01

TVNIDEO/FILM
1+11

_LIELLIM

males
Broadcast

& Multimedia
L8700 r. 4Andri-iv

L,. L9111

ENTRANCE

Tektronix
Inc

r
Grass Valley Group

products are now in

Thomson Booth

L19524r
Canon
L10600

Chyron
L12200j

NY.
etas

LAL

Encoda

AF
Associates

Ikegami
Electronics

L9711

Miranda

Technologies

L10611

Ott

a

011

LeBlanc
Broadcast

- Te

FOR -A
L10019

Marconi

L11118

Males
Angenleux

L9332

JVC
Professional

Products
Company

L9729

Pinnacle
Systems

Lowel-
Light

V14113.

L.11.5

"Is us

us
sortie

LE.

Videotek

L10631

]1'1
Ross Video

L11429

=11,i

ladamec

pL12233

9to-ar-LAAKra.mmalrinnArainraYitnri.,

_Mao # Com an
1

2

3
4
5
6

°7
8
9

Broadcast Microwave Services
Modulation Sciences
CPI
ESE
Broadcast Software Solutions
Trompeter Electronics
Teranex
Multidyne
Switchcraft

L4912
L5210
L6517
L5327
L6423
L6731
L5847
L5349
L5649

* See Anton/Bauer at Booth #L7203, page 8 and Booth #L19507, page 1)

The worldwide standard

.Aee the latest
technology.
in power
and value

Visit our bosoth #L7203
and in aid South Hall

at #L19507
8 broadcastengineering.com MARCH 2002



LVCC Central Hall

Telex
Midas
L84371

MEETING ROOMS
COMPLEX

ENTRANCE

Dielectric
L8442

RFS Micro
Broadcast Comm.

L9337 L9343

Snell &
Wilcox
L9837

Vinton

AFfl

USA

Tled

Bogen
1

Llsbc

RI

Evertz
L11443

ION t

_1111,_1112.
1.ico

PESA
Switching
Systems

48449

Outdoor
Cafe

Telenala

L985-3

lit 10X
L11345

as

av

Prime

Image
L12253

Acrodyni

L8457

,.
Aisle 7800-8000

fisJ' . E _.. L.I
:mil1.,.

,

Aisle tn00-8300

.--.. Li... ii la

Aisle 8700-8900

61cTi
Tat/ Day Ca..

-Kti:re.*9000 -9 2 00

a Q1 L --:J Lt

linjempiewFir PPP

HikAisle 9200-

Lgt

roma.a
RPM...
OPOPPPPP

PPR
PPP

MIPPIMPIPPIP
RAMPIPPIPIIIM

Mar

1:14
Selma
use

.1 .1

LIB

AAR

I aJ

e
OR II IP RIMIE'
 I MI II WM Pm

'X-14 itJ 
(!tnlnEL;Q

Ma # Corn. n Booth
10 TRON-TEK L5353
11 NuComm L6054
12 Northrop Grumman L6256
13 Kings Electronics L9134
14 Systems Wireless L9723
15 Aspen Electronics L9726
16 Fiber Options L11043
17 Staco Energy L12061
18 Forecast Console L12265

IlyTRON® System
InterActi*e® 2000
. PowerCharger

ReaMmeTm Battery Display
Dionic® Battery System '
'MAW Chaiger TorsteM

You can't afford to
gamble with battery

performance.

A pro essional
selects his

equipment knowing
that there are no
seconds changes.

The power behind the be
cameras capturing the

best images in the worid.sin
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NAB Convention, April 7 - 11
Exhibit Hours
Sun. (April 7) 4 p.m. -7 p.m.
Mon. -Wed. 9 a.m. -6 p.m.
Thurs. 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

Advertisers 0 Points of Convenience

TO CENTRAL HALL

TVNIDEO/FILM

Sony
L18207

Fujinon
L18241

E:1,, RIFE

* See Thomson at Booth #119524

Leitch
L19511

L Ancokv

UM&

Corp.
*

1.20

1110

Complex

Corp.

L20020..

' I

JIB

Thomson/
Grass Valley

Group
L19524

Map _# Company Booth
1 Frozzi Liiergy L20004
2 Broadcast Video Systems L20007

Dolby

:Laboratorial

L19535

Sencore

L20035

Odetics
Broadcast

Itelco ai

L20141

JAI

i C.11

rearodee

Map # Company Booth
3 Systems Wireless L20008
4 L19647

THOMSON Automation

Real time.
All the time.
Come see why we're the leader in real time broadcast automation solutions.

Visit us at NAB 2002 South Hall L19524, April Th through 11th.

Or, if time is of the essence, give us a call at 1-800-962-4287.

THOMSON MEDIA
BROADCAST SOLUTIONS

www.thomsonbroadcast.com

10 broadcastengineering.com MARCH 2002



South Hall, upper level

Ass. Dep.
ech-hop.

11:

SEATNG

Aisle 18200

0rxioghts

221.

MC.
WSW

ai
Aisle 18500-18700

lin _MI
Aisle 18900-19100

000.

Me.

a

JIM

ieC op

UAis e 21200-21400

Service D. Center

Aisle 20800

HABel
Ais e 20900-21100

.:771.1111.1
III

Bright.
2

.

. Aisle 21800-22200

L19564

Internati

Aisle 20200-20400 Canin
iGIea

undance

Digital L.J
Aisle 500-22700

IQQ I taal
L19958

WINiise23[=1rtFa 7232°0es
_1.92 _MO

Aisle 20700 Aisle
We.

Aisle 23300

Mom

I-

Aisle 19200-19500

* See Fortel at Booth #L21306

Map# Compaly
5 Videotrame
6 Massech Group

Booth
L20377
L2006'

WEE Mao
A/D CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY

KNOCKS LEITCH OLI

4001
RIMER

U

am

Inn

U.
=al 0001 0.11101

iii
,r aroma

Map # Company Booth
7 B&H Photo
8 DK Audio

L20072
L21827

When you pit Fortel DTV

up against Le tch,

Fort31 DTV is the clear

winner. Check out

Booth #21306 and

see for yourself how

the sLpe-ior A/D

conversion and

Synchronization of

cur Irtecrity 400

Series can make

your transition to

digital pic-ure perfect.

FORTEL

MARCH 2002 broadcastengineer ng.com 1



NAB Convention, April 7 - 11
Exhibit Hours
Sun. (April 7) 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Mon. -Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs. 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

 Advertisers 0 Points of Convenience

BUS

TAXI

TRAM

DROP OFF

(
Avid

Technology
L13200

1,1, L.

RESTNRANT
VT

* See Grass Valley Group at Thomson Booth #L19524

a,co

Mit

Rat:

lyg

MULTIMEDIA Aisle 12800
&eh

LEI

Extron

lectronics
L13218

LAM EMED64

011

MT,

Aisle 11900-13700
r: Lim

Aisle 13200-1330
WOW., CaC

I In.

Aisle 13500-3700

1.1son
C sae J.=

Aisle 14100-14400 
recnnoapes

WIE

How to get a great cothbo
in Vegas without enduring

the buffet lines.

See the combined excellence of two great
companies in one outstanding location.
Visit us in the Thomson NAB booth, #L19524.

GRASS VALLEY GROUP

72 broadcastengineering.com MARCH 2002



South Hall, lower level

mmnlW

Fsg.../1.4

LIM

lap

* See Radamec at Booth #I12233. nave 8

Aisle 15500

PIPPRINURIP
Aisle 15600-15800

PP! FITIPTINI

Aisle 15900-16100

PARK

11.111.1.1.P!..
PIPPIPIPIPIMPIP

Aisle 16200-16400

="-EINP

54,1*

In Fe

Aisle 16800-17100j
Aisle 17200-17400

1 PPM..
Jai Aisle 17400-17600

Pi PP
PRP.

PIP
RP

PRIMP
MR.".
PURR.

molt Ismi%amm 0211

IWI,VIYSYINV .1111 VTR yap

Aisle 17700-17900
RIFIRMMMMPIRM
PMMPRWMPIIMM

Aisle 18000

BROADCAST QUALITY
ROBOTIC CAMERA CONTROL
PEDESTALS & VIRTUAL SETS

RADAMEC
BROADCAST

SYSTEMS

MUST SEE WORLD PREMIERE OF

*Scenario XR
Real studio image quality and ease -of -use in one package

oRobojib
Robotically control ed camera jib arm

oVR Upgradable Robotic Heads

The Quality Alternative
Is Closer Than You Think

LVCC 12233
Now in the Central Hall

11111 RADARMEC
 BROADCAST SYSTEMS

www.RadamecBroadcast.com
377-RADAMEC

MARCH 2002 broadcastengineering.com 1 3



NAB Convention, April 7 - 11
Exhibit Hours
Mon. -Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs. 9 a.m. -4 p.m.
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Sands Convention Center, Lower Level
Advertisers Points of Convenience

Map # Company Booth
1 Avalon S1528
2 Genelec S3459
3 Marshall Electronics S3653
4 Opticomm S4833
5 Radyne ComStream S8020
6 Northrop Grumman S9342
7 GMPCS Personal Comm. S9944
8 Broadcast Engineering S10068

* See GMPCS at Booth #S9944

Visit Us At Booth S-9944-3

Power Er
Flexioility

BOOTH

S8133

rd
Communications
The Standard in Broadband

See Standard Communications at Booth #S8133

Visit Us At Booth #s8863

NEW

MPEG-2

Test and Monitoring Tools

www.octerno.com
301-353-1550
Toll Free: 866-228-3762

* See Acterna at Booth #S81163

ACTERNA
The Keepers of Communications

Mobile Satellite Solutions
When you are reporting from the world's most remote locations,

and local services are unreliable, knowing where to go for the

story and getting the information back can be difficult.

Not with GMPCS and the NEERA World Communicator.

Contact us al:
1923 NVI 40th Court, Pompano Beach, FL 33064

P:+1.954.973.3100 or Toll Free In US:888.664.6727
Shop or Rent Online @ www.gmpcs-us.com

G
Personal Communications

MARCH 2002 broadcastengineering.com 15



Color indicates advertiser.

CompanyBooth
360 Systems
5D

615 Music Library

A.F. Associates

Aastra Digital Technologies L18255
ABATEC Electronic AG L19659
ABE Elettronica L2151

Accom S3904
AccuWeather L12233

Acoustic Systems L 2231

Acoustical Solutions L 5215
Acoustics First L 1957
Acrodyne L8457
Acterna S8863
Active Power L18045
ADC

ADIC

Adobe Systems
Adrienne Electronics
Adtec Digital

Advanced Designs
Advantech

Advertising Edge
AEM Technology
AEQ,

Aeta Audio
Agile Vision
Aircraft Production Music
Libraries
Airstar Space Lighting
AJA Video
AKG Acoustics
Alcorn McBride
All Mobile Video
Allen Avionics
Allen Osborne Assoc.
Allied Tower

Alpermann + Velte E.E.
Alticast

Altronic Research

Ambient Recording
Amco Engineering
American

Cinematographer
American

Cinematographer
American Grip
American Inflatables

American Tower
Ampex Data Systems
AMS Neve

AnaCom
Analog Way
Andrew
Andrew
Animation Magazine
Animation Magazine
Antex Electronics

L2034 6

S4522 14

L21803 10

L9116 8

10

10

6

14

8

6

8

6

8

14

12

L 9849 8

S 6637 14

S 6927 14

L 5950 8

S 3633 14

L12035 8

S10234 14

L 2922 6

L22915 10

L3142 6

L 2463 6

L22206 10

L 6554 8

L19772 10

L12257 8

L 2271 6

L15249 12

L 1414 6

L19549 10

L 5309 8

L2163 6

120707 10

L21711 10

L 2017 6

L19170 10

L20616 10

L19648 10

L23018 10

L 6527 8

L 3400 6

L 2553 6

L18776 10

L10249 8

S 9931 14

L13125 12

L9111 8
S8423 14

L18940 10

S 2640 14

S 6719 14

Anton/Bauer L7203
Anton/Bauer L19507
Anvil, Calzone and Majecal
Cases L11046 8

Anystream S7872 14

Any -Ware S5270 14

Aphex Systems L 2434 6

Apogee Electronics L12901 12

Apple Computer L14400 12

APW Enclosure Products L 5827 8

APW Enclosure Products L 6132 8

Archion L13625 12

Armstrong Transmitter L 1730 6
Arrakis Systems L 2743 6

ARRI USA L11437 8

Artbeats Digital Film S 2433 14

Artel Video Systems S 8163 14

Artesia Technologies L14065 12

Asaca/ShibaSoku
Corp. of Amer. L12806 12

Ascential Software S6938 14
Aspen Electronics L9726 8

Associated Production
Music L19273 10

Aston Broadcast
Systems L22900 10

Astre Systems L 6056 8

Astro Systems L20661 10

AT&T S 5523 14

ATCi/Antenna Technology S 8447 14

Athan L19650 10

Athens Technology Center L 2367 6

ATI Technologies S 1554 14

ATI-Audio Technologies L11435 8

ATTO Technology S 5747 14

Audio Accessories L12274 8

Audio LTD./MacArthur
Group L 3314 6

Audio Processing
Technology L 3243 6

Audio Video Design L 5551 8

Audiolab Electronics L 6139 8

AudioScience L 2973 6

Audio-Technica L2115 6

Authoringware S4272 14

Auto.des.sys S6634 14

Automated Data Systems L10877 8

AutoPatch L13748 12
Avalon RF S1528 14

Avanzit S2458 14

Avica Technology Corp. L6149 8
Avid Technology L13200 12

Avitech International S5156 14

Avitel Electronics L9571 8
AVL Technologies S9941 14

AVP Mfg & Supply L19569 10

AWS Convergence
Technologies L21026
Axcera L9353
AXEL TECHNOLOGY 13362

8 Axiom Technology L18938 10
10 Axon Digital Design L19277 10

AZCAR L18372 10

Azden L 2562 6

B& hoto L3354 6
B&H Photo L20072 10

BAF Satellite & Technology . L1237 6

Baird Satellite Supporting
Systems S 9631 14

Balcar L12142 8

Band Pro FilmNideo L11068 8

Barbizon Lighting

Company L11977 8

BARCO Projection

Systems L14412 12

BarcoNet S 3344 14

Baron Services L10177 8

BBC Technology S3952 14

BDL-Autoscript L11377 8
Beck Associates L12026 8

Belar Electronics Lab L2723 6
Belden Electronics
Division L6445 8

Benchmark Media
Systems L2208 6

Bezel L21211 10

Bext L 2023 6

Beyerdynamic L 5235 8

Bird Electronic L 1742 6

Bitcentral S 3504 14

BitRage S 6641 14

Bi-Tronics L10618 8

Bittree Inc. L 5446 8

Blue Order S 6963 14

Blueline Technology 122600 10

Boeckeler Instruments L13232 12
Bogen Photo L10144 8
Boland Communications L10777 8

Bomar Interconnect L13135 12

Boris FX S 3933 14

Boxx Technologies S2329 14

Brightline L21706 10

Broad Telecom L22424 10

Broadata Communications/
Physical Optics S1252 14

Broadcast Electronics L 2705 6

Broadcast Engineering L9873 8
Broadcast Engineering . S10068 14

Broadcast Microwave
Services L4912 8
Broadcast Richardson,
DIV of Richards L 2243 6

Broadcast Richardson,
DIV of Richards S 6718 14

Broadcast Software
Solutions L6423 8

10 Broadcast Store L12045 8

8 Broadcast Technology L 9844 8
6 Broadcast Tools L 2453 6

16 broadcastengineering.com MARCH 2002



Broadcast Video
Systems L20007 10

BROADCAST&BROADBAND
ASIA PACIFIC L19647 10

Broadcasters General

Store L 2043 6

BSP S 1924 14

B-Stock.TV L20711 10

BSW-Broadcast Supply

Worldwide L 2525 6

BT Broadcast Services S7537 14

BUF Technology L8408 8

Bulldog S6366 14

Burk Technology L1923 6

BURLE INDUSTRIES L8404 8

Burli Software L3100 6

Burst Electronics L11668 8

C

C.O.E.L. Complementi

Elettronici S.r.l L 3042 6

Calrec Audio L2263 6

Camera Support
International L18248 10

Cammate Systems L10771 8

Camplex L20020 10

CANAL+ Technologies L18368 10

CANARE L12531 8

Canon L10600 8

Canopus Corporation S 6844 14

Capital Networks S 6649 14

Caption Colorado L19145 10

CaptionMax S 2747 14

Carlson L22603 10

Carpel Video L18238 10

Cartworks/dbm
Systems L 2957 6

Cavena Image
Products AB S 2750 14

Cavision Enterprises. L20804 10

C -Cornet L 8974 8

Celco S 6918 14

ChainCast Networks. S 6934 14

Channel Master S 9922 14

Chapman/Leonard

Studio Equipment L19548 10

Chief Manufacturing L15242 12

Chimera L9865 8

Christie Digital Systems .... L13812 12

Chromatec L5549 8

CHROME Imaging S1038 14

Chyron L12200 8

Cine Power & Light
International L11466 8

Cinekinetic Pty L11664 8

CinemaCraft S1530 14

Cinemills . L6739 8

Cintel Inc. L5741 8

CIPRICO S5733 14

CIT Technology

Rentals & Services L21822 10

Clark Wire & Cable L 8065 8

Clear-Com Intercom
Systems L8463

Coastal Satellite S 9642

Coaxial Dynamics L2137

Cobalt Digital L12070

Codan Pty. S 9928

Coffey Sound L 3251

Coherent Communications S 4660

Communications
Specialties L14424

Compix Media S 3060

Comprehensive Video

Group L 5651

Comprompter L11657

Computer Concepts
Corporation L 3015

Computer Graphics World S 3968

Computer Modules S 5268

Computer Prompting &
Captioning Co. -CPC L11768

Comrex Corporation L 2643

Comsearch S 9038

Comtech Antenna

Systems S 9319

Conax AS S 643
Concurrent Computer

Corporation S 6351

Continental Electronics

Corporation L 2763

Control Concepts/Liebert L 5230

Convera L12843

Convergent Media

Systems S 6973

Cool -Lux L20461

Cooper Sound Systems L 2918

Coptervision L11181

Core Digital Technologies S 3924

Countryman Associates L 2209
CPI L6517
CPI S8123

Creative Industry

Handbook L 9979

Creative Industry
Handbook L20073

Creative Support Services S 2647
Crestron Electronics L15120

Crispin Corporation L20367

Crown Broadcast L 2223

Crown Castle International L18872
Crystal Vision 123006

CIE International L 3151

Curious Software S 2645

Custom Interface
Technology S 1529

Custom Mobile Products L 1752

Color indicates advertiser.

D

D&C Electronics L 3330 6

D.Co S 1048 14

Da Vinci L 6103 8

8 Dae Han Unitravision L 1037 6

14 Dae Han Unitravision L 1061 6

6 Daktronics L13960 12

8 Dalet Digital Media
14 Systems L 2851 6

6 Dalet Digital Media
14 Systems 120420 10

Da-Lite Screen
12 Company L12811 12

14 Darim Vision S4168 14

DASTO L2968 6

8 Data Check L12272 8

8 Datacal Enterprises S4711 14

DataDirect Networks S5744 14

6 Datatek L6727 8

14 Datavideo S5209 14

14 Dataworld 12123 6

DAWNco S8744 14

8 Dayang Technology

6 Development S 1123 14

14 DB Elettronica

Telecomunicazioni L 2155 6

14 Decisionmark S8474 14

14 Dedotec L11652 8

Delco Wire & Cable S2723 14

14 Delta Information Systems .. L8777 8

DELTA MECCANICA L3318 6

6 Delta RF Technology 12111 6

8 Dempa Publications L9074 8

12 Denon Electronics L2202 6

DeSisti Lighting L6141 8

Desktop Images S4811 14

Deutsche Telekom S8451 14

Dialight L1517 6

Dielectric
Communications L2915 6

Dielectric
Communications L8442 8

Digicast Technologies L11635 8

Digidesign L13212 12

8
DigiEffects S 2825 14

Digigram L13362 12

Digital Island S 7667 14

Digital Juice S 2037 14

Digital Media Online S 1134 14

Digital Media Online S 6069 14

Digital Vision L12834 12

Digital Vision L 6652 8

Digital Voodoo L15352 12

Disc Makers L19660 10

DISC S 7018 14

Discreet S 4409 14

14 Display Devices L12819 12

6 Diversified Marketing L 2455 6

Dixon Sports Computing L12111 8

DK Audio L21827 10

14

10

6

8

14

6

8
14

10

14

12

10

6

10

10

6

14
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DMT-Digital Multimedia Exatel Visual Systems S 6272 14 Globecomm Systems S8433 14
Technologies L21324 10 Exeltech S 4935 14 Glyph Technologies L14436 12
DNF CONTROLS L20800 10 Express Video Supply L 6619 8 GMPCS Personal
Dolby Laboratories L19535 10 Extreme Music S 1540 14 Communications S9944 14
Doremi Labs L 5556 8 Extron Electronics L13218 12 GORGY TIMING L2970 6
Dorrough Electronics L 9046 8 Eyeon Software S 2043 14 Gorman -Redlich Mfg. L2442 6
Dove Systems L 8609 8 EZ FX Jibs S 2649 14 Grass Valley Group L19524 10
DRAPER L15246 12 E -Z UP International L 2754 6 Groove Addicts/
DRS Ahead Technology L 8504 8 Who Did That Music? L 3122 6
DSC Laboratories L 9068 8 F Groovers Music Library L19575 10
DVB L22506 10 Fairlight L3105 6 Ground Zero Software L21794 10
DVS Digital Video Faraday Technology. L19675 10
Systems S 3514 14 Fast Forward Video L 5553 8 H
DynaPIX L11373 8 Fast -Talk S2848 14 Hamilton Metalcraft L 3056 6

Fiber Options L11043 8 Hannay Reels L11375 8
E Film & Video Equipment S4357 14 Hardigg Cases,

Eartec L3347 6 Final Draft L12826 12 A division of Hardigg Ind .... L14549 12
Eastman Kodak Company . L19507 10 First Art L11777 8 Harmonic S 3327 14
EchoStar FirstCom Music. L20307 10 Harris L5414 8
Communications S 8738 14 Flash Technology L 2649 6 Harrison By GLW L2215 6
Econco L 2637 6 Flir Systems L20458 10 Henry Engineering L3102 6
Edak S 9970 14 Florical Systems L19552 10 Herman Electronics L 9071 8
Edgewise Media S 3334 14 Focus Enhancements/ Hewlett Packard S 6621 14
Editware L 8368 8 Videonics S 6118 14 HHB Communications L 3226 6
EDX Division L 2445 6 Folsom Research L14824 12 High Tech Industries L11929 8
EEG Enterprises L11918 8 FOR.A Corporation Hispasat S 9375 14
Egripment L11660 8 of America L10019 8 Hitachi Denshi America L 6603 8
Elber L22714 10 Force S 4560 14 Hi -Tech Enterprises L19572 10
ELCA L 8477 8 Forecast Consoles L12265 8 HLW L12378 8
Elcommtech L 8678 8 Formatt Filters L12374 8 Honeywell Obstruction
Electronic Associates L 9275 8 Fortel DTV L21306 10 Lighting L 3334 6

Electronic Theatre Fresh Music Library L20737 10 Hoodman Corporation S 4410 14
Controls
Elettronika.
EMC

L 6641

L 3062

S 6237

8

6

14

Frezzi Energy Systems,
Div of Frezzolini L20004
Frontline Communications .. L 1245

Frontline Communications .. L 9349

10

6

8

HORITA

Hose Technology

Hotronic

L11961

L6137
L 8608

8

8

8
EMCEE BROADCAST
PRODUCTS L6522 8 FSR L14456 12

1

EMR L 3363 6
Fu Hou L 8377 8 IBC lbertecnica L2924 6

ENCO Systems L 3051 6 Fuji Television Network L 8433 8 IBiquity Digital Corporation . L 2475 6
Encoda Systems L 8416 8

Fujinon L18241 10
IBIS L23200 10

Energy-Onix L 3322 6
Full Sail L 1263 6 1-Bus/Phoenix L17109 12

E -N -G Mobile Systems L12216 8
Furman Sound S 1132 14 IDB Systems S 9020 14

Enhance Technology S 1824 14 IDG Communications S 4835 14
GEnsemble Designs

ENSEO

Enterprise Electronics
Envivio.com

Equator Technologies
ERG Ventures

Ergo 2000

ERI-Electronics Research
ESE
E-StudioLive

ETM-Electromatic
ETM-Electromatic
Euphonix
Eutelsat

Eventide
Evertz
EVS

L18351

L12830

L10181

S 8174

L 9507

S 2427

L 2169

.. L 2843
L5327

L12208

L 1514

S 8756
L 2751
S 9123

L 2335
L11443
L 9227

10

12

8

14

8

14

6

6
8

8

6

14

6
14

6

8
8

IdNPRO Shop
IDT - Impact

Developpement
1DX Technology
Ikegami Electronics
Illbruck./SONEX
Image Video
Imagine Products
IMAS Publishing
IMAS Publishing
Independent Audio

Industrial Acoustics
Industrial Logic
Corporation
InFocus

INLINE

Inline

S 6970

L 1963
L11349
L9711
L3002
L4927

L12803

L 3202

L19173

L2462
L 2762

S 9663
L13429

122724

L14937

14

6

8

8

6

8

12

6

10

6

6

14

12

10

12

GAM Products. L 5304
Gefen Systems L12911
Genelec Oy L2962
Genelec Oy S3459
Gentner Communications L13760
Gentner Communications L13761

Gepco International L4929
Gerling & Associates L1014
Gibson Labs L14956

Gigasat L1509
Glidecam Industries L12278

Global Communications
Solutions S9729
Global Media Resource S2527

Global Microwave Systems L 6732
Globalstor S6572
Globecast S9027

8

12

6
14

12

12

8

6

12

6

8

14

14

8

14

14
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Color indicates advertiser.

Innovation TK L 6053 8 Knowledge Industry Manzanita Systems L20764 10

Innovision Optics L 9863 8 Publications L15116 12 Marconi L1628 6

I novonics L 2237 6 Knox Video L 7031 8 Marconi L11118 8

Inscriber Technology S3937 14 Kobold Division of Marshall Electronics S3653 14

In -sync L11778 8 Bron Electronik L11077 8 MartinSound L2056 6

Intel S 6327 14 Kohler Event Services L 1043 6
Masstech Group L20069 10

IntelSat S 9033 14 Konan Technology. S 7555 14
Masterclock L21700 10

Interactive Effects S 4543 14 Kramer Electronics L13448 12
MATCO L12249 8

International Cellulose L16202 12 KROMA TELECOM L7137 8
Mathematical

International Datacasting S 8823 14 Ktech Telecom L23203 10
Technologies L 7209 8

International Electrotechnical

Commission L17101 12

KW/2 Lighting Products L22903 10
Matrox Electronic
Systems S 4427 14

Internet Provideo L14865 12
Matthews Studio

L

I nterra Digital Video
Equipment L11600
Maxell L8964

8

8L.T.M. Corp of America L11916 8

Technologies S 3047 14 L3 Satellite Networks S 8440 14
Maxtor S 2732 14

lo Industries L22906

Ipricot S 9924

Irdeto Access S 7623

IRTE L20163

ISAIA and Company L11958

ISIS Group L19269
ltelco L20141

10

14

14

10

8

10

10

LAIRD TELEMEDIA
Leader Instruments
LeBlanc Broadcast
Lectrosonics

Lee Filters

Leightronix
Leitch

L13818
L 6145

L 9122

L 3130

L 5351

L11965
L19511

12

8

8

6

8

8

10

Measurand S 4576

Medea S 4552

Media 100 L14418

Media Genix S 456
MediaLinks Co. L11780

MEDIATOUCH L 1916

14

14

12

14

8

6

I Vast S 4549 14 Lemo L11262 8 Medi-Rub Corp./

Izarra Publishing Group L 8478 8 Liberty Wire & Cable S10570 14 Holly International L11081 8

Lighthouse Digital Megatrax Production

J Systems L 2071 6 Music L12563 8

Lighthouse Technologies L 743 6 Merging Technologies L 2563 6
J.L. Fisher L10774 8

Jampro Antennas/ Lighthouse Technologies ... L14452 12 Meteorlogix L 9283 8

RF Systems L6127 8 Lightning Eliminators & Micro Communications/

JK Audio L 2552 6 Consultants L 7638 8 Rymsa L 9343 8

JL Cooper Electronics L12824 12 Lighttech Group S 2847 14 Microboards Technology L 2266 6

J -Lab L12500 8 Lightwave Audio Systems ... L 2446 6 MICRODOLLY

JLG Industries L12261 8 Lightwave HOLLYWOOD L11057 8

Joseph Electronics L12578 8 Communications L12817 12 Microspace Communications

Junger Audio Lightworks S 1247 14 Corporation S 9644 14

Studiotechnik GmbH L 2878

JVC Professional
Products Company L9729

6

8

Ligos Technology

Link Electronics
Link Research

L12815

L 9054

S 3068

12

8

14

Microwave Communications
Incorporated (MCI) L9343
Microwave Radio
Communications L6613

8

8
Listec Video .

Live Wave

Location Sound

Corporation
Location Update
Logic Innovations

L10646

S 4933

L 3232
L 9879

S 5140

8

14

6

8

14

Microwave Service

Corporation 121111

Midas L8437

Middle Atlantic Products S 1522
Miller Camera Support ... L18942
Miranda Technologies .... L10611

10

8

14

10

8

K

K2E L 8068

K5600 L 5256

Kagan World Media L13765

Kart -a -Bag S4411

8

8

12

14

Kathrein Logitek Electronic Systems L 2937 6 Mira -Vision L12326 8
Scala Division L 8668 8 Logus Microwave S 9019 14 Mirror Image
Kay Industries L 3001 6 Loral Skynet S 9044 14 Teleprompters L 6519 8
KD Kanopy L 3200 6 Lowel-Light L11419 8 Miteq/MCL L 1634 6
KDD R&D Laboratories S 6038 14 LPB L 2715 6 Miteq/MCL S 9622 14
KenCast S 9937 14 LSI Logic L13255 12 Mitsubishi Electric S 4049 14
Kenwood Communications S 7472 14 LTF Mobile Technologies .... L 1445 6 Mobilized Systems L 1223 6
Keystone Studio L15165 12 Modulation Sciences L 5210 8
Keywest Technology L11416 8 M Mohawk/CDT L12557 8
Killer Tracks L 6846 8 Mackie Designs L12855 12 Mole Richardson L 7237 8
Kings Electronics L9134 8 Mager Systems L 2030 6 Monal Systems L21435 10
Kino Flo L12518 8 Magic Teleprompting L11473 8 Monitor Media Age L13762 12
Kintronic Labs L 3274 6 MAGMA L12916 12 Monivision L15326 12
Kline Towers L 9049 8 Magnum Towers L 2331 6 Moseley Associates L 2505 6
Klotz Digital America L1942 6 Manhattan P-oduction Motion Analysis L15335 12

Music L 6424 8
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Motorola, Broadband Nucomm L6054 8 Pinnacle Systems L10623 8
Communications S5412 14 NVerzion L20600 10 Pioneer Electronics S3320 14
MSA Focus International ... L22418 10 Pioneer Magnetics L14448 12
MSE Media Solutions L19820 10 0 Pixel Instruments L20744 10
MSoft L13865 12 02 wireless Solutions, Pixel Power L19577 10
Multidyne Video & TWR Lighting div. L1924 6 Pixelmetrix Corporation L10643 8Fiber Optic Systems L5349 8 Octopus Newsroom PM I Audio Group L 2206 6Musashi L21215 10 System L8778 8 Porta Brace, K & H
MUSICAM L3205 6 Odetics Broadcast L9541 10 Products L12137 8Myat L4907 8 OMB L3222 6 Porta-Jib/Hollywood

Omneon Video General Machining S4024 14N Networks
Omnibus Systems
Omnimusic

Omnixmedia GmbH
On -Air Systems

Onan Corporation

L20402
L11423

L5850

L20822

S2937

L609

10

8

8

10

14

6

Post Magazine

Post -Op Video

Potomac Instruments
Premier Mounts
Prime Image
Prime LED

S 834

L15337

L2724

S 630
L12253

L2109

14

12

6

14

8
6

N Systems (NSI)

Nada-Chair

NADY Systems

Nagravision

Nagravision

L9500

S6037

L5435

L1950

S 3239

8

14

8

6

14

Nalpak L12508 8 OnePath Networks S9139 14 Princeton Video Image S4533 14National Semiconductor .... L19177 10 OPAMP Labs L11771 8 Prism Media Products L3123 6National Weather Service ... L 2673 6 Optelecom S1131 14 Prismo Graphics L12277 8Nationwide Tower Optibase S7223 14 Pristine Systems L3255 6Company L 6539 8 Optical Laser S6761 14 Pro Av Magazine L13230 12Nautel Maine L 2323 6 Opticomm S4833 14
Pro ConsultantNEC L 6439 8 Optimum Productions L19559 10
Informatique L13843 12NEC Technologies

Nelson Case
L14430

L14034

12

12
OPTIONS International
Opus 1

L5853

S954

8

14
Pro Cyc

Pro/Four Video Products
S3356

S 932

14

14Nemal Electronics L 5212 8 Orad Hi-Tec Systems S3944 14
Production Garden Music .. L19509 10NERA Orban L3305 6
Professional Label L 8509 8Telecommunications S10041 14 S3963 14
Professional SoundNetia

Network Electronics
Network Music

L 1932
L21715
L19847

6

10

10

Otari

Oxberry
L8430

S4911

8

14
Corporation
Promax Electronica

L 2857

S 9927
6

14

Network Music

Neutrik Montreal
S 6318

L 2167

14

6

ProMax Systems

Promicro Systems
L14048

S 6659

12

14
P

Pacific Radio L11764 8
Neutrik L 5838 8 PAG L11975 8 Promusic L 9574 8

New England Satellite PanAmSat S6021 14 Propagation Systems L 5246 8

Systems S 8833 14 Panasonic Broadcast L7214 8 Prophet Systems

New Skies Satellite S 9651 14 Pandora International Innovations L 2404 6

Newpoint Technologies S 8740 14 Limited L 5142 8 ProSource/BMI L11968 8

Nicom L3342 6 Paradise Datacom S9727 14 Proximity Corporation S 3066 14

Nippon Telegraph & Parker Vision L5503 8 PSSI S 8545 14

Telephone L13947 12 Patchamp L8809 8
0NKK Switches L15045 12 Pathfire L13653 12

QEI Corporation L 2914 6Non -Stop Music L5756 8 Peace Corps L13835 12

Noren Products
Norpak
Norris Whitney

L15043

S6615

12

14

Peak Communications
Peerless Industries
Penny & Giles Controls

S8444

S3509

L2334

14

14

6

QTV
Quantel
Quartz Electronics
Quest Research &

L11411
L8424

L20613

8

8

10

Communications L2332 6 Penta Laboratories L3444 6
Development L10481 8Norsat

Northern Technologies
Northrop Grumman
Electron Devices

S8155
L5253

L6256

14

8

8

Percon
PESA Switching
Systems
Peter Storer & Assoc.

S1357

L8449
L14447

14

8

12

Quickset International
Quintech Electronics&

Communications(QEC)

L 5307

S10044

8

14

Northrop Grumman Phasetek L1850 6 QuVIS L 9719 8

Electron Devices 59342 14 PHI Enterprises L9080 8
RNothing Real S4437 14 PHI Enterprises S4372 14

Novotronik

Novus Development
NPR Satellite Services(R)

S9041

L22419

... L2901

14

10

6

Philips Digital
Networks
Photoflex

S9051
L10768

14

8

Radamec Broadcast
Systems
Radiacion Y Microondas,

L12233 8

NStor Technologies
NStreams Technologies

S5037
S8776

14

14

Photron
Pilat Media Limited
Pineapple Technology

S5134
L4922

L3263

14

8

6

(Rymsa)

Radian Communications
Services

L 2135

L10253

6

8
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Radio Express L 2150

Radio Systems L 2143

Radio Waves L10783

Radyne ComStream S8020

Rapidtext L12014

RCI Custom Products L14428

RCS L2533

RCS L5303

RCS S6618

RDL Radio Design Labs L3327

Real Networks S6044

Rees Associates L6432

Re I iacast S7919

Research Concepts S 9141

RF Parts L3262

RF Technology L5834

RFS Broadcast L9337
RGB Spectrum L12859

Richland Towers L6108

Riedel Communications L9280

Riz Transmitters L2105

Rohde & Schwarz L5510
Rohn Industries L4915

Rorke Data L15112

Rose Electronics L15224

Ross Video Limited L11429
RTI-Research Technology
International L 7147

Rules Service Company L 1928

Russ Bassett S 3656

Rycote Microphone

Windshields L 2655

6

6

8

14

8

12

6

8

14

6

14

8

14

14

6

8

8

12

8

8

6

8

8

12

12

8

Scopus Network
Technologies S3927

Scott Studios L 3115

Scott Studios L 6135

Scottish Enterprise S 4265

Screen Service Italia L3162
Screen Subtitling

Systems L20012 10

SeaChange
International L19564

Seamount Technology L 9073

Sencore L20035

Sennheiser Electronic L 2923

Seratel Technology L 3368

SES Americom S 8127

SF Video L 8506

SGI {Silicon Graphics) S5418

Sharp Electronics S 2121

Shively Labs L 3004

Shook Mobile
Technology LP L 1215

Shotoku L 8372

Shure Incorporated L 4903

SierraAutomated
Systems & Eng. L 1722

Sierra Video Systems L 8937

SierraCom S 8834

8 Sigma Designs S 6958

6 Sigma Electronics L10649

14
Silicon Optix L 8409

Silicon Valley Power

Amplifiers L 3209 6

SintecMedia L13425 12

SkyStream Networks S 5433 14

Smarts Broadcast
Systems . L 2951 6

SMI Promotional Apparel S 6030 14

SMPTE L 9132 8

SMPTE S 4610 14

Snell & Wilcox L9637 8

Softel S 6349 14

SoftNI Corporation L 9963 8

Solid State Logic L 2731 6

Solutions Custom

6 Furnishings S 2860 14

12 Sonic Desktop Software L13132 12

Sonic Solutions S 7233 14

Sonifex L 2466 6

Sony Electronics L1E207 10

Sony Electronics L515 6

Sorenson Media L14465 12

SOS Global Express L 8406 8

Sound Devices L 3355 6

Sound Ideas L 5040 8

Sound Ideas S 6027 14

Soundcraft L 3127 6

Spacecom S 8819 14

SpaceCom Systems S 9648 14

SpectraSite
Broadcast Group L6841

Spider Support Systems L12043 8

6

S

S.W.R.

Sabre Communications
Sachtler
Saco SmartVision
SADIE

Sails Labs
Sam Woo Electronics
Samy's Camera
San Lab Systems
San ken Microphones /

A.I.D. L 2131

Sanyo Fisher L14745

Satellite Engineering
Group S 9629

Satnews Publishers S 9442

Satvision Technology Intl S 1527

SAV Systemes Audiofrequence
Videonique L 6556

Savannah College of Art &

Design S 491C

ScheduAll by VizuAll S 6032

Schneider Optics L 9041

Schoeps L 2262

Scientific-Atlanta S4522
SCM Micro Systems S9963

L4920

L5035
L7140
S4563

L 1863

L14945

S 6029

L12113

L 6239

8

8

8
14

6

12

14

8

8

14

14

14

8

14

14

8

6

14

14

Color indicates advertiser.

Sprague Magnetics L19240 10

14 SSPA Microwave S 9968 14

6 St.3.com S7363 14

8 Staco Energy
14 Products Company L12061 8

6 STAGETEC GmbH L 2771 6

Standard
Communications S8133 14

Stanton Video Services ... L 9568 8

10 Star One S 8437 14

8 Stardrive Solutions L 9363 8

10 StorageTek L16512 12

6 Storcase Tech L13148 12

6 Storeel Corporation L 6112 8

14 Stradis S 5040 14

8 Streaming21 S 7258 14

14 Studer L 2542 6

14 Studio Network Solutions L12912 12

6 Studio Technologies L 2827 6

Sun Microsystems S 5555
6 Sun Up Digital Systems S 5132
8 Sundarice Digital L19958
8 Superior Broadcast

Products L11670 8

6 Superior Electric L 3215 6

8 Superior Electric L10620 8

14 Sure Snot Transmissions S 8733 14

14 Switchcraft L5649 8

8 Symetrix L2444 6

8 Synelec L13437 12

SyntheSys Research S3024 14

Syntrillum Software L2969 6

Systems Wireless L9723 8

Systems Wireless L20008 10

14

14

10

T

TAI AUDIO S2823

Tally Display Corp. (TDC) L9268

Tamura L2204

TANDBERG Television L1409
TANDBERG Television S4555

Tannoy/TGI North

America L 2055 6

TASCAM L2630 6

TBC Consoles L19146 10

TC Electronic L3343 6

Team Patriot S9337 14

Techflex L11366 8

Technical Animations

& Video S 5001 14

Tech ni-Tool L11752 8

Technology Exchange L15342 12

Technosystem Digital

Network L19164 10

TEDIAL L12822 12

Tekskil Industries L12011 8

Tektronix L 8411 8

Tela Viva L18046 12

Tel eCast L 9504 8

8 Telecast Fiber Systems L18859 10

14

8

6

6
14
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Teledyne Electronic

* See Pesa at Booth #L8449, page 9
* See Thomson at Booth #L19524, page 10

Vitec Multimedia S 6127 14U

Technologies S 9627 14 U.S. Geological Survey L16810 12 vizrt S2827 14

Teleglobe Communications S 8419 14 UDCast S9656 14 V -SOFT Communications ... L 2051 6
Telemetrics L9853 8 Ultimatte S3914 14

Telesat S10051 14 Uni.com L 2801 6 w
Telescript L 8908 8 Unibrain S 6129 14 W.B. Walton Enterprises .... S 9972 14

Telestream 120658 10 UNIMAR L 3321 6 Wacom Technology L14942 12

Teleview S 5765 14 Uni-Set L 7447 8 Wagner Media L14944 12

Television Engineering United Entertainment Ward -Beck Systems L 2815 6

Corporation L12545 8 Media 1_20741 10 Wavecom Electronics S 3359 14

Television Systems. L23011 10 United Entertainment Waves S 7821 14

Telex Communications .... L8437 8 Media S 2738 14 Weather Central L10172 8
Telos Systems 12251 6 United States Broadcast L 1529 6 Weather Metrics L10581 8

Te nte I Corp L9877 8 United States Broadcast . . L12504 8 WeatherOne as L12926 12

Teracom Components L1714 6 US Jaclean L13834 12 Wegener Communications S 3508 14
Teranex L5847 8 Utah Scientific L12524 8 Wenger Corporation L13433 12
TerraSonde L2103 6 Utility Tower Company L 2736 6 Westcott
TFT 12205 6 (F.J. Westcott Co.) L11677 8
Thales Broadcast & V Westlake Electronic
Multimedia L8700 8 Valcom Limited L2129 6 Supply L 9977 8
Thales Components L10653 8 Valentino Production Weston Antennas S10048 14
Thales Components S9037 14 Music Library L 5310 8 Wheatstone Corporation . L2515 6
Thales/Angenieux L 9332 8 Varizoom Lens Control S 2638 14 Whirlwind L11616 8
The Electronic Farm S5123 14 VBrick Systems S 6369 14 WhisperRoom L19557 10
The Screen Works L12373 8 VCI (Video Communications)L 9277 8 Wicks Broadcast Solutions . L 2315 6
Theatre Service & Supply .... L8709 8 Veetronix. L 5135 8 Will -Burt L12516 8
Thermodyne International . L11649 8 VEIL Interactive Williams Communications . S 6012 14
This Town 120710 10 Technologies S 3660 14 Wind River S 6063 14

L19524 10 VELA L13729 12 Winemiller
Tieline America L3323 6 Verestar S 8137 14 Communications L 1051 6
Tiffen Company L9557 8 Veriad L 5100 8 Winsted L19520 10
TiltRac L5831 8 vertigoXmedia S 1254 14 Wireworks Corporation L 4835 8
Toner Cable Equipment..... S 9722 14 ViaCast Networks S 6644 14 Wohler Technologies L11257 8
Tools for Stagecraft L12437 8 ViACCESS S 3363 14 Wold International S 9946 14
Torpey Controls L 9962 8 Vicon Motion Systems S 5127 14 Wolf Coach L11604 8
Toshiba Corporation L18749 10 VidCAD Documentation Wolfvision L12922 12
Total Training S6759 14 Programs L 9868 8 World Tower Company L 3068 6
Tote Vision L7866 8 Video Accessory World Video Group L 5000 8
Tower Solutions L1429 6 Corporation L12902 12 WSI Corporation L 9058 8
Transcendent Video Helper L19560 10
Technologies S 9948 14 Video Helper S 930 14 X
TransVideo S2243 14 Video International Xantic S 9633 14
Trenton Technology L16806 12 Development L19055 10 Xicom Technology S 8747 14
Trew Audio L1708 6 Video Products Group S 3063 14 XOrbit Software L12852 12
TRF Production Music Video Robotics L 6422 8 X -Winds S 9768 14
Libraries L 5249 8 VideoBank S 6915 14 Xytech Systems S 5158 14
Trilogy Broadcast L18769 10 Video frame L20377 10
Trilogy Broadcast 120818 10 Videomagnetics L19238 10
Triple Crown Products L3442 6 Videoquip Research YEM L19869 10
Triveni Digital L187641 10 Limited L 2663 6 York Publishing L10281 8
Trompeter Electronics L6731 8 Videotek L10631 8
TRON-Tek L5353 8 Videssence L11980 8 Z
TrueSAN Networks S 6275 14 VidiPax S 5010 14 Z Microsystems S 7820 14
TV & Video.com 123003 10 Vinten L10637 8 Z Technology 122911 10
TVV Graphics L12925 12 Virage S 7863 14 Zandar Technologies L 8674 8
TWM Media S 2729 14 Visiowave S 7260 14 Zaxcom L 9052 8
TXT e -solutions L13130 12 Vista Control Systems L13358 12 Zenith Electronics L12141 8

Vistek Electronics L 8832 8

Visual Circuits Corporation L12837 12

Visual Matrix 120002 10
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Automation Systems Are Not Created Equal

A Little Perk
that ships with

Every System
You have enough to worry about these days without

letting miscues, make -goods, down time, or opera-

tor errors disrupt your revenue stream.

As a pioneer in station automation, we've seen

it all. That's why we build the most stable, high

performance, real-time automation solutions in the

industry. For a start, we don't use a general-purpose

operating system that tries to be everything to

everyone. Instead we use a robust, deterministic OS

that knows a playout commaid when it sees one-

making it a top priority for ycur business.

So when it comes to keeping your operation

profitable, turn to the company that adds a great

deal to the process-peace cf mind.

THOMSON Automation. Real time. All the time.

Thomson takes the worry out of brc

automation. With high-performance sy

and on -going support, you're assured of

event happening when it's supposed to.

MUU

MEDIA
i:H( IA( ACAST SOLUTIONS

Thomson multimedia Broadcast Solutions
2255 N. Ontario Street, Suite 150, Burbank, CA 91504
Tel: 1-800-962-4287 Fax: 1-818-729-7710 e-mail: broadcast-infoOthmulti.com
For more information and your nearest =dad. please visit our website: www.thomsonbroadcast.com
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CINE/HD CAMERA STABILIZING
SYSTEM
Sachtler Artemis:

Offers an improved sled with a +/-90-degree rotation of
the battery mount to allow fast and precise counterbal-
ancing; features reduced weight of the spring arm and an
optimized fit of the vest.

516-867-4900; fax: 516-623-6844; www.sachtler.com
Booth: L7140

TRIPOD SERIES
Miller Fluid Heads Sprinter:

Features include dual, side -action
Sprint-Loks, fully variable mid -level
spreader, rapid set-up transport clips,
sprint -grip carry handle and reinforced
100 mm bowl.
973-857-8300; fax: 973-857-8188; wwwmillercom

Booth: L18942

ON -BOARD BRICK
BATTERY
Frezzi Energy Systems BP-14MH:

At 130 watt hours it provides 30 per-
cent more runtime than the closest com-
petitor; can handle the higher power re-
quirements demanded by today's ENG
crews; Frezzi's advanced Energy Gage is
available on all BP-14MH batteries.
973-427-1160; fax: 973-427-0934; wwwIrezzi.com

Booth: L20004

3-CCD INTERLACED -
SCAN CAMERA
Hitachi Denshi America HV-D30:

Compact, high -resolution camera that
features robust signal-to-noise ratio, so-
phisticated color correction and high-per-
formance DSP; features a third -generation
DSP with 12 -bit analog to digital (A/D)
converter; outputs 30 frames per second
and offers multi -step electronic shutter.
516-921-7200; fax: 516-496-3718; www.hdal.com

Booth: L6603

CAMERA ROBOTICS
CONTROL PANEL
Telemetrics CP-D-3A:

Features a modular design that can be
expanded and upgraded easily; basic
panel includes a 3 -axis joystick for pan,
tilt and zoom functions; options include
camera ROP control, iris master black
control, and a rocker switch for variable
speed control of the Televator Elevating
Pedestal or camera track left and right.

201-848-9818; fax 201-848-9819
www.telemetricsinc.com

Booth: L9853

CAMCORDER
JVC Professional Products Streamcorder:

Internet capable professional broadcast camera; dual-
purpose camcorder features an optical image stabilizer and
zoom through a wide-angle adapter; manually controllable
with a 14:1 power zoom lens.

973-317-5000; fax: 973-317-5030; www.jvc.com/pro
Booth: L9729

Channels?
Same Space - Same Operators
The New Challenge in Master Control
Legacy products don't CL: it, with big pa -let and high cost. Stackirg
keyers isn't the answer either - you risk compromising crtcal areas Ike
redundaicy and serviceability
You need a scalable Master Control systerr designed from Scratch fc r
flexible multi -channel work.

Quartz answers your needs with the QIVC:
 Wide range of modular panels
 Full function panel with optional lever arm
 Any mix of dedicated and delegated panels
 Any mix of HD and SD charnes
 Optional internal 10 bit DYE
 Interfaces wr...h leading aJto-nation systems

Learn what MAC can do for ycu by checkinc omit
www.quartzus.com/qmc or see us at NAB: Booth *L20613

Routing and Master Control
883.638. 3745 - infottquartme.carro

MARCH 2002 broadcastengineering.com 129
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BATTERY SYSTEM
IDX Technologies Endura:

Allows two E-50 direct mount batteries to be stacked to-
gether on a camera back; fits directly onto new cameras
that have the wedge style V -Mount already built in; uses
the Lithium Ion technology

310-891-2800; fax 310-891-3600; www.idxtek.com
Booth: L11349

TELIE ZOOM
LENS
Thales Angenieux
ENG Tele 26x7.8
AlF.HR:

Combines the widest
angle F7.8 mm to a 26x
zoom ratio; focal range

covers most applications from F7.8 mm to F203 mm, reach-
ing F406 mm with the built-in range extender; features
fast aperture of f/1.8.

+04 77 90 78 00; fax +04 77 90 78 01; www.angenieux.com
Booth: L9332

MINI-DV CAMCORDER
Panasonic AG-DVX100:

Captures cinema -style, 24 -frame progressive scanned im-
ages; equipped with three 1/3 -inch progressive scan CCDs;
offers a high sensitivity of F11 at 2000 lux.

800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Booth: L7214

CHARGER
PAG Quasar:

Compact 2 -channel charger and
battery management system; in-
corporates a 40W camera supply;
available with either PAGIok con -

lectors or Snap-On compatible
nnectors; detects cell chemistry,

state of charge, capacity and condition.
818-760-8285; fax 818-760-8805; www.pagusa.com

Booth: L11975
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Video, Audio and GPI Signal Interfaces

YTECS' Enterprise Monitoring Software

VF200T" Modular Signal Interface Solution

YNODETM Zero -Rack -Unit, Spot Signal Monitoring

0/100 LAN/WAN Based, Including SNMP

Third Party Equipment Interfaces

flexible Configuration

Event Logging

Videorra-ne, Inc. P.O. Box 1991, Grass Valley, CA 95945
Tel: 530-477-2000 www.videoframesystems.com

1 30 broadcastengineering.com
See us at NAB, Booth # L20377
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ENERGY STAR
PARTNER

Aun

.3101 Cof pordfion

so 9001

Everyone is switching to the L-864 flashing red beacon from Dialight, the best choice
for marking obstacles that present hazards to aircraft. The extremely long life of
Dialight's state-of-the-art, high -flux LED technology significantly reduces annual
maintenance due to longer intervals between changes. And the system is backed

by a five-year warranty. The light is designed to easily retrofit into existing
incandescent systems but consumes 90% less energy.

When combined with Dialight's L-810 side lights, it provides a complete LED
solution. As a solid-state device, it is resistant to shock and vibration and creates

no measurable EMI or RFI. The unique design also assures optimum performance
while minimizing ground -lighting effect. The L-864 beacon is ETL-certified to FAA specifications

and also meets Transport Canada and ICAO Annex 14 standards.

Don't wait another night, call 1-800-835-2870, ext. 73;
fax: 1-800-327-4146; or visit www.dialight.com today.

Dialight
©2002 Dialight Corporation. All rights reserved. ENERGY STAR and the ENERGY STARcertification

mark are registered U.S. marks.

a Roxboro Group company
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CHARGER
PAG L75 Li -Ion Time
Battery:

Displays equipment run-
time; choose between an ex-
tended cycle life or extended
capacity when charged; in-

corporates a sophisticated three -level electronic protection
system; display predicts remaining run-time.

818-760-8285; fax: 818-760-8805; wwwpagusa.com
Booth: L11975

DIGITAL CAMERA
Ikegami Electronics HL-45A/45W:

Cutting -edge, high-performance digital camera with new -
generation ASICs that support reductions incamera size, weight
and power consumption; connects with existing TA/BS-OCP-
40 and TA/BS/OCP-45 for wideband triax operation.

201-368-9171; fax 201-569-1626; www.ikegami.com
Booth: L9711

HD LENS
Thales Angenieux OPTIMO 12x9.7:

The high -definition version of the OPTIMO 35 mm lens;
features an HD adapter and the Cine 11.5x5.3 HD lens.

+04 77 90 78 00; fax +04 77 90 78 01; www.angenieux.com
Booth: L9332

TOWER CAMERA
TRON-Tek TOWER CAM:

Designed as a cost-effective alternative to airborne video
systems; features a 1/2 -inch color video camera and a 1 -
inch format 16 to 160 mm lens; yields an overall zoom
capacity of 32 to 320 mm; downlinked to the studio via S -

band video link.
918-663-4877; 918-664-0309; wwwtron-tek.com

Booth: L5353

CAMERA INTERCONNECTION
SYSTEM
LEMO USA 3K.93C:
Hybrid fiber optic HDTV camera interconnection sys-

tem that, by using fiber optics, allows transmission over
longer distances and at higher levels of definition; has a
compact design with two single -mode fiber contacts, two
power contacts and two signal contacts.

707-578-8811; fax 707-578-0869; www.lemousa.com
Booth: L11262

Cables bite.

PLEASE VISIT US AT NAB - BOOTH 4912

Wouldn't it be great to

of running cables to y.
Well now you can. Carry-

portable transmission mod
installed in a backpack or on the back of a vid:

flexibility to transmit the most powerful digi

signal available. All without cables. This makes

up-to-the-minute news and sports action. It

broadcast the cross-country torch ceremony

Olympics. Plus, t is easily installed on helicopt

cycles or used in a wireless studio environme

To find out more about how Carry -Coder can

enhance your news reporting capabilities,
visit us at booth 4912 at the NAB show, go to
our web site at www.bms-inc.com, or call us

at 1-800-669-9667 and discover the future of
wireless video.

BMS
YYYYVYWWW

Broadcast
Microwave
Services, Inc.

12367 Crosthwaite Circle #10 I Poway, CA 92064
Phone 1-800-669-9E67 or 1-858-391-3050
Web: www.bms-inc.com

liminate the hassle

ur video cameras?

oder, is a wireless,

le which can be
o camera. It has the

al audio and video

it ideal for capturing

was even used to
of the 2002 Winter

rs, cars and motor -

t.
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21X

22X

26X

33X

36X

WITH ANGENIEUX TELE LENSES.

Now you can get closer to the action than ever before. With 40X and

26X High Resolution Series Tele Lenses. They deliver more zoom than

any tele field lenses in the industry. And deliver more of the performance,

reliability and features that are quickly making Angenieux the choice for

high performance lenses.

Angenieux's 40 X 11 Extreme Tele Zoom is the EFP

lens the industry has longed for Its lightweight
design is packed with Angenieux performance. Plus

a big 40X focal range. And the 26 X78 HR Series Tele

Lens brings every shot into range witif all the
features yola want - less the weight.

Angenieux FIR Series Tele Lenses feature more of the optical performance

that Angenieux is renown for around the world. With precision crafted

glass and advanced electron beam coatings for the highest levels of
performance and clarity. And minimal flare and ghosting to produce
vivid images with enhanced contrast and highly accurate color reproduction.

Angenieux's HR Series Tele Lenses also offer more of the reliability you've

come to expect from Angenieux. Their high quality construction assures

consistent operation on the road day after day. Its hard to believe such

precision crafted lenses could be so tough.

Get more zoom - performance,
reliability and features - with
Angenieux HR Series Tele Lenses. More

or less, only you can make the decision.

For more information
call 973-812-3858,

e-mail angenieux@tccus.com, or
visit our web site at
www.angenieux.com.

anggnieux
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CHARGER
Anton/Bauer Titan Twin:

Companion to the Titan 70 camera/
power supply; maintains input range of
90-250 VAC 50/60 Hz; allows charging
of two batteries at once; chemistry in-
dependent; provides a charge routine
specifically designed for the battery.

203-929-1100; fax: 203-929-9935; www.antonbauer.com
Booth: L7203, L19507

LENSES
Canon HD -EC:
Prime and zoom lenses featuring advanced focus rota-

tion angle and improved markings; share a uniformed
design concept to achieve a consistent "Canon look," color
temperature and minimized focus breathing.

800-321-4388; wwwcanonbroadcast am,
Booth: L10600

TRIPOD
Bogen Photo Manfrotto 540ART Road
Runner:

Composed of carbon fiber tubes to support
ENG cameras weighing up to 33 lbs; features
an integrated automatic mid -level spreader
mechanism for quick setup and a
multisurface system for all -terrain stability;
100 mm bowl and 75 mm bolt -on adapter to
accommodate all popular video heads.
201-818-9500; fax: 201-818-9177; www.bogenphoto.com

Booth: L10144

ADAPTER
Aspen Electronics XL -7:

Control module for adapt-
ing 14.4 V batteries to sup-
ply Canon 7.2 V cameras
and 12 V lights simultaneously; can
be used with the XL bracket for me-
chanical stabilization for lightweight
Canon cameras.

714-379-2515; fax: 714-379-2517; wwwaspenelectronics.com
Booth: L9726

MPEG IMX CAMCORDER
Sony Electronics MSW-900:

Features a MPEG-I Frame structure at a bit rate of 50
Mbits/s and Power HAD; offers a high signal-to-noise ra-
tio and high sensitivity for low -light levels; includes 12 -bit
A/D and advanced digital signal processing technology.

201-930-1000; fax: 201-930-4752; www.sony.com/professional
Booth: L18207, L515

Graphics
CG/GRAPHIC SOFTWARE
Broadcast Software Solutions CGXPress:
Character generation and graphics for 32 -bit digital

pcCodi; features a drag -and -drop interface; EAS, TV rat-
ings and easy display of logos; available as software -only
or turnkey systems.

800-273-4033; fax: 770-978-1717; www.broadcastsoftware.tv
. Booth: L6423

VERSADESK
adds mobility to your editing rowsi,

This versatile three-piece multimedia desk from Winsted includes two rack cabinets. All components are
on casters so you can spread out or condense your workspace according to your changing needs.

To learn more:

www.winsted.com
r Call Toll -Free

800-447-2257 Ulinsted

134 broadcastengineering.com MARCH 2002



Frame synchronization is only a drop
in the bucket of everything we do.

[ NEW HANABI OU32

To fill that bucket with excitement, we are introducing six new versions of the popular HD and SD HANABI SWITCHER/DVE at

NAB 2002. Three versions of the standard definition Hanabi switchers will have a choice of 16 SD, 24 SD, and 28 SD inputs with four

still stores each and an additional three high definition versions 16 HD, 24 HD AND 28 HD inputs with four still stores each.

And for those of you who only know us for our frame synchronization - we happen to produce the most sophisticated and affordable

VIRTUAL STUDIO in the market - as well as industry leading color correctors,

F RS'switchers, graphics cards, signal processors, video mixers, and tape -less recorders,

just to mention a few.

To see how else we are making a splash, stop by booth #L10019 at NAB 2002

and check out our website at www.for-a.com.
INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO
and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

USA/FOR-A Corporation of America: 2400 N.E. Waldo Road, Gainesville, FL 32609, USA Tel: +1 352-371-1505 Fax: +1 352-378-5320

CANADA/FOR-A Corporation of Canada: 425 Queen St. W. #210, Toronto, Ontario M5V 2A5, Canada Tel: +1 416-977-0343 Fax: +1 416-977-0657



SOFTWARE
Inscriber Technology RT-FX:

Delivers real-time animation and 3D effects with the inno-

arketplace

vative ability to combine streams of dynamic data with video
and graphics; live broadcast productions such as sporting
events or election coverage can produce stunning graphics
while integrating statistics or other newswire information.

519-570-9111; fax: 519-570-9140; www.inscriber.com
Booth: S3937

DIGITAL PLAYBACK SYSTEM
5D Commander:

Post -production tool for preview, capture and playback;
originally designed for playback of digital dailies; works
with all formats from uncompressed SD to full -aperture
2K material in real time.

+44 20 7620 4800; fax: +44 20 7620 4815; wwwfive-d.com
Booth: S3908

PCI CARDS
Bluefish444 10 -bit uncompressed PCI cards:

PCI cards available in 10 -bit SD and HD uncompressed SDI
I/O and output -only forms for Wmdows; used with applica-
tions such as Adobe Photoshop and Discreet's Combustion.

+03 9682 9136; fax +03 9682 9466; www,bluefish444,com
Booth: L15352

7anriar
TECHNOLOGIES

THINK MULTIVIEWER,
THINK ZANDAR

Zanclar offer a wide range of proven MultiViewer solutions, with
numerous input formats, output display resolutions, and control options.

Think Zondar for:
 Command & Control
 Master Control Rooms
 Broadcast multi -video

& audio monitoring

-

PET

11 0 I 4.17

TrioTech House, Abbey Road,
Deansgrange Co Dublin, Ireland.
TeL +353 1 280 8945
Fax: +353 1 280 8956
E-mail: sales@zandar.com

 AV Presentations
 Video-conferencing

Mosaic & Interactive Channels
 Security & Surveillance

-1:11111r- Arr:
at,prtil-

USA:
1970 E. Osceola Parkway, No
Kissimmee, Ft. 34743, USA.
Tel. 321 939 0457
Fax: 321 939 0458
E-mail: advancedms@msn corn

www.zandar.com

330,

WORKSTATION
SGI (Silicon Graphics) Fuel Visual Workstation:

Includes an MIPS R14000A proresor, a VPro 3-D graphics
system and a high -bandwidth design; features 48 -bit RGBA;
fuel supports up to 4 MB of cache and up to 4 GB of memory.

800-800-7441; www.sgi.com
Booth: 55418

LOGO GENERATOR
Miranda Technologies DLG series:

Configured as a basic logo inserter; gradually expands to
include EAS insertion, input switching, AB mixing, still
store, text insertion, audio storage and insertion, automa-
tion control and full master control panel capability.

514-333-1772; fax 514-333-9828; www.miranda.com
Booth: L10611

VISUAL EFFECTS SYSTEMS
SOFTWARE
Discreet combustion 2:
The latest version of Discreet's unified paint, animation

and 3D composing software application for motion graphic
designers, animators and visual effects artists; resolution-

independent, vector paint, animation and compositing
solution for multiformat work from the Web to video and
HDTV to feature film.

415-547-2457; fax 415-547-2222; www.discreet.com
Booth: S4409

GRAPHICS SYSTEMS
Chyron Aprisa four -channel 200SX:
Four -channel system with new SX graphics replay op-

tion; users can play back stills, text rolls, text crawls and
animated flipbooks over a clip with audio and key.
631-845-2000; fax: 631-845-3888; www.chyron.com

Booth: L12200
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Confused? Don't be ....
take a look at our latest selection of
multi -format test and measurement produc
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LCD Scapa

Curran

With all the current video standards and formats being used in the production environment today, its

good to know you can count on our latest groundbreaking test and measurement solutions.

We have the widest selection of multi -format capable devices available, with optional and selectable

functionality to suite your requirements.

We can also guarantee you'll have no CRT problems, no service contract, no heavy service bills and no

heat dissipation problems....

We cover: HDSDI, SDI, Component, Composite, YC and Firewire. Embedded, AES.EBU and analog

audio, and the list just keeps on growing....

So whether you want something easy to operate, or more engineering based, you can trust Hamlet to

provide the solution to your problem.

from the innovators of superior products at sensible prices

New Superior Test and Measurement Products at Sensible Prices
Hamlet Video International US Sales Office, PO Box 6530, Malibu, CA 90264.
Tel: 1-310-457-0881. Fax 1-310-457-4494. Toll Free: 1 -866 -4 -hamlet
Web site www.hamlet.us.com Email sales@hamlet.us.com

HAMLET
EXCELLENCE IN VISION
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Intercoms

INTERCOM
STATIONS
Clear -Corn i-Stations:

1RU stations for Ma-
trix Plus digital inter-
com systems; series of 35
stations featuring differ-
ent combinations of dis-
play and non -display

key modules, level -control modules, keypad modules and
auxiliary input modules.

510-496-6624; fax 510-496-6699; www.clearcom.com
Booth: L8463

WIRELESS INTERCOM
Telex Communications BTR800:

Features two intercom channels, stage announce with
relay closure, wireless talkaround, 1440 frequencies and
all metal beltpacks.

952-884-4051; 952-884-0043; www.telex.com
Booth: L8437

INTERCOM SYSTEM
Drake Electronics 4000 Series II:

Available in three frame sizes; all matrices have been de-
signed to share the same core functionality, software, range
of control panels and accessories; features include CD -
quality audio; crosspoint, processor and PSU redundancy,
and interfacing to ISDN and digital networks.

+44 1727 871200; fax +44 1707 371266; www.drake-uk.com
Booth: L12565

Lighting

LED TOWER BEACON
Dialight LED tower beacon:
Designed to be resistant to lightning strikes and other

static surges; guaranteed to meet current FCC light out-
put specifications for five years; protection against electri-
cal surges and voltage spikes exceeding 250 volts.

732-919-3119; fax 732-751-5778; www.dialight.com
Booth: L1515

Microwave, fiber optic,
telco

SDI/HDTV MULTIPLEXER
Telecast Fiber Systems Plus4:

Transports four channels of serial digital video on a single
optical fiber; handles all standard digital formats from 19.4
Mbits/s up to uncompressed HDTV at 1.5 Gits/s; applica-
tions include connections in and between production and
post -production facilities, and SDTV/HDTV traffic be-
tween metropolitan switching centers.

508-754-4858; fax 508-752-1520; www.telecast-fiber.com
Booth: L18859

2 -ANTENNA TRUE DIVERSITY
RECEIVER
Avalon RF DX502/DX602:

Intended for low -weight mobile applications; the DX502
tuning frequency range is from 900 to 999MHz in steps of
1MHz; the DX602 tuning frequency range is from 2350 to
2483MHz in steps of 1Mhz; broadcasts quality FM video
signals and two FM modulated audio sub -carriers; pow-
ered by an external battery or AC adapter.

619-401-1969; fax 619-401-1971; www.avalonrkom
Booth: 51528

WIRELESS CAMERA
D-ENG SOLUTION
TANDBERG Television Voy-
ager Lite:
Designed for wireless cameras;

incorporates high -quality video
encoding with an integrated
DVB-T modulator/upconverter
providing 2.4 GHz RF output; fits
in a small pack and is carried on
the cameraman's back

+47 6711 6200; fax +47 6711 6201; www.tandbergtv.com
Booth: S4555

MPEG-2 'INTERFACE DTV
CONVERTER
Nucomm GA -Link series:

Converts between SMPTE-ASI, DVB-ASI, DS3-G703 and
Serial 9 D -F; parallel and serial formats include ECL, TTL
and LVDS; features rate conversion and a multiplexer/
demultiplexer.

908-852-3700; fax 908-813-0399; www.nucomm.com
Booth: L6054

1 38 broadcastengineering.com MARCH 2002
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Step up to Data tek

ti

The Datatek D-2800 Router
reflects the experience of

..... ........ ..

For additional information:
Datatek Corporation

1121 Bristol Road,
Mountainside, NJ 07092

Tel: 908-654-8100  800-882-9'00
Fax: 908-232-6381

Datatek's 30 years in the design

nd manufacture of broadcast -

quality rouiinc switchers.

With a large number of
systems in use worldwide, the

D-2800 is avalable for:

Serial Digital Video

Synchronous Digital Audio

Asynchronous Digital Audio

Analog Video

Stereo Analog Audio with mode
sw tching

RS -422 Bi-Cire:tional Data

Tirre Code

11111

DATATE
CORP

NAB Booth fl L6727
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CONNECTORS
Kings Electronics Fibre -Cam Tri-Loc 7760 series:

Reduces assembly time and guarantees reliable strain re-
lief, connectors/cable assemblies can be modified or re-
paired in the field; assures reliable performance over the
lifetime of the product.

803-909-5048; 803-909-5092; www.kingselectronics.com
Booth: L9134

WIRELESS CAMERA MODULE
Broadcast Microwave Services Carry -Coder:

Module provides wireless digital transmission of audio and
video signals; can be installed in a backpack or plugged directly
into the back of most professional video cameras; also available
in a package for helicopter applications.

800-669-9667; fax 858-391-3049
www.bms-inc.com

Booth: L4912

MEDIA CONVERTER
Multidyne E-FMX-150:

Supports full auto -negotiation for twisted pair and fiber
optic media; operates at 1300/1550 nm wavelength over
one single -mode fiber optic cable; supports up to 25 km
and up to 50 km distances with two models.

800-4TV-Test; fax 516-671-3362; www.multidyne.tv
Booth: L5349

PORTABLE
MICROWAVE RADIO
Microwave Radio Communications
STRATA:

User -configurable and remote con-
trollable; incorporates a modular de-
sign for a high degree of flexibility;
designed for analog portable and out-
side broadcasting applications.

978-671-5700; fax: 978-671-5800; www.mrcbroadcast.com
Booth L6613

FIBER OPTIC TRANSMISSION
SYSTEM
Communications Specialties Pure Digital Fiberlink
3440 series:

Transmission of video and four channels of audio over
one fiber; compatible with NTSC, PAL or SECAM stan-
dards; available in single -mode or multimode version.

631-273-0404; www.commspecial.com
Booth: L14424

Portable Media Communications
Nera World Communicator

111ER,3
enabling a wireless future

Personal Communications
"Connecting you to the world"

111IMARSAT

The Nera World Communicator is a portable
64Kbps/ISDN compatible satellite data modem
enabling remote:

 LAN
 Internet and Intranet access
 E -Mail
 Live Video
 Store -and -Forward Video
 High Quality Audio Broadcast
 Transfer Large Files

from anywhere on the globe. For even faster
transmission speed, dual -optional software
allows transmissions at 128Kbps, using two
terminals.

GMPCS Personal Communications, Inc.
1923 NW 40th Court, Pompano Beach, FL 33064, USA
P:+1-954-973-310.0 F:+1-954-973-4800 In US: 888-664-6727
Shop On -Line  wwW. m  CS-us.com sit us at NAB Booth#S9944
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What Could Possibly Go Wrong
With Your Digital Conversion?

Plenty.

When you convert to digital, it means rew equipment, new technology, and new requirements.

The last thing you want to worry about is whether your cable can do the job. Tiat's where we

come in. Whether your system is 27oMbs 54oMbs, or full-th-ottle HDTV, Belden has the precision

audio and video cable products you nead...and the high performance data cables to put everything
together. After all, when downtime means dead air, you can't afford to ch3ose less than the best.

From major broadcast installations to cable television netwo-ks to the most prestigious sports,

entertainment, and news venues in the world, Belden is the choice for dependEble audio, video,

and data cable solutions. To find out more about how we can help you, conta:t Belden

at 1-800-BELDEN-4 and ask for the Digital Studio Guide, or visit us at www.belien.com.

Belden
1-800-BELDEN-4
www.belden.com

Performance Delivers The FLture-



The uncomplicated
Central Casting

solution
SIGNAL FORMATS

NTSC
PAL
SDI
DVB-ASI
SDTi
SMPTE 310M
HDTV
M2S (Divicom)
Analog Audio
AES/EBU
Control:
RS -422 and GPI
Datacom:
Ethernet 10/100 BaseT
Gigabit Ethernet
SONET/SDH:
E4
OC3c (STM-1)
0C12c (STM-4)
OC48c (STM-16)

Flashlink'

The fiber
company that

takes video
seriously

We give you
the world's
most modern
and compre-
hensive range
of fiber
optical trans-
port products.

Call:

1-866-928-4433

arketplace
DIGITAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
Opticomm FDV-38000:

A 10 -bit modulated, LED or laser -based NTSC-, PAL- and SECAM-com-
patible video multiplexer; combine either simplex or duplex audio 24 -bit
and data; features multimode or single -mode operation over one fiber and
true DC restoration.

858-450-0143; fax 858-450-0155; www.opticomm.com
Booth: S4833

OPTICAL TRANSPORT PLATFORM
Network Electronics Flashlink:

Transports up to 40 channels of uncompressed SDI, HD -SDI, SDH/SONET
and GigE over a single fiber; converts analog and digital video and audio as
well as data from an electrical signal to an optical wavelength, including
audio embedding and de -embedding.

+47 33 48 99 99; far +47 33 48 99 99; www.network-electronics.com
Booth: L21715

New media, streaming
products
MPEG-2 ENCODER
Standard Communications L1000:
Features encoding delay of less than 100

msec in either 4:2:2 or 4:2:0 formats; dissi-
pates less than 20W of power on AC or bat-
tery operation; switchable between DVB-T or DVB-S modu-
lation; suitable for SNG, ENG and action sports.

310-532-5300; fax 310-532-0397; www.standardcomm.com
Booth: 58133

INTERNET ENCODER
Thomson/Grass Valley Group Aqua:

Designed to provide high streaming throughput;
features one -pass encoding, which allows users to
pre-process, capture and clean content, and ren-
der it into multiple streaming formats.
530-478-3000; fax: 530-478-3755; www.grassvalleygroup.com

Booth: L19524

MPEG-2 ENCODER
Vela Argus LC:

Provides real-time 4:2:0 multiplexing of transport, program and system
streams from analog video and audio inputs; available with optional vari-
able bit -rate encoding and spectrum multi -stream encoding.

727-507-5300; fax 727-507-5310; www.vela.com
Booth: L15030

WEB SUPERVISION CENTER
Thales Broadcast & Multimedia LAZULITE:

Offers remote management and control of all broadband applications and
equipment throughout a network using a single and integrated manage-
ment system; powered by Thales' Open Supervisor software and allows ac-
cess for multiple users.

413-569-0116; fax 413-569-0679; www.thales-bm.com
Booth: L8700

www.network-electronics.com
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7765MVM

See us at NAB2002
Booth #L1 1443

VistaINF

YaurEyes&EarstorMonitoring
Single or Molti-Glianwe Operations

4w2 >OP.,

Audio / Video / Data Monitoring and Quad2 Display
PW ,,,,g61

Evertz offers a cost-effective, modular multiviewer/analyzer solution - the industry's
mcst feature -rich - effectively increas ng your signal monitoring capacity and
confidence sixteen -fold! By cascading up to four 7765AVM Duattron" cards with
a 77650W module, up to sixteen vireo inputs Ere simultaneous y analyzed,
displayed and monitored within one 3RU frame. In addition user configurable video,
aulio and data status information alcng with user -defined fault condition alerts for
each input is displayed on the video output.

The 7765AVM QuattroTM and 7765I3VM are members of the Evertz VistaLINKTM
family of products. Using VistaLINKT" technology, Evertz is the answer to your
central and remote multi -channel monitoring and reporting reeds. VistaLINKTM
of-ers centralized monitoring and control of remote facilities via SNMP with
automated alarms, reporting, logging and more...



'BATTERY HEAVYWEIGHTS
Affordable  Heavy Duty  Reliable  Power

151!!HINEed,
=V P,Olkkit

,* YF

- ,.wawa..

Pro Brick 100

exasesemel

Pro Brick 70

a.m.. anal !Tat -

Bantam Brick 35

aelatem

VOA

Bantam Brick 65
 100 Watt Hours
 Camera and Light

Simultaneously
 Digital Fuel Gauge
 V -Lock or 3 -Stud
 6 lbs.

 70 Watt Hours
 Camera and Light

Simultaneously
 Digital Fuel Gauge
 V -Lock or 3 -Stud
 5 lbs.

 35 Watt Hours
 Camera and Light

Simultaneously
 V -Lock or 3 -Stud
 2 lbs.

 65 Watt Hours
 Loads up to 45 Watts
 Digital Fuel Gauge
 V -Lock or 3 -Stud
 2.2 lbs.

See ASPEN at Booth L 9726
AfASPEN

ELECTRONICS INC.

Tel: 714.379.2515  www.aspenelectronics.com  e-mail: aspen@aspenelectronics.com
Made in the USA

Digital Video Conversion and Interface Products by AJA Video

PCI Cards
HD-NTV PCI Bus HD -SDI Video Interface/Framestore $7900
SD-NTV PCI Bus SDI Streaming Video Interface $2,395

1,1iniature Converters.
HD10C HD -SDI D/A Converter w/SVGA Mode*
HD1OM HD Analog to NTSC Monitoring Downcnvrtr.*
D10C SDI to Component Analog Converter, 10 -bit *
D10A Component Analog to SDI Converter, 10 -bit*
D4E Serial Encoder, SDI to NTSC/PAL or Y/C*
D5CE Serial Encoder, SDI to NTSC/PAL /w Component*
D5D Decoder, 3 -line Comb Filter, NTSC/PAL to SDI*
DWP Power Supply, 110 Volt (*requires power supply)

Rack Mount Products

$2,495
$ 800
$ 800
$1,200
$ 250
$ 375
$ 595
$ 40

R2OD Decoder, 5 -line Comb, NTSC/PAL to SDI, 10 -bit $1,300
R2OE Encoder, SDI to NTSC/PAL or Component, 10 -bit $1,300
FSG Frame Sync/Genlock Module (fits R2OFJD Cards) $ 600
R44E Four Channel SDI to NTSC/PAL Converter $ 990
RD5AD Dual Universal A/D Converter

NTSC/PAL or Component to SDI $1,600
RD5CE Dual Universal D/A Converter

SDI to NTSC/PAL or Component $1,300
R5CE Universal Monitoring Distribution Amp, 1X4 $ 590
FR1D 1 -RU, Forced -Air Cooled, 4 -Slot Frame,

Dual Power Supply $ 895
FR2D 2 -RU, Forced -Air Cooled, 10 -Slot Frame

Dual Power Supply $1,490

S
www.aja.com
toll free 800-251-4224
international 530-274-2048 RJR VIDEO

MULTIMEDIA ACCESS
CONCENTRATOR
Miranda Media Networks MAC 500:

Designed for telco-grade applica-
tions; brings together video, audio
and data streams with MPEG-2 video
compression for transport across
broadband networks; supports bit
rates from 800 kbits/s to 15 Mbits/s.

514-335-3015; fax: 514-335-1614
www.mirandanetworks.com

Booth: L10611

STREAMING MEDIA
SERVICE
BT Broadcast Services
Webcasting service:

Live or pre-recorded video is in-
gested for encoding and delivery to
the Internet; can be converted into
various formats; customer benefits
include choice of content delivery
network and synchronized multime-
dia services with interactive elements.

814-235-8638; fax: 814-235-8609
www. broadcast. bt. com

Booth: L12233

WEB BUILDER
Miranda Technologies iControl
Web Builder:

Creates custom representations of user
installations and facilities; monitor and
control Miranda's audio and video
equipment and signals from a standard
Web browser over standard EP networks.

514-333-1772; fax: 514-333-9828
www.miranda.com

Booth: L10611

Nonlinear
editors
PROFESSIONAL
EDITOR
Pinnacle Systems silver:

Bridges analog and digital domains;
includes a scaleable MPEG-2 compres-
sion (5 to 50 MBytes/s); includes real-
time workflow, InTime processing and
open network capability.

650-526-1600; www.pinnaclesys.com
Booth: L10623
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IntroduciNg AVAtONIIIPflTM.

It brings khigher of intelligence.
.

..to data man orient..
.

Mod 4
AVALdNidmTM is the next generation in

intelligent data management that delivers a new level of
cost-effective access and control of your data.

Going far beyond the capabilities of other storage management software
offerings, AVALONidm features a revolutionary policy -based design that

allows you to create highly customized data storage management
workflow models that meet your unique business needs.

AVALONidm is a suite of software products that work together seamlessly in your
facility. Avalon's AAMidmTm data manager, AAMtapeTM and AAMdiskTM storage

managers can be combined to meet and satisfy a wide range of data requirements.
Supporting leading data tape, magnetic disk, video server, automation and asset

management systems, AVALONidm is the perfect solution for a new environment
or as an updgrade to an existing Avalon system. What's more, it's all backed by

Avalon's worldwide customer service and support.

Apply a higher level of intelligence to your data management system today.
Experience the genius of AVALONidm.

Ill'AbNiAkL NI
INTELLIGENT DATA STORAGE MANAGEMENT

AVALON 1099 18th St Suite 1700 Denver, CO 80202 303-293-9331

AVALON Europe HQ 106 avenue Jean Moulin F-78170 La Celle Saint Cloud France +33 (0) 1 30 82 38 75
www.ava.com

An EMC Company
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ONLINE EDITOR
Quante! Version 9 for Editbox:

Boosts performance in primary editing, audio manage-
ment and multi -layer compositing; features tail -free desk
editing; new in, out and viewer "tuck" marking; includes
folded view editing for faster shot reordering.

+44 01635 48222; fax: +44 01635 815815; www.quanteLcom

Booth: L8424

MEDIA ENGINE
Laird Telemedia Dvora:

Professional, real-time turnkey hardware systems, inte-
grated and optimized for your video edit software of choice
by Avid, Adobe, AIST, Canopus, DPS, Matrox or Pinnacle;
Exact Pentium processor compatibility; all aluminum non-
magnetic silver cabinet with advanced air handling sys-
tem; full tower and rackmounts available.

800-898-0759; fax 845-339-0231; www.lairdtelemedia.com

Booth: L13818

N ONLINEAR EDITOR PLUG-IN
Inscriber Technology TitleMotion Pro:

Plug-in for Inscriber TitleMotion to add functionality with
new 3D text and effects; animated textures over time, ani-
mated kerning over time and the ability to apply 3D effects
to text and graphic objects over time; graphics plug-in for
leading Windows -based nonlinear editors.

519-570-911 I ; fax 519-570-9140; www. inscriber. com
Booth: S3937

NONLINEAR EDITING
SYSTEM
Leitch dpsVelocity 8.0:

New version of the dpsVelocity
dual -stream real-time
nonlinear editing sys-
tem with real-time
Webstreaming directly
from the timeline;
available as a fully in-
tegrated turnkey sys-

tem or as hardware/software bundle for installation in a
Windows 2000 computer; includes multi-camera editing,
real-time garbage mattes, interface enhancements and mul-
tiple timeline support.

757-548-2300; www.dps.com
Booth: L19511

N ONLINEAR EDITOR
Avid NewsCutter v3:

Features interoperability with iNews products, new Web
publishing features and XP model support for DV 50.

978-640-6789; fax: 978-640-1366; www.avid.com
Booth: L13200

NONLINEAR EDITOR
Accom Affinity NLE:

Features Dimension 8.2 software;
offers 30 new features including
enhancements to the key frame
editor, improved EDL support and
improved processing speed.

650-328-3818; fax 650-327-2511;
www.accom.com

Booth: 53904

DV EDITING STUDIO
Avid Xpress DV v3:

Offers more than 100 customizable real-time effects, such as

dissolves, titles or color effects; features eight video tracks with
unlimited nesting for multi -layered compositions, low-cost
DVD burner support, and five times faster MPEG encoding.

978-640-6789; fax: 978-640-1366; www.avid.com
Booth: L13200

N ONLINEAR EDITOR
BOXX HD BMOC

Editor offers variable frame rate support for Panasonic's
AJ-HDC27V HD Cinema camera; features 10 -bit and
eight -bit YUV and eight -bit RGB support; system supports
all HD and SD formats, including 16:9 aspect ratios and
2K film resolution.

512-835-0400; fax: 512-835-0434; wwwboxxtech.com
Booth: S2329

NONLINEAR EDITNG SYSTEM
Matrox DigiSuite MAX:

Delivers maximum editing power and creative freedom with
more real-time features; analog and digital inputs and out-
puts is supported to enable users to work in their formats of
choice; users deliver in record time on tape, CD and DVD.

514-822-6000; 514-822-6292; www.matrox.com
Booth: S4427
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Professional Video Tripod

beef,
When every second counts, you need an edge.
Road Runner's four second set-up gives you that
edge. Get ahead of the pack, be the first in action
and get those newsbreaking shots.
540 A.R.T. Tripod: Weight 7.7I12s / Load 33112s / Min Height 15.7"
/ Max Height 60" I Bowl 75mm & 100mm
Available in kit form complete with 503, 505, 510 or 516 head,
Probag and carrying strap.

New Three Year Warranty

suitable for all makes
of ENG cameras up
to 33 lbs

grab -and -go
padded handle

patented leg
lock system
incorporating A.R.T.,
Advanced Release
Technology.
See it to believe
the 4 second
set-up speed

bogen

universal bowl mount,
accepts any type of
100 or 75 mm head

ultra -light carbon fiber

multi -surface
,---------- sure foot system -

spikes and feet

565 East Crescent Ave, Ramsey, NJ 07446

Tel: (201)818-9500 Fax: (201)818-9177

www.bogenphoto.com

no protruding knobs -
closed is locked

automatic spreader at
set-up plus easy a:--tion
adjustment

A.

at
0 Manfrotto

TOTAL SUPPORT
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EDITING SYSTEM
Pinnacle Systems blue:

Delivers editing support for every video format; allows
users to mix formats within the same timeline and mix
format editing without compromise; eliminats transcoding
and the degrading effects of recompression; features real-
time primary color correction.

650-526-1600; wwwpinnaclesys.com
Booth: L10623

Production switchers,
video effects, keyers
SD/HD NOISE REDUCER
Teranex StarFilm:

Incorporates advanced algorithms for grain removal, dirt
concealment and noise reduction for SD and HD mate-
rial; allows the user to work with either NTSC or PAL ma-
terial, or HD 1080p 23-, 24- or 25 -frame film -based mate-
rial in the same platform.

407-858-6000; fax 407-858-6001; www.teranex.com
Booth: L5847

IMAGE CONVERTER/VIDEO
PROCESSOR
Miranda Technologies ARC -101i:
Converts SDI signals from 4:3 to 16:9 and 16:9 to 4:3;

features advanced 3D de -interlacing with edge detection;
includes a built-in noise reducer and detail enhancer and
programmable picture positions.

514-333-1772; fax 514-333-9828; www.miranda.com
Booth: L10611

MATTE EXTRACTION TOOLS
Ultimatte matte extraction tools:

Designed for Adobe, Avid, Discreet and other effects and
NLE products; provide an intuitive UI design filled with
features such as separate shadow channel, smart matte siz-
ing, image decompression and dynamic screen correction.

818-993-8007; fax 818-993-3762; www.ultimatte.com
Booth: 53914

DTV
UPCONVERTER
Teranex Xantus-one:

Offers a cost-effective upgrade
path to HDTV in a 3RU unit;
features include colorspace con-

version, 3:2 telecine, detail enhancement, scene change de-
tection and aspect ratio conversion.

407-858-6000; fax 407-858-6001; www.teranex.com
Booth: L5847

PIP VIDEO INSERTER
Keywest Technology Big VooDoo:

Affordable broadcast -quality picture -in -picture inserter
with digital comb filter and full-time base correction; de-
livers an easy way to overlay a foreground video image on
background video, graphics or text; gives users control over
the size and placement of foreground video.

913-492-4666; 913-895-7496; www.keywesttechnology.com
Booth: L11416

HD/SD SWITCH ERS
FOR -A Corporation of America Hanabi:

Three new versions of the HVS-3000S: the HVS-3000S16,
the HVS-3000S24 and the HVS-3000S28; three new ver-
sions of the HVS-3000HD: the HVS-3000HD16, the HVS-
3000HD24 and the HVS-3000HD28; 3RU high and is
suited for remote trucks and live applications.

352-371-1505; fax: 352-378-5320; www.for-a.com
Booth: L10019

IA

.4M1.111

Number One in News and Sport
Quantel is now the world's number one supplier of digital news systems, with more stations
on air than any other manufacturer. Why not let Quantel's award -winning technology,

worldwide support and years of experience in the news business keep you out in front.
Find out more at www.quantel.com/news2

Quantel
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Behind the scenes 24/1/365: Leading broadcast organizations around the

world rely on proven Ciprico storage and sys'.em solutions to quickly and

efficiently manage expanding volumes of digital media.

From ingest to play -to -air, Ciprico storage solutions set the industry
standard for uninterrupted performance. See haw our expertise can help you

architect and accelerate storage solutions throughout your broadcast

workflow. Call 1-800-727-4669 or visit www.ciprico.com

0 2002 Ciprico

t

NAB, S 5733
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DIGITAL COMPONE KEYER
FOR -A Corporation of America DSK-50:
Digital I0 provides high signal quality with no deterio-

ration; compact enough to carry for productions when ad-
ditional key layers are required; can be controlled either
locally or remotely; accepts two serial digital component
inputs; input can be synchronized to either external refer-
ence or main line input.

352-371-1505; fax: 352-378-5320; www.for-a.com
Booth: L10019

POST -PRODUCTION SWITCHER
Snell & Wilcox HD 2524:

Features 24 -input, 2.5M/E HD production switcher; can
receive more inputs by assignment using external router
support; includes 1.5 Gbit/s true HD serial digital opera-
tion; features five keyers (two on each M/E and one DSK).

408-260-1000; fax: 408-260-2800; www.snellwilcox.com
Booth: L9837

Satellite equipment
HIGH-SPEED DATA TERMINAL
GMPCS Personal Communications TT Capsat Mobile
Messenger:

Offers rates up to 64 kbits/s; fully automatic tracking an-
tenna with different moving options; 10-32V DC power
supply, transceiver and handset cradle plus cables; stan-
dard Mini -M voice, fax and data operation at 2.4 kbits/s.

954-973-3100; fax: 954-973-4800; www,gmpcs-us.corn
Booth: S9943

SATELLITE SERVICES
Intelsat broadcast video services:

Global satellite system provides broadcasters with dedi-
cated television capacity for applications including satel-
lite news gathering and special event and studio-to -studio
transmission.

202-944-6864; fax: 202-944-7982; wwwintelsat.com
Booth: 59033

ANTENNA
Comtech Antenna Systems quick deployable antenna:

Antenna offered in either 1.2 meter or 1.8 meter aper-
tures; features easy assembly; case with transmit and re-
ceive systems provides a stable base for the Elevation over
Azimuth mount.

407-892-6111; fax: 407-892-0994; www.comtechantenna.com
Booth: 59319

ADVANCED MODULATOR
Scientific-Atlanta PowerVu D9390:

DVB-compliant, QPSK-, 8PSK- and 16QAM-capable
modulator designed for single -channel or multichannel
satellite transmission; programmer can increase bit rate
and add more Mbytes/s.

770-236-6190; 770-236-6464; www.scientificatlanta.com
Booth: 54522

Storage
DIGITAL PORTABLE RECORDER
Sony Electronics DNW-A25WS:

Enables playback of pictures in 16:9 aspect ratio on an LCD
monitor without squeezing the images to handle content in
widescreen mode; maintains output capability of the stan-
dard 4:3 aspect ratio; includes double deck editing and play-
back of Betacam and Betacam SP format recordings.

201-930-1000; fax: 201-930-4752; www.sony.com/professional
Booth: L18207, L515

DIGITAL VIDEO REPLAY SERVERS
Panasonic iDVR-100 and iDVR-200:
Internet -enabled HD MPEG server with built-in DVD-

RAM drives; can play back both 24 -frame and 60 -frame
progressive HD images plus stereo or optional 5.1 chan-
nel surround sound; plays approximately 30 minutes of
MPEG-2 HD encoded video.

800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Booth: L7214

MULTIFORMAT SERVER
Panasonic AJ-YA152:

Facilitates serial digital input and output of both
DVCPRO50 and DVCPRO; supports embedded audio and
is compatible with AES/EBU audio; capable of writing and
reading VBI signals and LTC I/O.

800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Booth: L7214

DISK RECORDER
Doremi Labs V1-MP2.HD:

Uses MPEG-2 4:2:2 or 4:2:0 compression (up to 300 Mbits/
s) for recording and playback of high -definition video; ideal
as a playback device for digital cinema and as a drop -in re-
placement for any high -definition tape machine.

818-562-1101; 818-562-1109; wwwdoremilabs.com
Booth: L12539

MULTI-ACCESS VIDEO AND AUDIO
SERVER
Sony Electronics VSR-2000A:

Supports 24 Mbits/s MP@HL high -definition video with up
to eight channels of PCM audio; enables a single VSR-2000A to
store and play back more than 20 hours of HD video material.

201-930-1000; fax: 201-930-4752; www.sony.com/professional
Booth: L18207, L515

SERVER
SGI (Silicon Graphics) Media Server:

Facilitates simultaneous ingest, data network -based file
transfers to the server; features a versatile solution for
centralcasting; server can interface with browsing and as-
set management systems - streamlining the process of re -
purposing content for the Web.

800-800-7441; www.sgi.com
Booth: S5418
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It's no contest. -he patented

comb-filte- tecinc logy in our

Integrity 400 Series produces

a cleaner, more accurate

output with unmatched

noise imrrunity. In fact,

an irclepend3nt PGA 200

test ranks the FS -412

abode the DPS 575 and

oth3r leading products.

Fortel [TV converters

arc mo-e iitegrated to

save valuEble rack

space. And they offer

incredijle ease of use

ant affordability. Come

by Booth #21306 at

NAB for a side -by -side

con- parison, or call

1-800-531E542 for a demo.

You'l be knocked out by

our gLality and value.

FORTEL

www forteldtv com



Why choose the

Conversion

Distribution

Synchronization

Test Signal Generation

Routing

Embedding

and more?

Because...

0 HD video, SD video, and audio modules can all be used
in the same frame.

 Avenue's Control System has multiple control points,
is easy to use and provides control over all parameters.

 Avenue offers a complete line of standard and unique
modules. All field upgradable.

system for

For information on the full range of ,.\AsivuE modules, call us today.

ivr -tur -13 T1:4 _CA Pn Finv QQ'l

DESIGNS Grass Valley CA 95945

Phone: 530-478-1830 FAX: 530-478-1832
info@endes.com www.ensembledesigns.com

NAB, South Hall, Booth #LVCC 18351

Interested in
Nonlinear Editing?
For FREE access to highly valuable information simply

visit The NLE Buyers Guide at www.NLEguide.com
The NLE Buyers Guide still offers comprehensive

technical and operational information on turnkey nonlinear
editors, stand alone NLE appliances, card and/or software
packages, and disk recorders/servers aimed at editing, but
now you can:

 BROWSE our database of over 200 NLE products.
 SEARCH for specific products by application,
type, host platform, video input/output, cost range,
manufacturer or name.
 KEEP UP TO DATE via our free monthly newsletter.
The NLE Buyers Guide @ NLEguide.com is a
SYPHA publication.

Simply visit

hilp://wwwNLEguide.com

if
STORAGE
SYSTEM
Masstech Group
MassStore:

An end -to -end advanced
near -line, archive and asset
management hardware
and system software; pro-
vides 1000 to 100,000+

hours of nonlinear audio/video storage; supports long -
form and short -form programming.

905-886-1833; fax: 905-886-2155; www.masstechgroup.com.
Booth: L20069

MEDIA STORAGE
Ciprico DiMeda 2400:

NAS performance levels exceeding 75 Mbits/s aggre-
gate bandwidth is delivered through a single node; fea-
tures fault -tolerant dual -node architecture.

763-551-4000; fax 763-551-4002; www.ciprico.com
Booth: 55733

NETWORKING SYSTEM
Avid Unity MediaNet:

Networking system offers support for the AvidiDS HD
system; increases the number of editors that can work
on the same project in real time; decreases file duplica-
tions and bandwidth limitations.

978-640-6789; fax: 978-640-1366; www.avid.com
Booth: L13200

STUDIO VTR
Panasonic AJ-HD 1600 VTR:

Records for up to 124 minutes on a single cassette; can
play back all DV -based cassettes; offers eight 16 -bit PCM
audio channels to accommodate 5.1 surround sound plus
stereo sound mixes.

800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Booth. L7214

SERVER
Omneon Video Net-
works Networked
Content Server:

Maximizes transport of
video over high-speed IP networks; channel density has
been leveraged through additional interface ports; uses the
Extended File System and multiple Directors (servers); con-
figurations provide fault tolerant systems for redundancy.

408-585-5000; fax: 408-585-5099; www.omneon.com
Booth: S20402
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Kaeo your cool with MT Production (MTP), the

new compact digital console dedicated to large-

scale multitrack mixing for television and music.

[resigned to meet the needs of the world's leading

F roduction facilities, MTP incorporates powerful

HIS processing, to allow instant response to any

Changes the production demands.

Seneath the proven and familiar control surface,

3 host of production features provide secure,

-elaxed operation, even under demanding

operational conditions.

+ Massive I/O capability - 192 inputs to mix

within a small footprint, 48 fader frame

+ 48 multitrack busses provide clean feeds,

mix -minus outputs and simultaneous 5.1

and stereo mixing

+ Discrete control surface allows instant

access to the tools you need, the moment

you need them

+ Wide-angle TFT screen with advanced

graphics and tactile INFO faders provide

outstanding information feedback

+ Redundant power supplies, hot-swappable

faders and ultrafast start-up features make

MTP perfect for mission -critical environments

+ Instant recall of all channel parameters and

signal routing streamlines operation and

allows fast turn -around

+ Unrivalled SSL quality, support and service

MTP - the perfect solution to the challenges of

television and music production.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION OF THE BEET DIGITAL
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GET YOUR SHOW ON THE ROAD WITH NTP MOBILE

JJ The latest addition to our fleet is `StErling', a state -of the -a -t, 53 -foot Expando
truck featuring tFe spice-efficier t mobil? configuration of MT Production. As we
consistently use the same freelance engineers, the a pility lo szve and recall their
mixes is imperat ye. When we ccver 3 sEries of similz r everts, -he automation can
save a complete board snapsho that can be recallec in an instant. Future events
become a breeze. This saves hoJrs of preparation tine and irn 3roves the quality of
the mix. MTP Mc bile 3rovides tte seam ess integration of :he best digital console
technology with a so ind that si -nply cainot be matmed.

CARTER RUEHRIDANZ, PRESIDENT AND CE.0,

CORPLEX.tv, NDRTHEIELO, ILLIN3IS

Solid State Logic
INTERNATIONAL HEADLIATERS

Begbroke Oxford OX5 iRU England Tel: +44 (o)18-55 8423oo Fax: +44 (0)1865 842118
sales@solid-state-logic.com www.solid-state-logic.com

NEW YORK

+1 (1)212 315 1111

LOS ANGELES

+1 (1)323 463 4444

TOKYO PARIS

+81 (0)3 5474 1144 +33 (0)13460 4666

MILAN

+39 039 2328 094

SINGAPORE

+65 (0)438 2272



Operate any 3 -phase TV transmitter
from a 1 -phase supply with the
Phasemaster Rotary Phase Converter

The most reliable alternative to utility 3 -phase...
AND the least expensive!

 True 3 -phase output

 High Efficiency

 Maintenance free

 More stable than
open -delta

 1000+ TV and Radio
Stations rely on

Phasemaster.

Turn any location into a 3 -phase site within hours!

Eliminate utility line extension and demand charges

Recommended by leading transmitter manufacturers

The World Leaders in Single to
Three -Phase Power Conversion

-pAs Kay Industries
Itik-PlIASEMASTER®

Rotary Phase Converters

General Offices
604 N. Hill St.

South Bend, IN 46617

800-348-5257

574-289-5932 (fax)

wkwi.kayind.com

Visit us at
NAB 2002

Booth L3001

Western Region
4127 Bay St. #6

Fremont, CA 94539

510-656-8766

510-657-7283 (fax)

info@kayind.com

iI

 Mounts
 Lifts
 Carts
 Stands
 Accessories

The Chief
strength is
total. support
solutions.
Products designed
to satisfy your
mounting needs.

Call now for a FREE
Full -Line Product Guide.

WWW.CHIEFMFG.COM re'a
952.894.6280 cm"*2
Ideas Supporting Ideas

arketplace
MEDIACLUSTER
SeaChange International BMC 16XX series:

Contains 16 drives per cluster node to scale to more
than 8200 hours of online storage with up to 56 inputs
and outputs; ensures 100 percent fault -resilience from
a single media file.

978-897-0100; fax 978-897-0132; www.schange.com
Booth: L19564

VIDEO SERVER
SeaChange International Broadcast MediaServers:

Stand-alone video servers use RAIDS storage to scale to 490 hours of stor-
age; handle 4:2:2/4:2:0 MPEG-2 and MPEG-1 media files.

978-897-0100; fax 978-897-0132. www.schange.com
Booth: L19564

MAGNETIC MEDIA PRODUCTS
Maxell Professional Media Magnet:
Media family includes digital products such as Digital Betacam, Betacam

SP, Betacam SX, DVCPRO, HD CAM, D-5, D-2 and D-3.
201-794-5900; fax 201-796-8790; www.maxell.corn

Booth: L8964

Studio, facility support,
systems integration
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Sony Electronics e -Services:
Offers customers integrated audio-visual and information technology con-

sulting with comprehensive on -site and online service and support, remote
equipment monitoring and training.

201-930-1000; fax 201-930-4752; www.sony.com/professional
Booth: L18207, L515

WALL MOUNT
Chief Manufacturing 2000 series:

Series includes pitch -adjustable wall mount, static mount-portrait/landscape
and static wall mount; low -profile flat -panel display mounts with Q -Latch.

952-894-6280; fax: 952-894-6918; www.chief fg.com
Booth: L15242

r SYSTEMS
INTEGRATION
SERVICES
AZCAR systems integration
services:

Experienced in design and construc-
tion of production facilities, program
origination centers and SD and HD
mobile units, as well as broadcast sta-

tions; Distributed Broadcasting solution reduces capital and operating costs
for centralization.

724-873-0800; fax: 724-873-4770; www.azcar.com
Booth: L18372
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See us at NAB
Booth S3653

I vs
2.5"

All our Rackmount LCD's have
o low profile, low heat dissipation
and the ability to tilt up or down
90 degrees while mounted in the
rack. Portable and lightweight,
these units are perfect for any
mobile or remote monitoring
application.

V-R82P-SDI
Marshall

LCD Racks
Cool & Lean

11 i A.

fflimorruimpiormirpr

3111111111111

One word...unique. Dual 8.4" Rack Mounted Full Color Active Matrix
LCD Panel with Composite Video, SDI and Scalable VGA inputs.

High Resolution LCD panel, 800x600 pixels,

480,000 total pixels
Ultra bright 350 candle luminance

 Switchable between 4:3 and 16:9 ratios
 Allows 90 degrees of tilt while mounted in rack

1 composite video, SDI, S -Video and VGA inputs per

monitor with loop through capability

Ten hi-res 2.5" LCD monitors in 3U rack space

Four 4" LCD monitors in a 2U rack space!

Each monitor has 2 composite and I VGA input

Each monitor has SDI with built-in I Obit D/A convertor
plus S -Video and composite inputs plus ratio switch

tvww.LCDRacks.com
800-800-6608

NEW

Built-in scaler accepts following resolutions 640x480,
800x600, 1024x768, 1152x864 and 1280x1024

 Low power consumption and heat dissipation
for mobile applications

 Three color, self -powered tally systen for each panel
Individual color, tint, brightness and contrast controls

 Unit weighs approximately 6 lbs.

Multiple video/audio digital and analog inputs

V- R7 2 P

Built-in 6x2 router, 4:.3 and 16:9 ratio switch

V -R1 RAP

Audio/Video inputs and built-in quad splitter
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OSCILLATOR/GENE TOR
Masterclock TC0100:

Generates 30 fps SMPTE and 25 fps EBU time codes; inter-
nal precision crystal oscillator provides accuracy of +/-1
minute per year; all functions can be controlled via RS -232.

800-940-2248; fax: 636-724-3776; www.masterclock.com
Booth: L21700

AUDIO MONITOR
Wohler Technologies VAMP -1:

Composite video and two channel analog audio moni-
tor offers the ability to monitor both audio and video from
a single analog source; contained in a 2U unit; monitors
video in either NTSC or PAL.

650-589-5676; fax: 650-589-1355; wwwwohlencom
Booth L11257

MONITORING SOFTWARE
Thomson/Grass Valley Group Netcentral:

Software monitors the health of SNMP-compliant de-
vices; warns users via e-mail pager, phone or GUI.

530-478-3000; fax: 530-478-3755; www.grassvalleygroup.corn
Booth: L19524

ROTARY PHASE CONVERTER
Kay Industries Phasemaster MA:

General-purpose rotary phase converter provides true
three-phase power at its output terminals with each phase
shifted 120'; features automatic controls for remote moni-
toring, surge protectors, transformers and outdoor enclo-
sures for weather protection.

219-236-6220; fax: 219-289-5932; www.kayindustries.com
Booth: L3001

VIDEO MONITOR SYSTEM
Ward -Beck Systems VMS4:

Low-cost system provides four-color LCD video screens
in two rack units of space; available with analog inputs or
serial digital inputs.

866-771-2556; fax: 503-222-9651; wwwward-beck.com
Booth: L2815

STATUS MONITORING AND
CONFIGURATION TOOL
Thomson Multimedia Broadlinx:

Designed for Media Networking and Control broadcast
products; provides secure monitoring through any Web
browser connected to the Internet or a facility's intranet;
provides the means for multiple users; standard on all
Trinix routing switchers.

818-729-7700; fax: 818-729-7710; www.thomsonbroadcast.com
Booth: L19524

SIGNAL MONITORING SYSTEM
Videoframe VTECS:

Event logging stores signal problems in a database of log
messages; flexible configuration allows each customer to
decide which parameters to monitor; offers high-speed
data connection via Ethernet; features video, audio and
GPI signal interfaces.

530-477-2000; wwwvideoframesystems.com
Booth: L20377

SINGLE -BOARD COMPUTERS
I-Bus/Phoenix IBC 2800 series:

Includes the IBC 2801 CompactPCl system master and the
IBC 2802 CompactPCl peripheral master; delivers symmet-
ric multi -processing performance with dual low voltage
Pentium III processors; fully CPSB PICMG 2.16 compatible
to support Ethernet switched fabric backplane architectures.

858-503-3000; fax: 858-503-3005; www.ibus.com
Booth: L17109

VIDEO CAPTURE CARD
AJA Video KONA:

Kona -SD is a 10 -bit uncompressed SDI video capture and
output card with QuickTime compatibility; the Kona -HD
is a high -definition video capture and output card; both
capture and output video with one channel I/O; features a
robust audio system with AES inputs for six channel asyn-
chronous audio at 32 to 96 kHz.

530-274-2048; fax: 530-274-9442; www aja com
Booth: L12257

SERIAL Dl TO RGB MODULE
CONVERTER CARD
Faraday Technology SDI -002:

Interface card accepts DI serial digits and provides all the
necessary filtered analog signals required for eight -bit moni-
toring on a PCB mounting module; separate mixed syncs;
auto 625/525 operation; reclocked SD outputs available.

+44 1782 661501; fax: +44 1782 630101; www.faradaytecb.comk
Booth: L19675
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- ' Righr Solution,
n'ght Pr!ce

RIGHTNOW!
AN

Save up to 70%* with the New AL8 PLUSTM
Series Leiziaxer Antenna
The Andrew AL8 PLUS system is specifically engireered for broadcasters
planning to meet the FCC's minimal facility requirement with a lower
power DTV system. This optimized system includes an AL8 PLUS Series

Antenna, HELIAX transmission line and Andrew low power mask filter,
all covered by our exclusive 10 -year System Solution Warranty.

When you're ready to step up to a High Power System, take advantage
of our exclusive DTV Trade Up Program.

Andrew Low Power Antennas are built with TRASAR technology

Easy to order and install

Fast delivery'

ANDREW Connecting the Wireless World

Andrew Broadcast and ESA Systems

1-800-DIAL-4RF www andrew.com

See Ls at NAB'

Las Vecw Conv?ntion
Center, dpoth L9111

Sands Expo Center,
Booth 55433

THE Low Power
Antenna Solution!

AL8 PLUS Series Antennas

feature lighter weights,

lower windloads, up to

1 OkIN of digital povver,

a selection of standard

patter-) types, and

8 or 12 -bay options.

* when compared to selected

conventional full powe, systems.

See VOLr Andrew 3roadcasz

Specialist for oeia Is.

** ships it 2 4 weeks
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DIGITAL CONSOLE
Logitek Electronic Systems Numix Selector Wedge:
Advanced control system for the company's Audio En-

gine, a digital mixer/router, used for control, tailback and
source selection; features a large LCD panel with full color
graphics, improved intercom functions and programmable
buttons for executing custom commands.

713-664-4470; fax: 713-664-4479; www.logitekaudio.com
Booth: L2937

PRODUCTION AFTERBURNER
Evertz HD9155:
Designed to facilitate the creation of offline videotapes

from field -acquired HD masters; downconverts the HD
input video to SDI and analog standard -definition video;
can be easily configured using 9150 Configware software
utility supplied with the unit.

905-335-3700; fax: 905-335-3573; www.evertz.com
Booth: L11443

EDITING
CONSOLES
Forecast Consoles
ImageMaster series:

Pre-engineered line of
consoles can be used in lin-
ear, nonlinear, multimedia
and graphics applications.
631-253-9000; fax: 631-253-0277

www forecast -consoles. com
Booth: L12265

MASTER DISPLAY MODULE
Eyeheight MD -2:
Accepts data from any module in the system and uses

icons burnt into the SDI picture to warn an operator of a
potential problem; can handle up to 50 discrete channels
and is configurable to individual customer requirements.

+44 1923 256 000; fax: +44 1923 256 100; www.eyeheight.com
Booth: L18263

UNDER -MONITOR DISPLAY
Image Video RDU-1519:

Seventeen -inch display with four channels of audio me-
tering; 0.9" deep; available with 19" rack mounting hard-
ware or a variety of hinged mounting adapters for mount-
ing in front of monitor controls; single and dual display
available; analog video VU bargraph meter features 17 seg-
ments of resolution; adjustable 0 dB reference point.

416-750-8872; fax: 416-750-8015; www.imagevideacom
Booth: I4927

HIGH -CAPACITY
TAPE STORAGE
CABINET
Winsted Model T2802:

Moves laterally on ADA-rec-
ognized anti -tip racks with a
patent anti -tip bracket; five -
cabinet system holds up to
2940 3/4 -inch Umatic or 3500
large Betacam tapes in their cases; the individual shelves
are adjustable on 1 -1/2 -inch increments.

952-944-9050; fax: 952-944-1546; www.winsted.com
Booth: L19520

SDI MONITORING CARD
Evertz Quattro 7765AVM-4:
Increases signal monitoring capacity and confidence by

analyzing and displaying video, audio and data status in-
formation and fault condition alerts for four video inputs
simultaneously in a 2x2 -matrix format; up to seven Quattro
processors in one 3RU frame.

905-335-3700; fax: 905-335-3573; www.evertz.com
Booth: L11443

V -CHIP ENCODER
Broadcast Video Systems VC -1:

Enables broadcasters to insert program content data with-
system; inserts data into line 21 of a

composite NTSC video source; control via desktop or rack-
mounted remote panel, or through RS-232/RS-422.

905-764-1584; fax: 905-764-7438; www.bvs.com
Booth: L20007

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION SERVICES
A.F. Associates consultation services:

Firm engineers and builds advanced systems for
centralcasting, video-over-IP, asset management and stor-
age area networks, including a scalable solution for multi-
channel broadcasting.

201-767-1200; fax: 201-784-8637 www.afassoc.com
Booth: L9116

BROADCAST SYSTEMS
BBC Technology Broadcast Solutions:

Division offers communication, consultancy and broad-
cast engineering experience; New Media Solutions divi-
sion provides consultation services for operators and con-
tent producers of new platforms.

+44 208 6249468; www.bbctechnology.com
Booth: S3952
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DESCRIPTIVE VIDEO
ty-6v,
the Birth of the new SAP/StereoNideo Receiver

from Modulation Sciences

DESCRIPTIVE
VIDEO

Weight: 13 pounds

_fen
One Rack Unit high

XLR's: SAP, Left stereo,
4 Monaural
Right stereo, and

4 BNC's: Video, lideband aural

composite,
main and diversity

antennas

Modulation Sciences' SAP Generator is

proud to announce the birth of a sor, the
msi 189 SAP/StereoNideo Receiver.

All outputs are available simultaneously
and all are balanced line level.

This is an exciting time for the Modulation
Sciences SAP family of products as they will

be called to duty when the FCC implements
Descriptive Video for the sight impaired in
early 2002.

Are you SAP ready?

Please contact Modulation Sciences for more
information on their SAP family of products.

modulation
Cl sciences

lino.

12A Worlds Fair Drive

Somerset, NJ 08873

Toll Free: (800) 826-2603

Voice: (732) 302-3090

Fax: (732) 302-0206

E-mail: sales@modsci.com

www.modsci corn
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LCD MONITOR
Marshall Electronics V-R82P-SDI:

Rack -mountable LCD monitor features two 8.4 -inch ac-
tive matrix LCD panels; panel contains composite video,
SDI and XGA inputs and a three -color tally system; panels
have an integral scaler that accepts several resolutions.

310-336-0606; fax 310-333-0688; wwwmars-cam.com
Booth: S3669

HD/SD-CAPABLE LCD MONITORS
Panasonic BT-LH1800 and BT-LH1500:

Wide -viewing monitors feature LCD display technology;
are NTSC/PAL selectable and standard inputs are composite
BNC and S -video; three optional input boards are available.

800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast
Booth: L7214

Tne,s, franc syncs
SYNC GENERATOR
DK Audio PT 5201:

Compact VariTime sync generator includes all basic fea-
tures for sync, timing and test signals in one half -rack sized
box; configuration is based on a Windows interface mak-
ing it easy to manage all the timing, test signals and audio
features on one screen; modification from factory preset
can be saved as a file on a PC hard disk or uploaded to the
PT5201 as a setup.

+45 4453 0255; fax +45 4485 0250; www.dk-audio.com
Booth: L21827

STANDARD CONVERTER
Snell & Wilcox Alchemist Platinum:

Upgrade features high -definition (2 x HD -SDI) and stan-
dard -definition (2 x SDI) outputs; includes a 12 -bit 4:4:4
internal processor; has a signal-to-noise ratio less than 72
dB; features a proprietary 46 -point interpolation, a
CleanCut interpolation, and Genlock, 2 x SDI references.

408-260-1000; fax 408-260-2800; wwwsnellwilcox.com
Booth: L9837

SIGNAL GENERATOR
HORITA BSG-50:

Multiple -output blackburst, sync pulse and audio tone
generator; six user -configurable BNC video/pulse outputs;
sync signals may be set individually as composite sync,
composite blanking, H drive or V drive; also features a sepa-
rate buffer for each output.

949-489-0240; fax 949-489-0242; wwwhorita.com
Booth: L11961

AV SYNCHRONIZER
Forte! DTV FS -414A:

Provides superior analog decoding and digital synchro-
nizing technology; modular design for compact installa-
tion, with remote control via Ethernet and is NTSC and
PAL switchable; has audio embedding, including video
legalizer and color corrector.

770-806-0234; fax: 770-806-0244; wwwforteldtv.com
Booth: L21306

FRAME RATE CONVERTER
Panasonic AJ-FRC27:

Converts variable frame rate progressive scan footage cap-
tured by Panasonic's AJ-HDC72 HD Cinema camera; is
equipped with both HD -SDI and analog composite out-
puts; features a front -panel VTR -type control panel.

800-528-8601; wwwpanasonic.com/broadcast
Booth: L7214

HD TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR
Ensemble Designs Avenue 7405:

Provides four HD serial digital outputs and genlocks to
tri-level sync or composite video; offers a wide variety of
test signals that are user selectable; supports 1080i, 1080p,
720p and 1080sf; modules can be updated with current
software as new formats and test signals are added.

530-478-1830; fax 530-478-1832; www.endes.com
Booth: L18351

ASPECT RATIO CONVERTER
Leitch ARC -6001:

Dual standard (525/626) serial digital 270 Mbits/s aspect
ratio converter supported in the Genesis platform; allows
conversion from ratios such as 4:3, 14:9, 16:9, and 21:9 to
4:3, 14:9, 16:9, and 21:9 and will perform picture aspect
ratio conversion on a video signal under GPI control or
automatically.

800-231-9673; fax: 757-548-0019; www.leitch.com
Booth: L19511

SINGLE -MODULE APPLICATIONS
Leitch NEO Prism:
Provides synchronization, processing, and multiplexing

and demultiplexing of both video and audio signals on a
single module; includes composite video encoder synchro-
nizers, video decoder synchronizer products, audio/video
routing and distribution for signal transfer, and Diamond
Audio compression.

800-231-9673; fax: 757-548-0019; www.leitch.com
Booth: L19511

UNIVERSAL SYNCHRONIZER
Pixel Instruments VS5200:

Features a 10 -bit frame synchronizer; includes a built-in
TBC with auto mode select; transcodes from any selected
input to all outputs simultaneously; has a wide range out-
put timing and digital proc amp.

408-871-1975; fax 408-871-1976; www.pixelinstruments.com
Booth: L20744
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The Industry Standard Just Got

Nucomm Introduces the New PT3D/RX3D
Electronic Newsgathering Systems

Big Capabilities In A Small Package
 COFDM/MPEG2

 Analog Operation
 Removable RF Module

for Multi -Band Operation

 PC Programmable Channel Plan

 Dynamic Color Bars
Nu -mm
Microwave Solutions for the Digital Age,

101 Bilby Road
Hackettstown, NJ 07840

t. 908.852.3700
f. 908.813.0399

www.nucomm.com

Visit Us at NAB 2002, Booth 16054
Stop by the Nucomm booth to register to win a Palm"' PDA
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TBCNIDEO SYNCHRONIZER
Prime Image Model Digital 50 III:

Includes full proc amp control on all inputs; features
freeze control for either field or a frame, and full-time or
selectable composite color bar generator.

408-867-6519; fax: 408-926-7294 www.primeimageinc.com
Booth: L12253

TIME CODE GENERATOR
Adrienne Electronics AEC -BOX -8:

LTC generator with video sync input; generates DF/NDF
play speed LTC locked to the video input (if present).

702-896-1858; fax: 702-896-3034; www.adrielec.com
Booth: L5950

CONVERSION EQUIPMENT
Axon Digital Design Synapse:

Allows for embedding and de -embedding in frame synchro-
nizers, video A/D and D/A converters; features a minimum
of four relocked outputs, the ability to swap channels in em-
bedded audio and a jitter -trap in its cards with SDI I/O.

+31 13 511 6666; fax: +31 13 511 4151; wwwaxon.tv
Booth: L19277

MODULAR CONVERTER
Cobalt Digital Model 4035:
4:2:2 serial digital input to analog component, compos-

ite, S -video and two SDI outputs; features auto NTSC/PAL
detection and configuration, external configuration
switches and a built-in color bar generator.

217-344-1243; fax: 217-344-1245; www.cobaltdigital.com
Booth: L12070

DECODER
Ross Video ADC -8032A:

NTSC/PAL to 4:2:2 decoder employs Faroudja decoding
technology and advanced signal processing; handles all
types of signals, including satellite and microwave feeds;
features five -line adaptive comb filter.

613-652-4886; fax: 613-652-4425; www.rossvideo.com
Booth: L11429

Test and measurement
OPTICAL NETWORK TESTER
Acterna Optical Network Management System
(ONMS):

Offers operators significant commercial advantage
through increased productivity, reduced network down
time and easier, faster network provisioning; monitors the
physical and optical layers of the fiber network from a
single, stand-alone Remote Test Unit; Web -enabled.

301-353-1550; fax: 301-353-9080; www.acterna.com
Booth: S8863

AUTOMATED
VIDEO
MONITOR
Magni Systems AVM -
510A:

Waveform monitor
and vectorscope with
four -channel audio level
mastering and auto-
mated measurement

screens; indudes Incidental Carrier Phase Modulation, Dif-
ferential Gain and Differential Phase monitoring features.

503-615-1900; fax: 503-615-1999; www.magnisystems.com
Booth: L10853

COLOR BAR GENERATOR
ESE ES -229:

Allows for aligning monitors, tape leader or for checking
the signal fidelity of a color system; generates RS -170A full -
field bars or black burst via a BNC composite output and
one S -video output; front panel dip switches allow selec-
tion of auto -black, color bars/black, interlace/progressive,
NTSC pedestal on/off, Chroma on/off and PAL mode.

310-322-2136; fax: 310-322-8127; www.ese-web.com
Booth: L5327

MONITORING SOLUTION
Pixelmetrix DVStation-Q:
Features four hot-swappable port version of DVStation

for remote applications; compact, rack -mountable device
is only 2RU high; includes two hot-swappable redundant
power supplies.

954-472-5445; fax: 954-472-6989; www.pixelmetrix.com
Booth: L10643

DIGI SCOPE
Hamlet Video Digi Scope:

Provides the same high level of functionality and ease of
integration but without the integral screen, displaying on any
external monitor (SDI, component YUV or RGB, composite
or SVGA) wherever the measurement display is required.

+44 1494 793 763; fax: +44 1494 791 283; www.hamlet.co.uk
Booth: L12500
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The Omneon Networked Content. Server System

Infrastructure For Digital Media -
More Advanced at Lowest Cost

More Scalable: 2 Gbits/sec Fibre Channel
storage supports up to 96 real-time channels
for cortent acquisition and play -to -air

More Bandwidth: Multiple Gigabit
Ethernet ports provide unprecedented
bandwidth to suppo:t archival, editing
and media access over IP networks

More Applications: Omneon is supported
by the major broadcast applications
providers - giving you best -in -class
solutions for your specific needs

More Affordable: All this enhanced
functionality comes in less space at the
'Lowest price

OMNEON
VIDEONETWORKS

www.Omneon.com  1.408.585.5158 in US  1.44.1256.884450 in Europe, Africa, & Middle East
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HANDHELD
MPEG TESTER
Tektronix AD920:

Battery -powered unit
identifies faults and re-
duces downtime; en-
sures reliability in net-
works that distribute

video, audio and data in digital formats; designed for
broadcast installation, maintenance and field service.

800-835-9433; www.tektronix.com
Booth: L8411

MPEG RECORDER/PLAYER
Tektronix MTX100:

Captures and plays out MPEG-2 data streams at the high data
rates needed to verify and troubleshoot designs for high-perfor-
mance consumer and professional video products and systems.

800-835-9433; www.tektronix.com
Booth: L8411

HD ON -SCREEN MONITOR
Videotek VTM-420HD/SD:

Monitors and measures picture, waveform, vector and
audio on a single high -resolution XGA monitor; adds 601
processing to the existing inputs, Ethernet connectivity,
closed -caption monitoring, auto -detect of HD or SDI, and
expandability of up to 24 inputs.

610-327-2292; fax: 610-327-9295; www.videotek.com
Booth: L10631

MULTIFORMAT ON -SCREEN
MONITOR
Videotek VTM-150:

Offers a VGA monitor output for the simultaneous view-
ing of all the information needed for sophisticated moni-
toring and measuring of waveform, vector, audio and other
information superimposed over black or picture.

610-327-2292; fax: 610-327-9295; www.videotek.com
Booth: L10631

TERRESTRIAL MONITORING
SYSTEM
Sencore TMS1780:

Offers both 8-VSB RF and MPEG-2 transport stream
monitoring and video/audio decoding in one package;
inputs allow users to analyze both the input to the DTV
transmitter and the RF output.

605-339-0100; www.sencore.corn
Booth: L20035

SDI MONITOR
Leader Instruments
LV 5700:

Rasterizer; XGA TFT
color LCD tilt panel; to-
tal digital processing; 20
HD+SD-SDI 525/625;
Ethernet; digital audio
de -embedded displays
surround; bargraphs; hex readout all data; AC/DC opera-
tion standard; optional auto -HD eye.

800-645-5104; fax: 714-527-7490; www.leaderusa.com
Booth: L6145

TRANSPORT STREAMER
Sencore TS1692:

Offers up to four inputs and four outputs; user can specify
ASI, SMPTE 310M, DVB-Parallel, DHEI or any two com-
binations; allows up to 200 Mbits/s to or from the storage
hard drive; plays transport streams continuously.

605-339-0100; www.sencore.com
Booth: L20035

TV transmitters,
antennas, RF products

SAP/STEREONIDEO RECEIVER
Modulation Sciences msi 189:

Provides simultaneous all -mode reception for SAP, ste-
reo and monaural audio via balanced, line -level KLR con-
nectors; features a stable synthesized tuner; uses dual an-
tennas inputs; operating channel is selected by jumpers
inside the receiver.

800-826-2603; fax: 732-302-2060; www.modsci.com
Booth: L5210
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DIGITAL ENCODER
Motorola, Broadband Communications Sector SE -1000:
Compact MPEG-2 encoder with front panel controls;

ATSC and DVB compliant; designed to optimize for low-
bit -rate applications.

215-323-1880; fax: 215-323-0245; www.motorola.com/broaband
Booth: S5412

RF SYSTEMS
Teracom Components RF systems:

RF systems for TV and DTV; complete range of compo-
nents, including filters, combiners, antennas, connectors,
rigid line and engineering software.

207-627-7474; fax: 207-627-7473; wwwteracom-c.com
Booth: L1515

HDTV ENCODER
Radyne ComStream/Tiernan THE -1:
Supports both broadcast and distribution applications;

provides compliant ATSC or MPEG-2 transport streams as

well as stand-alone PSIP support with programmable pa-
rameters; when operating under the MPEG-2 profile trans-
port stream, data rates of up to 108 Mbits/s are available.

602-437-9620; 602-437-4811; www.radynecomstream.com
Booth: 58020

CONSTANT EFFICIENCY AMPLIFIER
Northrop Grumman Electron Devices L-4200 series:

Next generation of high -power broadcast tubes for the
UHF television industry; operates at peak powers up to 130
kW; offers a 50 percent improvement in efficiency compared
with a standard IOT when operated in digital service.

570-326-3561; fax: 570-326-2903; www.littonedd.com
Booth: L6256

CONNECTORS
Andrew RingFlare:

Connectors now available for LDF5-50B, 7/8" HELIAX
coaxial cable; fewer parts than standard connectors to sim-
plify attachment; connectors feature unique expandable
spring clamping ring, which automatically flares the cable's
outer conductor as the connector is tightened.

708-349-3300; fax: 708-873-8574; wwwandrewcom
Booth: L9111, S8433

BROADBAND ANTENNA
Radio Frequency Systems Broadband Omnislot UHF
Antenna:

Covers up to 120 MHz and powers up to 120 kW TPO;
ideal for stacked arrangements; extends the capability of
stacked broadband solutions when mounted on top of a

broadband UHF panel array.
203-630-3311; fax: 203-239-9260; www.rfsworld.com

Booth: L9337

UHF ATSC
TRANSMITTERS
Harris Ranger series:

Specifically developed with medium-

and small -market broadcasters in mind;
available in 460W or 900W power out-
put ratings; offer functionality not pre-
viously available in a low -power trans-
mitters; can be outfitted with Harris' CD -

Eye 8-VSB monitoring software and real-
time adaptive correction.

513-459-3400; fax: 513-701-5323; wwwharris.com
Booth: L5414

TV TRANSMITTER
EMCEE Broadcast Products TTU1000C0.:

1000W UHF, portable, worldwide agile TV transmitter
with instantaneous front panel tuning and multiple fre-
quency conversion; color standards NTSC, PAL, SECAM;
transmission systems M/N, B/G, D/K, Kl, I; fully broad-
band from 470 through 806 MHz; LDMOS circuitry; fre-
quency agile synthesizer.

570-443-9575; fax: 570-443-9257; www.emceebrd.com

Booth: L6522

INDUCTIVE
OUTPUT TUBES
Eimac K2D150W and
K2100W:

IOT has a peak power output
of 150 kW with 37 kW average
power for DTV service; provides
100 kW peak -of -sync output (vi-
sual only) or common mode out-
put of 84 kW peak -of -sync visual
combined with 8.4 kW aural.

650-594-4004; fax: 650-952-9988; wwweimac.com
Booth: L6517

DUALBAND ANTENNA
Dielectric Communications TUV-M and TUV-L:

New additions for the low- and mid -band (Channels 2-
6) VHF broadcaster who has a UHF DTV channel with
limited tower capacity or aperture; super -turnstile antenna
for VHF service.

207-655-8152; fax: 207-655-7120; www.dielectriccom
Booth: L2915, L8442

VHF TRANSMITTER
Rohde & Schwarz NM 7010:

1 kW VHF transmitter: medium -power transmitters in
the range of 500W to 2 kW; features a digital exciter, a

MOSFET amplifier, power supply and air cooling; includes
a channel and harmonic filter.

410-910-7832; fax: 410-910-7801; www.rhodeschwarz.com

Booth: L5510
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NEB

MAGNUM 2.5kW Transmitter
34" W x 44" D x 72" H

Smart Digital Solutions
MX Series, VHF and UHF

 Frequency Agile,
Digital Compatible.

Hi -Power MD Series, Solid -State VHF

 Built on our industry
leading M Series
platform.

 Existing analog systems
can be easily converted
to digital on -site.

At NAB Booth L9122

MAGNUM
A Smart Digital Choice

Solid -State UHF Transmitter
Scalable

Scalable from 2.5 kW to 5 kW, 10 kW and 20 kW.

Hi -Performance
 Features LARCAN's new 2XW PA circuitry

(2X the power output density), with LDMOS
technology.

 Redundant amplifiers and power supplies.

 Broadband stripline combiners; a reliable and maintenance free technology.

Flexible and Reliable
 "Hot-pluggable" Broadband RF modules can be used on any UHF channel.

Absolutely no tuning required.

 Built-in capability for remote monitoring and control.

 Air cooling distribution system; integrated with the more cost-effective
"Pull-Thru" method.

 Small footprint; only 44" deep (10kW system is 92" wide).

Serviceable
 "Hot-pluggable" PA modules. Ensures easy accessibility and field repair.

 Simplified monitoring that quickly and accurately locates
out -of -tolerance conditions.

 Built-in diagnostics.
 Perform daytime maintenance without removing the transmitter

from on -air service.

1 Watt to 100 kW

4

DTV-Lite'" Solid -State UHF/VHF

 Jump-start solutions for your
DTV transition.

L A Oteffe2K
Hi -Power IOT Transmitters
 LDMOS high -gain,

broadband drivers.
 Diagnostics with fiber optic

interconnects.
 Soft Start
 Redundant control system.

II A norm prkgmiff lam mu& sin An ISO 9001 Certified Facility

U.S. Tel: 1-303-665-8000  Fax: 1-303-673-9900  Canada Tel: 1-905-564-9222  Fax: 1-905-564-9244
www.larcan.com
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SLOT ANTENNA
Jampro Antennas/RE Systems JTW:

High -power traveling wave UHF slot antenna for DTV ap-
plications; horizontal, elliptical or circular polarization; top-
or side -mounted; standard and custom directional patterns;
beam tilt and null fill available; smooth elevation pattern.

916-383-1177; fax 916-383-1182; www.jampro.com
Booth: L6127

POWER MONITOR
Bird Electronic BPM series:

Series comprises true average -responding sen-
sors that attach to a multifunction power meter
or directly to a PC via an RS -232 cable; true av-
erage responses with a minimum of 10 dB op-
erating headroom for stable and accurate power indications.

440-248-1200; fax 440-248-5426; www.bird-electronic.com
Booth: L1742

DIGITAL SOLID-STATE
UHF TRANSMITTER
Larcan MAGNUM:

Scalable on site from 2.5 kW to 20 kW;
"hot pluggable" broadband RF modules
for any frequency, no tuning required;
patented 2X power PA circuitry, LDMOS
technology; remote monitoring and con-
trol; redundant amplifiers and power
supplies; built-in diagnostics; flexible air
cooling distribution system.

905-564-9222; fax 905-564-9244; www.larcan.com
Booth: L9122

COMMUNITY
BROADCAST FACILITY
SpectraSite Broadcast Group
community broadcast facility:
Allows multiple broadcasters to use a

common transmission site in order to
shorten project timelines and preserve
capital; SpectraSite obtains the site, gets
zoning approval, and builds and man-
ages the facility.

888-468-0112; www.spectrasite.com
Booth: L6841

TRANSMITTER
Ai (formerly Acrodyne Industries) Quantum QEXD1:

Remote parameter monitoring available; alternative to
going low power in NTSC or DTV, QEXD 1 offers a bud-
get -conscious version of high -power Quantum in a single-

cabinet, single tube system.
410-568-2105; fax 410-568-1546; www.acrodyne.com

Booth: L8457

LOW -POWER TRANSMITTER
Thales Broadcast & Multimedia Affinity:

Designed to be frequency -agile; available from lOW to
400W average output power; fully compatible with the
DVB-T and ATSC standards; features an advanced embed-
ded software for alignment and system management.

413-569-0116; fax: 413-569-0679; www.thales-bm.com
Booth: L8700

BROADCAST KYLSTRONS
Marconi EEV klystrons:

Range of EEV klystrons fits most transmitter types; ex-
tends from the older unpulsed tubes to modern wideband
types; includes the latest Energy Saving Collector klystrons.

914-592-6050; fax 914-592-5148; wwwmarconitech.com
Booth: L11118, L1628

DIGITAL TRANSMITTER
Thales Broadcast & Multimedia DCX Millennium:

An enhanced version of Thales' DCX; offers a dual DSP
system that continuously analyzes the transmitter's power
output, a wide range of VSWR foldback and ultra -linear
8-VSB average power detection.

413-569-0116; fax: 413-569-0679; www.thales-bm.com
Booth: L8700

TRANSMITTER
Ai (formerly Acrodyne Industries) Quantum Convertible:
Transmitter features Quantum technology without the

IOT, cavity and related power supplies; can be configured
from 250W to 1 kW average DTV power; available with
wraparound correction.

610-917-7300; fax: 610-917-8148; www.acrodyne.com
Booth: L8457

VHF TRANSMITTER
Axcera Innovator DT VHF:

VHF version of the Innovator DT
solid-state transmitter; updated with
MOSFET transistors; works with
DT2B ATSC modulator for high ef-
ficiency; uses ADE linear and non-
linear adaptive correction.

724-873-8100; fax 724-873-8105
www.axcera.com

Booth: L9353

Video routing
DIGITAL ROUTING SWITCHER
Utah Scientific UTAH -400:

Expands seamlessly from 64x64 to 1000x1000 and beyond;
product line includes HD and SD digital video switchers and
a digital audio switcher; all SD switchers are fully upgradable
to HD operation by means of an I/O board exchange.

801-575-8801; fax: 801-537-3099; www.utahscientific.com
Booth: L15254
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With You Every Step Of The Way To DTV!
The

Promise
Starts

HERE!
DTV Design
From IC's to complete DTV
transmitters, Sencore provides
reliable test signals and
complete signal analysis
equipment. These instruments
have become industry standards

-lb They include:

_ dalTS1691 Transport Streamer

4441 TS1692 Transport Streamer

RFP910 RF Player

HD292M HDTV
Reference Source

111dr! . QA/Manufacturing
Sencore instruments are
designed to provide

 conformance testing to ensure
that the digital signal meets
ATSC specifications.

They include
t52

TS1691 Transport Streamer

TS1692 Transport Streamer

ATSC Test Patterns

ATSC987 8VSB Modulator

Retail
Sencore set the standard
in the retail industry for

1 1- providing an easy -to -use,
reliable signal source for the
Consumer Electronics Industry.

, They include

HDTV995 HDTV Player

HDTV996 HDTV
Player/Recorder

ATSC987 8VSB
Modulator

VOP920 Video
Output Player

New Concepts,
New Ideas,

New Products.

The Innovation
Continues...

Come See

What Is New!

lInstallation
Sencore 's Installatioi Too
Suite provides you everything
you need for resideitial and
commercial mstallaions

They include:

CP290/291/288
Color Analyzer
SP295 Audio Analyzer
SL754D RF Signal
Level Meter
VP300 Video Generator

On -Line Calibration
Library

Signal Provider
Sencore provides a variety of
instruments fo del vering
signal, to playing Jut a stream,
to receiving cod cbcoding it.
They include:

EVAIRCISTM51780 DTV Investigator

537553030 Transport
Stream Server

OTS1691 Transport Streamer

OITS1692 Transport Streamer

4s. AT984A Receiver/Decoder

Signal Distribution
Sencore is a major test
equipment contributor in video,
audio, data cblivery over digital
cable and terrestrial delivery.

They include.

QAM Analyzers
5L754D Chanwielizer

051757 Inspector
(MMDS Wireless)

®Modem Analyzers
ATI 506 Pprtable 8VSB
Analyzer

NAB 2002

New South Hall

Booth L20035

Service & Support
Today's new ENV products
require new methods of testing
and troubeshcoting. Sencore
has new end exciting products
to support the service industry.

They include:

ATSC987 8VSB
Modula-or

ATSC997 HDTV Signal
Source

ATSC Test Patterns

AT984A Receiver/Decoder

www.sencore.com 1-800-SENCORE(736-2673) Direct 1(605)339-0100 Fax 11(605)339-0432
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A/V SWITCHER
Folsom Research PresentationMASTER:

Designed specifically for systems integrators; supports
true seamless switching and superior scaling technology
for professional A/V presentations; features eight univer-
sal AN inputs that accept composite (NTSC/PAL), S -video,
component, computer and HD video.

916-859-2505; fax 916-859-2515; wwwfolsom.com
Booth: L14824

CONTROLLER SYSTEM
PESA Switching Systems 3500PIus:

Available as a single or dual controller; includes one RS -
422 and two RS -232 ports for remote communications;
compatible with all existing RCP series control panels; sup-
ports "truck link" applications.

800-328-1008; fax 631-845-5023; www.pesa.com
Booth: L8449

SWITCHER
Extron Electronics ISS 408:
Provides seamless, glitch -

free switching between in-
puts; fully configurable for all
video types; offers eight in-

puts, dual outputs and a built-in scaler; has 33 scaled out-
put rates including HD.

714-491-1500; far 714-491-1517; www.extron.com
Booth: L13218

MASTER CONTROL SWITCHER
Quartz QMC:

Includes an internal, dual -channel 10 -bit built-in DVE;
controllable through the automation system; offers cleaner
signal path; features HD signal chassis; allows any combi-
nation of panel applications to interoperate.

888-638-8745; www.quartzus.com
Booth: L22419

MASTER CONTROL SWITCHER
Leitch Opus:

Includes 8:4:4 video processing, which provides 2X over -
sampling of the video signal; features full program and pre-
set bus transitions, including mix, vee, fade-out and cut-
fade as standard; can be configured in a multi -panel, multi -

frame network and has optional two -channel effects and
also key borders.

800-231-9673; fax 757-548-0019; www.leitch.com
Booth: L19511

DIGITAL VIDEO ROUTER
Sigma Electronics ADX:
Offers return loss of -15 dB min. 5 MHz to 270 MHz,

data rate of 400 Mbits/s, overshoot of 10 percent maxi-
mum and BNC connectors.

717-569-2681; fax 717-569-4056; www.sigmaelectronics.com
Booth: L10669

HIGH -
DEFINITION
SERIAL DIGITAL
VIDEO ROUTING
SWITCHER
Datatek 03000:
Accommodates all data

rates from 3 Mbits/s to 1.5
Gbits/s in a compact rack mounting frame; fully equipped
for 128x128 HD serial digital video; two outputs per des-
tination are included, reducing the need for distribution
amplifiers; the D3000 can be used for both HD and SDI.

908-654-8100; fax 908-232-6381; www.datateknj.com
Booth: L6727

SD/HD VIDEO
ROUTER
Thomson Multimedia Trinix
512x512:

Fits into a small 32RU chassis foot-
print without the need for external
wiring or distribution amplifiers;
expanding from 256x256 to
512x512 or from SD to HD in 32 I/
0 increments required just plugging
in additional circuit modules.

818-729-7700; far 818-729-7710; www.thomsonbroadcast.com
Booth: L19524

ROUTING MATRIX
Thomson/Grass Valley Group Concerto series:

Compact router features FlexFram platform; allows users
to mix formats within a single frame; users can change a 32x32
system to a 64x64 configuration with a single card, and take
advantage of an optional TDM backbone for audio data.

530-478-3000; fax 530-478-3755; www.grassvalleygroup.com
Booth: L19524

ROUTING SYSTEM
ParkerVision XSWITCH:
Provides complete system control and redundancy for

the PVTV News line of live production automation sys-
tems; gradually switches to live production from traditional
live news operations; consolidates all switching and rout-
ing requirements.

800-532-8034; 904-731-0958; www.parkervision.com
Bboth: L5503

MULTIFORMAT ROUTING
SWITCHER
PESA Switching Systems Cheetah:

Handles any signal from 3 Mbits/s up to 1.5 Gbits/s; fea-
tures four standard frame sizes; build I/O modules in
groups of 16; single or dual outputs are available.

800-328-1008; fax 631-845-5023; www.pesa.com
Booth: L8449
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Instant worldwide broadcast distribution

Intelsat's reliability, flexibility and global coverage make us the industry
leader in video transmission. We bring the world to your viewers.

Every day, our satellites deliver cable, broadcast and direct -to -home
programming to TV markets everywhere. Whether it's news, sports or
entertainment, with Intelsat's global satellite fleet, programmers can
uplink or downlink from virtually anywhere on earth.

Where the earth meets the sky, Intelsat inspires connections.
To connect, contact us at: broadcast.servicesaintelsat.com Intelsat.
www.intelsat.com/broadcast inspiring connections
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ROUTING SWITCH ER
Ross Video Talia series:

Includes matrix sizes from 16x16 to 256x256; allows for
flexible and full HD bandwidth routing; provides intui-
tive and comprehensive configuration; optional integrated
tally available.

613-652-4886; fax 613-652-4425; www.rossvideo.com
Booth: L11429

ROUTER GATEWAY
Leitch CCS:

Shallow, 1RU protocol translator that provides Ethernet
and/or SNMP connectivity to any Leitch routing system
over most standard LAN, MAN or WAN connections; ap-
plications include Ethernet connectivity to a Leitch router
system for RouterMAPPER, RouterWORKS, Ethernet-

based control panels and Leitch's CCS.
800-231-9673; fax 757-548-0019; www.leitch.com

Booth: L19511

ROUTER
Chyron Pro -Bel Mistral:

Features built-in analog and digital signal conversion for
video and audio; different formats can be mixed and
matched within the same frames; supports up to 128x128.

631-845-2000; fax: 631-845-3888; www.chyron.com
Booth: L12200

ROUTING SWITCHER
Crystal Vision SW808:

SDI 8x8 crosspoint routing switcher; 100 mm x 266 mm
module; DVB-ASI compatible; timing information is pro-
vided by either SDI or analog references; inputs and out-
puts can be named for ease of use.

+44 1223 506515; fax +44 1223 506514; wwwcrystalvision.tv
Booth: L23006

ROUTING CONTROL SOFTWARE
Sierra Video Systems G.R.I.P.:

Uses a Windows -based, standard routing interface GUI
with basic router commands; allows system configurations
to be programmed and stored; features programming and
launching salvos directly from your computer.

530-478-1000; fax 530-478-1105; www.sierravideo.com
Booth: L8937

Wire, cable, connectors
DIGITAL COAX CABLE
Belden Electronics 1505F:

New version of the 1505A RG-59 precision digital video
coax for use in patch panels and jumpers; features a
stranded center conductor and a double braid shield; mates
with all 1505A BNC connectors.

765-983-5200; fax 765-983-5294; www.belden.com
Booth: L6445

PATC H BAYS
Switchcraft SWC MVP AND SWC VAP:

New line of mid -size video jacks, patchcords and
patchbays, induding the SWC MVP and SWC VAR

773-792-2700; fax 773-792-2129; www.switchcrctft.com
Booth: L5649

FLAT CABLE
Extron Electronics BNC-6 RC:

Rugged, flexible low -profile cable designed to lie flat un-
der carpet and in areas with a substantial amount of foot
traffic; comprised of six color -coded coax conductors with
751Z BNC connectors for an RGBHV signal; a sixth con-
ductor is included for composite video or as a spare.

714-491-1500; fax 714-491-1517; www.extron,com
Booth: L13218

10 -CHANNEL HIGH -DEFINITION
VIDEO SNAKE
Gepco VS10230:

Thin -profile, extra -flexible remote video snake that uti-
lizes Gepco's high- definition miniature 23 AWG coax; ideal
for remote production applications in standard or HD digital
video formats; provides a convenient and rugged way of
transmitting digital video signals within a single cable.

847-795-9555; fax: 847-795-8770; www,gepco.com
Booth: L4929

MINIATURE BNC CONNECTOR
Trompeter Electronics 250:
Allows for 40 percent greater connector density in a

given area; designed for high -frequency digital applica-
tions; features 75SZ impedance throughout the entire HD
frequency range.

800-982-2629; www.trompeter.com
Booth: L6731
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You Don't Have To Tape It Any More!
Pioneer Makes DVD Recording Real Time - Real Simple

SPACE AVAILABLE

Ten DVD discs in 1/8" jewel cases
occupy the same space as 1 Beta
SP tape. Now, archived video on
DVD frees up your valuable storage
space and gives you room to get
down to business.

1 VIDEO 10 DVD
TAPE DISCS

PRV-9000 Pro C VD -Video Recorder

Introducing Pioneer's new
Pro DVD-Video Recorder, the PRV-9000
Once again Pioneer has developed
advancements in DVD technology that improve
your business.

The PRV-9000 records DVD-Video with the press
of a button Real Time - Real Simple.
Search for and retrieve your DVD-Video in seconds
on DVD-R or DVD-RW med.a.

With Pioneer's 2 Year Warranty and 24/7 Technical
Support / Replacement Program, Pioneer is the right
choice for DVD Recording.

For more information, contact
1-800-527-3766 www.pioneereiect-'-

(Business Products Tab)
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Audio accessories 176

Audio mixers, on -air, portable, studio, playback 178

Audio recording, storage, playback 178

Audio routing, distribution 180

Automation systems, newsroom systems, master control 180

Cable TV equipment 180

Camera support, robotics, virtual sets 182

Cameras, lenses, accessories 182

CGs, prompters, captioning 182

Consulting services, technical, engineering 184

Film equipment, duplication, distribution equipment 184

Graphics, animation products 184

Intercom, IFB products 184

Lighting equipment 184

Microphones, accessories 186

Microwave, fiber optic, telco equipment 186

New media, streaming products, CD-ROM 186

Power products, batteries, generators 186

Production switchers, video effects, keyers 188

Recording media 188

Satellite equipment, services 190

Studio, facility support products 190

TBCs, frame syncs, conversion equipment 190

Test and measurement equipment 192

TV transmitters, feedline, antennas, towers, services 192

Video editing systems 192

Video routing 194

Weather/data services 194

Wire, cable, connectors 194

With NAB getting bigger every
year, how about a little help
finding the shortest route be-
tween points?

This year, Broadcast Engineer-
ing is offering two tracking op-
tions that will help ensure that
you see what you want to see,
AND help save your feet. The first
is our new, easier -to -use map of
the NAB halls. The other is this
year's FASTtrack section. To navi-
gate the new NAB, just pick a cat-
egory from the list at left and turn
to that page to find the manufac-
turers that have what you want,
arranged geographically for the
quickest trip around the floor.

Colored listings indicate issue
advertisers. Booth numbers are
current as of the press deadline.

Wrack
1 74 broadcastengineering.com
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You can't sce gravity, but you know t's there.

Like gravity in the universe, Rad c F-equency Systems is

a corstait fcrce in tie wor'c of wire'ess co -n-r unications.

Servi ig ever/ iegment of the iv riles; marIce-1, RFS is

a global presence erploying Edvalzed technology

and system so ut ons thet deli,ier maximum efficiency

and :ost-effectiveness.

With manufacturinc plants, sees Dff ces and customer

support fun :t ons worldwide, RFS offers extensive

procuct lines for teiecomrrLn Cr. Ons, broethast and

HF applicatiois. RFS desigr, eigineering,

and commissioning capabi i-ies vAl make wireless

networ cperate at its peek..

As one of the wor d's largest JEsigners aid

manufacturers of vy reless antenna systems, P.:.! brings

you a total -package solution 3rd sincle-sou-tir g - cne

quote... one siipmert. one invoice. o -e custpmer

support group.

Radio Frequency Systems. Impr:ving zo-nmunications.

Anywhere in the Todd.

Contact us at www.rfsvorld vim

RADIO FREQJENCY SYSTEMS
The Clear Chz:ice in wireless'

UNITED ST4TES +1 -2C8 -6M-3311  CEBAJAhlv -49-511-676-2520  AUSTRA1JA +61-3-9751-3400  BRAZ.L +55-11-47E14433 - +8o -2I-5774-4501)

C20C2 Fadio Fre ncy Systerr s

See us at NAB Booth #9337



'Acoustics First
Mager Systems L2030
360 Systems

L1957

L2034
TerraSonde L2103

Wrack
Audio
accessories

Neutrik Montreal L2167
.20%,646,

Benchmark Media
 Systems L2208
go

Harrison By GLW L2215
Eventide L2335
Aphex Systems L2434
Symetrix L2444
Diversified Marketing L2455
Independent Audio L2462
Sonifex L2466

See it !
Believe it!
Live it!

ultimatte
Our next generation technologies
emerge @ NAB2002

Sands Convention Center
Booth S3914

www.ultimatte.corn

Ultimatte Corporation  Chatsworth, California  USA
tel +1.818.993.8007  fax +1.818.993.3762

Ultimatte Europe  The Netherlands
tel +31.297.380.935  fax +31.297.380.939

Copyright 02002 Ultimatte Corporation  All Rights Reserved
Ultimatte is a registered trademark of Ult mane Corporation 2/02

Wheatstone L2515
BSW-Broadcast
Supply Worldwide L2525
RCS L2533
JK Audio L2552
Azden L2562
DK Audio L2575
TASCAM L2630
Euphonix L2751
Stagetec L2771
Ward -Beck Systems L2815
Dalet Digital L2851
Sennheiser Electronic L2923
Logitek Electronic
Systems L2937
Cartworks/dbm Systems . L2957
Henry Engineering L3102
MUSICAM L3205
Location Sound L3232
RDL Radio Design Labs L3327
TC Electronic L3343
Sound Devices L3355
Wi reworks L4835
Shure L4903
Acoustical Solutions L5215
ESE L5227
Beyerdynamic L5235
RCS L5303
Allen Osborne
Associates L5309
Multidyne Video &
Fiber Optic Systems L5349
Switchcraft L5649
Comprehensive
Video Group L5651
Neutrik L5838
Audiolab Electronics L6139
Professional Label L8509
Sierra Video Systems L8937
Herman Electronics L9071
Systems Wireless L9723
Aspen Electronics L9726
AMS Neve L10249
Sigma Electronics L10649
Wohler Technologies L11257
Hannay Reels L11375
ATI-Audio Technologies L11435
Whirlwind L11616
Thermodyne
International L11649
HORITA L11961
ProSou rce/BM I L11968
Prime Image L12253
Audio Accessories L12274
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Why get stuck
with glue?

For the same price
you can have IQ.

agine a modular system where
ch card knows its own function,

tatus and menu -structure.
agine if it could give this
formation direct to your control

k stem.

onfiguration, expansion,
onitoring and management all
ecome easier, quicker and more
 liable - saving time and money.

Modular combines these
nique advantages with
nell & Wilcox interface and
rocessing technology to create
truly intelligent, plug-and-work"

'rite Business
Case

for Quality

IQ MODULAR
by

SNELL & WILCOX )

Tel 408 .60 1000 www.snellwilccx.com

infrastructure solution.

What's just as impressive is that
it does so at a price that is
surprisingly competitive with
ordinary so-called "glue" products.

T.3day's complex digital networks
demand much more from
modular systems than
conventional devices can offer.
IQ Modular was developed to
meet those needs.

So don't get stuck with glue.
Find out more about IQ on our
booth at NAB2002 # L9837.



Gefen Systems
Sonic Desktop
Software
Msoft
Nelson Case
Chief Manufacturing

L12911

L13132
L13865
L14034
L15242

Audio mixers,
on -air, portable,
studio,
playback

Allen Avionics L19549
WhisperRoom L19557 Klotz Digital America L1942
Systems Wireless L20008 Benchmark Media
Dalet Digital L20420 Systems L2208
Bexel L21211 Harrison By GLW L2215
TAI Audio S2823 Telos Systems L2251
Peerless Industries S3509 Calrec Audio L2263
Marshall Electronics S3669 Aphex Systems L2434
Heartland Video Independent Audio L2462
Systems S4555 Aeta Audio L2463
RCS S6618 Sonifex L2466

Wheatstone L2515
BSW-Broadcast Supply
Worldwide L2525
Studer L2542
Azden L2562
TASCAM L2630
Solid State Logic L2731

Euphonix L2751
Stagetec L2771
Dalet Digital L2851
Sennheiser Electronic L2923

% Logitek Electronic
Systems L2937
Cartworks/dbm Systems L2957
Prism Media Products L3123
Location Sound L3232
RDL Radio Design Labs L3327
TC Electronic L3343
Sound Devices L3355
Midas L8437
Zaxcom L9052
Herman Electronics L9071
Systems Wireless L9723
AMS Neve L10249
ATI-Audio Technologies L11435
Whirlwind L11616
Burst Electronics L11668
Mackie Designs L12855
Digigram L13362
Dolby Laboratories L19535
Systems Wireless L20008
Dalet Digital L20420
Pixel Instruments L20744
TAI Audio S2823

Fiber Optic
Cc:Imerci Coble
and Assemblies

Gepco's new HDC920 hybrid fiber optic camera
cable is designed for High Definition cameras
that utilize the new SMPTE optical fiber format.

It features the low loss of optical fiber, along
with the performance that Gepco camera
cable is known for.

 Flexible and UL rated versions
 Strength member for added durability
 Tested for optical return and insertion loss
 Terminated assemblies or bulk cable
 SMPTE 311M and 304M compliant

GEPCO Tactical fiber for HD & DTV remote
INTERNATIONAL, INC. optical systems also available

1-800-966-0069 www.gepco.com email: gepco@gepco.com

Audio recording,
storage, .
playback :Po

Nagravision L1950
Eventide L2335
Prophet Systems
Innovations L2404
Aphex Systems L2434
Independent Audio L2462
Son ifex L2466
BSW-Broadcast Supply
Worldwide L2525
RCS L2533
TASCAM L2630
Broadcast Electronics L2705
Euphonix L2751
Dalet Digital L2851
Smarts Broadcast
Systems L2951
Cartworks/dbm Systems L2957
Henry Engineering L3102
Location Sound L3232
Audio Processing
Technology L3243
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Axcera, (ax-sair'-a), a. Flexible.
Choices. Your road map to DTV.

A recent FCC order allows broadcasters to
build their DTV systems at low power, at
maximum allowable power, or anywhere in
between. Regardless of which direction
you choose, Axcera has a solution
to meet your needs. We offer the most
advanced high power IOT transmitters
available, as well as scalable LDMOS solid
state transmitters and the industries best
low power transmitters.

With the most complete product line of
any transmitter manufacturer, you can be
sure that Axcera Street will get you to your
destination, today and in the future.

Visit us at NAB booth #L9353

pFA xcera®

www.axcera.com
724-873-8100 t
724-873-8105 f
info@axcera.com

Axcessing the new era of digital communications. 111 GOD BLESS AMERICA
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TC Electronic L3343
RCS L5303
Fast Forward Video L5553
Doremi Labs L5556
Professional Label L8509
Zaxcom L9052
AMS Neve L10249
Digital Vision L12834
Mackie Designs L12855
Gefen Systems L12911
Digigram L13362
MSoft L13865
Alcorn McBride L15249
Grass Valley Group L19524
Dalet Digital L20420
Lightworks S1247
Nagravision S3239
RCS S6618
Antex Electronics S6719

Audio routing,
distribution

Sierra Automated
Systems L1722
Klotz Digital America L1942
360 Systems L2034
Benchmark Media
Systems L2208
Aphex Systems L2434
Symetrix L2444
Sonifex L2466
Wheatstone L2515
BSW-Broadcast Supply
Worldwide L2525
Studer L2542
Broadcast Electronics L2705
Stagetec L2771
Ward -Beck Systems L2815
Logitek Electronic
Systems L2937
Cartworks/dbm Systems . L2957
Henry Engineering L3102
Audio Processing
Technology L3243
RDL Radio Design Labs L3327
TC Electronic L3343
Image Video L4927
Modulation Sciences L5210
ESE L5227

tidyne Video & Fiber
stems L5349

L5651

stengineering.com

sive Video

Burst Electronics
Chyron
Audio Accessories
Gefen Systems
Extron Electronics
Digigram
MSoft
Communications
Specialties L14424
Utah Scientific L15254

..4%, Ensemble Designs L18351
Leitch L19511

Grass Valley Group L19524
Thomson Multimedia L19524
Quartz Electronics L20613
Network Electronics L21715
Crystal Vision L23006
TAI Audio S2823

Automation
systems,
newsroom
systems, master
control

Datatek L6727 Broadcast Software
PESA Switching Systems L8449 Solutions
Patchamp L8809 Panasonic Broadcast
ADC/Nvision L9849 BUF Technology
FOR -A Corporation Encoda Systems
of America L10019 PESA Switching Systems
Sigma Electronics L10649 Sierra Video Systems
Wohler Technologies L11257 EVS
Keywest Technology L11416 QTV
ATI-Audio Technologies L11435 Chyron
Whirlwind L11616 MATCO

L11668 Avid Technology
L12200 Digigram
L12274 Pathf i re
L12911 Chief Manufacturing
L13218 Utah Scientific
L13362 Sony Electronics
L13865 Fujinon

Eyeheight
AZCAR
Triveni Digital
Leitch
Thomson Multimedia
Odetics Broadcast
Florical Systems
Pixel Power
Sundance Digital
Masstech Group
Crispin
Dalet Digital
Quartz Electronics
Telestream
DNF Controls
Masterclock
Globalnet

. Adtec Digital
 Inscriber Technology

Avitech International
SGI
RCS
Blue Order
vizrt
Irdeto Access

Sierra Automated
Systems L1722
Klotz Digital America L1942
JT Communications L2043
Prophet Systems
Innovations L2404
RCS L2533
Studer L2542
Broadcast Electronics L2705
Dalet Digital L2851
Smarts Broadcast

Cable TV
equipment

L6423
L7214
L8408
L8416
L8449
L8937
L9227

L11411
L12200
L12249
L13200
L13362
L13653
L15242
L15254
L18207
L18241
L18263
L18372
L18764
L19511
L19524
L19541
L19552
L19577
L19958
L20069
L20367
L20420
L20613
L20658
L20800
L21700
L23200
S3633
S3937
S5156
S5418
S6618
S6963
S7167
S7623

Nagravision L1950
Systems L2951 Symetrix L2444
Image Video L4927 Allen Osborne Associates L5309
RCS L5303 Multidyne Video &
Harris L5414 Fiber Optic Systems L5349
ParkerVision L5503 RF Technology L5834
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Side -By -Side Wavefor0 rscope
With True Instrumentation RT Clarity

Multi -Format HD -SDI & HD -Analog II Gamut Error M itoring of GBR

Auto Detection, Setup & Display of 14 Components

HD -SDI Formats Waveform, V or, Picture, Audio and

HD -SDI Monitor Includes 720p, 10801 Hex Data Dis ay Modes

and 1035i Strobe of 1-1 Lines to Picture Monitor

Dual Displays for Simultaneous Output

Viewing IN Full Line Sel ct Field 1, 2 or All

Digital Data Dump and Error Lo Analog Au Lt o Lissajouis Display
are Exportable HD -SDI Ey Pattern Display Optional
High Quality 10 Bit Picture Monitor (0P71)
Output SD -SDI M4nitor and Eye Pattern
Equivalent Cable Length Meastir#ment Display ttional (0P70)

For a free demonstration in yo

1 (800) 645-5104 /
r facility call:

eaderUSA.com

FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW
THE DIFFERENCE

Please visit us at NAB, Booth #L6145

e-mail: sales@LeaderUSA.com
6484 Commerce Drive, Cypress, CA 90630 Tel: (714) 527-9300 Fax: (714) 527-7490

Regional Offices: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Los Angeles, New York



INira k
Zandar Technologies L8674
Herman Electronics L9071
EVS L9227
Keywest Technology L11416
Egripment L11660
HORITA L11961
Prime Image L12253
Monivision L15326
Triveni Digital L18764
Hi -Tech Enterprises L19572
Telestream L20658
DVB L22506
Broadata Communications/
Physical Optics S1252
Nagravision S3239
Harmonic S3327
ViACCESS S3363
Marshall Electronics S3669
Scientific-Atlanta S4522
Force S4560
Avitech International S5156
Motorola, Broadband
Communications Sector S5412
Irdeto Access S7623
Standard
Communications S8133
Acterna S8863
Comtech Antenna
Systems S9319

Camera support, Cameras, lenses,
robotics, virtual ., accessories
sets

Image Video L4927
Allen Osborne
Associates L5309
Video Robotics L6422
Sachtler L7140
Telemetrics L9853
Innovision Optics L9863
FOR -A Corporation
of America L10019
Bogen Photo L10144
Vinten L10637
Egripment L11660
Radamec L12233
Glidecam Industries L12278
Miller Camera Support L18942
Chapman/Leonard
Studio Equipment L19548
Hi -Tech Enterprises L19572
Camplex L20020
Cool -Lux L20461
Orad Hi-Tec Systems S3944
Darim Vision S4168
Coherent
Communications S4660
vizrt S7167

At last, an SD encoder that can
be upgraded to HD.

TANDBERG

Come see it in our HDI DTV System at the
TANDBERG Television booth #S4555,

pod #10 at NAB 2002

HD Encoding, Multiplexing, PSIP Generation,
Upconversion, Logo Insertion, Transport Stream

Monitoring & Downconversion will also be on display.

tiz) Heartland Video Systems
HVS is a distributor for TANDBERG Television

www.hvs-inc.com www.hvs-dtv.com 7-800-332-7088

Winemiller
Communications L1051
TRON-Tek L5353
Hitachi Denshi America L6603
Anton/Bauer L7203
Panasonic Broadcast L7214
DRS Ahead Technology... L8504
Century Optics L9041
Thales Angenieux L9332
Ikegami L9711
Aspen Electronics L9726
JVC Professional
Products Company L9729
Telemetrics L9853
Innovision Optics L9863
Bogen Photo L10144
Canon L10600
Band Pro Film/Video L11068
Lemo L11262
ARRI L11437
Thermodyne
International L11649
ProSource/BMI L11968
Glidecam Industries L12278
Da-Lite Screen
Company L12811
Nelson Case L14034
Sony Electronics L18207
Fujinon L18241
AZCAR L18372
Anton/Bauer L19507
Eastman Kodak L19507
Thomson Multimedia L19524
Hi -Tech Enterprises L19572
Camplex L20020
Cool -Lux L20461
Bexel L21211
Marshall Electronics S3669

CGs, prompters,
captioning 401.:.
Multidyne Video &
Fiber Optic Systems L5349
Adrienne Electronics L5950
Broadcast Software
Solutions L6423
Mirror Image
Teleprompters L6519
SoftNI L9963
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www.stre-4rnnqrneria.com/we+

STREAMING AND DIGITAL MEDIA
BROADBAND DEPLO!3MENT I ENTERTAINMENT CON.H.

DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION I ENTERPRISE BROADCASTING

Irs ABM BI

The World's Largest Digital Media Technology Event

STREAMING
MEDIA
WEST 2002
CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION

APRIL 23-26, 2002
LOS AN5ELES CONVENTION CENTER, CA

MARK JARVIS
SVP and CMO

ORACLE CORP.

ROB KOENEN

President, MPEG4

Industry Forum

Snr. Director, Tech

Initiatives, lntertrust
Technologies Corp.

Full Conference and FREE Exhibition Registration Online at
warn. streamingmedia.corrilwest
or call (888) 301 8890 or +1 415 593 4800 outside U.S.

real
Rea I Networics

SONIC FOUNDRY'

BROADCASTING CABLE

CED

INTERNET WORLD
Spring 2002



Listec Video L10646
BDL-Autoscript L11377
QTV L11411
Evertz L11443
Burst Electronics L11668
HORITA L11961
Chyron L12200
XOrbit Software L12852
Eyeheight L18263
Broadcast Video
Systems L20007
Astro Systems L20661
AgileVision L22206
Aston Broadcast
Systems L22900
Cavena Image Products .. S2750
Compix Media S3060
Adtec Digital S3633
Inscriber Technology S3937
Discreet S4409
vizrt S7167

Consulting
services,
technical,
engineering

Film equipment,
duplication,
distribution
equipment

Aeta Audio L2463
ESE L5227
OPTIONS International L5853
Avica Technology L6149
Snell & Wilcox L9837
Band Pro FilmNideo L11068
ARRI L11437
Digital Vision L12834
Video Accessory L12902
Cool -Lux L20461
Telestream L20658
5D S3908
Orad Hi-Tec Systems S3944
Discreet S4409
Scientific-Atlanta 54522

Graphics,
animation

*, products

Mager Systems L2030
Dataworld L2123
RF Technology L5834
Panasonic Broadcast L7214
Patchamp L8809
A.F. Associates L9116
Tentel L9877
XOrbit Software L12852
Digital Voodoo L15352
Sony Electronics L18207
AZCAR L18372
Triveni Digital L18764
Odetics Broadcast L19541
Pixel Instruments L20744.
DVB L22506
BBC Technology S3952
Heartland Video
Systems S4555
SGI S5418

Princeton Video Image S4533
SGI S5418
vizrt S7167

,,Intercom, IFB
products

da Vinci L6103
Broadcast Software
Solutions L6423
SAV Systemes
Audiofrequence
Videonique L6556
Mathematical
Technologies L7209
Sierra Video Systems L8937
Stardrive Solutions L9363
FOR -A Corporation
of America L10019
Weather Central L10172
Baron Services L10177
Burst Electronics L11668
First Art L11777
In -sync L11778
Chyron L12200
Avid Technology L13200
Digital Voodoo L15352
Boxx Technologies S2329
Artbeats Digital Film S2433
Accom S3904
Ultimatte S3914
Inscriber Technology S3937
Discreet S4409

Sierra Automated
Systems L1722
Klotz Digital America L1942
JK Audio L2552
Comrex L2643
Location Sound L3232
Beyerdynamic L5235
Multidyne Video &
Fiber Optic Systems L5349
Telex L8437
Clear-Com Intercom
Systems L8463
Herman Electronics L9071
Systems Wireless L9723
Television Engineering ... L12545
Nelson Case L14034
Systems Wireless L20008
Broadata Communications/

Physical Optics S1252
TAI Audio S2823

Lighting
equipment

Sabre Communications L5035
K5600 L5256
GAM Products L5304
Allen Osborne
Associates L5309
Theatre Service &
Supply L8709
Aspen Electronics L9726
Innovision Optics L9863
Bogen Photo L10144
ARRI L11437
Thermodyne
International L11649
Dedotec L11652
Westcott
(F.J. Westcott Co.) L11677
P roSou rce/BM I L11968
Videssence L11980
Alcorn McBride L15249
Frezzi Energy Systems,
Div of Frezzolini L20004
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Nala k
Cool -Lux L20461 TC Electronic L3343 TC Electronic L3343
Lighttech Group S2847 Broadcast Rohde & Schwarz L5510
Dialight S9766 Microwave Services L4912 Digital Vision AB L6652

TRON-Tek L5353 Thales Broadcast &
Microphones, RF Technology L5834 Multimedia L8700

accessories ,, Nucomm L6054
°NEC L6439

Sierra Video Systems
Equator Technologies

L8937
L9507

Belden Electronics JVC Professional
TannoyfTGI Division L6445 Products Company L9729
North America L2055 Hitachi Denshi America L6603 Sigma Electronics L10649
Audio-Technica L2115 Microwave Radio Omnibus Systems L11423
Sanken Microphones/ Communications L6613 In -sync L11778
A.I.D. L2131 Thales Broadcast Imagine Products L12803
Neutrik Montreal L2167 Multimedia L8700 XOrbit Software L12852
AKG Acoustics L2271 Andrew L9111 Digigram L13362
Independent Audio L2462 N Systems (NSI) L9500 MSoft L13865
Aeta Audio L2463 Ikegami L9711 Alcorn McBride L15249
BSW-Broadcast Supply ADC/Nvision L9849 Monivision L15326
Worldwide L2525 Canon L10600 Digital Voodoo L15352
Azden L2562 Fiber Options L11043 I-Bus/Phoenix L17109
Sennheiser Electronic L2923 Evertz L11443 AZCAR L18372
Location Sound L3232 Thermodyne Triveni Digital L18764
RDL Radio Design Labs .. L3327 International L11649 Leitch L19511
Wi reworks L4835 Communications Grass Valley Group L19524
Beyerdynamic L5235 Specialties L14424 Florical Systems L19552
Allen .L18859 Masstech Group L20069
Associates L5309 Thomson Multimedia L19524 Telestream L20658
Neutrik L5838 Allen Avionics L19549 DVB L22506
Herman Electronics L9071 Camplex L20020 Adtec Digital S3633
Systems Wireless L9723 Network Electronics L21715 Orad Hi-Tec Systems S3944
Bogen Photo L10144 Broadata Communications/ Discreet S4409
Lemo L11262 Physical Optics S1252 Princeton Video Image .... S4533
Whirlwind L11616 Miteq/MCL S4049 Logic Innovations S5140
Thermodyne TANDBERG Television S4555 SG I S5418
International L116 49 Force S4560 Exatel Visual Systems S6272
ProSou rce/BM I L119 68 Coherent Concurrent Computer S6351
Audio Accessories L122 74 Communications S4660 VBrick Systems S6369
Systems Wireless L200 08 Opticomm S4833 Antex Electronics S6719
TAI Audio S28 23 Andrew S8423 Canopus S6844
Marshall Electronics S36 69 Miteq/MCL S9622 Blue Order S6963

vizrt S7167
Microwave, fiber
optic, telco
equipment

Winemiller
Communications L1051
TANDBERG Television L1409
Miteq/MCL L1634
Diversified Marketing L2455
flj te Microphone

Ids L2655
L3205

New media,
streaming

:products,
CD-ROM

Prophet Systems
Innovations L2404
Symetrix L2444
Diversified Marketing L2455
Sonifex L2466
Broadcast Electronics L2705
Cartworks/dbm Systems L2957

stengineering.com

BT Broadcast Services S7537
Standard
Communications S8133
Envivio.com S8174
Teleglobe

eCommunications
S8419

Power products,
batteries,
generators

Kay Industries L3001
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Get the
Job Done.

Stop by and see what we can do for you.

NAB - Booth L10649

Routing, Distribution,
Conversion, Processing,
Signal Generation,
Control Systems

www.sigmaelectronics.com

Proud to be

an employee owned,

American company

e -f y em/P

For yeer-rs

SIGMA
Electronics Inc.
1027 Commercial Avenue, PO Box 448
East Petersburg, PA 17520-0448
(717)569-2681 TELEPHONE

(866)569-2681 TOLL -FREE PHONE

(717)569-4056 FAX



ackIII Superior Electric
Location Sound
Control Concepts/Liebert
Herman Electronics
Aspen Electronics
Superior Electric
IDX Technology
ProSource/BMI
PAG

L3215 Staco Energy Products L12061
L3232 Audio Accessories L12274
L5230 Nelson Case L14034
L9071 Pioneer Magnetics L14448
L9726 I-Bus/Phoenix L17109

L10620 Frezzi Energy Systems,
L11349 Div of Frezzolini L20004
L11968 Exeltech S4935
L11975

Orr.

"-a

PVTV
eg roa -BSI

Producing 100's of hours of
live news programming
each week, coast -to -coast

Offering systems suitable for
all markets and newscasts

Changing the economics of TV
News - one station at a time

ParkerVision, Inc.
800-532-8034 or 904-737-1367

www.PVTV.com

NA\6
The

Convergence
Marketplace

Production
switchers, video
effects, keyersOg.
Comprehensive Video
Group L5651
da Vinci L6103
NEC L6439
SAV Systemes
Audiofrequence
Videonique L6556
Mathematical
Technologies L7209
Panasonic Broadcast L7214
Sierra Video Systems L8937
Ikegami L9711
Snell & Wilcox L9837
FOR -A Corporation
of America L10019
Miranda Technologies L10611
Keywest Technology L11416
Ross Video L11429
Evertz L11443
First Art L11777
RGB Spectrum L12859
Extron Electronics L13218
Folsom Research L14824
Bluefish444 L15352
Sony Electronics L18207
AZCAR L18372
Grass Valley Group L19524
Thomson Multimedia L19524
Hi -Tech Enterprises L19572
Broadcast Video
Systems L20007
Astro Systems L20661
Bexel L21211
AgileVision L22206
Crystal Vision L23006
Accom S3904
Discreet S4409
vizrt S7167

Recording
media AfP.
Aeta Audio L2463
BSW-Broadcast Supply
Worldwide L2525
Smarts Broadcast
Systems L2951
Fast Forward Video L5553
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WWOhlerWorld Leader In -Rack Audio I Video Monitoring
www_wohier_com

Wohler Level P7etering
High resolution & high visibility tri-color LED bargraph metering with up to 106 bargraph segments showing

simultaneous VU and PPM Monitor up to 32 channels with highly accurate metering for the most demanding
of tasks Versions are also available offering alarm functions providing critical monitoring for audio signals.
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111111111111111111U11111111111111111111 "7",;WIN111,1,,'"
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!Mohler Confidence -Plus- fludio Monitoring
The new 'confidence plus' range from Wohler Technologies rep-ese_nts the ultimate in affordable in -rack
speaker technology Producing a powerful 96dB SPL at 2 feet, versions are available for SDI, AES/EBU
digital & analog sources in a compact 1U of rack space

Wailer Self Powered Speaker Systems
Premium quality Wohler in -rack audio monitors provide self -powered, high fidelity monitoring

comparable to that of many separate monitor pairs of far greater size Analog, AES/EBU, SDI, Dolby
Digital AC -3, Dolby E and HD Audio signals can all be monitored, metered, alarmed and converted

into other f0ilsaatc., All Wo -r products are fully shielded to assure no interference, even next to
monitors and testing equipment

\o\tient
e e6

c1/4he' ee'et
packs9 eW2'sj 40%\roevo
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P11110RAP7Rdtv Audio c Video Monitoring

PANORAMAdtv, the video division of Wohler Technologies, offers the MON range of high quality
ultra -bright in -rack LCD video monitors and the innovative, compact and convenient VAMP range
delivers audio and video monitoring in one unit Video monitoring solutions are available for 4 3,
16 9, NTSC, PAL, analog and SDI video

Visit www panoramadtv corn to see more of the
of our comprehensive range of video products

Wohler Technologies, Inc. 713 Grandview Drive. South San Francisco, California 94080, USA
Toll Free [US]: 1-888-5WOHLER INT: +1-650-589-5676 Fax: [650] 589-1355 sales j, wohlercom



Wrack
Doremi Labs
Panasonic Broadcast
Professional Label
Maxell Corporation of
America
Tentel
MATCO
MSoft
Sony Electronics
Videomagnetics
Crispin
Bexel

L5556
L7214
L8509

L8964
L9877

L12249
L13865
L18207
L19238
L20367
L21211

Global Media Resource S252
Pioneer Electronics S332
Exatel Visual Systems S627

Satellite
equipment,
services

GMPCS Personal
Communications S9944

Studio, facility
support
products

BAF Satellite &
Technology L1237
Mager Systems L2030
Ergo 2000 L2169

7 Eventide L2335
0 Symetrix L2444
2 Wheatstone L2515

Ward -Beck Systems L2815
RDL Radio Design Labs L3327
B&H Photo -Video -Pro
Audio L3354
Image Video L4927
ESE L5227

Winemiller
Communications L1051
Marconi L1628
Miteq/MCL L1634
Smarts Broadcast
Systems L2951
RF Technology L5834
Microwave Radio
Communications L6613
Andrew L9111
Marconi L11118
AZCAR L18372
Florical Systems L19552
ViACCESS S3363
Wegener
Communications S3508
Miteq/MCL S4049
Scientific-Atlanta S4522
Logic Innovations S5140
Avitech International S5156
Motorola, Broadband
Communications Sector S5412
ScheduAll by VizuAll S6032
Irdeto Access S7623
Standard
Communications S8133
Andrew S8423
IntelSat S9033
Comtech Antenna
Systems

MCL
Systems
gic

Harris L5414
Fast Forward Video L5553
Digital Vision AB L6652
RTI-Research Technology
International L7147
Panasonic Broadcast L7214
BUF Technology L8408
Professional Label L8509
Zandar Technologies L8674
Theatre Service & Supply L8709
Ikegami L9711
Bogen Photo L10144
Boland Communications L10777
Wohler Technologies L11257
Lemo L11262
Thermodyne
International L11649
Egripment L11660
HORITA L11961
Broadcast Store L12045
AJA Video L12257
Forecast Consoles L12265
Radamec L12268
Da-Lite Screen
Company L12811
RGB Spectrum L12859
Gefen Systems L12911
Digigram L13362
Vela L13729

S9319 Christie Digital Systems L13812
S9622 International Cellulose L16202
S9648 Sony Electronics L18207
S9663 Winsted L19520

stengineering.corn

Thomson Multimedia L19524
Dolby Laboratories L19535
Chapman/Leonard
Studio Equipment L19548
Allen Avionics L19549
SeaChange

 International L19564
Broadcast Video
Systems L20007
B&H Photo -Video -Pro
Audio L20072
Omneon Video Networks L20402
Cool -Lux L20461
Amco Engineering L20616
Telestream L20658
DNF Controls L20800
Masterclock L21700
Network Electronics L21715
Solutions Custom
Furnishings S2860
Peerless Industries S3509
Marshall Electronics S3669
Heartland Video Systems S4555
Avitech International S5156
ScheduAll by VizuAll S6032

TBCs, frame syncs,
conversion
equipment

TANDBERG Television L1409
Sonifex L2466
Multidyne Video &
Fiber Optic Systems L5349
Teranex L5847
Adrienne Electronics L5950
SAV Systemes
Audiofrequence
Videonique L6556
Hotronic L8608
Sierra Video Systems L8937
Zaxcom L9052
Snell & Wilcox L9837
ADC/Nvision L9849
FOR -A Corporation
of America L10019
Videotek L10631
Sigma Electronics L10649
Wohler Technologies L11257
Keywest Technology L11416
Ross Video L11429
Evertz L11443
Cobalt Digital L12070
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RADIAN
v-i Radian

Communication Services

o Corporation
z

DTV,'NTSC tower
Detnit, MI

RF System Solutions

...faster
 Towers...to 2000 feet

 Antennas

 Transmitters

 VSWR Optimization

 Buildings
 Site development, maintenance and management

 Tower inspection and modifications

 Emergency restoration services

Radian Communication Services Inc., formally LeBLANC Broadcast
Inc., has been designing, constructing and maintaining television
RF systems for America's broadcasters for over forty years

Our technical expertise, broad range of field services, and project
management skill combine to deliver hi -tech projects from single
components to complete turnkey solutions enabling our customers
to outsource the entire delivery of new communication systems.

We have the scale, scope and strength to provide the solution
you need...faster.

Radian, leading the broadcast digital transition.

visit NAB booth L10253 www.radiancorp.com



k
Prime Image L12253 Evertz L11443
AJA Video L12257 Whirlwind L11616
Data Check L12272 Burst Electronics L11668
Digital Vision L12834 HORITA L11961
RGB Spectrum L12859 Data Check L12272
Extron Electronics L13218 Audio Accessories L12274
Communications Hamlet L12500
Specialties L14424 Extron Electronics L13218
Folsom Research L14824 Nelson Case L14034
Ensemble Designs L18351 Eyeheight L18263
Axon Digital Design L19277 Ensemble Designs L18351
Leitch L19511 Triveni Digital L18764
Grass Valley Group L19524 Visual Matrix L20002
Hi -Tech Enterprises L19572 Sencore L20035
Faraday Technology L19675 Videoframe L20377
Visual Matrix L20002 Amco Engineering L20616
Telestream L20658 Astro Systems L20661
Pixel Instruments L20744 Bexel L21211
Bexel L21211 DVB L22506
Fortel DTV L21306 Z Technology L22911
Inline L22724 Ktech Telecom L23203
Crystal Vision L23006 SyntheSys Research S3024
Heartland Video Systems S4555
TANDBERG Television S4555

Test and
measurement
equipment

TANDBERG Television
TerraSonde
Potomac Instruments
Ward -Beck Systems
Logitek Electronic
Systems
Prism Media Products
Sound Devices
Modulation Sciences
ESE
Multidyne Video &
Fiber Optic Systems
Rohde & Schwarz
Neutrik
Leader Instruments
Tektronix
Hotronic
Snell & Wilcox
Tentel
Videotek
Pixelmetrix
M Systems
Watier Technologies
Keywest Technology

Heartland Video Systems S4555
TANDBERG Television S4555
Acterna S8863

TV transmitters,
iii:feedline, antennas,

towers,
L1409 services
L2103
L2724 Marconi L1628L2815

Teracom Components L1714
Armstrong Transmitter L1730L2937 Bext L2023L3123 Radiacion Y

L3355
Microondas (Rymsa) L2135L5210 Magnum Towers L2331L5227 Utility Tower L2736
Dielectric

L5349 Communications L2915L5510 Shively Labs L3004L5838
UNIMAR L3321L6145 MYAT L4907L8411 Rohn Industries L4915L8608 Sabre Communications L5035L9837 TRON-Tek L5353L9877 Harris L5414L10631 Rohde & Schwarz L5510L10643 RF Technology L5834L10853 Richland Towers L6108L11257 Jampro Antennas/RF

L11416 Systems L6127

Northrop Grumman L6256
NEC L6439
CPI/EIMAC L6517
EMCEE Broadcast
Products L6522
Microwave Radio
Communications L6613
SpectraSite Broadcast
Group L6841
Dielectric
Communications L8442
Acrodyne Industries L8457
Kathrein, Scala Division L8668
Thales Broadcast &
Multimedia L8700
Kline Towers L9049
Andrew L9111
Larcan Broadcast L9122
Radio Frequency
Systems L9337
RFS Broadcast L9337
Axcera L9353
ADC/Nvision L9849
Radian Communications
Services L10253
Marconi L11118
Advanced Designs L12035
Itelco L20141
DVB L22506
Ktech Telecom L23203
Avalon RF S1528
Wegener
Communications S3508
Heartland Video
Systems S4555
Opticomm S4833
Radyne ComStream S8020
Andrew S8423
Comtech Antenna
Systems S9319
Northrop Grumman S9342

Video editing
systems

ESE L5227
Mathematical
Technologies L7209
Editware L8368
Quantel L8424
I kegami L9711
FOR -A Corporation
of America L10019
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onvergence is tomorrow's change agent.

Jay Leno
Live On Stage 0 NAB2002

For information. please call

888.740.4622 or 301.682.7962

iffirtft
Conferences: April 6-11, 2002  Exhibits: April 8-11  Las Vegas, Nevada USA

All -Industry Opening Ceremony & Keynote Address:
Richard Parsons Eddie Fritts

CEO -Designate, President & CEO,

AOL Time Warner National Association of Broadcasters

New Media Keynote:
Marc Andreessen

Chairman and Co -Founder
Loudcloud, Inc.

and Co -Founder, Netscape

The Honorable Michael Powell
Chairman. FCC

Michael Toutonghi
Vice President, Microsoft eHome

Enhanced TV Interactive TV & Broadband

Philip Langsdale
CEO, BBC Technology

The Financial Outlook for the
Technology & Media Industries

let;rittoloyy L.0

FCC Chairman's Breakfast:

Super Session Keynotes:

Radio Luncheon Keynote:
Keith Reinhard

Chairman. DDB Worldwide
Communications Group. Inc. fad

ncheon Keynote:
Robert X. Cringely
Technology columnist
and best-selling author
"Accidental Empires"

Sam Donaldson
Newsman, ABC

Jim McDowell
Vice President of Marketing
BMW of North America, Inc.
NAB Xstream Expectations:
Opportunities & Challenges
for Streaming Media

Jack Powers
Director. IN3.ORG
The International Informatics Institute
Creating Content for Anyone,
Anywhere and on Any Device

Register Today for Full
Conference and Save $200!

For more information, visit
www.nab.orgiconventions/nab2002

Electronic Media
O

 NAB2002  www.nab.orgiconventions



Wrack
Pinnacle Systems
Sigma Electronics
Omnibus Systems
Avid Technology
Laird Telemedia
Media 100
Leitch
Thomson Multimedia
Pixel Power
Astro Systems
Boxx Technologies
Accom
Discreet
Matrox
Adobe Systems

Video
routing

Ward -Beck Systems
RDL Radio Design Labs .

Image Video
Multidyne Video &
Fiber Optic Systems
ParkerVision
Fast Forward Video
Comprehensive
Video Group
Adrienne Electronics
SAV Systemes
Audiofrequence
Videonique L6556
Datatek L6727
BUF Technology L8408
PESA Switching Systems L8449
Hotronic L8608
Sierra Video Systems L8937
ADC/Nvision L9849
FOR -A Corporation
of America L10019
Miranda Technologies L10611
Videotek L10631
Sigma Electronics L10649
Keywest Technology L11416
Ross Video L11429

L10623 Evertz L11443
L10649 Burst Electronics L11668
L11423 HORITA L11961
L13200 Chyron L12200
L13818 Video Accessory L12902
L14418 Gefen Systems L12911
L19511 Extron Electronics L13218
L19524 Vela L13729
L19577 Communications
L20661 Specialties
S2329 Folsom Research
S3904 Utah Scientific
S4409 Ensemble Designs
S4427 AZCAR
S6927 Video International

Development
Leitch
Grass Valley Group
Thomson Multimedia
Allen Avionics

L2815 Hi -Tech Enterprises
. L3327 Broadcast Video

L4927 Systems
Quartz Electronics

L5349 Telestream
L5503 DNF Controls
L5553 Network Electronics

Inline
L5651 Crystal Vision
L5950 Lightworks

5D
Scopus Network
Technologies
Scientific-Atlanta
Heartland Video Systems
Force
Logic Innovations
Teleglobe
Communications S8419

L14424
L14824
L15254
L18351
L18372

L19055
L19511
L19524
L19524
L19549
L19572

L20007
L20613
L20658
L20800
L21715
L22724
L23006
S1247
S3908

S3927
S4522
S4555
S4560
S5140

Weather/data
services

Allen Osborne Associates L5309
RF Technology L5834

Weather Central L10172
Baron Services L10177
Advanced Designs L12035
AccuWeather L12233
Triveni Digital L18764
Pixel Power L19577
SG I S5418
Ciprico S5733
Irdeto Access S7623

Wire, cable,
connectors

TASCAM L2630
Wireworks L4835
Gepco L4929
Sabre Communications L5035
Multidyne Video & Fiber
Optic Systems L5349
Switchcraft L5649
Neutrik L5838
Belden Electronics
Division L6445
Hitachi Denshi America  L6603
Trompeter Electronics L6731
Patchamp L8809
Andrew L9111
Kings Electronics L9134
RFS Broadcast L9337
ADC/Nvision L9849
Lemo L11262
Whirlwind L11616
Audio Accessories L12274
Extron Electronics L13218
Communications
Specialties L14424
Cool -Lux L20461
Inline L22724
Delco Wire & Cable S2723
Marshall Electronics S3669
Andrew S8423

View an online product demo
whenever you see this logo.

www.broadcastengineering.com
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Truth in Broadcasting.
Truth: The JVC DV500 costs less to buy-and own-than any other broadcast camera.

Truth: Virtually no downtime. JVC's unique pre -aligned transport
module can be replaced in minutes-even in the field.
That keeps your DV500s on the street, not on the bench.

Truth: You don't have to wait to begin saing. By delivering the
features, performance and image quality of cameras costing
2 to 3 times more, JVC's DV500 scves money the moment
you buy it. You can afford to put mare cameras in the field.

Truth: You can recoup your initial investment in tape savings
alone. The DV500 uses proven, reliable 63 -minute DV tape,
available everywhere for a fractior of the cost of Beta SP,
SX, DVCPRO or DVCAM. In typiccl broadcast use, tape
savings could exceed the purchase price! And tapes
recorded on the DV500 can be pkiyed back on DVCPRO
and DVCAM systems.

Truth: You don't sacrifice quality to save money. Despite
its modest cost, everything from the DV500's die-cast
magnesium housing to its advanced 14 -bit DSP ensures
truly professional durability, reliability and performance.

Compare he DV500 with any other broadcast
camccrde--the truth wil set you free o: the illusion that
you need to spend more for an amazing digital camera.

To find out

more oboJt the
DV500, visit our
Web site or call
1-800-582-5825.

All critical 'QTR components and electronics are
packed into a single, inexpensive modular chassis,

replcceable in minutes, even in the field.

-.."'"

The power to take you further.
www.jvc.com/pro
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Path 7's Cx1000
IP gateway
BY HENRY SARIOWAN AND DOUGLAS A. PALMER

Broadcasters have embraced
the Internet in many ways,
such as providing content

and streaming media via their Web
sites, and transferring video files to
connect their enterprise information
systems together. The last step in this
move to the new technology - using
IP networks to distribute live, broad-
cast -quality video streams - is already
happening. Path 1 has participated in
numerous domestic and international
video-over-IP trials in the past 12
months. And the company expects to
launch service offerings in early 2002.

CNN multicast trial
Recently, CNN orchestrated a 90 -day

field trial to test the viability of long-

haul, video-over-IP multicasting. Path
1 Network Technologies participated in
the trial, along with Leitch Technology,
BellSouth, CoreExpress, Cisco Systems,
Pixelmetrix and TANDBERG Televi-
sion. Each participant provided a tech-
nology or service integral to building a
video -exchange service using IP
multicast.

Thal configuration
There were four sites involved in the

trial: Atlanta's CNN Center, the Los
Angeles and Washington, DC, CNN
News Bureaus, and the St. Louis
CoreExpress facilities.

DS -3 or 100 Mbits/s Ethernet/IP links
connected these sites to a CoreExpress
core network as well as to Sprint's I SP
network. MPEG-2 4:2:2 video streams
with data rates ranging from 8 to 31
Mbits/s (CBR) were sent between these
sites. Path 1 provided the video-over-IP
gateways that performed the conversion
from SDI MPEG-2 transport streams to
IP streams and back. Video streams were
continuously monitored for quality.
The long -haul network supported

various forms of QoS methods and
mechanisms that had to be effectively
managed to ensure acceptable broad-
cast -quality transmissions. These
methods and mechanisms included
over -provisioning, priority queuing
and dynamic assignment.

Over -provisioning simply allocated
enough pipe and switch -processing

Implementation of QoS and/or
MPLS in the trial network guaranteed
the performance of the network to a
high degree in the presence of other
traffic. However, video data packets
still experienced some degree of la-
tency, jitter, packet loss and packet
reorder while traveling through the
multi -hop network environment.

The last step in this move to the new technology
using IP networks to distribute video streams -

is already happening.

bandwidth to accommodate all pos-
sible application scenarios, in
tion to existing data traffic. Priority
queuing used existing priority stan-
dards, such as Type -of -Service (TOS)
in DiffServ, to rank queued data
packets. Dynamic assignment used
dynamic routing assignment
stndards such as MPLS and RSVP to
allcate bandwidth, on demand,
through all legs of the route. The net-
work bandwidth -management solu-
tion, requiring both priority and dy-
namic -assignment QoS approaches,
was critical in making the video-over-
IP test successful for CNN.

The Path 1 Cx1000 IP gateways sat at
each end of the network cloud and
served as the principle mechanism for
pumping video streams into the net-
work and receiving them. On the source
end, the gateways accepted SDI video
input, converted it to IP packets and dis-
patched the packets into the network
cloud. At the far end, another Cx1000
reassembled the SDI data stream with
precise synchronization and passed it to
the broadcaster's receiving equipment.
In addition, they had to be rapidly
configurable to suit the needs of the
transport stream and network.

Receiving equipment, such as MPEG-
2 decoders and video servers, proved
highly intolerant to errors. So the gate-
way at the receive end had to correct
these data -channel characteristics be-
fore reconstructing the digital video
signal. Specific adaptation by the
Cx1000 included corrections for jit-
ter, packet loss and recovery.

Thus, the gateways played a critical role
in ensuring that the video sent over the
IP networks was received and recon-
structed according to the stringent re-
quirements of the broadcasters.

On Sept. 11, distribution of broadcast
video over IP became a reality when a
test system was pressed into service by
CNN to deliver news coverage from
Washington, DC, to Atlanta. The field
test proved that IP networks could be
used as a reliable, high -quality method
for exchanging live and taped news ma-
terial among CNN -affiliated stations. BE

Henry Sariowan, Ph.D, is vice president of
systems, and Douglas Palmer, Ph.D, is
chief scientist and founder of Path 1
Network Technologies.
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Power
printed

beyond the
word.

Our ability to help

you solve business

problems extends

beyond the great

editorial in

this publication...

PRIMEDIA
Business Magazines & Media
PrimediaBusiness.com



Videotek's ShARC
aspect ratio converters
BY MARK J. EVERETT

Before Super Bowl XXXVI,
Fox Sports was issued a
technological challenge for

the broadcast: deliver high -quality cov-
erage in both 16:9 and 4:3 aspect ratios
- in essence, one show, two formats.
Fox turned to Videotek for the solution:
its new ShARC aspect ratio converter.

Fox's approach was straightforward:
produce the Super Bowl in 16:9 and run
it through an aspect ratio converter.
Fox's production people initially were
concerned that converting it might
compromise their work. So the produc-
tion team rehearsed by producing
games in 16:9 but broadcasting in 4:3.
Fox integrated the converters into their
digital trucks, wiring them directly into

To cover Super Bowl XXXVI in both 16:9 and 4:3
aspect ratios, Fox shot in 16:9 and converted to 4:3
using Videotek's ShARC 102 aspect ratio converter.
Photo by www.visual-technology.com.

the device's SDI inputs and outputs.
By shooting in 16:9 and protecting for

4:3, Fox created elements such as the
graphics and the "Fox Box" (the strip
that contains the score) so that all the

pertinent information remained within
the 4:3 screen while extending all the way
to the edges of the 16:9 screen.

The fixed -mode, aspect ratio converter
was optimized for a single conversion.
The unit converted the 16:9 video signal

12 channels in 2RU of rack space.
The video input accepts an SDI 270

Mbit signal to SMPTE 259M and EBU
3267 standards. It offers cable equaliza-
tion of more than 200 meters for Belden
8281 or equivalent cable, and features

Fox's approach was straightforward: produce the
Super Bowl in 16:9 and run it through an aspect

ratio converter.

to 4:3 by horizontally stretching the cen-
tral 75 percent of the input picture, with
no vertical processing involved and no
need for black bands at the top and bot-
tom of the final picture.

Since vertical processing
is absent in the converter,
there is no degradation in
vertical performance, and
the circuit has a delay of
only eight microseconds.
The device has a wide and
flat frequency response-
5.5 MHz (4.25 MHz after
conversion) with a pass -
band ripple of 0.1 dB. It ex-
hibits very low levels of
measurable conversion ar-
tifacts such as aliasing,
banding and ripples. There
are two operation modes:
convert and bypass. Bypass
delays unconverted video
by the same amount as
converted video so no tim-
ing changes occur when
switching. The ShARC
passes embedded audio
and auxiliary data with the

appropriate compensating delay to pre-
serve lip sync or audio -video timing.
EDH generation can be switched on or
off. The system has one input and two
outputs and can be configured to provide

an auto 525/625 -line selection. The out-
put is SDI 270 Mbit to SMPTE 259M
and EBU 3267 standards with EDH.
Picture processing is 10 -bit with a 10 -

bit data path in the horizontal and ver-
tical blanking intervals to accommo-
date embedded audio and data.

The GPI input level for active state re-
quires a ground connection. For inac-
tive, it requires a high impedance or +5
volts. GPI input current is less than
50µA. The local control is set by DIP
switches. The remote control has two
RS -422/485 serial ports - one con-
nected to the front -panel frame, and
one that can be linked to the rear of the
frame instead of GPI signals. Frame
panel control is available from an ac-
tive front panel or a remote panel.

Over the next 10 years, as more con-
tent becomes available in DTV and the
number of homes with 16:9 equipment
continues to grow, the preparation that
Fox has taken for Super Bowl XXXVI
will continue to push the network fur-
ther ahead of the curve. The Videotek
ShARC 102 aspect ratio converter
helped Fox make a visually compelling
16:9 and 4:3 production. BE

Mark J. Everett is vice president of
advanced technology at Videotek.
Additional reporting by freelance writer J.
B. Duke.
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Encoda.

Technology and Solutions -

designed to improve operational

efficiencies and increase productivity.

Stop by Booth #L8416 and register
to win an XM Radio receiver and

a year's subscription to XM Radio!

Profess one I
Consulting Services
OLr media incustry consultants provide
advanced concerts and prcven best
practices b hal) cl ents adapt their
be siness b eidvirg rr edia trends.

Business Solutions
Take charce cf your be siness with

Encoda's sales, tra-fic, scheduling,
financial, and revenue management

systems

Automation Solutions
From sinde channel to the largest
rr ultichamel op,ration, you can trust
the solutions ficm one of the industry's
leading automation and media delivery
sistem supp iers.

Centra lization
benefit fr)m conomias o- scale with a
centralized solJtion fcr au omation and
tusiness systems, designed for a central
hub or :;cnnicled across facilities.

E -Business
Get closer tc cm clients with
Encoda's rem) Ltionary systems
for electronic rvoicir g, electronic
contractiig, aid advanced reporting.

Corporate Reporting
Valuab e 7.olpyale rcllup reporting
extracts -:ey sa es and irr.entory
nformat on from ind vidwl stations
r chanrels to allow for combined

-eporting. teeidirg aialy. is, and
graphric acrcss :he antr-e, group.

Elcoda St..stems'
www.2ncodasystems.com

(303) 237.4000
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Divio's NW701
DV Codas IC
BY STEVE MUSALLAM

As the video world mi-
grates from analog to
digital, some users as-

sume that "going digital" will solve any
problems caused by incompatible for-
mats and interface protocols. Unfortu-
nately, that's not the case. Many digital
video formats and protocols are incom-
patible with each other. Examples of in-
compatible formats include the ITU-R
601/656 raw digitized format, MPEG-
1 and MPEG-2 formats, and the IEC-
16884 DV format. Examples of incom-
patible interfaces include the ANSI/
SMPTE 259M serial digital interface
and the IEEE -1394 serial interface.

Each of these standards has its proper
place in the video world. For example,
DV is an intra-frame standard in which
each video frame is identified and
coded, while MPEG is an inter -frame
format in which one or more reference

2 is the format of choice.
It makes sense to use different stan-

dards for different projects. It also
makes sense to use them at different
points in the same overall process. But
getting incompatible digital devices
(and perhaps older analog gear) to
work together in a single system can
ruin an engineer's day.

To help manufacturers build devices
that can successfully connect incompat-

permit recording to standard com-
puter peripherals such as IDE and
EIDE hard drives, and also allow faster
previews during editing sessions.

The IC's video bus has an ITU-R-656
(8 -bit) mode with an optional hand-
shake mode that can temporarily stall
a video stream (in non -streaming
mode) to allow external FIFO logic to
catchup. The 16 -bit asynchronous host
bus uses a Motorola 68K -like interface

Getting incompatible digital devices to work
together in a single system can

ruin an engineer's day.

ible video components, Divio has de-
veloped a technology that helps bridge
the gap between standards. Divio's
NW701 is a single -chip codec that con-

verts ITU-R
BT.601-2 to and
from 28.8 Mbit
DV in real time.

The integrated
circuit (IC) is
available in a

160 -pin, low -
profile, quad flat
package (LQFP)
that can be
mounted on the
front or back of a
printed circuit
board. The codec
built into the
chip is fully "Blue
Book" compliant

and provides seamless connections to
various video and audio encoders and
decoders.
The chip supports recording at bit

rates below DV's standard 3.6 MBytes/
s, including 3, 2.4, 1.8, 1.5 and 1
MBytes/s rates. The lower data rates

E -

Video
bus

Audio
bus

EDO DRAM

Video
interface

and shuffling

Audio
interface

and shuffling

Entropy
estimation

Subcode
data registers

Audio
encoding

Zigzag
scanning

Adaptive
quantization

Run -length
codec

Video bitstream
packing/unpacking

Subcode
encode/decode

Audio/
packing

unpacking

System
mux

Host
bus

Host
interface

Status/
control

registers

Figure 1. This block diagram shows
tions of the NW701 DV codec chip.

frames must be decoded before a given
B or P frame can be displayed. Thus
DV is better suited to tape -based ac-
quisition and frame -accurate editing,
and is steadily replacing Betacam SP as
the de facto standard in these areas. For
distribution and broadcasting, MPEG-

the internal func-

with multiplexed address and data bits
for register and DV FIFO access opera-
tions. Figure 1 shows a block diagram
of the NW701.

It is a simple fact that one standard
does not fit all needs. DV is a flexible,
useful video and audio encoding for-
mat, with specific fields of use and spe-
cific applications. On the other hand,
there is a plethora of video out there
that is stored in other digital and ana-
log formats. The NW701 codec not
only helps to bridge digital formats, but
also provides baseline connectivity to
close the gap between old analog gear
and new DV equipment.

BE

Steve Musallam is director of marketing at
Divio of Sunnyvale, CA.

IN ADDITION
11011111=1111,11.

For more information on the functions
of Divio's NW701 codec, go to

www.broadcastengineering.com
and click on Applied Technologies.
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let's get digital
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The move to digital is accelerating.

(Broadcasters around the world depend on Harmonic's industry 'leading compression and multiplexing

to enable standard and high definition digital television, data and new revenue generating services.

Our award winning DiviCom F MPEG-2 encoders third generation DiviTrackXEr" video and data

statistical multiplexing system, and scalable network management deliver superior picture quality

while maximizing transmission efficiency.

Getting there is fast and easy. Choose one of Harmonic's pre-packaged digital television solutions,

designed to meet the needs of virtually all broadcast environments. Or, architect your own using

our system building blocks. Whichever the route there's always room to grow. Harmonic's open

scalable systems allow you to cost-effectively add capacity and services as your business dictates.

Call the broadcast solutions line at 1.800.472.3934 x2700 or visit harmonicinc.com to

get digital with Harmonic.

See Harmonic's broadcast solutions at NAB2002 Sands Expo Center Booth #S5527.

Harmonic Inc. / 549 Baltic Way / Sunnyvale, CA 94089 / Tel: 1.800.788.1330 / Fax: 1.408.542.2510

c 2002 Harmonic Inc. All rights reserved.
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Telestream's
FlipFactory
BY DAVID HEPPE

roday broadcasters are under
increasing pressure to re-
duce costs and streamline

their operations. Many are achieving
these goals by moving to digital opera-
tions and by implementing asset man-
agement and automation systems.

But how does a TV station sort
through the maze of asset management
solutions available today? One approach
is to implement such solutions at the
point of ingest, where stations receive
more and more commercials, promos
and even news from a variety of digital
media delivery services.

Typically, TV station personnel dub
media to tape or use valuable router
ports and media server encoder chan-

TiafficManager
content providers, as well as promos cre-
ated in their own edit suites.

How can a TV station improve this re-
source -intensive, manual process of me-
dia receipt, associating metadata, track-
ing, quality assurance, reformatting and

The application is configured on a
Windows 2000 gateway server. It moni-
tors edge servers for the arrival of new
content from a variety of digital media
delivery services such as Vyvx and DG
Systems. It also monitors local servers

How does a TV station sort through the maze of

asset management solutions available today?

transfer to on -air playout servers? The
challenge is automatically formatting the
media for each destination device.

Telestream of Nevada City, CA, re-
cently introduced new technology that
addresses these problems. Based on

Telestream's
FlipFactory media
transcoding engine,
the FlipFactory
TrafficManager soft-
ware application auto-
mates the entire pro-
cess of media receipt,
notification, tracking,
previewing and refor-
matting for digital de-
livery to destination
devices throughout
the facility.

TrafficManager is a
practical solution to a
specific business need.
It allows multiple users
to locate and access
digital assets and
metadata simulta-
neously across a LAN
or WAN. It protects
and extends current
infrastructure invest-
ments and streamlines

existing workflows by easily integrating
with leading automation, indexing and
asset management systems.

New content arrives
-Vyvx, DG systems

- Edit system folds
-Tape

Create and view
- Proxy

- Key frames

- Metadata
- Audio analysi

Transcode and deliver
server

- On -air server,

- Archive

Notify
traffic

Enter
house ID

Notify
- Operations

- Automation syste

Figure 1.Telestream's FlipFactoryTrafficManager au-
tomates the process of media receipt, notification,
tracking, previewing and reformatting for digital de-
livery to destination devices.

nels to redistribute the media through-
out their facilities. They must also man-
age and move tapes received from other

for receipt of new content such as
promos, news and material from the
station's own edit suites.

TrafficManager notifies operators as
soon as new media arrives. It automati-
cally transcodes the incoming content
into a low -resolution proxy format, such
as RealVideo or Quicklime, that mul-
tiple users can access quickly and view
simultaneously from PCs located any-
where in the facility. This allows opera-
tors to access metadata, key frames and
audio analysis, and to extract or enter
new metadata such as house ID.

The application also automatically
transcodes media into the required for-
mats and bit rates and delivers them,
with their associated metadata, to a va-
riety of digital devices in the facility, in-
cluding broadcast servers for quality as-
surance, on -air servers, edit suites, stor-
age systems and streaming servers for
use on the Web.

Flexible, software -based asset man-
agement solutions like Telestream's
FlipFactory TrafficManager provide a
practical solution for broadcasters
transitioning to digital operations.
They ease the workflow process and cut
costs by improving the way stations
move and manage their media - digi-
tally, from source to destination. BE

David Heppe is vice president of marketing
and business development forTelestream.
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Quartz's 0256
router at CHUM Television
BY BRUCE COWAN

CHUM Television, a Cana-
dian media company and
content provider, recently

acquired licenses to add five new na-
tional specialty channels to its lineup,
which already includes popular offer-
ings such as Citytv, MuchMusic,
Bravo, Space, Star, MuchMoreMusic
and CP24.

The new channels were to be inte-
grated into the CHUMCity building in
Toronto and would increase the total
complement of channels to 12. As a re-
sult, CHUM found itself with multiple
analog facilities and several digital fa-
cilities. A decision was made to upgrade
the existing master control rooms and
streamline the overall operation.

In re-architecting, CHUM had two
main goals - put all its services under
automation and run everything from
a new digital master control suite. In
that way, the station could streamline
management and eliminate the ana-
log switchers on flagship channels like
Citytv. This would enable CHUM to
finally put the channels under auto-
mation and give them a richer on -air
look with more graphic capability and
more sophisticated pushbacks. This
look was difficult to achieve with the
aging analog systems. Lastly, CHUM
planned to move all commercial and
interstitial content to servers under
automation.

The target was to be able to deliver a
dozen digital channels from the
CHUMCity building in Toronto, with
capacity to support up to twenty in-
dependent services. This led to the
need for a new router.

We looked at 256x256 serial digital
routers at NAB2001. This would evolve
into our main router handling all ser-
vices originating from Toronto. Know-
ing that high definition was on our ho-
rizon, we primarily looked at routers

with that capability. It turns out, how-
ever, that in most cases you pay a pre-
mium to get that capability. The reality
was that most of our channels were SD
and would remain SD.

I started looking at large SD -only rout-
ers and was introduced to Quartz Elec-
tronics by their Canadian vendor, Ma-
jor Tech. Consequently, I ordered a

channels. They were to originate from a
common master control room. The
Q256 interfaces directly with the Grass
Valley 2100 master control switchers we
had already purchased, enabling us to
easily feed an array of sources into the
2100. Accompanying the Q256 are two
Quartz SC1000 system controllers - the
brains behind the box. The Q256 is a

CHUM had two main goals - put all its services
under automation and run everything from a new

digital master control suite.
256x256 SDI router along with a 128x32
analog router and 64 -port data router.
This switching system will form the core
of our combined master control rooms.

The Quartz Q256 SDI router delivers
large-scale 256x256 routing capabilities
in a single compact 16RU frame, and is
field -expandable to
1024x1024 by combining
additional router frames.
The router easily up-
grades via interchange-
able I/O cards to provide
support for high defini-
tion broadcast.

One of my primary
concerns was reliability.
Quartz's router features
the full redundancy of
critical controllers and
power supplies one ex-
pects in a mission -criti-
cal system. Built-in
monitoring and diag-
nostic features help to
ensure performance. In addition, the
design of the router facilitates easy
maintenance and recovery.

CHUM had specific interfacing re-
quirements for the router. The initial
application was based on the five new

small box, so you get many cables in a
tight space.

I have had many products come into
our building that simply do not work
the way they are promoted and turn out
to be very disappointing. I can probably
count on my fingers the number of

CHUMTelevision selected Quartz's Q256 router to
serve as the core of its new digital master control
suite.

products that have been 99 percent sat-
isfactory right out of the box. Our
Quartz router is one of them. BE

Bruce Cowan is director of broadcast
technology for CHUM Television.
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Florical's
ShareCasting system
BY MARIO CUSSON

Groupe TVA is the largest
private French -language
network in North

America. The network originates 10
channels in French and one in English,
and its broadcasts cover most of
Canada. But it wasn't always that way.
Less than two years ago, Groupe TVA
was broadcasting only two channels
from its main site - one from a cart
machine and the other from a video
server. It also had five remote sites do-
ing their own commercial insertion
with the network's program feed.

At NAB in April 2000, the network
decided to purchase Florical Systems'
broadcast automation solution. Instal-
lation began in June, and by August the
network had four channels on the air
from its main broadcast facility in
Montreal. In less than a year from the
initial decision, the network had added
five remote sites and began broadcast-
ing a total of 11 channels on the air.
Now, the network's Montreal central
site originates a 24 -hour news channel,
a 24 -hour shopping channel, East and
West Coast network feeds, a Montreal
feed, and five regional feeds to remote
facilities around eastern Canada.

When Groupe TVA began evaluating
the opportunity to run a centralcasting
operation, it quickly realized that
manual control of each broadcast chan-
nel was not an option. Each channel had
to be fully automated, with the operator
performing quality -control functions.
So the network began the process of
evaluating all the broadcast automation
players. Florical responded with a
proven system that had the capabilities
to meet all of the network's needs. The
network's management was able to visit
an existing Florical installation and see
the system work

Some centralcasting models either
have all the control at a central site or

everything done at the local station by
remote control. Groupe TVA wanted a
flexible system that could do both. Spe-
cifically, the network needed a system
that could share broadcast origination
and share control between a central site
and the local station. The system design,
which Florical now calls ShareCasting,
gives the network's regional TV stations
part-time local origination, local ingest
to the central server, local control capa-
bility and local backup systems.

The network needed to have the

broadcast operation is its media -man-
agement system. Much of the content
is ingested at the network's central site,
but it can also ingest program and com-
mercial content in MPEG format from
the remote sites. Media management
is handled by the Florical SpotCacher
system. It automatically moves pro-
grams and interstitials to the Avalon/
ATL archive or to the video server for
broadcast. SpotCacher provides dy-
namically updated lists of material that
is missing from the video servers and

Groupe TVA quickly realized that manual control of
each broadcast channel was not an option.

system operational as soon as possible
so it focused on getting its central site
in Montreal up and capable of support-
ing the remote sites. Because it installed
standard Florical products like AirBoss
and SpotCacher, it was able to get the
first channels on air quickly. The
Florical personnel provided excellent
training and support, and the
network's operators quickly learned the
system operation.

The on -air operation is controlled by
multiple AirBoss systems for all program
and interstitial playback. The master
control in Montreal typically manages
the broadcast of each remote site with
content that can be shared or content
that is unique to each site. When remote
sites originate live news or other con-
tent, they can push a button at the re-
mote site so interstitials play out of
Montreal. To make the shared origina-
tion happen accurately across the re-
mote sites, the AirBoss systems adjust for
varying signal -path delay between the
central broadcast servers and the remote
switchers to give the network the frame -
accurate presentation it requires.

A key component of the network's

needed for air. The SpotCacher system
automatically purges material from the
video servers and the Avalon/ATL
archive based on purge lists generated
by the traffic department or by expira-
tion dates.

Media preparation functions, such as
ingest of material to video servers, are
provided by MediaFiler workstations.
There are multiple workstations at the
central site in Montreal and one at each
of the five remote sites. Each worksta-
tion also has MediaTimer, used to time
program material and enter the timing
data into the media database for play-
back to air. The workstations also also
have schedule editing and database
entry/modification capability.

This large project is now complete, the
operation is going well and the return
on investment (ROI) is on target. In gen-
eral, Groupe TVA has found that the
Florical automation products work well
and are very stable. BE

Mario Cusson is a project manager for
broadcast engineering for Groupe WA.
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Data archive
systems
BY JOHN LUFF

Last month this column fo-
cused on automation soft-
ware. In the second installment

of four related to automation and asset
management, this month we consider
data archive systems. Prior to the time
our industry began to store media in
computers we often call video servers,
the only archiving done involved stor-
ing a second copy of a master on a shelf,
or perhaps a backup on removable me-
dia. Today with the increasing interest
in tapeless facilities, it is ironic that we
consider backing up the video stored in
a server on another kind of tape.

The motivation to use archive systems
comes from two issues. Server storage
cannot be infinitely expanded, without
infinite money, power and space. Also,
the risk of having only one copy in a
server leads to the natural impulse to
make a backup. Archive systems can pro-
vide salve to both.

Modern archives offer high volumet-
ric storage density and format media to
allow random access to individual files.
In addition to tape -based media, we now
have DVD-ROM being used as a record
medium.

When planning for an archive it is im-
portant to consider the purpose first. The
intent may be to minimize the size of a
server by using the archive as a "near -line"

extension of the server's storage. Or it may
be more important to have backup cop-
ies of content. If the media will be stored
outside of the robot locally you should
consider if the storage conditions need
to be kept near the ideal temperature and
humidity to sustain long-term stability of
the recordings. It is critical to ensure that
any backups are on a media that will be
supported long into the future. Media
should be cycled regularly and the bit er-
ror rate monitored. When the rate be-
gins to climb, the archive should be ca-
pable of cloning the content to ensure it

will be available when needed.

It is equally critical to look hard at
software needed to make the process
seamless. Does the automation system
you have support connection to an
archive? Most major suppliers of auto-
mation and servers do, but not all. Also,
not all archive types are supported by
all vendors.

The archive is normally controlled by
a software package that handles the
transactions between the server and au-

archives are considerably slower than
this, particularly DVD. While DVD
playback speeds may be sufficient for
many archive purposes, DVD writing
speed is considerably slower and not
suitable for some applications.

Access time is similarly important. You
must carefully think through the bottle-
necks in the system to ensure the com-
bined effect of transfer rate and access
time does not collide with the volume
of expected transfers.

Not all archive types are supported

by all vendors.

tomation software. If content requested
by automation isn't on the server, the
software finds it and moves it to the
server. The software also keeps a data-
base of the content and its location,
which might be a physical bin in the
robot. The cost of archive management
software is a considerable portion of the
cost of the hardware. The media is not
inexpensive either, but is a one-time cost
instead of the recurring cost of a license.
Unfortunately, you cannot opt out of the
license after a few years as the fee is pay-
able as long as the software is in use.

Robot size and speed are critical cri-
teria. The size may be measured in
square feet, but usually is measured in
the number of bins. Most manufactur-
ers offer varying sizes of cabinets, with
a couple of dozen to literally thousands
of tapes available. The number of trans-
ports is also scalable.

Planning for the archive must also in-
clude questions of transfer rate. A re-
quest for a large file may take several
times the length of the media to
transfer through the gateway (often
a stand-alone computer connected to
the archive as a SCSI device). Many

One way to mitigate some of the trans-
fer issues is to connect the archive to a
library server. When a media request is
made the archive transfers the media to
the library server. The media is then
transferred to the air server at much
higher speeds. This leaves the load on
the air and backup servers lower, as the
transactions happen during shorter
time periods, though the technical com-
plexity is somewhat higher.

Next month we will consider news-
room automation systems, and in May
conclude this series with media asset
management issues. BE

John Luff is vice president of business
development for AZCAR.

IN ADDITION
See the expanded version of this
article online at
www.broadcastengineering.com
for more on early data
management systems.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

john_luff@primediabusiness.com
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...continued from page 22.

sense to have all receiving antennas
pointing in the same direction in
one market. Collocating people with
common interests permits each
member or partner to fund its indi-
vidual operations by itself while let-
ting a cooperative manage the
shared items. This lets the station
focus on its equipment and relieves
it of responsibilities such as build-
ing maintenance and the like. Also,
operators report that it is easier to
get funding for projects like these
than going it alone.

Financing anything, by any means,
requires a credit check. If your or-
ganization has a history of late pays
or bad credit, it makes it all the more
difficult to get what you need when
you need it.

You should consider several fi-
nancing options, including one or
more of the following: using free
cash flow, refinancing the facility, fi-
nancing the equipment or leasing it.
It is most important to keep in mind
that the primary value of equipment
is its use, not its ownership. Over 30
percent of all capital equipment in
the United States is acquired
through leasing. According to one
source, eight out of 10 companies
lease their equipment.

There is one aspect to leasing that
is sure to get your accountant's at-
tention: it conserves valuable bank
line capacity. Leasing is a positive
way of conserving working capital,
especially in challenging economic
conditions where preserving liquid-
ity is the pragmatic course of action.
By using a leasing company, you still
get the equipment, and you can still
use the bank lines for other purposes
such as expansion, real estate pur-
chases, leasehold improvements or
acquisitions. Lease financing also al-
lows you to acquire more and/or
higher end equipment at the same
financial exposure.

Financial service companies like Ar-
row Capital can create customized
equipment leasing programs to allow
broadcasters to increase revenue and
grow market share.

Also, leasing offers some rather in-
teresting tax advantages. If struc-
tured properly, leasing can provide
a 100 percent tax write-off. It can
also offer you the option of deduct-
ing 100 percent of the lease payment
as a pre-tax business expense. Be
sure to consult your CPA in these
matters.

In addition to this, it is easy to mea-
sure monthly payments for equip-
ment leases. Thus, it is easy to estab-
lish whether or not a particular as-
set is producing the appropriate rev-
enue to pay for itself and producing
a profit for the company. In the leas-
ing agreement, you can include
clauses that will allow you to retire
equipment that is sitting idle and not
generating income.

structured for no down payment - 100
percent financing. You can also
match the term of the lease to the
useful life of the equipment. Many
lessees choose to structure their
leases to include repairs and main-
tenance, if needed.

There are many other advantages
to leasing that you should consider
when contemplating equipment ac-
quisition or facility improvements.
But you should make sure you have
someone on your side who will en-
sure that the particular spins you re-
quire are written into the lease. Also,
it is very important to have some-
one who knows how to shop the exi-
gencies of your lease. Some lenders
won't even talk to you if your lease
is under a million dollars. You must

Companies like Sony offer some rather creative

funding: nothing down and pay nothing for a year
or more.

In many cases, the leasing company
assumes and manages the risk of
ownership of the leased equipment.
At the end of the stated lease term,
the leasing company is responsible
for the disposition of the asset, reliev-
ing you of burden and expense. Some
lease structures allow you to keep the
equipment, if you want, by purchas-
ing it for a nominal fee - in some in-
stances, as little as one dollar.

You can structure leases to keep
pace with technology by including
upgrade clauses or adding equip-
ment clauses. And you can achieve
this while satisfying the financial as-
pects of your business by using lease
structures that allow you to custom-
ize a program that addresses your re-
quirements for cash flow, budget and
transaction structure.

Certain types of leases help you
better manage the balance sheet and
improve your overall financial pic-
ture by conserving operating capital
and freeing up working capital and
bank credit lines. Some leases can be

consult an accountant.
There is one important point that

bears repeating: the primary value of
equipment is its use, not its ownership.
And leasing may be the best way to get
the equipment you need to use. BE

Larry Bloomfield is a consultant in the
broadcast industry. The author wishes to
thank the following organizations for their
assistance in preparing this report:
Acrodyne Industries (www.acrodyne.com),
Arrow Capital (www.arrowcabitaL net),
Balboa Capitol (www.balboacapitaLcom),
GE Capital Commercial Equipment
Financing (www.gecapitatcom), Harris
Broadcast Financial (www.secure-
eleasing.comlbroadcast/home.html), RAF
Consulting (www.RAF-Consulting.com),
SC Research International
(www.SCRI.com), Thomson Multimedia
(www. thomsonbroadcast. corn) and Tyco
Capital/CIT Financial Group
(www.tvcacaoitatcorn).
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Service & calibration of broadcast test & measurement equipment, analog &
digital. For information call our toll free number:1-877-438-2880

FIND YOUR MISSING LINK.

GE SATCOM C3

Full Time Digital DigiCipher II Channels

 Fully Protected a Non-Preemptahle

 Prestigious Cable Neighborhood at
a Down -To -Earth Price.

JONES Contact: Doug Greene at 303.784.0809 or dgreene gionescorp comKirmani

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
TECHNOLOGY/MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

BRAD GILMER
PRESIDENT 2207 RiNGSMITH DR.

ATLANTA. GA 30345
TEL (7701414-9952
FAX 17701493-7421
EMAIL bgsknerOallnaLcom

Why not run your
business card here?
Only $172 per insertion.
Frequency discounts available.

Call 800-896-9939

Classifieds
For Sale

WERiardfamoN,.4 MPL'IFIER
High Quality
Mini Pack Size
Mounting Ears or
Drop Down Use

$285.00
GMZ Electronics corn

emaith ginrelectronics r.orn

(3.269.844'2

a11.3

LVVhisperitoz4c. PH: 423-585-5827
In FAX: 423-585-5831

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES
E-MAIL: whisper@lCs.com

Vocal Booths WEB SITE:

Broadcast Booths www.whisperroom.com
etc... 116 S. Sugar Hollow Reed

Mornstown, Tennessee 37813

AcousticsFirsf
TN:Fbr: 888.765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Pre -Owned Equipment
Broadcast - Production - Satellite

Digital - Analog
(210) 363-7800 www.staffel.net

Onto gear
r product or service

ast Engineering
assifieds!
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Advertising rates in Broadcast Engi-
neering are 152°° per column inch, per
insertion, with frequency discounts avail-
able. There is a one inch minimum.

Ads may also be purchased By -The -
Word for $2.35 per word, per insertion.
Initials and abbreviations count as full
words. Minimum charge is $500' per in-
sertion. Frequency discounts and
reader service numbers not available
for by -the -word classified space.

One additional color is available at
$110°° per insertion. Color is deter-
mined by publisher at time of imposi-
tion.

Broadcast Engineering will reproduce
business cards in a special advertising
section of professional services for the
broadcast industry. Cost is $172°° per
insertion, black and white reproduction
only.

Blind Box ads (replies sent to Broad-
cast Engineering for forwarding) are an
additional $50°°. In addition, company
will be listed in the Advertisers' Index.

No agency commission will be paid
on classified place. No prepayment is
required.

To reserve your classified
ad space, call Jennifer Shafer

at 1-800-896-9939 or 913-967-1732

Fax: 913-967-1735

e-mail:
jshafer@primediabusiness.com

There is a world
of info at

www.
broadcastengineering

.com

ibe online,
ch the 2001

yers' Guide,
of join The Digital

Media Net Hub.

wse today!

USED NTSC TRANSMITTER TO SELL
Two 25kW VHF Harris BT -25H2 transmit-
ters to sell (channel 8 and 12) with some
new spare tubes. In operation since
1979. Varying tube's hours(some very
recent). For details or to send offer: Guy
Dupont, Tele Quebec,Montreal, Canada
tel: (514) 521-2424 ext 3081 fax: (514) 873-
4413. No warranty; proof of tube's pur-
chases and maintenance provided. No
commitment to accept any offer.

Rack Screws - Standard phillips truss
head screws, hex and round head
thumb screws and unique "quick
mount" rack equipment fasteners. All
are heat treated and black oxide
coated. Wholesale prices. Same day
shipping. Order online or call (800)
475-7711. Rack Release Systems -

www.rackrelease.com

For Sale: Sony DVR 2000 DI machine.
This machine was almost never used,
$35,000 or best offer. Alpha Image A264
DI router 48 in by 64 out, $10,000 or
best offer. Contact: Andy Lewis,
Cutters Inc. (312) 6442500

Help Wanted
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER WOWT
seeks maintenance engineer with at least
2 years experience in component level
trouble shooting, repair of broadcast TV
studio and ENG/SNG equipment. Must
possess thorough knowledge of RF sys-
tems, ENG/SNG operations, high level
computer skills, current business and
technical applications software and net-
working, and FCC license. SBE certifica-
tion preferred. Call 1.402.346.6666, ext.
7772 for job details, no other calls please.
We are a drug -free company and require
pre -employment drug testing and back-
ground check. EEO. Send resume to
WOWT/HR, 3501 Farnam St., Omaha, NE
68131.3356, fax to 402.233.7885 or email
hr@wowt.com.

MOBIIE PRODUCTION COMPANY in

South Central seeks qualified full time EIC/
Maintenance. Must have excellent work
ethic, be client motivated and pro -active
in job. Benefits and retirement plan
provided. Travel required. Send resume
to: Personal/Confidential, Classified Ad
Coordinator, Broadcast Engineering,
Dept #201, 9800 Metcalf Ave., Overland
Park, KS 66212

SENIOR ENGINEER (SE) NBC
Television Engineering professional
needed to coordinate large-scale digital
integration projects within NBC

properties. The position calls for a

highly self -motivated individual with
broad expertise in all areas of Broadcast
and Tele-production technologies as

well a complementary Information
Technologies skill set. The candidate
will have a minimum of 10 years
experience in the area of broadcast
television engineering, with a solid
background in computer networking
technologies. A background in
television production operations and
systems is a plus. Knowledge of the
systems and components of the newly
emerging technologies in the area of
Media Management and non-linear
editing for News production is also
required. The Individual must be
anxious to develop and advance their
skill sets to keep pace with the rapidly
evolving technologies of our industry.
The position will focus on baseband
systems design, integration, and project
management SE will coordinate with
engineering counterparts in the
implementation of large-scale projects
and new corporate initiatives.
Coordination will include
standardization of signal and file
formats as well as hardware platforms
wherever practical, to insure
compatibility and interchange between
NBC entities. The ability to work
independently as well as part of a larger
team is critical to the success of this
position. Strong interpersonal and
organizational skills are a must.
Extensive national travel to NBC

properties as well as technology
vendors will be required.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER KOLO-TV,
News Channel 8, in beautiful Reno/
Lake Tahoe, Nevada has an immediate
opening for a Maintenance Engineer.
Applicant should have a strong
background in computer networking
as related to a television newsroom
environment. Must be familiar with
the latest technological advances and
be willing to help lead our facility
through the conversion to digital and
HDTV. Thorough knowledge of
computers and computer based
systems; newsroom and studio
systems maintenance; translator and
microwave knowledge helpful. Send
Resume to Human Resources Manager,
KOLO-TV, News Channel 8 P.O. Box
10,000 Reno, Nevada 89510. KOLO-TV
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Engineer -in -Charge
QVC, Inc., the nation's preeminent electronic retailer,
seeks an Engineer -in -charge to assist in maintaining
both our state-of-the-art digital broadcast facility at
Studio Park and our remote vehicle, the QVC Local.

Reporting to the Manager, Systems Maintenance, the
successful candidate will supervise technical operations
for remote broadcasts (equipment set-up, maintenance &
repair, uplink/downlink set-up and operation), as well as
provide technical support to QVC's live broadcast
and post production facilities. Other responsibilities
include: assisting with set-up and breakdown of
equipment; technical performance logging and systems
maintenance; resolving complex technical problems
including those related to graphics computers,
transmitters, switchers, receivers, cameras, VTRs; and
monitoring video and audio transmission quality.

The professional we seek for this unique opportunity will
possess: AS in electronics or equivalent combination of
training and experience (SBE Broadcast Engineer
certification or FCC general class license preferred); 6
years TV engineering experience (including satellite
uplink/downlink, wireless communications, cameras &
VTRs); demonstrated knowledge of video and audio
equipment and systems, component -level trouble
shooting, TV systems design and installation; and
competence in dealing quickly with critical problems that
occur during live broadcast situations (mobile experience
preferred). Must have experience with set-up and
maintenance of Sony triax cameras, switchers, Betacam
VTRs, audio equipment, PCs, modems and cellular
communication. This position requires approximately
8o days a year on the road.

QVC offers a competitive salary, excellent benefits, room
for personal and professional growth, state-of-the-art
broadcast studio environment, and a convenient location
in a highly rated suburb just 35 miles from Philadelphia.
Please apply by visiting the Job Opportunity page at
www.qvc.com and enter the position title in Keyword
Search. EOE. Drug Free/Smoke Free Work Environment.
Pre -employment drug screening required.

QVC
a great place to work

BROADCAST MAINTENANCE ENGINEER:
Team Video Services provides operational
and engineering support to CNN and is
seeking Broadcast Engineers to work at
CNN's news bureau in Washington DC and
New York City. Extensive backgroadnd in
broadcast equipment troubleshooting
and installations is required. Position
requires a well -organized team leader, with
minimal supervision, and good
communication skills, min 5 yrs
experience. Digital knowledge a plus.
Competitive salary and excellent Benefits.
Email résumé, cover letter Attn: TVSNY or
TVSDC. Jobs@teamgrouptv

WDSI FOX 61 seeks an Assistant Chief
Engineer experienced with studio
equipment, analog and digital tape re-
corders. Will maintain ENG truck and
DVC PRO equipment. Position requires
on -site support of live news broad-
casts. Send resumes to: WDSI-TV,
HR, 1101 E. Main St., Chattanooga, TN
37408. EOE and drug free workplace

BroadcastEngineering

At ShopNBC, our strategic
partnership with NBC has enabled
us to become America's fastest
growing home shopping network
online and on television. We
currently have great opportunities
available for a:

2nd shift Broadcast
Maintenance Engineer
needed in Eden Prairie, MN. The
successful candidate for this position
should have a strong understanding
of communications installation
techniques. Experience in cable
fabrication and installation for
broadcast and NV systems is
required. Must be able to work
unsupervised. A B.A. in Electronic
Technologies or a related field
or equivalent military training is

preferred. Knowledge of broadcast
and M/ systems operations &
integration is required. Strong
experience using Windows '95, '98,
2000 or NT is considered necessary.
Familiarity with computer networking
is a must. The candidate should be
familiar with industry standard cable
terminations, installation and
fabrication techniques, in addition to
being capable of reading, interpreting
and implementing schematic
drawings for the purpose of installing
broadcast television/radio and high-

end MI systems under the direction
of a Project Engineer. Also, this
individual must be knowledgeable of
component set-ups, system signal
flow and possess troubleshooting
skills.

If interested, please fax, mail,
or email your resume to:

ShopNBC
6740 Shady Oak Road
Eden Prairie, MN 55344

Located off Hwy's 62/212
Phone: (952) 943-6714

Fax: (952) 943-6711
E-mail: jobs@shopnbc.com

EOE

ak
ShopNBC
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THE SHARPEST

A/D CONVERSION

TECHNOLOGY IN

THE WORLD IS HERE.

AND WE

CAN PROVE IT.

Come to Booth #21306 at NAB for a

side -by -side comparison of Fortel

DTV's Integrity 400 series and the

competition. See for yourself how
our superior A/D conversion and
synchronization can make your
transition to digital picture perfect.

www f orteldtv com

Place your
business on

top of the world
with 45,000+
worldwide
circulation!
Advertise in
Broadcast

Engineering!

HORITA'
Sure, we could build a sunroof

Into our SCT-50, but do you
really need one?

The Simple Way to Add
Titles/Captions & Time/Date to

Video - SCT-50 - $329
 Stand alone or RS232 controlled "Industrial

CG" adds up to 9 lines of 20 characters
each of text'symbols. Change size,

d contrast, background, position, etc.
Time display can include tenths of seconds.

d Individual or group control of up to 99 units
using a single RS232 port.

ft Includes easy to use DOS "pop-up" screen
editor that maintains 100 separate screens.

d Battery backed -up internal clock -calendar.

Unconditionally Guaranteed

HOIWIFN
Stuff You Can Use

erforrnance uality eliability implicity

Contact your local video dealer or
call (949)489-0240 www.horita.corn

See us at NAB Booth #L11961

ACCELERATING

TH L MEDIA

WORKFLOIIV

1141111

- 14%4Ir
11111%.

Learn how our expe'r-ttsp
can Nu architect
and a c cehrt*41krage
and system sollifiN"-
throul*Q.Lit your broa-t"..
cast worlitly

WWW,OpriC0.01

TALLY
MAPPERTM

 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

Videoframc
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

1111111111111111

VIDEO
EQUIPMENT
FCC TYPE ACCEPTED

2.0, 2.5 & 7.0 GHz. BANDS

Video Links
Tower Cams

Weather Stations
Antennas

q7U1NTI7A,
6570-B East 51' Street
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145

888-819-4877
http://www.tron-tek.com

email: ton wionet.net
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www.broadcastengineering.com

only $1 gs!_ IN STOCK at all Henry Elgtneenng dealers.

IFor detailed info, visit www.henryeng.com Tel: 626.355.366hax:626.355.0077

cto

il'ATCH ME IN!
-eed your mixer to a bunch of stuff with PATCHBOX!

PATCHBOX is a "passive DA" that gives you 11 stereo
outputs! 5 balanced and 6 unbalanced outputs can
feed DATs, sound cards, tape decks, err loops, VCRs,
dub racks. XL.Fl, 1/4', and RCA outputs can all be used w 6
without interaction or signal degradation.

taillir6 s:

HENRY
1..1111

ENGINEERING

Studio
Exchange

lipgkade mthout spenthog a totfioe.

Buy -Sell _ --rade jjilft12e a bade of c_l)f(1.(110 2vehange!
New and Used

816 N. Victory Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91 502

ind us on the web at
mange.

Email for quotes:

Paur,Dstudioexc hange.com

Authorized
Professional

Reseller

www.broadcastengineering.com
ok=
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Place your
business on

top of the world
with 45,000+
worldwide
circulation!
Advertise in
Broadcast

Engineering!

TERAC O M
COMPONEN

FOR USERS - BY USERS

ANTENNA SYSTEMS

SPLITTERS

CABLE CONNECTORS

See
Us at
Booth
L1515

T S

CZ j

Convegen(ers_,
M.II wetpla(r.

I

U -LINK PANELS

RIGID LINE

LOAE S & MATCHING
SECTIONS

COMBINERS

FILTERS

FROM THE TRANSM177EN
TO THE TOP OF THE TOWER

TERACOM COMPONENTS CAN HELP'

TEL: +1 207-627-7474
FAX: + 1 207-627-7473

EMAIL: LARRY.BOONE.P.TERACOM-C.00M
WEB: VVWW.TERACOM-C.COM

OTZ.Igh
Tower Lighting Specialists

WV

OTT
EXTRA LONG LIFE

TOWERS LAMPS

GUARANTEED
FOR

50,000 HOURS.

THE LAMPS
CAN SAVE YOU
THOUSANDS
OF DOLLARS.

1-800-647-9110
L3, Durkee Street, Office 719

Plattsburg, N.Y., 11901
0-nieloped in conjunction with

OUR NEW WEB STEISY TO

Throw away the compass - we' /e made your

search easier! Thct's right. Simply click, and you're

there! Miss a past issue? Locate it in the archives.

CI ck reader resources and find this year's

calendar of in:ustry events, subscription

information...cnd more! For online product

demonstrations ac:ess the Dern) Room.

Or conduct a search of your own by clicking on

our search page. Click...you're there. It's that

easy! There's so much to discover, so explore

Broadcast Engineering online.

www.broadcastengineering.com
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The digital
landscape is
changing.

Stay informe

G?t the information yot need to

crake informed decisiors.

11-oadcast Engineering. The must-

K -ad publi:ation of digital

television. Visit our Wet site

%day for i f'ee subscriition.

nww.broadcastengineering.com

Ad ki x
Broadcast Engineering is not responsible
for errors in the Advertisers Index.
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HDTV and
tough love
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

aking massive
changes in technol-
ogy is not easy on

consumers. The move from vinyl to CD,
for example, was slow - probably be-
cause people had a huge collection of
discs and everything still worked. If the
music industry had pulled the plug on
vinyl at the same time as introducing
CDs, change might have been faster, but
the ire of the consumer would have been
raised. I had more mental problems
moving from reel-to-reel tape to cas-
settes because the quality was so much
poorer, but the general public loved the
enclosed tape system - as did Dolby.

The absorption rate of VHS was really
quite fast. Apart from that little frisky
fight with Beta the consumer was being
offered something completely new in
the domestic world. The ability to record
a program when you wanted to was a
welcome relief from always having to be
at home when your favorite show was
on. But did you see a shift to S -VHS?
No, the consumer didn't get the mes-
sage, video stores didn't stock S -VHS
tapes and the receiver manufacturers
didn't make products with Y/C inputs
until much later.

The move to DVD has been stagger-
ingly fast. It is not perhaps a quality is-
sue to most consumers. Many are still
hooking up their DVD players using the
composite output. Others have gone to
Y/C or component, but the majority of
users love the added value of outtakes,
the story of the making of the movie and
the ability to jump chapters. Few of them
get annoyed at the lip sync problems that
will occur if you stop a disk for a bath-
room break. It seems that optical stor-
age has become synonymous with the
digital age, and we all know how good
digital always is, don't we?

In the UK, when it was decided to go
color in the 1960s, it was also decided to

go from VHF to UHF, with 625 lines,
for the new services. The duplication in
monochrome on the down -converted
405 -line VHF network was a gift to those
who couldn't afford a new receiver. But
many families, like my own, had no
problem converting because - as was
extremely commonplace in the UK -
our TV was rented. In the early, unreli-

available only on HDTV then the num-
ber of receivers sold would multiply by
a factor of ten overnight. We shouldn't
miss an opportunity to spell out the
quality and vividness of HDTV.

The decision of NBC to cover the
Winter Olympics in HDTV was an op-
portunity to plug the technology in a
massively positive way. But the way the

The adoption of NTSC was achieved by using a back-
compatible system that provoked jealousy.

able days of television, that was a sen-
sible thing to do. Line output transform-
ers in the receivers in my house seemed
to average a nine -month life! And if the
technician who came out couldn't repair
a receiver on the spot then it was imme-
diately swapped out. The conversion to
color, and UHF, was surprisingly fast for
much of the population.

In the United States, the adoption of
NTSC was achieved by using a back -
compatible system that provoked jeal-
ousy. You might be watching a program
in monochrome, but we might be
watching in color. Guess where the
neighbors wanted to drop in to visit.

We don't have the same luxury with
DTV and HDTV. There is little or no
peer pressure to jump on the digital
video bandwagon. Some of us watch
DTV anyway, from the satellite or cable,
but the change to accepting completely
new equipment for HDTV is a big jump.

I have said time and time again that
the reason people will adopt a new tech-
nology is content. For audiocassettes it
was the convenience of playing things
you wanted to hear in a vehicle. For
DVD it has been the additional content
over and above that on the VHS tape.
For faster adoption of HDTV it will also
be content. If Monday Night Football was

company decided to go about it was in-
credibly silly. HDNet's Channel 199 on
DirecTV was chosen as the champion
for the programming, but the decision
was made that coverage would be from
the previous day's events. So, if you
wanted to watch HDTV you had to
bear up to the fact that the gold in ev-
ery event would be discussed around
the water cooler before you saw it - and
you avoided newspapers and the news
for a couple of weeks.

I loved the quote from Jack Sander,
the chairman of the NBC Affiliate
Board: "We support and applaud NBC
for this innovative effort... we believe
this allows for the growth of high -defi-
nition television while protecting the
core Olympics, NBC and local stations
throughout the country." The only
thing this decision did was to protect
the affiliates. HDTV is not an easy
change for consumers. It can be made
easier by denying them programming
that they can otherwise get elsewhere.
Call it tough love. BE

Paul McGoldrick is a freelance industry
consultant based on the West Coast.
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Embed... or De -Embed?

Here.

UNIFRAMETM System

The Intelligent
Modular System
Interfacing Solution

People Who Use Videotek Think Clearer

Keyer

Converters

Frame Syncs

Encoders / Decoders

Distribution Amplifiers

Embedders / De-Embedders

Multiple Frame Sizes

& Power Supplies

That's up to you. But whatever your needs, Videotek's new Tandem

system for UNIFRAMETM will help you rest comfortably.

One of many UNIFRAMETM options, the new Tandem system is the

world's first dual audio embedder/de-embedder system. Plug-in
modules can embed analog or AES/EBU audio into SDI or de -embed

the same. Tandem can also be a single, dual or mixed embedder/

de-embedder. Used where space is at a premium, the Tandem for

UNIFRAMETM is flexible, sophisticated and cost effective.

UNIFRAMETM, the Intelligent, plug and play, Modul'ar System is the only

flexible, total system solution that handles all your critical audio and video

requirements. Easily expandable to meet your system needs, the
UNIFRAMETM architecture automatically reconfigures when new modules

are added. With a choice of three frames and card sizes, the UNIFRAMETM

is the only system that allows mixing of analog/digital and audio
modules all in one convenient frame, offering unparalleled flexibility for

growing environments.

So find out for yourself what hundreds of leading broadcast facilities

already know - when you need dependable, reliable broadcast signal

solutions - WE ARE HERE.

Call Videotek today!

NI=

= VIDEOTEK®
mem A Zero Defects Company

Toll Free: 800-800-5719 www.videotek.com
Direct: 610-327-2292



Nothing "instant" about this replay...

 All the advantages of DISK vs. TAPE
 Simultaneous record and playback
 Instant access to replays
 User-friendly operation

One operator for five channels
Lower maintenance cost
No heads to replace
Less space required

Easily integrated into any production environment and providing instant advantages,
Whiplash2" allows you to gradually transition to disk by replacing one aging slow-motion
VTR at a time.

Whiplash2 is designed for the fast -paced environment of
live sports. Now you can record an entire sporting event
from different camera angles without interruption, while
executing simultaneous slow motion replay on demand.

And you can even use Whiplash2 to provide limited play-
back of pre-recorded clips such as bumpers, promos and
commercials on a stadium videoboard.

At last, network -quality slow motion is not limited to those with network-sized budgets. So isn't
it time to trash the tape? Put Whiplash2 on the job today.

Witness innovation in integrated solutions
by visiting Leitch NAB booth #L19511.

Canada +1 (800) 387 0233 USA East +1 (800) 231 9673 USA West +1 (888) 843 7004
Brazil +55 (11) 3151 5093 Latin America +1 (305) 512 0045
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